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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A wide range of aerodynamic phenomena contribute to the airloads on rotorcraft, and the accurate prediction
of these loads represents a major challenge to the helicopter technical community. This Specialists' Meeting was
organized for the purpose of identifying and assessing recent developments in this field. The primary theme of the
meeting was the prediction and experimental verification of the steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces on the rotor
blades of modem helicopters and related devices, such as wind turbines.

The Meeting consisted of four main sessions that addressed recent advances in rotor airloads prediction methods,
including the evolution to the present state of the art, the capabilities and limitations of the current methodology, and
the specific areas that need further effort. Nineteen invited papers were presented in the following four sessions:

I. -ROTOR BLADE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS I The current engineering
prediction techniques for airfoil and rotor blade planform shapes were outlined.
These methods draw from a variety of analytical, numerical, and experimental sources,
especially the latter. New, more advanced methods were also described for predicting
the section characteristics and performance of rotor airfoils, including dynamic stall,
transonic effects, and three-dimensional corrections.

I1. -WAKES AND AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE EFFECTS OF ROTORCRAFT
AND WIND TURBINE! ! This session included methods of predicting the wake
vortex structure of an isolated rotor in hover and related measurements of the
induced velocity field. Airloads and stresses resulting from blade-vortex interactions
and from aerodynamic interactions between the main rotor, fuselage, tail rotor, and
engine inlet were described, along with adaptations of predictive techniques to
horizontal-axis wind turbines.

IIL - ROTOR AIRLOADS PREDICTION PROGRAMS' Individual aerodynamic modules,
,generally simpler than the ones described in Sess ons I and II, have been combined
with structural dynamic models and assembled into large prediction codes. Current
programs were outlined, including their capabilities and limitations, and a progress
report was given on a comprehensive new interdisciplinary analysis system that is under
development.

W. XPERIMENTAL CORRELATIONS AND VERIFICATIONS Data from model and
flight tests were analyzed and compared with predictions, wIlt varing degrees of
success. New data management systems and data analysis techniques were also described.

In addition to the contributing authors, two rotorcraft specialists with broad backgrounds and experience i' each
of the relevant technical areas were invited to assess and critique the papers in the four sessions and to comment on
advances in the state of the art in predictive capability. Written remarks by seven of these Commentators are included
in these Proceedings.

Significant advances have been made in recent years towards understanding and predicting the individual aero-
dynamic effects discussed in Sessions I and II. However, much of this new information has yet to be incorporated into

the large prediction codes described in Session Ill. Similarly, the comprehensive and sophisticated analyses have

"" generally not been tested rigorously against the most complete and advanced sets of experimental data. Furthermore,
* none of the data sets appears to include all the information that would be needed to completely validate the latest

global computer models.

Nevertheless, the current generation of helicopter airloads prediction programs represent considerable evolutionary

progress over the past decade. Although present analyses use aerodynamic modules that are based on earlier technology,

they have been fine-tuned and "validated" on the basis of previous experience. Significantly better structural dynamic
models are now included, and new, powerful scientific computers are being used to greater advantage. The greatest
limitation seems to be in extrapolating a given program to a new or unrelated rotor design.

The information presented at this Specialists' Meeting indicates that significant additional improvements in
predictive capability can be achieved in the following three main ways:
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(1) Incorporating the new fundamental aerodynamic developments into future prediction
codes. This has to be in the simplest ad most practical manner possible so as to
minimize the additional computationaV expense.

(2) Performing more systematic and thorough experimental correlations and verifications.
Additional and more comprehensive data are needed, but even the existing measurements
tend to be under-utilized.

(3) Structuring and managing the futurJcodes in a more unified and organized manner, using
modern software methodology. The overall program should consist of modular subsystems
that can be individually modified to allow new technology to be introduced or corrections
to be made with minimum effort and expense.

The efforts required to implement such improvements are considerable, but the potential benefits to the NATO
community are even greater. Therefore, the specialists in helicopter airloads predictions should be encouraged by
AGARD to continue the exchange of information and ideas that was begun at this meeting.

W.J.McCROSKEY

Chairman, Programme Committee
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THE ROLE OF ANALYSIS IN THE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

OF ADVANCED ROTORS

By

L. Dadone

Engineering Specialist, Aerodynamics
Boeing Vertol Company

Boeing Center
P.O. Box 16858

Philadelphia, PA 19142
USA

SUMMARY

Although significant advances have been recently made in all the areas of aerodynamics
and fluid dynamics concerning the understanding of the flow field of helicopter rotors,
the key to the definition and validation of advanced rotor designs still rests substan-
tially with wind tunnel and flight test, guided to a growing extent, but generall not
dictated by analysis.

As two-dimensional flows received a great deal of attention in recent years, it is not
surprising that some of the most successful contributions of analysis to advanced rotors
have been the result of airfoil optimization. Rotor airload prediction methods, corbin-
ing the relevant aerodynamic and dynamic phenomena, have been used in the definition of
the design objectives and have provided the guidelines necessary to make use of improved
rotor sections. It is not clear to what extent sectional optimization can be used to
further improve advanced rotors, but the design of better rotor sections may still be
feasible.

This paper reviews from a manufacturer's point of view the extent to which flow analysis
has influenced rotor design, it suggests an interim method to define tip geometries for
high speed flight until rotor blades can be modeled more rigorously, and it addresses
the potential value of new computational methods in improving the aerodynamic efficiency
of helicopter rotors.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced rotors will allow rotorcraft to fly faster and more efficiently. In a narrow
sense, the objective of the aerodynamic optimization of rotors and wings is the suppres-
sion of flow separation and minimization of induced power.

As the limits of the helicopter flight envelope have been expanded, and as a requirement
for increased efficiency has been prompted by recent energy problems, the quest for
rotors with improved aerodynamic characteristics, "advanced roto-rs", has received a new
impetus. An additional incentive has been the need to quantify the true operational
limits of conventional rotors, a knowledge which will have significant influence in
determining whether helicopters are adequate for a number of future commercial and mili-
tary pplications.

The potential value of pure helicopters, i.e., helicopters employing conventional rotors
for lift and propulsion, is compared to other helicopter alternatives and to the tilt-
rotor in Figure 1. The comparison is based on a transport mission that defines payload
to gross weight ratios for a range in speed capability. The potential for high speed
operation beyond 180 knots has already been demonstrated' and further gains are within
reach pending the suppression of the vibratory loads associated with flight regimes near
and beyond 200 knots, assuming that this can be achieved with minimum weight and per-
formance penalties.

New methods resulting from the availability of large computers have recently been devel-
oped and have already had a significant impact on fixed wing applications of analysis2.
But even before the advent of Computational Fluid Dynamics, computers have changed the
role of the average engineer. Some have turned into "developers", and many more into
"users" of computer programs. Fortunately or not, "analysis" today implies the defini-
tion and use of computer programs, with the added dimension that now we can, if not
careful, generate many more wrong answers using far more complex computation methods,
and faster than ever before.

With all their drawbacks, however, computers have made a significant difference in the
way we approach the understanding of physical phenomena. Recent advances in computa-
tional methods have been so substantial that, particularly in industry, it is difficult
to reach and maintain a proper perspective on the role of analysis. While at times it
is easy to be accused of relying too much on computations, an excessively down-to-earth
approach might cause us to under-utilize existing resources and lose some of whatever
technical competitive advantage we have.

As the objective of advanced rotor design is the definition of faster and more fuel
efficient helicopters, the development of analysis can be justified only within the con-
text of its application to this objective. The potential benefits to be derived from
the aerodynamic improvement of rotors have been quantified in various ways. For
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instance, at the 1980 HAA/NASA meeting3 F. McHugh offered the following perspective on
the value of advanced rotor research:

"As part of NASA's research, a study4 was conducted to determine the payoff in fuel
reduction resulting from estimated levels of improvement potentially available from
advanced technology. The three major improvements were light weight structure,
rotor lift/effective drag ratio and hover figure of merit in addition to regenera-
tive engines. The combined improvement of all the technology improvements was 30
to 40 percent (Figure 2). To determine which of the technologies would provide the
largest fuel saving per dollars spent in development, an additional study was made
to assess the cost of research and development required to provide the level of
technology improvement used in the study. As shown in Figure 3, drag reduction
provided the largest fuel saving per development dollar with figure of merit and
rotor lift/effective drag ratio as the next two major areas. Light weight struc-
ture and engine development were assessed, at that time, as having high development
costs and thereby lower energy savings per development dollar."

It has long been recognized that, away from rotor limits, even simple analysis will
yield fairly accurate trends in terms of the effect of twist and planform variation on
performance. Simple analysis can show that twist will improve aerodynamic efficiency in
hover, and that reducing the planform where more is lost from drag than gained from lift
will also improve efficiency. Twist and planform variations imply consequences in for-
ward flight performance and loads which cannot be generally quantified analytically, but
which can be quantified experimentally. Beyond the calculation of basic twist and plan-
form trends, the use of analysis in improving helicopter rotors has been limited because
analysis has been substantiated only over known flight regimes and cannot be safely used
to extrapolate characteristics beyond 20 to 40 knots. However, testing has been accom-
plished very recently' up to 231 knots in the lifting and propelling mode for conven-
tional rotors of varying solidity, blade number, tip planform and structural character-
istics. This new information will aid in the substantiation of up to date forward
flight codes. Analysis will then permit the assessment of the requirements for a rotor
design optimized for high speed flight.

PAST AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENTS AT BOEING VERTOL

Milestones in the development and introduction of methods of analysis which influenced
the aerodynamic design of Boeing Vertol rotor systems are shown in Table I.

Following is a brief chronology of main developments since the early 1960's.

o Introduction of Camber on CH-47 Rotor Blades

Starting from the early 1960's, research was undertaken on rotors which would in-
crease the efficiency and expand the flight envelope of the CH-46 and CH-47 heli-
copters. Eventually, this research led to the introduction of the V23010-1.58
airfoil on CH-47B and C blades, and of a slightly modified V23010 airfoil on the
CH-46. This rotor system modification was part of extensive changes to the CH-46
and CH-47 models, made in conjunction with more powerful power plants. The key
change on the rotor blades was the replacement of a symmetrical section with a
cambered one.

The research leading to the CH-47B rotor blades was carried out over several years,
and it involved a series of airfoil tests in the Transonic Wind Tunnel at Boeing
Seattle. Since at that time the methods airfoil analysis did not allow the predic-
tion of sectional characteristics at all the conditions necessary to assess rotor
blade airloads, during the early 1960's the choice of airfoils was determined
mostly by systematic wind tunnel measurements. Besides the methods described by
Abbott and VonDoenhoff5 , the basis for airfoil contour variation was the informa-
tion available on the overall characteristics of NACA airfoils, and the requirement
that the new CH-47 sections be a contour modification easily applied over the
existing CH-47A symmetrical contour, without major re-tooling.

Even as the first cambered blades were being flight tested, thought was being given
to further improvement. The basic tradeoff between maximum lift characteristics at
intermediate Mach numbers, necessary to delay stall over the retreating side, and
the need to reduce advancing blade power was proposed by F. Davenport in 19666, on
the basis of the "dagger model" (AR = 5.5) data from the Boeing Transonic Wind
Tunnel.

o Early Airfoil Analysis Methods

New methods became available during the late 1960's and early 1970's to aid in the
analytical evaluation of the sectional characteristics necessary to improve heli-
copter rotors. These methods combined potential flow solutions for two-dimensional
airf'uil.s with bc -ndary layer analysis. The methods were not new, but their appli-
cat. .1 to syst- tic airfoil studies had not been practical until they were adapted
to r. I C .ters.

While i-c meant for and not valid at conditions involving separation, by correla-
tion with 2-D data these potential flow/boundary layer interaction methods allowed
the prediction of the maximum lift, at M - 0.4, of airfoils whose stall was char-
acterized by L.3. or T.E. separation (no thin airfoil stall, involving laminar
bubbles ).
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Potential flow analysis for subcritical flow had also been successfully combined
with observation: on the drag rise characteristics of airfoils at high subsonic
Mach numbers7 . The outcome was an erpirical method based on the evaluation of the
conditions at which the flow becomes locally sonic at the "crest" of an airfoil,
hence "crest-line" theory. The combination of potential flow/boundary layer inter-
action methods and crest-line theory allowed the analytical review of airfoil sec-
tions which would meet the criteria set by Davenport, the only difference in the
approach being the replacement of the Mach number at which a drag coefficient level
would be reached, with the Mach number for drag divergence at zero lift.

o "Lifting-Line" Rotor Analysis and Unsteady Aerodynamic Methods

The 1960's also saw the development of lifting-line/strip-analysis computer codes
for non-elastic articulated rotors. These methods were based on the interpolation
of detailed two-dimensional airfoil characteristics and on the use of prescribed
wake models to calculate the induced velocities along a rotor blade, either in
hover (B-92) or in forward flight (B-67), thus allowing the evaluation of a non-
uniform flow field more representative of the rotor environment than possible by
momentum ("uniform downwash") methods. Oscillating airfoil tests were conducted
starting in 1966 and, by 1968, the data from the oscillating airfoil tests were
used to assess dynamic stall delay effects on airfoil characteristicsa. By 1969 a
more comprehensive lifting-line/strip-analysis method became operational, the
B-67DD code. This method did not require any empirical adjustments to the sec-
tional data because of the introduction of an unsteady aerodynamic formulation to
account for dynamic stall delay effects and to approximate the increase in mean
profile drag. Although retaining the old kinematic wake model, the new code
included a modal representation of blades flexible flatwise and in torsion.

The B-67DD forward flight analysis, its hover counterpart, B-92, and simpler codes
used to carry out trim analysis, were the basis for systematic trend studies to
determine the most efficient planform, twist and airfoil combinations necessary to
support the growth of the CH-47 and other prototype helicopters programs. Except
for an advanced geometry blade involving a small amount of taper distributed from
root to tip (the "AGB" blade), and a "hatchet" tip configuration, defined on the
basis of simple local sweep considerations and flight tested on the Model 347 heli-
copter, all blades considered up to the early 1970's were of rectangular planform,
with airfoils tapered in thickness and camber as necessary to reduce advancing
blade drag, and with twist defined -o gain the best hover performance, while mini-
mizing forward flight performance penalties.

The lack of fundamental methods to understand unsteady aerodynamics combined with
flow separation led to a few misconceptions as to the nature of dynamic stall
delay. A significant amount of time was spent searching, by means of oscillatory
airfoil tests and rotor tests, for an airfoil which would overcome by unsteady
aerodynamic effects its poor quasi-steady performance at the Mach numbers encoun-
tered during retreating blade stall, and still have outstanding transonic dragcharacteristics.

o Heavy Lift Helicopter Rotor Airfoils

The early 1970's saw the development of new rotor blades first for the Heavy Lift
Helicopter (HLH) and later for the Utility Tactical Transport and Support (UTTAS)
helicopter. Besides the improved structural characteristics due to composite mat-
erials, both rotors employed sections which had been designed almost entirely on
the basis of established advancing/retreating blade criteria where, however, more
elaborate design objectives were set for different spanwise locations along the
blade. Additional restrictions were also imposed on the two-dimensional pitching
moment coefficients as a result of rotor tests which quantified the dependence of
blade torsional loads and pitch link loads on the level of the sectional pitching
moments.

The overall definition of blade requirements was determined analytically, with
emphasis on hover performance. Airfoil design was guided by airloads analysis to
establish the correct balance of camber, thickness and trailing edge reflex. How-
ever, the final rotor blade configurations, particularly regarding the correctamount of T.E. reflex, were determined by wind tunnel tests of model rotor blades.
The background of these developments is discussed in references (9), (10) and (11).

o More Advanced Lifting-Line Rotor Analysis Methods

The late 1970's saw the introduction of the models of two important phenomena into
the B-67 airloads analysis. The first was in response to the need to quantify the
difference between two- and three-dimensional flow effects near the tip ("tip
relief" effects). The second was a definition of the dependence of the spanwise
location of the rolled-up tip vortex on the instantaneous blade loading, without
the complexity of a free wake (tried, with disappointing results, in 1969). The
version of B-67 with a kinematic wake rolled up by Betz criteria was identified as
B-65. Tip relief effects on drag were introduced as proposed by LeNard1 2 , while
lift and pitching moment corrections, initially based on existing data on low
aspect ratio wings t-sted at transonic speeds, were further improved on the basis
of more recent expe.,mental and analytical evidence. As shown in Table I, during
the mid 1970's a derivative of the B-67 analysis was defined to include sweep
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effects. This code, called B-66, is currently undergoing final checkout and corre-
lation with model rotor test data.

o 2tcent Advanced Rotor/Airfoil Design

Although tip modifications were attempted during the 1970's, primarily to improve
hover performance, the blades considered for production were all limited to a rec-
tangular planform, including the fiberglass blades for the CH-47D, which utilize
the VR-7 and VR-8 airfoils originally designed for the HLH.

The last airfoil design based on requirements not involving blade sweep, discussed
in Reference (11), was carried out in 1978 during efforts to define a conventional
rotor optimized for 180 knot cruise speed without severe performance and loads
penalties. Two of the airfoils defined and tested in 1978, the VR-12 and VR-15,
are shown in Figure 4 and there compared to airfoils on Boeing Vertol helicopters
in current use. The performance of selected helicopter sections is compared in
Figure 5.

The VR-12 and VR-15 represent the best compromise possible, within the limits of
the methods used, for the maximum lift capability at M = 0.4, and the drag diver-
gence Mach number at zero lift, while meeting hover drag requirements and restrict-
ing the sectional pitching moments to levels shown to be necessary by previous test
experience. The two-dimensional tests confirmed the.predicted sectional perform-
ance and demonstrated that current methods of airfoil analysis can be successfullyused to design and optimize helicopter rotor airfoils.

The new sections were designed entirely analytically by means of a potential flow/
boundary layer interaction analysis13 and a viscous transonic analysis. 4 , both
calibrated with data from the two-dimensional transonic insert of the Boeing Super-
sonic Wind Tunnel. Details of the methods used are outlined in Reference (11).
The VR-12 and VR-15, employed on a number of advanced rotor configurations, have
been the subject of exhaustive model rotor tests to determine the rotor performance
for flight beyond 180 knots. Several rotor configurations tested in the most
recent advanced rotor test are described in Reference (1).

Hover and forward flight performance for some of the configurations employing the
new airfoils are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 8 shows the benefits possible
by introducing planform taper in combination with advanced airfoils. Figure 9
illustrates the growth in blade loads with increasing speed, as measured during one
of the recent Boeing Vertol advanced rotor tests. The growth in advancing blade
loads is the main cause of rotor limits, as far as performance is concerned; how-
ever, the torsional fluctuations associated with retreating blade stall, while not
always limiting performance, are a significant source of higher harmonic vibratory
loads.

It is interesting to note that during the mid-1960's limitations in the theory and
restrictions in the experimental set-up convinced us of intrinsic limitations in
the range of usefulness of conventional rotors. This prejudice took years to over-
come. In fact, both theory and test seemed to point to insurmountable limits for
conventional articulated rotors at high speeds. As shown by F. McHugh"S '16 and
confirmed by current analysis (B-65), we can operate at speeds well beyond 200
knots with the rotor providing the lift and propulsive force representative of an
advanced helicopter, with some increase in loads.

The question now is: How should we alter the geometry and, if necessary, the
structural properties of a rotor blade to improve efficiency and to extend the high
speed capability?

PRESENT ROLE OF ANALYSIS

As illustrated in Figure 8, the introduction of sweep did not produce an improvement in
forward flight performance at high speeds over the level achieved by an advanced rotor
configuration employing just tip taper. As the methods of analysis available when the
test was planned did not allow a comprehensive assessment of all the implications of tip
sweep, sweep was introduced on several model blades so that key trends could be deter-
mined experimentally.

The results of. the test show that there are fundamental aspects of the aerodynamic and
dynamic behavior of swept rotor blades that we still need to understand. This under-
standing will probably not be a result of any advanced technique of flow analysis, at
least during the immediate future. In the near term, the useful limits of advanced
rotors will be assessed as the result of:

(a) Empirical means to account for 3-D tip relief effects. Although the approach
used at this time is based on the "complementary" wing formulation by
LeNard12 , the tip relief evaluation procedure may be improved by means of
recently developed rotor blade panel methods17' s'' 9 . An example of 3-D
"relieved" environment by the method of Reference (12) is compared to airfoil
drag divergence boundaries in Figure 10.

(b) Approximations of local sweep effects, to be used in evaluating first order
aerodynamic sweep requirements. Typically, these effects may be expressed by
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a function of the quarter-chord sweep angle, (cos A)n, and be combined with
tip relief assessment methods.

(c) Two-dimensional airfoi. analysis and design methods. Besides the potential
flow/ boundary layer interaction and viscous transonic flow analysis
methods13 '14 , today airfoil analysis can be carried out by two-dimensional
codes which include a model of the separated wake20 ' 21 . Airfoil contours can
be also optimized by computer assisted procedures tied in with a 2-D transonic
analysis code2 2 '

23.

(d) Lifting line performance and loads analysis methods incorporating relatively
simple but correctly coupled aerodynamics and dynamics, such as the B-66
analysis, a modification of the B-65 analysis, mentioned earlier, having pro-
visions for planform sweep.

The near-term process used in defining advanced rotor configurations which combine air-
foils integrated with planform and sweep requirements, can be described as follows:

(1) Combine three-dimensional Mach "relief" methods, such as the LeNard method 2 ,
with a simple formulation describing the nominal local Mach number environment
for a rotor in forward flight. When linked with a local sweep geometry gener-
ation scheme, as illustrated in Figure 11, the "inverse" tip-relief analysis
can be used to line up two-dimensional airfoils along curved boundaries, while
taking into account the first order flow deflection effects due to the physi-
cal size of the tip and local drag divergence requirements. Examples of the
result of this process are shown in Figures 12 and 13. In the first example,
Figure 12, the planform was iterated upon to obtain a straight trailing edge.
In the second, Figure 13, a swept forward trailing edge. The conditions on
which these designs were based are described in the figures.

(2) Having obtained candidate shapes based on preliminary lift and drag divergence
requirements, the newly defined planforms can be then analyzed by means of
complete lifting line analysis methods incorporating rotor wake models,
unsteady aerodynamics effects, planform effects, sweep (in the aerodynamic
sense, and by introducing the correct lift offset), 2-D airfoil data, tip
relief approximations, elastic blade effects and blade dynamics. This can be
accomplished by means of the B-65/B-66 codes mentioned earlier, within the
range of conditions for which the codes have been validated, which now
includes flight speeds up to 231 knots.

(3) With revised and, after the first iteration, more detailed lift/Mach number
requirements from the airloads analysis, it is possible to re-enter the
inverse sweep solution and update the planfrom or airfoil distribution on the
basis of new local drag divergence Mach number boundaries.

(4) The inverse sweep/airloads analysis cycle can be repeated for the desired
design conditions until the conclusion is reached that either an airfoil/plan-
form combination is possible, or that the requirements exceed the means avail-
able to meet them. At that point, in order of increasing complexity, the
following choices are possible:

o Change blade torsional stiffness,

o Further relax the sweep or planform/taper requirements,

o Investigate the value of changing or redesigning the airfoils.

More comprehensive methods may also be employed to refine the planform geometry from an
aerodynamic point of view, possibly with the aid of induced velocity information from
the lifting-line airloads analysis. The Tauber/Arieli and Caradonna/Chattot17, 1,1
codes , should be tried to assess whether airfoil/planform combinations as, for
instance, in Figures 12 and 13, can be altered as three-dimensional surfaces to improve
their transonic characteristics, although it is not cleai whether these codes can be
used for such a specific application. However, at this time any clue would be useful
because potential contour change benefits can be later refined and verified experiment-
ally.

In order to achieve flight speeds beyond 200 to 220 knots with conventional helicopter
rotors planform sweep is probably a necessity because, in terms of Mach number penetra-
tion, airfoils and unswept planforms may have been exploited to the point of diminishing
returns even after all three-dimensional effects are properly taken into account. Some
further extension may be obtained by reducing camber and thickness, but although poten-
tially capable of very high drag divergence Mach numbers, sections which are too thin
would have very poor off-design performance and would not produce enough lift where
needed at Mach numbers below drag divergence.

Even sweep, however, has its limitations. Figures 14 and 15 compare the nominal Mach
number environment of two blade planforms, the first rectangular and the second swept.
While sweep reduces the nominal local Mach number at * = 90, the encounter with higher
local Mach numbers is delayed to azimuth positions beyond 900 in proportion to the mag-
nitude of the local sweep angle built into the blade.
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As shown in Figure 10, three-dimensional tip relief practically vanishes inboard 0.85R
on a rectangular planform with airfoils 8% to 10% thick. Rotor tips employing thin air-
foils and/or chord taper would experience a further reduction in tip relief, so that any
improvement in Mach number penetration inboard of 85% of the radius would have to be
obtained by sweep. An increase in airfoil drag divergence by AM = 0.05, from a current
M 1 0.8 to M - = 0.85 for an average advanced "working section" at the zero lift
19yel, would all~w an increase in flight speed by almost 33 knots, assuming that changes
in blade drag divergence Mach number can be converted directly into flight velocity. It
is not likely, however, that sweep could be successfully employed inboard of 85% of
radius for local Mach number reduction alone, because even by a conservative estimate
(cos A) the effect of sweep may be too weak to be worth the complexity of planform sweep
over a substantial portion of span. Although nominally optimized for the advancing
side, a swept tip blade will have to be able to provide lift and fly through the
retreating side of the rotor disc without stalling too severely, while providing the
necessary thrust, propulsive force and acceptable blade/control loads. If this can be
achieved, it will probably result in the following significant changes in airfoil design
objectives:

(1) As blade torsional moments and elastic windup may be as much a function of tip
sweep as of sectional pitching moments, the current nose-up pitching moment
requirements may be relaxed, allowing the use of sectioiis without the T.E.
reflex with negative camber which characterizes most current advanced heli-
copter rotor airfoils. Positive camber at the trailing edge would allow an
increase in the maximum lift and drag divergence boundarier beyond the level
of the VR-12 to VR-14 sections of Figure 5.

(2) It is not clear at this time what effect sweep would have on dynamic stall,
although it may be speculated that, if not excessive, the elastic windup due
to sweep may help in reducing stall effects by reducing the angle of attack.
At any rate, different maximum lift objectives would have to be set for the
inboard sections not involved in sweep (inboard of 80% to 85% of span) and the
tip sections. If it could be demonstrated that sweep attentuates dynamic
stall and hence reduces the Ck requirement at M = 0.4, a very firm require-
ment up to now in designing 68tol rotor airfoils, it would be possible to
reduce overall camber and provide better Mach number penetration at low lift
levels.

FUTURE APPLICATIONS

Having reviewed the means presently available to evaluate by analysis changes in blade
geometry which will result in improved aerodynamic efficiency, one must reach the con-
clusion that while not quite representative of the actual flow along a rotor blade, the
two-dimensional definition of blade sections is the area in which analysis has been most
useful.

What needs to be addressed is the fact that while advanced methods of analysis generally
take a long time to be substantiated and find their way into applications, in the long
term the definition of improved rotor systems would become prohibitively costly, if not
impossible, without the guidance of adequately developed methods of analysis.

The problem can be summarized as follows: on one side we have well described phenomena
which are applicable to the prediction of rotor airloads only if we make bold assump-
tions as to their validity in the rotor flow environment (airfoil theory, for instance).
On the other side we have analytical models of separate phenomena which would be well
suited to reveal details of the rotor flow field, but which will not be useful in rotor
optimization unless they can (a) be expanded to a higher degree of resolution, (b) be
integrated within comprehensive methods of rotor analysis which properly combine and
couple all the elements involved, and (c) can be substantiated by correlation with test
data, i.e., airloads from blade pressure measurements, blade loads and overall perform-
ance.

Given the choice of an analysis which combines relatively simple models of the individ-. ual phenomena, correctly coupling all the most iftortant aerodynamic and structural/dynamic effects, and an analysis which describes in great detail a phenomenon removed

from the helicopter rotor, at present the engineer attempting rotor optimization would
be forced to use the more comprehensive, if less accurate, method to guide the process.
The role of advanced analytical models of the individual phenomena will depend on our
willingness and ability to introduce them into the rotor analysis codes.

Potential of New Methods of Analysis

Of the advanced methods of analysis currently under development, the following have the
potential for a significant impact on the aerodynamic design of future helicopter
rotors:

(1) Lifting surface rotor analysis methods, for both subcritical and transonic
flow regimes, which are being progressively expanded to include more compre-
hensive wake models and unsteady aerodynamics effects.

(2) Fixed wing/fuselage 3-D panel analysis, utilizing potential flow models, which
may later be extended to helicopters.

(3) Euler and Navier-Stokes codes.Al •_
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The first group includes the adaptation of FL022 to the rotating environment1 7
, and

transonic small disturbance methods extended to helicopter rotor blades'8 ' 1 9 .

The development of advanced panel methods and of the Euler and Navier-Stokes codes has
been motivated by the need to improve the efficiency of fixed wing aircraft. Before
deciding how useful these methods would be to helicopters, we should understand how
useful they have been to the fixed wing community so far.

In recent years, fixed wing methods of analysis have evolved to a state of "mature
technology" so that more of the optimization of aircraft components, as well as the
integration of components, can be carried out prior to experimental confirmation. In
absence of flow separation, the analytical techniques are so well trusted that local
changes in fuselage contour may be assessed entirely analytically, and accepted without
further verification.

In Reference (2), L. Miranda reached the conclusion that potential flow models appear to
be "quite adequate" for the majority of airplane applications, "provided that appropri-
ate viscous corrections are incorporated in the transonic regime". For the future
"greater gains in effectiveness are likely to come from the expansion of the geometrical
capabilities of full potential flow codes, rather than from the introduction of more
accurate flow models, as Euler and Navier-Stokes solvers". And "finally, that" compu-
tational aerodynamics and wind tunnel testing should not be viewed as competing tech-
nologies... but rather should be used in a complementary fashion". Concluding that wind
tunnel testing, for the foreseeable future will remain the best tool for verification
and validation.

These comments could apply as well to the modeling of rotor blades, except that the
application of panel methods to helicopter rotors is not close to the degree of "mat-
urity" of the fixed wing methods.

The adequacy of the geometric representation of the surfaces involved is of course an
issue. Although "low-order" panel methods have been proposed, it is not clear to what
extent details of the rotor surface may be quantified by analysis. No matter how useful
these methods will be in the future, near term applications are not quite within reach.

It is possible that a considerable insight into unsteady aerodynamics and tip flow phe-
nomena may be eventually gained by Navier-Stokes and Euler finite difference methods,
but the careful coupling of panel methods and wake models, backed by specific wind tun-
nel tests, will probably yield usable trends before the more fundamental flow analysis
methods produce any directly applicable results.

Although the analysis of tip flows has significantly progressed during the last few
years, it is not time to call an end to airfoil optimization. The emphasis, however,I should be on the right combination of camber, thickness and tip shape for established
families of airfoil shapes rather than on the optimization of airfoil contours on the
basis of high lift and high Mach number penetration. This will be accomplished by
analysis of the rotor flow environment carried out in conjunction with planform optimi-
zation based on lifting-line/strip-analysis methods. The results of more sophisticated
methods of flow analysis will be needed to define empirical models of specific phenomena
necessary to make comprehensive rotor analysis codes both practical and successful.

CONCLUSIONS

(a) Until now, the basis for most progress in the aerodynamic optimization of rotor
blades has been the combination of strip analysis methods and two-dimensional air-
foil optimization, substantiated by test data (airfoil and rotor).

(b) The benefits of new rotor designs at the extremes of the flight envelope cannot yet
be quantified by analysis in a consistent and reliable manner.

(c) With no exceptions, experiment has been the real source of data for both develop-
ment and verification of final rotor designs. In this sense helicopters do not
differ much from fixed wing aircraft, but the methods of analysis for fixed wing
applications have reached a greater level of maturity.

(d) The prediction of rotor airloads requires the combination and the coupling of the
analytical models of different phenomena.

(e) For the near future, the definition of advanced rotors will continue to depend on
two-dimensional optimization guided by rotor airload analysis and confirmed by
test. However, the level of sophistication needed in furthering the state- of the
art may soon exhaust this approach.

(f) Lifting line methods combined with empirical means to account for transonic effects
and unsteady aerodynamics near the tip of rotor blades will be used to continue
sectional and planform optimization until rotors can be better modeled as complete
surfaces.

(g) If we consider the degree of resolution necessary to model even relatively simple
two-dimensional flow fields, we must conclude that it will be indeed a long time
before we can model the flow field of a rotorcraft in all its complexity. However,
we do not need to know the flow field in every detail. What we must understand



thoroughly are the ways in which all main aerodynamic and dynamic phenomena are
interrelated.

(h) The two most important items to be defined are:

(1) What is an acceptable balance between simplification and sophistication?

(2) What are the specific design criteria for airfoil/planform optimization?
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF METHODS OF ANALYSIS USED IN THE
AERODYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION OF BOEING VERTOL ROTOR SYSTEMS

Airfoil/Blade
Year Analysis Rotor Analysis Rotor System

1965 Vortex polygon Hover, B-92 CH-47B with V23010-1.58
methods airfoil, -3*T.E. Tab.

(Modification of CH-47A
blades)

1966 Forward flight,
B-67MC

1967/68 Definition of CH-47C with V23010-1.58
dynamic stall airfoil and revised T.E.
delay method8 . tab configuration

1969 "Peaky" airfoil Definition of elastic
methods - Crest blade version of B-67,
line theory with unsteady aerody-

namics, B-67DD. "Free-
Wake" version of B-67MC

1970 Potential flow/ Tandem rotor methods
boundary layer
interaction
analysis TEA267
(Boeing Seattle)

1971 Transonic analysis Design of the VR-7 and
by Murman/Krupp VR-8 for the HLH rotor
(BSRL)

1972 Advanced B-92 hover Defined VR-9 for UTTAS
code blade tip

1974 Initial formulation
of B-65 (Betz rollup)
and B-66 (quarter-
chord sweep) forward
flight codes.

1975 Potential flow/ Started development of VR-7 and VR-8 used on
boundary layer inter- lifting surface hover CH-47D blades
actioi113 and viscous code (B-20)
transonic14 codes
transferred to Vertol
from Boeing Seattle

1978 VR-12/VR-15 defined
for 180 KT mission

1979 Inverse LeNard1
2

solution

1980 Tauber/Arieli'7 code
(Acquired from NASA)

1981 (2-D) Separated flow B-65 operational.Acqui-
analysis available at sition of HOVERS and
Vertol (Henderson)2 0  ROTAIR codes from AM1

1982 Planned attempt to B-66 operational. Definition of high speed
use Caradonna/Chattot Integration of rotor requirements
Code 1 '19  airfoil and swept

tip design

1L4
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REPRESENTATION OF AIRFOIL BEHAVIOUR

by

T.S. Beddoes
Senior Research Specialist

Westland Helicopters
Yeovil, Somerset BA26 2YB

UK

SUMMARY

A time delay model for dynamic stall was generated several years ago. It is discussed
with regard to current applications in rotor analysis programs and the shortcomings of
the model are highlighted to illustrate the objectives for an improved approach.
Subsequent effort involving airfoil tests and analysis has provided a basis for closer
identification and modelling of the phenomena involved up to the limit of the high
subsonic Mach numbers achieved by the rotor in forward flight. Even at low Mach numbers
supercritical flow is established at high lift and shock-boundary layer interaction
governs separation. The possible shock configurations have been examined and a
criterion derived empirically to correlate the critical shock upstream pressure prior to
reversal of shock motion. The criterion has been extended to the dynamic regime by
modelling the time dependent relationship between the peak pressures and the lift
coefficient and, for application, the procedure is further simplified by utilising a
modified value of the lift coefficient.

In addition to leading edge or shock induced separation significant non-linearities in
airfoil behaviour can be identified with trailing edge separation. To represent this
phenomenon a simplified form of the solution for Kirchhoff flow is applied and provides
a means for reconstructing static test data in a simple and straightforward manner. The
significance of this approach lies in the identification of the flow separation point
which enables dynamic effects on trailing edge separation to be implemented. By making
use of some detailed calculations on turbulent boundary layer flow reversal it is shown
how dynamic terms may be included in the model without undue complication. In many
cases the dynamic delay in trailing edge separation results in a premature encounter of
critical leading edge or shock pressures and when this happens the consequences are
simulated by accelerating the progression of the separation point. In conjunction with
the latter phenomenon vortex shedding occurs and immediately has a large effect on the
pitching moment but the eventual loss of lift is delayed. It is shown how the modelling
of the above features may be incorporated in an overall structure suitable for inclusion
in a rotor analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Theoretical methods for predicting the force and moment characteristics of airfoils are
continually being improved. Most approaches use a boundary layer solution to define the
boundary condition for an outer potential flow. These solutions are capable of
producing good results up to the point where flow separation becomes significant but are
unable to define adequately the maximum lift and associated pitching moment beyond thispoint which for most practical cases Involve a region of supercritical flow. For rotor

loads and performance prediction it is essential to incorporate representation of air-
foil behaviour in the regime involving both partial and complete flow separation. This

regime is greatly influenced by unsteady conditions which are present on the rotor
blade. Consequently, many experimental studies have been performed to define the
dynamic behaviour of a range of airfoils through a large angle of attack range and means
sought to generalise the results in a form which may be implemented within an analysis
of rotor loads.

The evaluation of lift, drag and pitching moment at a particular location on the blade
constitutes the innermost loop in aay rotor calculation which includes radial, azimuth
and control loops. A not untypical rotor load calculation involving a trim convergence
may require 31,100 passes through the subroutine for generating airfoil data. Thus
there is a premium on brevity though not at the expense of realism because, in
conjunction with improved structural and wake modelling, it is becoming poassible to
predict with greater confidence the non linear rotor behaviour near the flight
boundaries. The latter attribute is important in the early design stage to ensure the
minimum rotor size for the specified requirements.

7
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The purpose of this paper is to present a formulation for a second generation model for
unsteady airfoil behaviour. This involves the identification and representation of,
trailing edge and leading edge or shock induced separation together with vortex shed-
ding, where appropriate, all within the constraints imposed by computational require-
ments. Bearing in mind that a modern blade design is likely to incoporate several
airfoil sections optimised for different radial locations, it is desirable that the
model should be structured around the physics of the various flow regimes encompassed.
Otherwise, in interpolating between the defined sections, and Mach number it is likely
that inconsistencies will arise. The overall model is structured around the solution
for time dependant fully attached flow. For a sampled solution which follows from the
azimuth stepping procedure of the rotor calculation, the most appropriate form is the
indicial response function for which standard solutions are available. The use of
indicial response functions is covered in available literature, e.g. reference I and is
discussed here only briefly.

In the current context there is obviously no possibility of performing an iterative
potential solution and boundary layer calculation, even in a constrained form. An open
loop calculation must be performed which incorporates the influence of separation on the
potential solution and for this purpose the formulation for Kirchhoff flow is used in an
approximate form. Force and moment behaviour are thus related to the location of the
separation point which is treated as a degree of freedom in the solution.

AN EXISTING MODEL

A time delay model for generating unsteady
airfoil characteristics is in routine use at
Westland Helicopters and at RAE. It is
described here briefly for two reasons.
Firstly, for comparitive purposes, to
illustrate the structure of what may be

O.5 termed a 'first generation' model, and
secondly, to provide a background for some of
the comparisons of rotor loads calculations

0-6 M with experiment, which are presented else-
0 0.5 where in this meeting. For the attached flowCOMPRESSIBLE SOLUTIONS a 06
0-7 regime the unsteady loads are calculated via

0-4 a generalised indicial lift function, based
on the Wagner function which was derived for

0.2 NCOMPRESSIBLE SOLUTION incompressible flow. By appropriately
(WAGNER FUNCTIONI scaling the ordinates of this function

(figure 1) the compressible solution for the
indicial response (as presented in reference

0 2) may be shown to correspond closely except
10 20 30 for the first semi-chordlength of travel.

Sff-W! The response to a continuously varying angle
of attack is constructed by treating the time

FIG1. GENERALISATION OF THE INDICIAL LIFT FUNCTION history as an accumulating series of step
functions for which the solution is obtained
by super-position. At any instant in time,

RESPONSE TO SINGLE STEP: the difference between the instantaneous
value of lift and what would be the steadystate value may be viewed as a lift
deficiency. As the indicial lift function is

where 0s'l - I I - A,i
s'- 

A,$-M)_ expressed using exponential terms, then in
the absence of further forci;ng, the lift

S . S(1 } deficiency will decay in an exponential
A.=0.165. A,-0.335, b, zOO55 b,0.3 manner whose rate is independent of the

05magnitude of the lift deficiency. This

property facilitates a simple form of
FOR A CONTINUOUS SAMPLED SYSTEM: numerical solution which is presented in

C .C c, 01figure 2.

To accomodate pitching motion the zngle of
,1111 0. .01 - X. Yn. .a n attack is defined at the 3/4 chord location

I thus, depending on the pitch axis location, a

where component of pitching velocity is included

X. , % .1| b,as. AI*A n and appropriate virtual mass terms are added.

Yn . Yn- A m To extend the model to the separated flow
_I ar nregime recourse is made to static wind-tunnel

as'.- At.(I- M, Itest data. For each Mach number the angle of
a attack (CC,) which delimits attached flow is

determined by the break in pitching moment
and a further angle ( OC 2) is used to

FIG.2. APPLICATION OF THE INOICIAL LIFT FUNCTION represent the condition where flow separation

and hence centre of pressure has stabilised.

Ae
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In application, when the local value of angle
of attack exceeds M, the onset of separation
is assumed to be delayed for a finite period
of time ( 1

) 
during which the lift and

b moment behave as appropriate for attached
b flow. When this time delay is exceeded flow

C. separation is assumed to be initiated by the
Cm C shedding of a vortex from the surface of the

--- airfoil and after a further period of time
STATIC (\1) ,during which the vortex traverses the

// ch6 d,it passes free of the surface. In this
interval lift is generated by the vortex and

- the overall level maintained equivalent to

that for fully attached flow but the centre
STATIC Ib of pressure moves aft as a function of both

angle of attack and time. When the vortex
cc passes free of the surface the lift decays

STATIC DATA IOEALISED: rapidly to a value appropriate to fullyseparated flow assuming that the angle of
C. BREAK AT M,, SEPRATION STABILISED AT CC attack is still sufficiently high. If and

when the angle of attack reduces below the
DYNAMIC STALL PRGRESSION: value 1 re-attachment of the flow is

represented by the attached flow model,
EXCEED C, WITHOUT SEPARATION, START TIME DELAY. re-initialised to account for the current

lift deficiency. This sequence of events and
(a) TIME DELAY 1T) EXCEEDED. VORTEX SHED FROM L.E. the corresponding behaviour of lift and

pitching moment is illustrated by figure 3
LIFT MAINTAINED. MOMENT 0IVERGES-CP. f lw.tI and the logic of the calculation procedure is

shown in figure 4.
IbI TIME DELAY VQ EXCEEDED. VORTEX PASSES T E.

LIFT DECAYS-REFLECTED IN MOMENT VARIATION. To accomodate the non- linearities in
pitching moment and drag exhibited by test

I€) FLOW REATTACHES FOR M i data for the region 0 < 0c, these
characteristics are represented by a simple
curve fit procedure and re-generated to

FIG. 3. TIME DELAY MODEL simulate values appropriate for attached
flow. Not only does the centre of pressure
calculation provide the large pitching moment
excursion for separated flow but also
provides a measure of separation which is
used to modify the calculation of drag which
in the extreme case tends to the value CN sin CC.

"FO:1"O.The model is described in more detail in
Pl0 VALUES. E -INITI.IZ reference 3 which includes several

T E.s~c comparisons with test data. Extensive
correlation studies have been performed using
test data for many different airfoils and
various modes of dynamic forcing. From these

TEST it T ATTACHEDFLOW studies some general conclusions can be drawn
SAAC.c..C by categorising the airfoils into two g -ups

Q based on their behaviour during static stdll.
,. Firstly, airfoils exhibiting a gradual stall

resulting from progressive trailing edge
separation (trailing edge stall) and
secondly, those airfoils exhibiting a fairly
abrupt stall resulting either from leading
edge (or short bubble) stall or rapid

Y" progression of trailing edge stall triggered
by leading edge reseparation (leading edge
stall). In general, the correlation is good
for leading edge stall airfoils but notr .'r .- €"'€d Ialways good for trailing edge stall airfoils.

© This problem (see figure 5) arises from the
• changing nature of the stall under dynamic

conditions insofar as the tendency for
SEPARATE Ftrailing edge stall is suppressed by

significant rates of change and the stall
becomes dominated by leading edge or shock
induced separation. There are two ways to

ij compensate for this behaviour. By observing
the dynamic stall characteristics for low
frequency the chosen value of C 3 may be
modified so that the model will produce
satisfactory results. A better approach
(discussed in reference 4) makes use of a
leading edge pressure criterion to initiate

FIG.. CALCULATION PROCEDURE the dynamic stall process. The latter is
limited to low Mach numbers where, however,
the problem is most often encountered.1 X
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Alternatively, the leading edge pressure
criteria may be used to redefine Ox.

Even with its limitations this model of,.s dynamic stall, in conjunction with flexible

6blade representation, has produced valuable
,results in reproducing rotor behaviour in the

e-, region of the flight boundary, both in hover

and forward flight. The level of confidence
0% thus generated has enabled the analysis to be

o AsM.1 applied to optimise both the aerodynamic and
0structural design of new rotors. Thes -tI 0 'S 's introduction of moulded composite

I construction facilitates the use of varying
0 • •airfoil section geometry along the blade and

has prompted effort to design new sections
-0, optimised for specific lift and Mach number

ranges. To support these designs dynamic
testing has become routine and is extended to

VEN,0 01,1SlfL. -. 0,..S high subsonic Mach number. Consequently,
considerable variation in behaviour has been

FIG.S. LIMITATIONS OF INITIAL TIME DELAY ODEL encountered and provides incentive to improve
the modelling of dynamic stall.

SEPARATION IN SUPERCRITICAL FLOW

At low Mach number a combination of local velocity and velocity gradient provides a
criterion to identify the onset of leading edge separation. This is equivalent to a
critical pressure and pressure gradient and has prompted examination of test results at
higher Mach number to correlate features of the pressure distribution with the lift and
pitching moment breaks which denote significant separation. Qualitatively, the sequence
of events accompanying increasing angle of attack may be summarlsed thus:-

The region of supercritical flow on the upper surface is terminated by a shock wave
which strengthens and moves aft as incidence is increased. At some point the conditions
at the shock are sufficient to promote local separation which re-attaches forming a
bubble. Eventually, the separation increases in severity and extent and the shock moves
forward. Under static conditions the latter event coincides with trailing edge
separation and pressure divergence. Initially, the force and moment vary in a regular
manner with only minor deviation as the bubble develops behind the shock. The major
change occurs when the shock motion reverses, at which point breaks in lift and/or
moment occur; figure 6 serves to illustrate this behaviour.

In some cases the combined effect on the boundary layer of the local behaviour of the
shock and the pressure recovery over the remaining portion of the chord are sufficient
to induce premature separation at the trailing edge and gradual divergence of trailing
edge pressure but it appears that the single most important factor is the pressure rise
at the shock itself. Thus it is useful to examine and correlate shock reversal (or
gross separation) with the shock pressure rise. The equations governing shock pressure
rise are:

S 7 M's. A - NOWP, 6 1.
IFMlsil.g 3M4-5.L313M>-4M, 2011

AP P,-P P /P -) tp &-

37 5H. . /-. AND

2 3-1 a &704490 3M 2-3c3M4m. '311
_____M. 71M,sine1
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where the shock configuration,
20 parameters and results are

NORMAL shown in figure 7.

1 Thus the shock pressure rise
P. depends on the shock angleO

S1-6 and, flow deflecti8 n angleg
For S = o, 9 = 90 (normal

shock) and this is the
M 1 configuration which is

. appropriate when the shock
pressure rise does not

1.2 significantly disturb the
boundary layer. With boundary
layer thickening or local

I- separation there is
1.0 11 1.3 - 1-5 progressive deflection of the

M, flow and the shock wave
becomes oblique. Reference 5

FIG.. SHOCK CONFIGURATION AND PRESSURE RISE discusses the relationships

Involved and application to the calculation
of viscous transonic flows. In the present

02 0 BUBBLE FORMATION context two physically significant

APo.3  0 SHOCK REVERSAL combinations of 9 and 8 are of particular
0interest. For a given upstream Mach number,

as the flow deflection angle increases the
0-25 0 S shock becomes oblique and weakens up to a

A 1 point at which the flow deflection angle
reaches a maximum ( & = S . Further

0-3 o -weakening of the shock occurs as it becomes0£3 more oblique but the flow deflection angle
decreases and eventually the point is reached
where the downstream flow becomes sonic; the

035 0 . deflection angle is tjien denoted by . The

,1.3 difference between 6 and - is small but
NACA 0012 for a subsonic freestream, Mkpersonic flow

behind the (single) shock is incompatible
0. ( with attached flow. From measured pressure

03 0 05 06 07 0 . 09 distributions on the NACA 0012 the conditionsMO ahead of the shock were noted which

020 corresponded to the onset of the bubble
020 32 NACA 0012 behind the shock and to the forward movement

-0 NLR 7301
a - .. NEG a of the shock. When these are plotted against

-SOK REVERSAL freestream Mach number (figure 8a) they are
02 11 SHC EVRA se..n to follow the same trend given by the28 locus of constant shock pressure rise for toe

.26 conditions corresponding to G and .
0, *0 A critical shock pressure rise W*/P.. of

13. slightly less than 0.3 is indicated; the

Nk upstream pressures corresponding to 6P/P/ =
0.28 have been superimposed on figure 6 and

035 matgh the onset of bubble fgrmation X at
35o O= 3.5 and shock reversal ( ) at rC- 4.4.

M. 103b| Similar results have been obtained from tests
0.40 of other helicopter airfoils but, in order to

03 0S 05 06 0- 0809 extend the scope of the correlation, data
from tests on the NLR 7301 airfoil have been

FIG. ,HYPOTHETICAL LIMITS FOR SHOCKPRESSuRE RISE included (figure 8b). The geometry of this

airfoil differs significantly with respect to
thickness and camber and the test Reynolds numbers are roughly a third of the NACA 0012
values, the data shown correspond to free transition with the exception of the solid
symbols. For a Mach number of 0.6 and above the correlation is good but deteriorates
for M =0 .5 where the shock is around 6% chord and possibly interacting with a laminar
or transitional boundary layer. Greater variability is also noted for the other air-
foils where similar conditions exist and in tests involving low Reynolds number and
artificially induced transition when the shock is ahead of or in the vicinity of the
transition strip. Even for naturally turbulent boundary layers at moderate or high
Reynolds numbers some variation in the critical shock pressure rise and shock
configuration must be anticipated but the differences observed thus far appear to be of
second order (approximately +.02 on6P/P.. ). Subsequent to the onset of shock reversal
the local Mach number aheaa of the shock continues to increase temporarily but no
attempt has been made to correlate this phenomenon.
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Correlation of critical shock pressure rise
has been extended to the dynamic regime. For
a given time history of forcing via angle of
attack there is a phase shift in the lift

0-20 response and a further phase shift in the
_-P pressure response. Nevertheless, the

P6
030 5 critical pressure ahead of the shock for

0-25 0-2 0 shock reversal is roughly, the same (see
0.2 figure 9) and, as for the static data, the

-. initiation of the pitching moment break is
closely related to this event; i.e. there is

0.30 no significant further delay in the pitching
moment response. The dynamic response of the
peak upper surface pressure (at varying x/c)

0.35 to varying C is shown in figure 10 for
SSTATIC-NACA 0012 harmonic osciflation and ramp motion and is
0 DYNAMIC compared with the quasi static relation. For

increasing C there is a significant lag in
o-&O the peak pralsure response which results in

0-3 014 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 019 the critical pressure being achieved at a CNM higher than the static value. Combined with
the lag of the C response with respect to C

F|G.9. COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC SHOCK REVERSAL this results in am overall significant delay
in pitching moment break. It is apparent,
then, that a single criterion is adequate for
both static and dynamic behaviour for the
purpose of identifying the pitching moment
divergence. Application of this criterion
requires a means of relating the dynamic
pressure response to the forcing. In the
contsxt of rotor load calculation this
relationship has to be simple in order to be
practical.

PEAK UPPER SURFACE PRESSURE ,VARYING x/c

&pip_ UNSTEADY PRESSURE RESPONSE0.30 Oi

E 0.28 For the purpose of invoking the critical
H. W n) pressure criterion only the peak pressures

0.34 /REVERSALS just ahead of the shock are of concern and a

first order relationship between pressure and

0.30 CN is required.

4 QUASI STATIC From frequency response tests at low Mach
0.42 0 OSCILLATORY. k.0.1 number it can be established that the phase

m.0-7 lag of leading edge pressure with respect to
C, (0 ) is linear with reduced frequency in

03 0' .5 06 0- 08 09 tRe rlng e of interest. This implies that the
C" relationship can be represented by a first

order lag which, at M = 0.3, yields a time
0.30 constant (T ) equivalent to 1.7 semi chord-

lminJ 026 lengths of ?;avel.

0-3t Thus it is possible to relate P(t) and C (t)
RAMP. 4.CIV to the static relation. Furthermore, ip is

0 OASI STATIC possible to obviate the need for calculating
0-38 0 .0039 pressures by transfering the calculation to

the C domain. This may be accomplished by

0-/_ 97 applylng the compensation to CN(t) thus
0 2 producing an ersatz value C '(t) such that

0.3 0 0.5 0-6 0.7 0.8 09 whatever properties may be atvributed to p(t)
CN are equally appropriate to C ' (t) Under

static conditions C '- C(st~tic). From
FIGO. SHOCK RVERSAL-DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR observation of the tesg daea a critical value

of C I' = C (static) may be obtained which
corre~ponds No the critical pressure at the
appropriate Mach number.

The value of CN'(t) may be obtained at the
same time as CN(t) by implementing the
transfer function

CN'(p) 1

CN(P) I+Tp. P.

I .i ,m -
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At higher Mach number the relationship
between pressure and CN becomes non-linear
but the same form of compensation remains

03 x/€=O.2 appropriate. To illustrate this, the
examples of figure 10 (for M = 0.7) which

P ,comprise static, oscillatory and ramp data
have been replotted as a composite in figure
11(a) in terms of the pressure at x/c = 0,2
versus C . When the C time history for each
case is lompensated uJlng the above transfer
function the pressures may be replotted
versus C ' (fig lib). Using a value of T

£e A STATIC DATA.M..702. equivalet to 2.5 semi-chords of travel th9
O 0SCILLATION. k.081.M694. dynamic pressures correlate with the static

pressures to within experimental accuracy and

RAMP. a9V 0O .70l. repeatability. It is apparent that the value
4 RAMP,@C/V.-0097M,.71. of TR increases with increasing Mach number

0.5 C (a) but further analysis of test results is
0-3 N required before any specific relationship can

be justified. An advantage of monitoring the

Woo parameter C ' is avoidance of the necessity

H to vary te x/c location for critical
H

-  
pressure with angle of attack and Mach
number. The ability to generalise dynamic
effects on the critical aspects of the

0.1 Apressure distribution provides a useful means
for implementing the criteria for leading

9 COMPENSATION: edge and shock induced separation.

____ ___I TRAILING EDGE SEPARATION

Np . Trailing edge separation is involved to some

0.5 _ _ __2-S) 1b) degree in almost all examples of airfoil

0.2 03 GS 06 0.7 0 09 stall. Even when the primary source of
CN separation is at the leading edge or at the

shock wave the associated boundary layer
Flail. COMPENSATION OF TIME OEPENDENT PRESSURES. disturbance is generally sufficient to

promote some separation at the trailing edge.
The associated loss of circulation introduces
non-linearities in the lift and pitching
moment and may delay the "nset of critical

KIRCHHOFF FLOW conditions elsewhere to a .tgher r,,4e of

attack. Among the ft,rIes fot two
dimensional flows which enzompass separated

$ regions, that due to Kirchhoff is reviewed in
srar reference 6. The particular case of a flat

plate at incidence is included and it is
shown that the solution for C may be
approximated qaite simply in terini of the

a CL(%*Pwated 02SIf2separation point x/c - f.

Lched) CL = 2 n OC( 'V )

1.0 / This may be interpreted as implying that the
ratio of the actual lift to the potential
value for unseparated flow is equal to1/(l +

06 f0) and provides a simple means for
evaluating lift if the flow separation point

0.6 @can be determined. In reference 8 some
results of test on an NACA 0012 airfoil are

K0 TEST presented for which the airfoil was modified

04 / NACA REP 446) by the addition of protuberances to promote
separated flow. For a limited range of angle
of attack separation was stabilised at each

0.2 protuberance location and provides data which
compare favourably with the Kirchhoff flow
approximation (figure 12).

In the dynamic case, in addition to temporal
02 0.4 0.5 Ole 1.0 effects on the pressure distribution, the

boundary layer development is time dependent.
FIO 2. TRAILING EOGE SEPARATION No experiments are available which enable

these two aspects to be studied independently
and systematically but the prel!.. hoc ha n
approached theoretically in rc'erence 7.
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Recognising the limitations inherent in the

NACA 0012 AIRFOIL attempt to model developing flow separation
10 via a coupled potential flow and turbulent

boundary layer analysis, the study of
reference 7 utilises the onset of boundary

0.8 layer flow reversal as a measure of unsteady
effects. A finite difference scheme is used
to integrate the unsteady boundary layer

06 equations, which are coupled at each instant
of time to a fully unsteady and nonlinear

potential flow analysis. The calculations

are extended to high angle of attack but do
RER NASA CR 2462 not include representation of flow separation

0.2 in the potential flow analysis and hence the
CL values are unrealistic where separation
would be implied. However the approach makes

0 it possible to study the unsteady effects on
pressure and boundary layer development0 5 10 15 20 2S either independently or in conjunction and to

M-DEG interpret the results in terms of the forward

FIG.3. CALCULATED FORWARD MOVEMENT OF TURBULENT FLOW progression of the turbulent boundary layer
REVERSAL POINT. flow reversal point.

The calculated forward movement of the flow
reversal point for the static condition is
shown in figure 13 and in this circumstance
there should be a close relationship with the
flow separation point. If this is assumed

'S and the Kirchhoff flow expression is applied,
/ the resulting variation of lift with angle of

S" attack can be derived (figure 14). The
result is sufficiently encouraging to suggest

S application of the procedure as a general
means for reproducing the non - linear
behaviour cauued by trailing edge separation.

1.0 To accomplish this the form of the
relationship between f and CC is generalised
as shown in figure 15 so that it is comprised
of two curves which exponentiate to the fully
attached and fully separated conditions from
a breakpoint at f = 0.7 for which the
corresponding C is denoted by0C .  The curve

0.5 is thus defined by three paramelersac , and
the two exponential factors S an S
Variation of f with OC may be deduced from
static test data using the Kirchhoff law and
the zero lift value of the lift curve slope.
Values of0 1 , S and S may be curve fitted
to these resdlts a d the lift curve

0 reconstructed for any value of c . The
results obtained from a set of tests on the0o 5 i 20 25- 2EG NACA 0012 are shown in figure 16. Thus the
variation of lift may be obtained using a

FIG.IL APPLICATION OF KIRCHOFF LAW TO CALCULATED potential calculation which neglects
SEPARATION (REVERSAL) POINT. separation (represented by the zero lift

value of the lift curve slope) and an
independent representation of the flow
separation point.

Pitching moment and drag may also be related
I/-=1-0.3 

-  
to the deduced flow separation point in the

10 following manner. The centre of pressure at

any angle of attack may be obtained from the
relation C /C (allowing for the value of C

0.6 when appropriate). The variation is plotteN
F __ __versus the corresponding deduced value of f

06 and curve fitted to the form

01 ICM kf k2 f4f, (%)O - - kg + k f +kf4

1 \Reconstruction of test data for MACA 0012 is
02 shown in figure 17.

Reference 6 also presents an approximation
0 for pressure drag in Kirchhoff flow but

0 10 20 30 comparison with test data is not favourable,
Sso an alternative empirical relation has been

FIG.1S. GENERALISATION OF FLOW SEPARATION generated thus :
CD - CDo + 0.0 3 5

CNsinOr+ KDCNStn(M-0CDD)

4 .. . . . . . . . - . -
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IMPLIED SEPARATION POINT -02
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FIG.17 RECONSTRUCTRUCTION OF PITCHItNG MOENT

TABLE 1.

/0 PARAMETER VALLES FOR RCONSTmJCTION OF NACA 0012 TEST DATA.

.1 a 0 0 04 0s 06 07 075 08
0CN -08 .115 .122S .134 1 .1 .1765 .2225

a T, 14.0 11.6 98 83 61 (.3 2.3
C. .-.. 1.7 1.6 1.2 0S 06 04

40 S. 1.4 3.2 3.6 3.3 2-3 17 100
k. -.16 -.13S -'09S -'075 -082o -. 092 -. 10

.04 k. .26 -26 -235 .195 -711 -070 o.01

i. -. 115 -. 12 -435 -105 -. 01S -02 -04
.0) C, -DOeS .0080 .0077 .008 0078 .007" .011

10+3 7.9 6.1 4.5 2-2 0" 0
42 d ' ,.0 3-3 26 2. 0- 10 0-

where represents a drag divergence angle
obtaineg from test for each Mach number. ForL

-,, "" X e = ; otherwise K = 2.7 e
whereD! iP a function of Mach n ber. Drag

FIG.18. RECONSTRUCTION OF DRAG DATA variatign reconstructed on the above basis is
compared with test in figure 18 and table 1

presents the coefficient used in the reconstruction of lift, drag and moment.

The above formulation for static force and moment data provides a compact structure for
the reproduction of non-linear behaviour but, more importantly, by utilising a represen-
tation of trailing edge separation it provides a means for extending the modelling to
the dynamic regime. For this purpose, the results of the analysis of reference 7
provide a basis for evaluating dynamic effects on trailing edge separation, using the
location of boundary layer flow reversal as an indicator.

A series of systematic calculations are presented in reference ? for increasing values
of ramp rate c/v) and repeated using the following combination of constraints.
(1) Steady potential flow - unsteady boundary layer
(2) Unsteady potential flow - steady boundary layer
(3) Unsteady potential flow - unsteady boundary layer

For the purpose of this discussion the behaviour of the flow reversal point will be
assumed to represent the separation point.

When steady potential flow is assumed, the variation of pressures with time follow the
variation with CC as generated by the static solution, thus the boundary layer possesses
the only timewise degree of freedom. From the results it is observed that the forward
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progression of the flow reversal point lags
significantly behind the static variation
with oC.

The simplest representation of this behaviour
1.0 is given by a first order lag for which the

operational equation is

c/v f'(p) 1
0=

f .005 f(p) 1+TFP
.02

0.5 STEADY T. FLOW . where f(p) represents the response to the
pressure distribution and f'(p) incorporates

USD the additional boundary layer response. A
TP-O. TF value for T of 3 (semi chords) models the

results of eference 7 quite well for the
initial progress of the reversal point up to
V = 0.7. Beyond this point the reversal

0 speeds up and can be matched by halving the
0 10 M 20 time constant (figure 19(a)).

10 NASA CR 2462 To model the result for unsteady potential
- MODEL flow and steady boundary layer, the boundarylayer lag may be removed by setting TF = 0.

The boundary layer response is then
determined by the pressure time history

f \which, as already noted, can be related to
1b) the dynamic C by another first order lag.

05 UNSTEADY POT. FLOW At low Mach kumber the peak pressure time
STEAOY OL. constant T = 1.7. was obtained from the

prior freqency response analysis. Thus an
T=1.7. TF =0 equivalent angle of attack (OCf) , which

represents the quasi static O for the same
peak pressure, can be used to generate the

(b) reversal point f;
i.e.

0 1 20 f= O where CI = 1
CNM CNIP) 1 Tp

Using the specified forcing of oc the dynamic
values of C (potential), C ' and 0c may be

6c/V evaluated Thing indicial Nethods and the
0 variation of f evaluated. The result which
005 is shown in figure 19(b), is in good

f 102 agreement with reference 7 and, indirectly,

05 UNSTEADY POT. FLOW substantiates the value of T obtained
independently and the assumptio that the

UT = 1-' 7. T . 3peak pressures dominate the boundary layer
F .development.

From the above comparison substantiation has
been obtained for the modelling of the two

0. components which contribute to the overall
0 10 20 delay in boundary layer reversal. When these

care combined the result may again be compared
with the calculation of reference 7. To

FIG19 TRAILING EDGE SEPARATION - DYNAMIC MODEL obtain the comparison shown in figure 19(c)
it was found necessary to halve again the
time constant T for values of f'(t)<0.7.

The analysis of reference 7 and the correlation shown assue a progression of the flow
reversal (and implicitly, separation) from the trailing edge forward. From test results

it is observed, for moderate Reynolds numbers and for both low and high subsonic Mach
number, that separation may suddenly originate near the leading edge or at the shock
location. The critical pressures associated with this behaviour have been discussed
already and to implement the phenomenon it is sufficient to overide the above
calculation procedure to accelerate the progression of flow separation.

The objective in modelling the location of flow separation is to provide a means for
extending the evaluation of forces and moments into the dynamic regime via application
of the Kirchhoff flow approximation. To complete the model requires the addition of
another important physical feature, namely vortex shedding. As the separation point
progresses, vorticity is shed locally and is convected aft over the surface.
Consequently the initial loss of lift is zero but grows rapidly. For a sampled system
the vortex lift may be modelled as follows. The increment in vortex lift is evaluated
from the shift of the separation point in the current interval according to the
Kirchhoff approximation. At the same time the total vortex lift is allowed to decay
exponentially with time using a time constant equivalent to about six semi chords of
travel. Consequently, when rate of change of angle is low, vortex lift is being
dissipated as fast as it accumulates. The abrupt changes which occur when the critical
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conditions for leading edge or shock induced
2.0 separation are reached are assumed to

NACA 001 terminate the vortex lift buildup as soon as

M0.3 the associated vortex reaches the trailing
1.5 edge region; i.e. after a suitable time

delay. Associated with the latter event an
CK .increment in pitching moment is obtained by

allowing the centre of pressure of the vortex
1.0 lift to move aft during the interval.

0 TEST-ecVz0026 The significance of leading edge separation
DATA and vortex lift are illustrated in figure 20

5 -- STATIC which presents an experimental time history
THEORY WITH E SEPARATION of lift and moment in response to ramp

0 PUS LOSEPARATIO forcing which buijds up to a rate of c/v =

o AND VORTEX 0.026 at about 15 . The collapse of leading
edge pressure is indicated by a solid symbbol

0.1 and the static test data are included for
comparison. Application of the theoretical
model described is shown with and without theC0 % influence of leading edge separation and the
associated vortex (figure 25). Using the

-0.1 COLLAE OF model of trailing edge separation only it can
I.E. SUCTION . __ be seen that the break in pitching moment is

delayed too much, that the characteristic
-0.2 overshoot is missing and that maximum lift is

underpredicted. The addition of leading edge
separation and vortex lift rectifies these

-0.3 errors but as rate is reduced the
characteristics revert smoothly to the non
linear behaviour of the static data.

-0-4

0 S O10DEG Is 20 25

FIO.20. RESPONSE TO RAMP FORCING

CONCLUSION

A model for dynamic stall has been constructed which allows closer identification of the
interacting phenomena involved. Individual features are modelled in a manner that can
be readily integrated within the overall calculation procedure and compatible with the

sampled system and indicial method of implementation. The features comprise:
(1) A criterion for shock induced separation
(2) Dynamic effects on the critical features of the pressure distribution
(3) A model for trailing edge separation including dynamic effects
(4) A means of relating force and moment characteristics to the location and

progression of the separation point
(5) Superposition of leading edge or shock induced separation when appropriate.
(6) Addition of vortex lift in conjunction with (5) above.
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ETUDES DE PROFILS ET V'EXTREMITES

DE PALE D'HELICOPTERE
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RESEVEE

L'amlioration des performances des rotors d'hglicopttres suscite de nombreux travaux dana le aonde
entier, dana lea domaines de i'arodynamique, de l'agrof.lasticitddes matdriux et de l'acoustique.

Pour ce qui eat de l'afrodynamique, I'ONERA a entrepris, il y a quelques anndes, en collaboration
avec l'Adrospatiale, un programme de recherches & long terms evec pour objectifa d'amfliorer is connaissance
de lfdcoulement autour des pales sinai que lea mfithodes de prdvision des performances at de difinir des pales
optlmisdes pour les future h.licoptarea. L'objet de cette communication eat de prsenter les risultats obte-
nu A ce jour pour deux thfnes du programme de recherche qua sont is dfinition de nouveaux profils et l'dtude
de: extrdmits de pale.

Dens is premiAre partie, le mithode de dfinition d'une nouvelle famille de profile sera exposleet lea
performances de cette famille seront comparacs 7 calles d'autrea families connues ainai qu'aux prdvisionspar
lea m6tbdes de calculs.

Dana is seconde partie, lea dtudes exprimentales et thdoriquea des 6coulements sur diffdrentes extr6mi-
tis de pale seront prdsentdes. On s'intiresaera plus particulibrement A Is dfinition de nouvelles formes en
plan qui peuvent amfliorer le fonctionnement des extrdmitds dans le secteur de la pale avangante et aussi lee
performances globales du rotor.

STUDIES OF AEROFOILS AND BLADE TIPS

FOR HELICOPTERS

SUIMMARV

A lot of work is being done in the world in order to Improve rotor Performances. The main areas of
research are aerodynamics. aeroelasticitv. materials and acoustics.

In 1974. in France. ONERA and Adrospatiale. undertook jointly an aerodynamic long term research program
to geta better knowledge of the flow around the blades and to improve the performances prediction codes. The
main objective is the design of optimized blades for ne helicopters. This paper presents the results obtai-
ned up to now for two points of this research program which are the design of new aerofoils and the study
of blade tips.

In the first part the design methodology of a new family of aerofoils is presented end the performances
of these serofoils deduced from wind tunnel tests are compared with those of other known airfoils and with
the theoretical predictions.

In the second part. theoretical and experimental studies of the flow around several blade tips are
presented. Emphasis is put on the design of new blade tips in order to improve the advancing blade behaviour
and so the total rotor performances.

I - INTROD JCTION -

Le ddveloppement et l'application sur hilicoptare des matdriaux composites a permis d'accroltre lea performan-
ces globales des maclines en rdduisant notablement leur coOt 5 l'achat et en opdration. Cette augmentation des
performnces des nouveaux rotors eat due principalament A l'utilisation de nouveaux profils non symdtriques
A Apaissour relative variable on fonction de l'envergure, A un vrillage plus accentuf et A de nouvelles
formes d'extrDuitds des pales. Ceci a Wtd rendu possible par I mattrise de la technologie des pales compo-
sites mais dgalment grace aux travaux de recherches en adrodynamique effectuds ces dix derni~res anunes
dens de nombreux paves par lee orsanimes de recherche at lee constructeurs.

L'oblet de Is presents communication eat de presenter lea principaux rdsultats obtenus A ce lour A I'ONERA.
dana 1. cadre d'un programe de recherches I long terms, meng en collaboration avec l'Adrospatiale, dans lea
domaines des profile et des extrfmitls de pales.

Dane is prmilre partle., Is mithode do ddfinition d'une nouvelle famille de profile sera exposEs. Lee princi-
pales caractiristiques afrodynamiqu*s de ces profile, d6duites d'essais bidimenaionnels, seront prdsentdos
et compardes A call*s d'autres profile ainsi qu'aux prOvisions des mithodes de calculi. Leas performances de
rotors asquette at grandeur utilisant ce nouveaux profile 8eront ensulte comparles A callas de rotors
classiques Equi&.s do profile MACA.

Dons is seconds partie, lee itudes exprimentales et thforiques des 6coulments sur diffarentes extrlmitds
do pale saront prfsentfes. On s'intressera plus varticulilroment A Is dfinition do nouvelles forme en
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Plan qui paivent amliorer le fonctionnement des extr~mitais dane le secteur de is Pale avanCante et aussi
lea performances globales dui rotor.

2 - DEFINITION ET PERFORMMbCES W'INE NOUIVELLE FAMILLE DE PROFILS POUJR PALE D'HELICOPTERE -

2.2 - Hi to'ique de6 pxiw" pouL pxIteA d'htioptMeA -

Un examen des profile utilisfis sur lea pales (fig. 1) fait apparaltre Ia m~ne Eivolution, avec un certain
dicalage, que pour lea slles d'avions. Ainsi sur lea pranibres machines lee pales sont constitules de
profils minces puis entre 1930 et 1945 lea profils sont issus des sfiries Gottingen ou MACA (G 770,
NACA 0012, MACA 23012 - 23015). Dens les annles 1950, la mode des profile laminaires s'Etend sux hllicoptbres
(MACA 63 A 012 - 63 A 015 - 9 H 12) male lee performances obtenues sont dficevantes et lVon assist. dons lea
anndes 60 A un retour eux classiques profile MACA ou dEjivGs 11 faut Egalement souliener que Pendant toute
cette p~riode, lee pales m~talliques sor.L fquipaes du meme prfqul.uestlapsio ennvgr.

2.2 - Intfjti de p~&U modeAne4 adapth ax hWxopta -

La rficent. Evolution vera des pales A profile Eovolutifs s'explique aisfiment lorsqu 'on examine cur Is disque
rotor lee lignee iso-Mach et iso-incidence calcullies et dont un exemple aimplifIS st Prasentfi fixure 2. Lee
profile. au cours d'une rotation de la Pale saint altermativement soumis A de foibles incidences et des
viteeses filevfies ouis A de fortes incidences et des vitesses modfirges. Lee niveaux de Mach et d'incidence
rencontrgs Par lee Profile fitant fonction de leur Position en eiwereure, l'optiisation des Performances du
rotor conduit A ddfinir une vale A Drofil Eivolutif en envergure. Lee principaux domainee de fonctionnement
des profile sont donc:

- Mach ElevE et faible C,

- faible Mach et Cz filevE.

Un troislame domaine eat figalement A retenir en consid~rant Is vol stationnaire par lequel1 lea conditions
d' attaque dee profile sont quasi-etationnaires et correspondent sensiblenent 4

- Mach 0,6 et Cz 0,6.

Tout gain de performances des profile dans ces trois donminee conduirs A une amfilioration des qualit~e afirody-
namiques du rotor. Ainel lee rdsultats d'une litude paramdtrique effectude par l'Agrospatiale [I] prdsentde

figure 3 montrent que:I
- une augmentation du Cz max retarde le dicrochage en pale reculante et entralne un gain de traction A vitese

constant. ou un gain de vitesse A traction constante;

- un recul du nombre de Mach de divergence de traInfie (Mdx) permet une augmentation de la vitesse de rotation
et donc une diminution du Cz de fonctionnenent de la pale pour tous lee azisuuts, ce qul retard. le dkro-
chage en pale reculante et conduit igalement A un gain de traction A vitesse conetante

- outre l'augmentation dee poesibilit~s maximales du rotor la diminution de la puissance n~ceeeaire en vol de
palier etabilisf conduit A des Economies de carburant. Or un bilan de puissance montre qu' A 300 kmn/h par
example, la tratn~e des pales abeorbe plus de 40 X de la puissance totale ; tout. diminution dui Cx des
profile soit en pale reculante en retardant le d~crochage salt en pale avaNantc par recul du Md% permettra
donc des gaine eubstantiels.

Compte tenu de cette analyse des conditions de fonctionnement des profile, on peut Eitablir un cahler des
charges pour lee diffdrentee sections le long de la pale. Celul prgsentE figure 4 a EtE Etabli par
l'Airospatiale. La pale a 6t6 divis~e en trois Parties

- partie interne rIR < 0.8;

- partie interm~diaire 0,8 < rIR < 0,9
- partie externe r/Rg> 0,9.

Daix cairies de spficifications ont 6t6 propos~es pour lee sections internee et externes de la pale, l'une
Etant plus orient~e vets Ia recherche de C5 max flev~s, l'autre vere l'obtention ie Mach de divergence de

* traInfie glev~e. Lee chiffree de la figure 4 montrent que lee performances visies sont bien sup~rieures A
* celles du profil de rfrence MACA 00.2 dont lee principales ceracteristiques dfiduites dta esale A la

soufflerie S3 Modane de lV0MFRA Run nombre de Reynolds de 7 x Mo x 106 sont

- Czmax AMa -0,4 1

Il aMt6pemet oulgnr u la otrine en Cmo sont extrinement slvares mime pour lea sections inter-

nesde a ple finde fidirela orson espales et de minimiser lea efforts cur lea biellettes de

2.3 - Mthode de d~givLion de ti wvette Aami~e de ptojit4

Cinq profile ont Eitf d~finis pour r~pondre A cee cahiers des charges. Leur appellation et OA2XX, 0A2 dfial-
gnant le nom de is famille at lee daix derniera chiffrea l'Epaisssir relative qui vanie de 6 A 13 1.

2.3.1 - P~toAitde buetde Le adg-

Le premier profil a EtA M~ini pour la section Intermldisire de la pale. Co profil, appalf 0A209, a ltd dfifini
en choisissant la r~port ition des vitesses I faible Mach at C3 'v 0, figure 5, la forma dui profi 11 tant
calculI. par une mithode Inverse [2]. Cotta technique permet un contr~l. direct des aurvitosas latrados at
extrados et par consdquent de la tratine an qua du Can. Les asais do co profil A la soufflerie S3 Madane
do 1'OVERA ayant isontri do@ gains importanta par rapport au profil WACA 0012 dana tome lea doswilno
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- C ax -+ 11Z Mo-O,3, + 21 ZIMo 0.5
- Mdx-+ 0,06 AC 2 -0;

- C/C - +25 AMo -0.6ot C 0,6

- /Crmo/< 0,005 Jusqu'au Mdx.

ce prof i- a Stg reteisi come profil do base do la famille.

2.3.2 - P~o64.y o _ ee~ou -exteRneA A d pat 2a

Deux profile ont lt6 ddfinis pour rlpondre oux deux: colders des charges do l'Agrospatiale. Ce. prof ile ont
ltA dlrivis glomtriquamnt du profil OA 209 (fig. 6). Pour le premier (OA 207) do 7 Z d'6paissour relative,
Ia Portie avant du profil do base a 6t6 conservde jusqu'ou maltre couple, do manicdre 1 obtenir do bonnes per-
formances en Cz max A faiblo Mach, at uno off initi our 1a portia arridre a pormi. de dlfinir tin profil de
7 Z d'lpaisseur relativo on vue d'obtenir tin foible niveau do Cx at tin Mdx floyd A Cz - 0.

Pour le second profil d'oxtrimiti l'occont fItant mis stir lea performances A Mach dievd, une 6paisseur do 6 %
a Std retenue. Co profil OA 206 a fit6 dlfini an consorvant 1a loi d'dpaissaar du profil OA 209 Ct en la
portent par off init6 A 6 Z at en choisissant uno 101 de cambruro permettant d'ossurer leo performance. en
Cz max conlointaaent ovec un foible Cmo.

2.3.3 - Pxod 4eouA_ e_4ectou~ ite~ne6_det at ae-

La contrainto essentielle pour lea profile de cette rdgion de 1- pale Porte stir lea Cz max. Le niveati de
C2 max recherchd ddpendant toutofois de la clases de l'hdlicoptire ot de s mission, l'Afrospatiale a
6tabli 2 cahiors des charges, l'un orientg vers l'obtontion de bonnes performances dane tous lea domaines
do vol, 1'autre vars de forts Cz max A faible Mach. Los deux profils correspondant ont 6tfi appelds respec-
tivosiont OA212 at 0A213.

La profil OA212 a fitd dfifini en utilisant Ia mtme techniquo qua pour le profil 0A206. La loi d'fipaisoaxr
du profil 0A209 a itdi portlie h 12 %, dons Ia but d'obtenir tin bon comportement du profil A faible Cz et
Mach dievi, at Is loi da cambruro a Wt dfrivle de cellos des profils MACA de la sfine 6 ovoc modification
dons la rlgion de bord de fuite pour rdaliser conjointanont lea nivesux do Cz max et de Cmo demandle (fig.7).

La second profil OA213 devant posadder essentiellemont de forts C0 max a ltdi par contra dfifini par mdthode
inverse come le profil 0A209. La rdpartition des pressiona a ltdk choisie A Mo - 0,5 at Cz - 1; ella a itdi
ddduite de cello dti 0A212 avec rlduction de Ia stirvitosa t modification de 10 loi de recompression A
1'extrados A l'aval du prof il.

Lea desaina de cos 5 profile sont prlsentlas figure 8. Lairs performances ant ltdi eatiies A l'aide d'un
programme de calcul rfisolvant l'qiotion compllte du potentiel A lVaide d'un schfima non conservatif. Les
effete viaqueix sont pris an compto par uoo technique de couplago foible, l'6paioaair de dlplacement 6tant
ajoutle au profil initial [3]. Ce programme de colcul a litd validd A lVaide des rlsultats oxpdrimentaux
obtewe! dana is souffloria S3 Modano do l'ONERA our de nombreux profils. Los comparoisons calcul-expdrionce
effectufes ant montr6 quo Is plupart des performances ftaient corroctement prfivues (Cx, Mdx, rlportitions;
dea preasiona, Cm) A l~exception toutefois du C0 max qui ne peout atre fivoludt, la technique do couplage foible
excitiant tout calcul pride stir tine configuration prdisentant tin dlcollement. L'oatiznation dti C0 max des
difflrents profile a donc ltd effoctudesur Ia base d'uoe estimation du Kp mini A l'extrados at dficrochaga
ddduite des essais en soufflerie pour des profile A foible Cm, le Kp mini sinai ostind Itant fonction du
nombre de Mach et de l'lipaissair relative.

2.4 - Petjo~'tieeAn de La AamitUe de pto~itz OA2XX -

2.4.1 - ahaiA bidmemio~nnetA

Lea esas des cinq profle do la famillbouat Gtdi effectulos A la souff lerio S3 Modano do l'OKERA stir des
maquettes de 210 m de cords ot pour des nombros de Raynolds 6gaux: A 7 x Mo x 106. Lea porformancos de
ces profile ont ltdi publideaen [4] [5] at [6]. La figure 9 compare laura prlncipaios caractlriatiquos afrody-
jumiques A celloa du profil MACA 0012 meaurlaes done los mlmos conditions. La famille OA2XX couvre tin domaine
do Mach do divergence do tralodo A Cz - 0 allant de 0,75 (0A213) A 0,91 (0A206) et de Cz max variant do 0,97

puisque pour toslea poureVo 0,01 < Cmoo< 0,005 juqua Mdx. La f igure 10 prdaente quelques
comparaisoos ontro lea rdatiltats des colculs et la rfisultats expdrimentau't stir lea profile OA207 at 0A212.

Onotera la bonne prfivislon des polairee at do lVlvolution du Cx avec le Mach A Cz constant. Quelqtiea
Icarts apparaisseot toutefols dons la privision du Cmo A fort Mach et du niveati do aurvitease I fort C, du

fatdel technique de couplage faible utiliede at do lVabence de traitmont du procho silloge dana la
mlthode de calcul. Lee nouvelles mfithodes do calcul an coure de dlveloppomeot et utilisant des techniques
de couploge fort [7] at [8] devraiant pormettre d'amfliorer encore la prlvisiona.

A titre indicatif la performancea de Is famille OA2XX sont compan~es figure 11 A cellos publilis des profile
VRXX diveloppda par BOEING-VERIT)L. Los Ivolutions des C2 max at des Mach do divergence de traInlie des
profile des detix familles ont ltd tradge, en fonction de 1'6paiaaeur relative, La compraison est toutefois

faire avoc prudence, lee conditions d'essaia Itant difffrentes (soufflerie, Reynolds). Do plus pour tine
*&me &paiasaur relative 1. cahier des charges n'eat pae ndcesairement identique, lee objectifs pouvant itre
orientia soit vera lea C, max, aoit vera lea Mdx, at lea contraintes en Ciei pouvant fgalesient atre plus oti
soine advgres. La figure 12 qui Illume Ie paramltre 6paiseur relative donne tine 1dbe plus prficia. de Vilvo-
lution obtenue par rapport au profil de rlfrance MACA 0012 sous l'aepect C2 max at Mdx. Rile montre en outre
quo lea performances attelntea par 1a famille OA2XX soot voisines des objactifa dti cahier des charges.

Cam seeaia bidimenaionol stationnalras ont ltd complltfia par des essais en iostationnoire basses vites..
done le acufflerie S10 du CEAT I Toulouse an vue de prdciser la comprtment de cea nouveaux profile dona
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des conditions plus proches de celles rencontrdes sur uns pale d'hfilicoptare [9]. Des essais coupidmentaires
en inatationnaire ont figalement fitf effectugs en ficoulement tranasonique A las oufflerie S3 ftidane de
i'ONERA [10].

2.4.2 - Ea.iziw oo't nlQut~e -

Compte tenu des rgsultats obtenus en bidimensionnel, l'Afirospatiale a poursuivi lea essais de ces profile
sur rotor maquette. Quatre rotors quadripales de 4,20 m de diamatre et de 140 m de corde, utilisant lea
profile OA2XX ont 6tfi essayds stir ls banc d'essais d'hfilicopt~re de is soufflerie Si Modane de 1'ONERA. Les
dafinitions gdomtriques de ces rotors ainsi que cells du rotor de rfrence utilisant is profil NACA 0012
et des profile Agrospstiale dfirivifs de is famille NACA 131XX sont prdsenties figure 13.

Lea essais de ces rotors [11] ont permia de vdrifier que lea gains obtenus en bidimensionnel se retrouvajent
effectivement stir rotor. L'influence bfingfique d'un affinement en bout de pale st de Ilutilisstion pour
lea sections internes de la pale de profile ! Cz max Siev6s a figalement fitf constatde. La figure 14 prdsente
l'Cvolution de Is figure de mfirite en vol stationnaire en fonction de Is traction du rotor et de is vitesse
pgriphdrique pour lea rotors 5, 6A et 6B. Les nouveaux profile donnent un gain d'environ 3 Z pour la traction
nominale, de plus l'affinement en bout de pals du rotor 6B conduit, pour des vitesase pfiriphfriquea filevdea,
A momns de pertea Bous fortes charges que dans ie cas du rotor 5. L'utilisation des profile OA213 et OA206
sur is rotor 7B ainliore sensiblesent lea performances du rotor en vol d'avancszaent. Ainsi, figure 15, is gain

sur is coefficient de puissance atteint 9 % pour is poussfe nominale IA- 0,4 (Vo - 300 kas/h).

2.4.3 - EazaiA en vot -

Deux rotors, l'un utilisant is profil 0A209, l'autre is profil 0A212 juaqu'& 0,75R puis offing au profil
0A207 en bout de pale (pales 3e gdnfiration), ant 6tfi essayfs en vol, is premtier rotor sur un SA 360 Dauphin,
le second sur lea versions bimoteurs SA 365 C et SA 365 N.

Lea r~sultats d'essais en vol [5] et [12] ont confirmd dana lsa 2 cas lea gains obtenus stir rotor maquette.

Le rotor 0A209 a sinai permis d'obtenir par rapport A un rotor NACA 0012
- en vol stationnaire tin gain de masse ddcollable de 2 % A iso-puissance

- tin flargissement de l'enveloppe de vol en vol d'avancsment, la portance du rotor fitant accrue de 10 %
quelle que soit is vitesse pour Ia puissance maxi (fig. 16);

- des gains en vitesse A iso-puissance variant de 5 lkn/h jusqu'l 50 km/h A 4 000 m (fig. 17)

- tine r~duction importante du nivesti vibratoire en vol d'avancement.

Pour ls rotor A profi ivolutif lea gains comparfs A tin rotor MACA 0012 sont lee suivants

- augmentation de l'efficacitg du rotor en vol de croisibre 6conomique at A grands vitesse (fig. 18)

- 6largiasenent de lenveloppe de vol en vitesse at en masse (fig. 19)

- en vol stationnaire tin gain de masse dlcollable de 100 kg A iso-puissance maximale.

Des rotors utilisant les profius 0A213 et 0A206 n'ont pas encore fiti essayds en vol. Toutefois, compte teni
des rdsultats d'essais A Si Modane, lea gains de performances devraient encore Ztre stipfrisurs.

3 - ETUDE yES EXTREMITES DE PALE -

Les performances globales d'un rotor d'hfiicoptlre peuvent 8tre figalement amfiliorfies par ltitilisation de
fortmes d'extrgmit6 de pals autres que Is forms rectangulsire qui fiquipe encore tin trls grand noisbre d'hdli-
coptares. Une extrfimitfi de pale d'hilicoptA-re jous tin r6le agrodynamique besucoup plu~s important qti'uns
extrimitd d'aile d'avion. Quell.. que soit Is configuration du rotor en vol stationnaire ou en vol d'avance-
ment et donc queiqus soit l'azimut considgrg, is vitesse d'sttaqus y eat is plus grands (V - w,&,+ Vo sin Y )
et is circulation eat is plus souvent maximale dana cette rigion de is pale. De plus ces extrlmitigs imettent
des tourbillons marginaux qui perturbent ls fonctionnmnent des sttree pales du rotor. On peut en outre esti-
mer qu'en vol stationnaire et en vol d'avancement a grands vitesse Is plus grands partie de Is puissance A
fournir au rotor sat due aux traInGes des extrimitfis de pals entrs 0,8 R St R qu'il faut vaincre pour fairs
tourner is rotor a vitesse constants.

Les buts poursuivis A i'oNERA pour iea rocherches concernant lee extrlmitfis de pals sont

- ia connaissance ds lours conditions de fonctionnement;

- l'dtabisemaent de proaramses de calcul do Pr~vision de cellos-ci

- is d~finition d'extrimitis ds pals plus performantos que cells utilisles jusqu'a prfisent

- Vssei stir rotor maquetto en souffisrie ot Evsntusllmnt en vol.

Css diffdrentes 6tapos sont svstfimatiuement oxulorges A is Direction de l'Agrodvnamiqtie do l'ONERA denuis
1974 en Stroite collaboration avec l'Afrospatials mais aussi dane is cadre de collaborations internationsles
avec 1,11 Army RIL d'Ames, is NASA A Ames at ls RAE pour csrtaines do tea recherches A caractlrs fondamental.

3.1 - Fonetionnement en pate avaniCante -

Les conditions de fonctionnemant d'une extrditi de pale sont particulibrment sivlrsa ane le secteur de is
pals avangante puisqu'on y trouvo la nombres do Mach d'attaque les plus Elevfis at souvent AI& limits des
nombres de Mach de divergence do traInfie de chacun des profile Equipant l'extrimitfi, loraque Is. vitesse de
1 apparel deviant cuff isamment grands.
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3.1.1 - Ca4 du )totoA non qqott

Les incidences stir lea extr~mitfis de pale au voisinage de l'azimut 90* sont souvent proches de zilro, soit
ligbreaient positives, sait lfigarmmt negatives selon la vitesse d'avancenent de Vhfilicoptbre (fig. 2).
Les extrGmitgis de pale sont d'abord soumises A des nombres de Mach incidents croissants et A des atteeties
en flbche Positives avant 90%. vuis A des nombres de Mach incidents daicroissants et des attaques en fiache
neigatives aprls lazimut 90' et il convient donc de connaltre les conslquences de ces conditions de fonction-
nement tr idimens ionnelles et ins tat ionnaires.

Le cas d'un rotor non portent eat plus facile A anslyser. Aussi 1'0NERA a-t-il effectug d'abord des essaja
sur un rotor bipale non vrilll avec mesure des rdpartitions de pression absolue A 0,85 R - 0,9 R et 0,95 R.
Les essais ont permis de bien mettre en fividence les effete instationnaires et lea effete des ficoulements
radisux que F.X. Caradonna et M.P. Isom [11 avsient dficouverts par le calcul dane le cas d'une pale droite.

J.J. Chettot a poursuivi cette fitude th~orique, qui consiste A r~soudre l'dquation des petites perturbations
tranasoniques instationnaires. en mettant en oeuvre un programme de calcul des r~partitions de pression Stir
tine pale A extr~mitfi de forms quelconque [141. Ce programme de calcul eat msintenant utilisg de faqon courante
A l'ONERA et eat d~crit en ditail dans la rfgrence 15. La figure 20 sontre d'abord une comparaison entre
r~sultats de calcul et rgsultats des essais pr~citds sur is rotor A extrgmitd droite. L'accord entre Is
pr~vision et l'expgrience est particuliarement bon. L~a figure 20 met figaisnent clairment en 6vidence is
tras nette disaymitrie des ripartitiona de pression de part et d'autre de l'azimut 900 caractfiris~epar
exemple par des recompressions sans choc A 60' et des chocs trls intenses A 120'. L'association d'un nombre
de Mach croissant et d'une attaque en flache positive avant 90' retarde donc l'apparition des troubles
tranesoniques, alors que celle d'un nombre de Mach dfiroissant et d'une attaque en fl~che ndgative lea aggrave.
Les calculs "quasi-stationnaires" effectugs pour tine position figge de is pale permettent, par comparaison
aux r~sultats des calculs instationnaires, de siparer les effete instationnaires et d'&couements radiaux.
La figure 21 isantre en particulier que l'attaque en flilche negative (Scoulement radial vera ls centre du
rotor aprls 90') tend A att~nuer is ditente de bord d'attaque at donc A rdduire les zones d'Ecouiement super-
sonique et 1' intensitg des chocs de recompression.

Lee effets puresent instag:ionnsires peuvent itre figalement mis en fividence par des calculs bidimensionnela en
consid~rant tin 6coulement par tranche comae l's montrg une fitude Us Army-ONERA [16] mais lorsqu'on s'approche
de l'extrfimit8i de Is pale, souls des calculs tridimensionnels instationnaires peuvent permettre de bien d6cri-
re lee phfinomanes observfi explrimentaiement.

3.1.2 - LeaextAtfA-e-a sitch -

La miss en flchs d'une extrimitf de pale vient trls natureliement a 1'esprit lorsqu'on vent, comme pour une
ails d'avion, dimIinuer le noubre de Mach incident normal aui bard d'attaque.

Lea 6coulementa y sont cependant beaucoup plus complexes que sur tins extr6mitfi droite et l'ONERA a donc
d'abord effectu6 des essais sur tin rotor bipals non vrill6 avec une extrlmitS en flLche A 30'. L'analyss
des rhpartitions de preasion meaurfeB a montri quo ce type d'extrimitf, qui pout amfiliorer lea performances
d'un rotor A grands vitesse. n'sst en fait favorable quaocur uns Portia seulenent du secteur de ia pale
avangante [17]. La figure 22 montre bien qus l'accord calcul-expfirience est encore suffisamment bon, pour se
servir du programse de calcul dlcrit pr~cldemment, pour itudier de fagon systimatique V influence de is forms
en plan sur lea performances d'une sxtriitS ds pals doneal is .cteur de la pale avangante.

Ces deux s~ries d'essais sur pals A extrimitf droite et A extrfitfi en fiche A 30' dans is cas fondamental
d'un rotor non portent ant Ggalement aervi A la NASA [18] et au RAE [19] A valider leura proprec programmes
de calcul.

La figure 23 qui fournit lee lignes iso-Mach calculfies pour lea szlmta 60' et 120', montre que ce type d'ex-
trfmitfi en fliche A cords Presque constants est Is sifte de fortes ditentes our tine banne part is de lour
envergure. 11 convient donc de voir quels sant les paraultrac giomfitriques qui jousnt our Is pr~sence ou
l'abaence de ces aurvitesses, qui ne penvent quo digfin~rer en cbocs ginlratenrs de traInfe et do bruit.

La figure 24 montre l'6volution en envergure des nombres de Mach locaux maximaux cur des pales

- rectangulaire;
- A extr~mits en flbchs A 30' et A cords constants

- A extr~sitA en flchs A 30' pour Is ligne do bard d'sttaque mas A bard do fuite alignS avac cells de l~a

partle courante de Is pale

~' /- A extrdsitd parabolique en flAlche dfifinie I 1'OIERA.

Dana ces calcula, lea pales cant d'allongement 7 et la loi d'fivolution des profila MACA 0011 qui les Gquipent
eat conserve pour toutes lea formes. Les calculo aant effectuda A l'asiuut 90' dana l'approximstian quasi-
stationnairo. On voit qu'il n'y a pas intfrnt A gorder tine 1igns de bard do fuito ractiligne si Von venut
diminuor lec curvitecoes locales as qu'il eat toujauro bon do mettre uno 1ign. de bard d'attaque en fl~che.
L'adoption d'une ligno de bard d'attsque parabolique en flche permot do rlduire conaiddrablemest toutes isg
curvitessas et fasit pratiquomont disparsitro tout ficoulament transniqus important dona co coo do calcul,
come. Is confirment lea lignos isa-Mach calculls (fiR. 25). Cette forms parabolique en flich. permet on fait

do fair* Evoluer la lIche locale do is ligne de bard d'attaque juaqu'1 dos valouro importante" do i'ordre de
80%. Ss deifinition oat prficisde our is figure 26 et oxplicitgo dona lea rfrences 15 at 20. L'Evolutian
progressive do cette Cliche loae do ligne do bard d'attsqus not curement tin des factours Important@ qui
peruet d'optlaioor la mis an ClIche d'une extrEcit$ do palo d'hllcoptire.

3.2 - Am Ugo'a*n deA peAjo".mancu gtobteA d'un Aota_ auea dee pateA fqwileA d 'ec*'6lit#A~ pdAbotiQ&u en

L'Gctrbmit& psrabalique en flch. dlfinie pric~domssent doit ,..anc sudilioror 1. cowq.rtmont do 1'extrlmiti do
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la pale dans le sacteur de la pale avanwante mais ii n'ast pas fivideat a priori qu'elle soft bonne pourz
tous la azijauts at quelle que soit la configuration du rotor. Aussi a-t-on effectud des essais sur un rotor
tripale vrilhg A Is soufflarie S2 de Chalais-Maudon (fig. 26). Las risultats ont confirm6 qu'une extrfimitfi
de pale "o.,timisie" pour la seules conditions de Ia pale avancante amfiliore globalement lea performances
d'un rotor. LA figure 27 montre l' fvolution de Is puissance A fournir au rotor an fonction de ls vitasse
de vent Vo dens la soufflarie pour daux niveaux de portance, le rotor assurant la traction nficassaire pour
vaincre Is tratnie d'un fuselage caractfirisg par un (CxS)/Swa de 0.1. L'axtrimitf parabolique en flache
eat meilleura qua l'extrimitf droita puisque pour una vitassa Vo fix~e, le rotor qui en eat Equipfi a basoin
de moins da puissance qua celui qui eat 6quipf d'extrdAitfs droitas. La gain de puissance pout atteindra
de 5 A 8 X dana lae conditions de soufflerie.

Des amhliorations ont fitl obtenues dana toutes la configurations fitudifies (quals qua aoient lea nivesux da
portanca ou de traction demasndgs au rotor at m~sa an vol stationnaira 121]).

Au vu de cas rfisultats, l'Agrospatiale a dicid6 d'assayar ces extrimit~s da pale an vol our un apparail
Dauphin, pour confirmer l'intfir~t de telles formee sur un rotor r~el [11] at [22]. Cette axpfirimantation
sera des plus intfiressantes car de nombreuses diff~rcimces demeurent entra la pales qua V'on pout assayer
sur maquetta de rotor da faible dimension at calles d'un rotor rfal, notamanent lea diformetions qua subis-
sent lea pales.

3.3 - EtudeA Wie aux phlnom~nes toutbi-Mrm~abe.6 -

Les fitudas thgoriques pr~c~dentes ont surtout gtg basfies sur l'amglioration des conditions de fonctionnement
des extr(!mitgs da pale dens le sacteur de Ia pale avancante pour lequel una hypoth~se d'absenca de portanca
pouvalt 9tra anvisagde.

Dens le cas rgel d'un rotor portent, l'extrgimitfi de pale &naet un tourbillon marginal qui, en passant A proxi-
mitg des pales suiventes, parturbe fortement leur fonctionnanant.

3.3.1 - Le voL &ttonnaZ'te -

Dens cette configuration, le tourbillon marginal 1F-chd per una pale se retrouve trAs proche de la pale sui-

yenta at il induit donc: en extrdamitf! de pale des variations significatives d'incidence.

Une simulation en soufflerie de ces phA-nomines d'interection tourbillonnaire a ftiE rgalisfieA Is soufflarie
S3 de Cialais-Maidon an pla~ant une demi-aile A proxiii du tourbillon marginal fisia par una autra dani-aile
placge en amont perpendiculairasant A la premilre. La figure 28 montre lea ripartitions en envergure des
portancas locales en absence ou en pr6sencedu tourbillon perturbateur. L'interaction tourbillonnaire augmente
lea portances locales du c~tf! de l'extr(!mitg de la dani-aila at lea diminue vera l'emplanture. Globalemantcela
sa traduit par une augmentation de tratnfie globale de la demi-aile de priis de 40 % dans catte configuration
d'asaai [23] pour laquelle le niveau. de portance globale eat conservi figal A 0,5.

La programme de calcul de petites perturbations treossoniques permet aussi de traiter le cas d'una pale
isolge portante. La prise an cnspte d'un tourbillon perturbataur a 6tE incluse dens ca programme, suivant Ia
mdthode d~velopp~e par F.X. Caradonna [24]. La mdthode consiste A imposer un saut du potential correspondent
A la circulation du tourbillon sur un demi-plan infini partant da laxe de ce tourbillon. Las figures 28 at
29 montrent Ia validitg d'une telle approcha thgorique puisqu'alle parmat de retrouver avac une bonne appro-
ximation lea r~partitions de prassion at la portances locales mesurges expdrimentaeaent.

La cas d'un rotor en vol stationnaire eat plus complaxe. Des masuras du champ des viteases induites par un
rotor tripale vrill6 ont At6 effectuges AIsl souffleria S2 de Chalais-Meudon A l'aide d'un v~loclimatre laser
A 2 composantas. La figure 30 montre l'fivolution en envergure des composantas verticales des vitessas indui-
ta a diff~rentes distances en dassous du disque rotor at la trajectoire du tourbillon qui en a 6tfi d~duita.
Ces assais rnt permls a l'Afrospatiale de valider son programma de misc an Equilibre du sillaga pour lea
calculs de performance du rotor en vol stationnaire [25]. Ils serviront sussi de bases de comparsison pour
lea calcula futurs qui saront menis loraque le programme de calcul sur pale isolfie da rotor permattra de
tenir compte de Ia pr~sence des sutres pales.

3.3.2 - Le vot d'avai-nement -

* Des interactions tourbillonnaires peuvent se produire Eigalanent an vol d'avancement at ellas affectent des
cecteurs azimutaux tris difffirents salon la valour du paramltra d'avancanent. A forte vitease on s'int~res-
sara plus particulilremant A cellas qui se produisent en pale avangante ota la pr~sence de tourbillons prove-
nant de la pale prficidente ne pout qua compliquer ls prfivision par le calcul des charges locales instants-
ndes.

Des mesures par vilocimitrie laser ont Egalement fitE effectugaa A la soufflerie S2 de Chalaim-Meudon sur
un rotor tripala en vol d'avancement en as lijaitant, pour commencer, au plan radial Y - 90*. La figure 31
illustre l'ivolution temporalle des 2 coinposastas des vitesses mesurfies at on ranarquara lea perturbations
amenies par le passage de la pale au voisinaga du point de masura. La figure 32 montre le champ des compo-
sentas verticales da vitasse loraque 1s pale passe 5 l'azimut 90%. Ella parmat d'identifier la position
du tourbillon lichd par la pale pricidente ; dans cetta configuration d'easai il n se trouva qu'l environ
0,55 C au-deasous de Is pale. 11 sara donc nicessaira de prandre an compte, sous des formes plus ou momns
sophiatiaufec. dana lea calculs ralat ifs en vol d'avancement. la vrfisence de ces tourbillons lich~s oar lea
autras vales.

Ces macurea complitent aussi celles des preasiona abeoluec effectuges pricdimment cur la extrfimitfis des
pales du rotor tripale de 1a soufflaria S2 de Chalai-Meudon [201. Les riaultats de ces macurea de preasion
avaisot permis de pricicer lee conditions de fonctionnement (portance, nombre de Mach incident) des axtrimi-
tia de pale cuivant la valeura de la vitasse de l'Eicoulement dana Ia coufflerie, lee niveaux de portance
at do traction denandfis au rotor. Toutec cec macurea serviront done le futur I velider l'extenaion au cas
portant du program ONERA de petitac perturbations transconiquec instationnaires air pale isolfe de rotor.
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3.4 -Evotutwon du6 wtioa'iammu de )techmehe-

L'objectif principal A court terme eat de commencer a calculer des ripartitions de preasion sur une pale
portente de rotor d'hdlicopt~re, mime si cela doit ae faire avec des approximations plus ou moins grossiares
pour tenir compte de Is prfisence des autres pales ; en particulier, on s'mntgressera A vdrifier que lea
formes d'extrfimitA do pale dfifinies A portance nulle pour minimizer lea troubles tranasoniques en pale
avangante restent suffisamnent performantes dans lea difffirentes configurations oO ellba fonctionnent avec
une portance non ndgligeable. On pourrait alors enviaager par exemple un premier calcul d'optimisation entre
le vol atationnaire at bs vol d'avsncement rapid. en d~finissant un vrillage non linfiaire des pales et uno
forme en plan en flL~che approprifie.

La prise en compto des eff eta visqueux demeure aussi un objectif trbs imaportant. Des calculs couplds fluile
parfait-fluide visqueux ont dfiJA 6t6 effectuds A l'ONERA dana le cas d'6icouleuents bidimensionnels instation-
naires aur profil ou dana be cas d'ifcoulement par tranche sur pale de rotor d'halicoptare [26] et [271.
L'effoyt as poursuit actuellement en tridimensionnel, en utilisant A cot effet un programme de calcul par
mithxde intigrale des couches limites tridlzsonsionnelles instationnaires dfiveloppfi par le CERT [28] . IA
figure 33 montre par exemple l'dvolution des 6paisseurs de quantitg de mouvasont et du coefficient de frotte-
mont local sur la section A 0,95 R do difffrentes extr~mitfis de pales pour lesquolles certains r~sultats
de calcul de fluide parfait ont d6jA 6t6 pr6aentfis sur lea figures 24 et 25. Ce type de calcul pormettra donc
une estimation des traInies de irotteaent. La traln~e globale des pales s'obtiendra en ajoutant a cette
trange de frottanent une train~e de choc dana le cas des ficoulements transsoniques. On devrait ainai arriver
A chiffrer le gain total potentiel des ciff~rentes formes d'extr~mitfis do pale en tenant compte des surfaces
mouill~ee r~alles. Des calcula couplfs fluide parfait-fluid. viaqueux en 6coulement tr idimensionnel sur pale
de rotor sont donc onvisageables dens 1 'avenir mais uls nicessiteront des mayens mnformatiques puissants.

Lditude afro-acoustique des extrfmitfis de pale sera figalement abordfe en s cansacrant en prioritfi au bruit
impulsif g~nf8 A grande vitesse et pour lequel les nouvebles formes en flLche pourraient itre une source
do progras.

4 - CONCLUSIONS -

- L'utilisation do nouveaux profile a permis d'am~liorer tr~s nettement les performances des rotors d'h~ljcop-
tares. Il faut souligner toutofois qua ces profile ont fit6 dfifinis sur la base do critbros stationnaires. En
conservant ce mime type do critares lea gains potentiels quo V'on pelt encore espfirer sont sans doute faibles.
Seule une rfiduction do is contrainte sur le Cion permettrait d'accroltre sensiblement los performances des
profile en C. max et en finesse au Prix bien entendu d'un accroissament des efforts do torsion our la pale
et sur les biellettas do causande do pas. Toutefois lea Pro~rls des mithodes de calcul en inatationnaire
et l'smfbioration de 18 comvr~hension des phinoanes de dicrochate instationnaire Dermettront sans doute
dana un avenir proche la dffinition de Prof ile sur Ia base de critbres instationnaires Plus proches des
conditions rfiellea de fonctionnaisent des Prof ile.

- L'fitude des extrfiltfi do Palo entiepriso A l'ONERA n's pas encore apportge des risultats aussi complete
et apectaculairos quo ceux des nouveaux profile OA. L'fivaluation d'une nouvelle forme d'extr~mit6 parsbobique
en flache eat cependant en cours ; bea premiers r~sultato obtenus en soufflorie sont tris encourageants mais
devronit itre confirmfis lora d'essais en vol prfvus en 1982 par l'Afrospatiale. l'Ecude expirimentale des
6coulesents sur des extr~mitfs do pale do forme difffrento et la miso en place de programmes do calculs, do
plus en plus sophistiqugs, tridimensionnols quasi-stationnairos ou instationnaires non portants ou portents,
mime our pale isolfe do rotor d'hfilicoptbre, devraient dans l'avenir permottre des optimisations plus rigou-
reusesde ces extrfimitfa do pale A partir do cahiers des charges A fitabbir en fitroite liaison avec los cons-
tructeurs.
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CALCULATION OF 3D UNSTEADY

TRANSONIC FLOW AROUND ROTOR BLADES

by

H. Stahl

Messerschmitt-B6lkow-Blohm GmbH
Postfach 801140

8000 Mflnchen 80, Germany

SUMMARY

The aerodynamics of the rotary wing present one of the strongest challenge within the
aerodynamic sciences. Severe operational limitations of the helicopter stem from the fact,
that the lifting system is subject to transonic phenomena, which result from the specific
flow field around the advancing side of the rotor disc. Furthermore, it is seen that un-
steadiness and the three-dimensional nature of the flow are two further important parts
of the problem. The understanding, the accurate prediction, and the control of the tran-
sonic aerodynamic phenomena are essential preconditions for further improvement of rotary-
wing aircraft.

In view of the significant influences of transonic flow on rotor operation, the adequate
modelling of the fundamental physics and the calculation of the main consequences is of
utmost importance. Thereby, the calculation requirements are extreme, and are differing
considerably from these of the fixed wing aircraft. The most efficient rotor blade flow
calculation techniques at present use the relaxation method for solving the finite diffe-
rence approximation of the small disturbance equations, however, the disadvantage of ex-
tremely large computational times prevents from using these methods within complete rotor
aerodynamics and loads analyses.

The paper will describe the work currently done at MBB, concentrating on the applica-
tion and adaptation of classical wing methods to the special requirements of rotor blade
tip flow. This gives the possibility to overcome the limitations of the current methods,
such as large computational times. The problem is split up into two principal categories,
the 3-D steady flow, and the 2-D unsteady case.

The unsteady calculation is carried out by a finite difference method for the 2-D case
considering both the angle of attack and the Mach number variation. The 3-D calculation
is based on a finite element model for fixed wings, which is adapted for the rotor blade

. application by a linearly varying velocity distribution over the blade radius. Hereby only
the outer 25% of the radius are taken into account. The final lift and moment distribu-
tions on the blade are determined by superposition of 3-D steady and 2-D unsteady results.

The final objective of the present work is the improvement of existing rotor theories,
which are usually based on blade element theory with insufficient representation of tip
effects. By adaptation of these semi-empirical results in the rotor models their appli-
cability can be improved especially for the advancing blade, but also over the whole azi-
muth angle region.

NOTATIONS

c chord length of a profile K isentropic exponent

r local radius position U advance ratio

t time p density

u,v,w velocity components W angular velocity

x,y,z coordinates 0,1 potential

K Wc - reduced frequencyangle
U.o

M medumMach number Subscripts

Mah numberpartial derivative with res-

free stream Mach number pect to the indicated coordi-
AM Mach number amplitude nates

R rotor radius T partial derivative with res-
pect to nondimensional time

U. free stream velocity

a angle of attack (pitch angle)

ao medium pitch angle
Aa amplitude of pitch angle

nondimenslonal coordinates
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1. INTRODUCTION

There exist fundamental differences in the flow around the wing for fixed-wing and
rotary wing aircraft. Already in steady forward flight these differences mainly concern
Mach numer, angle of attack, and yaw angle distributions that depend upon the radial
position along the blade as well as upon azimuth angle in the case of the rotor and are
therefore unsteady.

In recent years the speed of helicopters has increased. Thereby, new problems arose
because of strong flow separation on the retreating rotor blade and transonic effects
on the advancing blade. As a result the helicopter power consumption, vibration, and
noise emission are also severly affected.

The present major problem of .nterest is the advancing blade, especially the blade
tip where the highest velocities occur. Thus the blade tip may enter the transonic flow
regime where the aerodynamic coefflnients change appreciably due to compressibility
effects and occurence of shock waves. These influences must be understood for further
improvement of the aerodynamic behavior and thus the design of the blade tip.

A frequently used method for calculating the airloads of rotors is the blade element
theory (two-dimensional). But for calculations close to the blade tip it is less useful
because three-dimensional effects become very important. Therefore other calculation
methods become necessary that include all these effects.

In the literature several authors considered the flow around the blade tip. Due to
the restricted capacity of the available computers the problem had to be simplified. One
of the most comon simplifications is the application of potential theory for this flow.
The potential equation is modified to include the linear velocity gradient of the rotor,
and it is solved numerically by finite difference or finite volume techniques. Two methods
shall be mentioned that attacked this problem with some success. One method developed by
Caradonna [1] concerns the steady flow and the other procedure, developed by Caradonna
and Isom [2] treats the unsteady flow under the assumption of zero lift. For industrial
purposes, however, the computational time of these methods is much too high.

From the mathematical point of view the application of potential theory to the flow
around a rotor blade tip is not exact. This problem is considered in more detail in [3].

Considering the flow around the blade tip the assumption of irrotational flow is made.
Calculation time is further reduced when the problem is split up into two parts, the three-
dimensional steady case and the two-dimensional unsteady case. For both cases computer
codes are available from the fixed wing technology. However, in the original form they are
not applicable to the rotor flow conditions, so they have to be modified.

2. ADAPTATION OF EXISTING COMPUTER MODELS

2.1 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL UNSTEADY PROCEDURE

For the unsteady case a computer code developed by Eberle [4] is used. It is a method
for calculating transonic flow over a profile with a sinusoidally oscillating trailing
edge flap. The numerical procedure uses a finite difference scheme and applies the TSP-
ADI-method (Transonic potential - alternating direction implicit). The computational time
needed is about I min on IBM 3033 -or one case.

The transonic potential equation of the unsteady flow is of the form

i- K 12 TT - 2 Mi K& + {1-M,-M, [3+M (K-2)] o } o + =

Small perturbations are assumed and K (reduced frequency) must be smaller than unity. For
achieving mass conservation at sonic lines and shocks a numerical viscosity is introduced,
so that the numerical stability in supersonic regions is guaranteed.

For introducing the unsteady pitch angle motion the flap hinge is blocked and the
pivot point is moved to any point desired, so the whole profile can oscillate around this
point. Normally the point will be fixed at c/4. The pitching motion is defined by

a- aO sin wt.

In f(g.1 the lift and pitching moment coefficients and the resulting center of pressure
are shown over one period. For comparison the steady curves are also presented. In the
unsteady case the maximum value of the lift coefficient occurs at smaller azimuth posi-
tions * than expected by steady state analysis. The same effect can be observed for the
pitching moment. Only the unsteady curve of the center of pressure is very different from
the steady one because the values of the lift and moment coefficients are rather small.

A further unsteady effect is the Mach number variation on the blade due to forward
flight of the rotor. The local Mach number perpendicular to the leading edge is defined
by
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M(t,r) O(i sin wt + ) * MO(R)

with p as the advance ratio and MO(R) the hovering blade tip Mach number. The result for
a pure Mach number variation is shown in fig. 2. Here the lift coefficient, pitching mo-
ment coefficient and center of pressure arerawn over one period. For comparison -he
result for the steady state case is indicated, too. Due to the unsteady flow the maximum
value of the lift coefficient is moved to a higher azimuth angle. The same tendency can
be observed for the pitching moment coefficient. The curve for the center of pressure
does not show an appreciable deviation from the steady one, contrary to the angle of
attack variation.

The calculation of the unsteady flow is split up into three steps:

1. Start of the flow from rest (a = 0)
2. Start of the unsteady motion

3. Final state of unsteady motion.

As a result unsteady pressure distributions, lift coefficients and pitching moment coeffi-

cients are obtained.

RESTRICTIONS

Not every effect can be taken into account. The velocity and pitching angle variation
can be considered like a two-dimensional influence. Only the velocity component perpendi-
cular to the leading edge, however, affects the two-dimensional calculation. The yawing
angle is a three-dimensional effect only and cannot be considered here. Also all motions
of the blade due to elasticity are neglected.

Other limitations are due to the theory applied. These are:

a) The reduced frequency must be K < I

b) The Mach number M. = 1 cannot be exceeded

c) Only weak shocks are permitted

d) Slender profiles should be used.

2.2 THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL STEADY PROCEDURE

This procedure is also developed by Eberle [5]. The underlying theory is the potential
theory with its boundary conditions. For the numerical procedure the finite element method
is used. It is developed for wings and wing/body combinations and is applicable to transo-
nic flow with N. < 1.

The basic equation is:

fffp (u -u+ v!+ dw
du dv dw

The procedure uses a numerical viscosity to guarantee the numerical stability, thereby
allowing shocks to be generated. In performing the calculation advantage is taken of the
symmetry of a plane. In this way much computational time is saved.

The most important three-dimensional effects are the influence of the angular velocity
- of the rotor and yaw angle distribution over the blade radius.

However, to handle the procedure and to modify it for the rotor flow some idealizations
have to be made [3]. One is the assumption that it is possible to calculate the rotor
flow for each azimuth angle * like a steady flow. This is not according to the real flow
but it can be assumed as an approximation. Another assumption concerns the applicability
of potential theory for the flow around the rotor blade tip since the rotor flow is notirrotational at all.

Firstly, the linear velocity gradient is to be introduced into the far field condition.
The relation for the velocity is accordingly

u = w • r + U. * sin T

In this case the velocity U. represents the advance velocity of the rotor. The result of
such a flow is shown for the advancing blade (V = 900) in fig. 3. Here chordwise pressure
distributions are shown for the outer 25 percent of the radius. The influence of the blade
tip can be seen as well as the effect of the decreasing velocity farther inboard.

Due to the assumption that oncoming stream lines have to be parallel to the plane of
symmetry the yaw angle cannot be calculated directly. One way to solve the problem is the
application of a geometrical transformation. This can be assumed as an approximation to
the real flow and is based on the following considerations:
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When the wing makes a yaw angle with the flow the stream lines meet another aerofoil sec-
tion. Compared with an aerofoil section perpendicular to the leading edge, the chord is
enlarged and the relative thickness is smaller. The flow is no longer symmetrical to any
plane. The aerodynamic coefficients are not distributed symmetrically with respect to
the geometric plane of symmetry (formerly chosen as the aerodynamic reflection plane).

If the yaw angles are assumed to be small, the effect due to asymmetry may be neglec-
ted as a first approximation. Then it is possible to position the aerofoil sections
parallel to the stream lines by introducing a sweep angle. In this way the aerodynamic yaw
angle is transformed into a geometrical sweep angle with the corresponding chord.
As the yaw angle on a rotor blade is not constant along the radius, this transformation
results in a curved leading edge of the blade, shown in fig. 4.

RESTRICTIONS

a) Due to the assumption of symmetrical wing the yawing angle 6
must be zero.

b) The oncoming stream lines have to be parallel to the plane of
symmetry.

c) The Mach number M. cannot exceed unity.

d) Only small perturbations (i.e. weak shocks) are allowed.

3. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL UNSTEADY EFFECTS

Considering the two-dimensional unsteady flow around a profil several paran ters govern
the flow:

- the form of the airfoil section

- the time dependent Mach number variation M(t)

- the pitch angle oscillation a(t)

For the case of a harmonically varying Mach number and pitch angle, as at a rotor blade,
the time dependent parameters can be specified more accurately. Then there are

- the medium Y, zh number Mo

- the amplitude of the Mach number AM

- the medium pitch angle co

- the amplitude of the pitch angle Am

- the reduced frequency K

The amplitude of the Mach number is related to the advance ratio by

AM
Mo

3.1 PARAMETRIC STUDIES

3.1.1 THE INFLUENCE OF THE ADVANCE RATIO

* In fast forward flight there occur transonic effects on the advantcing blade tip. To
get the dependence of the Mach number the pitch angle and its amplitude is set zero
(a - Ac = 00). The pure influence of the Mach number variation upon the aerodynamic coeffi-

*cients like CL, Cm was already shown in fig. 2. The deviation from the steady case was in-
dicated, too. Another resglt for a NACA 0012 profile is shown in fig. 5. The maximum Mach
numbers reached at T = 90 are 0.73, 0.76, 0.79, 0.81 corresponding to an advance ratio
of V - 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, respectively. It can be seen that for the chosen rotor tip
speed of wR = 200 m/s the flow is subsonic over the whole half-period of the advancing
blade at V = 0.4 and 0.45 (r/R = 0.89). Compressibility effects such, as shocks, can be
observed, firstly, at higher advance ratiss. Characteristic is the asymmetry of the pres-
sure d~stributions with respect to Y * 90 . The shocks are stronger in the region after
Y - 90 caused by the unsteadiness of the flow.
Remark. The investigated advance ratios correspond to model rotor experiments shown in
fig. 12.

3.1.2 THE INFLUENCE OF THE AMPLITUDE OF THE PITCH ANGLE

The influence of the amplitude of the pitch angle Am on the coefficients is very
strong. In fig. 8 lift and pitching momen coefficents and the center of pressure are
shown for A - 0 as reference and Ac - I (ao - 2 ). The advance ratio is assumed to be
- 0.36. As the figure shows the deviation due to the oscillating pitch angle is very

large compared with the steady case, and the tendencies due to A are just inverse to
that of a pure Mach number variation. However, it can be seen that the effects due to the
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oscillating angle dominates the effects due to Mach number variati n. Also the center of
pressure for Aa = 10 deviates appreciably from the curve of Aa = 0 (pure Mach number
variation).
The effect of a pure pitch angle motion on the aerodynamic coefficient was already shown
in fig. 1.

3.1.3 THE INFLUENCE OF THE REDUCED FREQUENCY

In fig. 7 the pressure coefficient behaviour of the advancing blade is shown for seve-
ral frequencies (x/c = 0.233, a = 0). The decreasing values of the reduced frequency
correspond to the flow over aerofoil sections of a rotor blade, from inboard to outboard,
of the outer 25 percent radius. The advance ratio (v = 0.445) and the pitch angle
(a = Aa = 00) are kept constant. The diagram fig. 7a corresponds to a full-scale rotor

= 42 s-1) and fig. 7b corresponds to a 1/7 model (w = 266.7 s-1).

The minimum pressure occurs at the lowest frequencies. At higher frequencies it dimi-
shes and is shifted to higher azimuth angles. At K = 0.0084 the maximum starts to divide
into two maxima.
In fig. 7b at K = 0.0325 the maximum is distributed from T = 600 to T = 1200. In this
region the pressure coefficient is almost constant. Then it happens the same as before.
The maximum is shifted to higher value. But here the front part increases first, the
rear part of the maximum sets up at small frequencies (K = 0.0279).

The most interesting feature is the influence of the reduced frequency. The smaller
frequency is about one tenth below the higher one. But this difference causes a total
different time dependent flow over the rotor span. Also the medium Mach number changing
as indicated has an influence not to be neglected.

3.1.4 THE INFLUENCE OF THE MEDIUM PITCH ANGLE

In fig. 8 the influence due to the medium pitch angle is shown for advance ratios
= 0.275 and 0.36 (A = 00). It can be observed that a higher angle ao causes stronger

compressibility effects around T = 900. Only the center of pressure is uneffected by the
angle ao.

3.2 COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS

The most useful test data available for comparison are mesurements on a model rotor
[6] with a diameter of 1,50 m and a tip speed of 200 m/s. The blades are tapered and have
airfoil sections of the NACA OOXX series with a NACA 0014.5 profile at 0.8 R and a
NACA 0009 profile at r/R = 1. The blades are untwisted. Pressure data were measured at
85.5, 62.2, and 94.6% radius of the rotor. The last one is very close to the tip where
three-dimensional effects are nolonger negligible. In this connection it should be noted
that the comparison is made with two-dimensional calculations.
In fig. 9, 10, 11 pressure distributions are shown over half a period for a maximum tip
speed of wR = 200 m/s for 85.5, 89.2, and 94.6% radius, respectively. The corresponding
maximum Mach numbers are 0.841, 0.863, and 0.888. The chordwise stations are x/c = 0.3,
0.5, and 0.4. Good agreement between measurement and theory is achieved at x/c = 0.3 for
increasing velocity (T < 900). At the inboard stations measurement and theory compare
relatively well, at the outer section at 94.6% R the comparison is poor due to three-
dimensional effects. In fig. 12 chordwise pressure distributions are shown for maximum
sectional Mach numbers of M = 0.73, 0.76, 0.79, 0.81 corresponding to advance ratios of
v = 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.55, respectively, at azimuth angles of T - 600 and 1200. Although
in this case (89.2% R) three-dimensional effects are not negligible the agreement be-
tween theory and measurement is very good.

3.3 REMARKS ABOUT SIMILARITY LAWS

For model rotor tests in most cases the same tip speed and foreward flight speed is
used as for full-scale rotors to achieve Mach number similarity. By a simultaneous
accurate geometrical scaling Reynolds number similarity is not attainable due to the
different blade chord.
If Reynolds number similarity is desired, the model rotor blade chord must be of the same
size as the full-scale blade chord. This leads to a reduced aspect ratio of the model
rotor blade. Through that and due to the higher velocity gradient along the blade radius
the change of the reduced frequency over the radius is much higher for the model rotor.
In fig. 13 the reduced frequency trend over the blade radius is shown for a full-scale
(R - 5 m) and a model rotor (R - 0.75 m) for different values of blade chord length.

For the same blade chord (c - 0.2 m) the K-gradient at the blade tip is

AK/&R - -0.444 m-1 (model rotor)

AK/AR - -0.010 m-1 (full-scale rotor)

The ratio between these values of 44.4 is reduced to 7.4 by accurate geometrical scaling
(same aspect ratio). The influence of these three-dimensional effects are not fully known,
but should be investigated. In general similarity parameters especially for the rotor
should be defined, because the parameters of the wing theory are no longer sufficient.
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4. PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL

4.1 INFLUENCE OF THE ANGLE OF ATTACK

The influence of the angle of attack is shown in fig. 14 by the three-dimensional
pressure distribution on the blade tip. Angles of attack are 10 and 20 and the tip Mach
number is MT = 0.8. Due to the higher angle of attack the inner border of the supersonic
region is shifted from about 0.85 radius to 0.8 radius, that means to a lower local Mach
number. Also the shock strength is more than doubled on the outer 10% of the blade radius.

4.2 INFLUENCE OF THE AZIMUTH POSITION

In fig. 15a and b the lift and pitchin moment distributions and the center of pressure
are shown for azimuth positions of T = 60, 90 , and 1200. Zhe maximum tip Mach number of
MT = 0.8 at 900 corresponds to MT = 0.78 at V = 600 and 120 , whereas the angle of attack
is 10 for all three cases. Compared with the 900 position, for the yawed blade the lift
and pitching moment coefficients are reduced in the near tip region, but farther inboard
they are beyond the 900 values. The most remarkable changes occur for the center of pres-
sure. Generally, it is shifted towards the leading edge due to the three-dimensional
effects, but it moves back with increasing azimuth angle.

5. COUPLING OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL AND UNSTEADY EFFECTS

To achieve the real airload distributions (lift and pitching moment) in the tip region
the three-dimensional and unsteady effects are superposed in a suitable manner. In addi-
tion to the lift and pitching moment coefficient the drag would be of interest in this
case also, but it cannot be predicted by the potential theory, which is used in both nu-
merical methods. For the coupling of the three-dimensional and unsteady effects the method
shown in fig. 16 has been developed.

The underlying concept is as follows: By means of the three-dimensional procedure the
aerodynamic coefficients will be determined. Then the difference between the two-dimen-
sional steady and unsteady calculation is determined for a given radial position at the
outer 25 percent radius. This difference will be added to the three-dimensional value at
the same radius location. From this value a ratio can be defined with which all three-
dimensional coefficients are to be multiplied. In this way the unsteady effect can be in-
troduced.

The application to the lift coefficient leads to

CLS
CLu(r) = CL(unsteadyr) -- L (C + ACLu)

Herein ACL is defined as

ACLu= CL(2d, unsteady) - CL (2d, steady)

CLO is the lift coefficient at a given radius location and

CLS is the lift coefficient along radius from the steady calculation.

6. CONCLUSION

The application of three-dimensional computation methods in rotor aerodynamics has be-
come necessary because the requirements for extending necessitating a more deep understan-
ding of the flow around the rotor blades. By aerodynamically optimizing the blade tip an
improvement is possible. However, the two-dimensional computation methcds are no longer
sufficient especially near the tip and thus three-dimensional computer programmes are
required. From the foregoing discussion the following conclusions can be drawn:

- The problem of the flow in the vicinity of the tip of a rotor blade has already been
investigated in the literature using the potential theory. The agreement between
theory and experiment is acceptable. However, the procedures are limited either
to hover or to nonlifting flow. Also, the computation time is inacceptably high for
industrial purposes.

- A programme for unsteady two-dimensional flow has been modified for an oscillating
free stream Mach number and angle of attack. The effects of these parameters and
additionally the influence of the reduced frequency and the medium angle of attack
are studied.

- A programme for steady three-dimensional flow over a fixed wing has been modified
for a rotating blade by taking into account the velocity variation over the blade
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radius and the yawing angle. Calculations with this programme provided results
as expected on a rotor blade tip.

- A model has been developed in order to couple the three-dimensional effects with
the unsteady two-'dimensional ones.

- Subjects for further in, stigations with this model are

o the determination of the induced angle of attack due to the velocity down wash
of the foregoing blade

c the influence of the tip vortex of the preceeding blade

o the application of the calculated aerodynamic coefficients of the blade in
rotor computer models
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Complementary articles dealing with analysis and synthesis of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena influence (stall, compressibili-
ty, tridimensional, etc ...) on the behaviour of a rotor were presented during this session which evidenced the manufacturers'
concern not to develop hardly operational and verifiable computer codes leading to prohibitive computation times. The experimental
approach is retained to control optiruization of a mathematically designed rotor and determine the limits of existing methods. Efforts
applied in basic research of unsteady stall and unsteady, compiessible tridimensional effect must be continued even if manufacturers
only retain the most simple and essential part of such research in their computer codes.

Every article states that rotor performance optimization will prove profitable for the manufacturers while new airfoils
development and blade tip definition must be emphasized. A pure helicopter flying at more than 200 kts could certainly be designed
in the near future if present research efforts are kept up.

I. THE ROLE OF ANALYSIS IN THE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OF ADVANCED ROTORS
by L. DADONE -Boeing Vertol -U I

This article thoroughly describes changes i- methiods and ideas at Boeing Vertol from 1965 till now shows that helicopter
manufacturers made large progress in their und-.rstanding of the rotor's aerodynamic behaviour. Experimental research proceeds and
helicopter design methods are developed along a nurse parallel to that of airplanes, with some delay however, considering the greater
complexity of aerodynamic flows along blades.

The rotor optimization approach recommended by the present writer is quite realistic ; it is based on the use of relatively
simplified computer codes taking essential effects into consideration :

- Lifting line theory + bidimensional characteristics of airfoils

- Prescribed wake model
- Unsteady aerodynamic effects

- Plan form, sweep effect, tip relief approximation

- Blade aeroelasticity

The need to verify theoretical optimization results with appropriate experiments in flight or wind tunnel and to set the validity
limits of prediction tools is emphasized ; meanwhile, basic researclh must be continued for detail analysis of fundamental phenomena
(Unsteady aerodynamics and aerodynamic flow at blade tips) and ca mputer codes, specific.to a particular problem, must be processed
to define the parameters used in solving such problem.

9 -A helicopter flying at more than 200 knots could be designed only by close, interrelated optimization of plan form at blade
tip and selection of airfoils in the same area as shown in Fig. 8 describing plan form influence on performance in level flight.

This paper also raises a very old question : Could the present Cm o limit be extended to improve maximum lift and drag
divergence characteristics ; Could a sweptback tip extend Cmo and would this tip really have beneficial effects on dynamic stall ?

One could only agree with the idea that rotor optimization in hover and forward flight is a profitable field of research (see Fig. 3)
provided

- an acceptable compromise is found between simplification and sophistication of prediction methods,

- the same compromise applies between basic research, experimentation in flight or in wind tunnel and results processing with
computer codes,

- technological aspects inherent to such optimization are not neglected.

2. REPRESENTATION OF AIRFOIL BEHAVIOUR
by T.S. BEDDOES -W.H.L. - UK

The conventional atime delay* method used to synthetize dynamic stall of an airfoil is perfectly adapted to a rotor computer

code. Such method is not accurate enough however in the case of airfoils stalling indifferently at trailing or leading edge depending
upon instant operating conditions.
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Following a detail analysis of bidimensional steady and unsteady airfoil tests, the present writer succeeded in representing non
linearities resulting from separation of leading edge or induced by shock, the effect of trailing edge separation and the influence of a
vortex flowing along the airfoil. The method uscd in this case requires knowing 10 constants per Mach number deduced from steady.
bidimensional tests ; the above mentioned constants as well as three time constants are used to reevaluate the three airfoil charac-
teristics (Cz , Cm , Cx) in unsteady air flow. Results thus obtained (see Fig. 20) are quite satisfactory and it would be interesting to
verify the accuracy of this synthetizing method on airfoils other than NACA 0012.

The interest of this synthetizing method is that it is based on the analysis of aerodynamic phenomena dictating the unsteady
behaviour of an airfoil ; its principles could possibly be used to develop an inverse method applied to the definition of an airfoil
meeting unsteady specifications.

3. HELICOPTER AIRFOILS AND BLADE TIPS DESIGNS
by J.J. THIBERT and J.J. PHILIPPE - ONERA - France

This article written by a group of ONERA scientists is very interesting in that it presents the results of a research programme
initiated approximately 10 years ago.

The advantages of close cooperation between scientific organizations and manufacturers as well as the need to extend such

cooperation to rotor aerodynamic research at an international level are also mentioned.

- The ONERA group studied an airfoil family OA2XX whose performance is close to specification requirements (see Fig. 12)
and comparable to the results obtained by other scientists (see Article I). A more accurate comparison of results obtained on airfoils
tested in various wind tunnels with various Reynolds Numbers would probably prove quite useful to define the state of the art as it
now stands and to answer the following question : ((Can we expect significant gains in rotor performance as a result of improvements
in helicopter blade airfoils ? a> It is essential to develop yet further our understanding of unsteady aeroelastic phenomena (stall.
compressibility, etc ...) to optimize airfoils with, perhaps, higher Cm o values while considering unsteady criteria closer to effective
operating conditions on helicopter blades.

- As concerns blade tips, a theoretical and experimental approach evidenced the need to include unsteady effects and radial
flow effects and emphasized the importance of tridimensional effects beyond 0.95 R. Computer codes developed to study blade tips
ought to consider vortex interactions and should, in the short run, be capable of processing lift, even in an approximate manner, and
providing drag data for a new tip shape.

Application of already existing methods allowed developing a rather promising (parabolic sweptback) blade tip PF2 that should
give a 5 to 8 % rotor power gain as compared to a straight tip (see Fig. 27) ; this gain remains to be confirmed by full scale
experimentation that is more representative of the blade's aeroelasticity aspects.

It is not unnecessary to remind, outside the framework of the present article, how difficult it is to form an objective opinion
on the contradictory results obtained by different scientists in the blade tip research field while there probably are multiple causes for
such discrepancies (Performance measurements accuracy, aeroelasticity influence, blade technology ...

4. CALCULATIONS OF 3D UNSTEADY TRANSONIC FLOW AROUND ROTOR BLADES
by H. STAHL - MBB - Germany

This article is an indication of the manufacturers' concern in integrating tridimensional, unsteady aerodynamic effects with the
least expense into their rotor aerodynamic computer codes; to do so, they derive such codes from conventional codes applied to
aircraft. A simplified method is suggested to associate a 3D steady analysis taking a radial speed gradient into account with a 2D
unsteady lift analysis (variable Mach No and incidence). It is envisaged, as a future extension, to include deflection and voi Wx influence
of the previous blade in this method.

The final objective : application of aerodynamic coeffirients (Cz , Cm) calculated with this method to a rotor model, is still
far off. It is regrettable that no indication is given as to Cx evaluation, such evaluation is essential from a performance standpoint, or as
to computation times expected in the ultimate version.

• -. A rather interesting remark is made concerning the need to study similarity rules applicable to unsteady tridimensional effects;
ignoring these rules might lead to an erroneous interpretation of results obtained after mockup tests in wind tunnel (diffeient aspect
ratioreduced frequency and, chiefly, different reduced frequency gradients spanwise).
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Design and Prediction for Rotor Blade Aerodynamics

by
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Structures Laboratory, USARTL (AVRADCOM)

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia 23665

SUMM4ARY

The state of rotor blade aerodynamic calculation methods is reviewed. Two factors that limit the
accuracy of these methods for design of airfoils and blade tips and the primary factor limiting the
prediction of rotor performance are identified. A survey of the future demands on blade aerodynamics
leads to the prediction that a sharp upturn in the results expected from aerodynamicists is imminent.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of separated flow to rotor performance has long been recognized. Figure 1 was
published by Frank Harris in 1969.1 Based on oscillating airfoil tests and simple yaw corrections,
the thrust of a heavily stalled rotor was predicted at low advancing tip Mach numbers. This result was
a significant advance in rotor prediction capability. The four papers 2-5 presented in this session on
rotor blade aerodynamics do not represent an attempt to improve the analyses of 12 years ago. Instead,
they are a response to new requirements. The helicopter aerodynamicist is now expected to not only
improve performance but also to design airfoils and blades that minimize separated flow and reduce
dynamic blade loads.

The acceptance in 1969 of rotor calculations for heavily stalled rotors was a turning point for
aerodynamicists. Aerodynamicists began to be expected to "predict with greater confidence the non-
linear rotor behavior near the flight boundaries. " Not only performance but also unsteady control
system loads and rotor stability calculations are now demanded of the aerodynamicist. An increase in
expectations has also taken place in the area of design based on analyses. New helicopters now have
airfoils and tip shapes that are aerodynamically designed specifically for the mission of that parti-
cular helicopter. The four papers presented in this session are the basis for the argument that another
sharp increase in the demands on and expectations from the aerodynamicist is imminent.

DISCUSSION

Areas of Research

The four papers in this session demonstrate the two major thrusts of current work in rotor blade
aerodynamics, transonic tips and airfoils. Table I categorizes the four papers by areas of application.

TABLE I. AREAS OF RESEARCH OF SESSION PAPERS

2D Unstalled Dynamic Stall Transonic Tips

Understand Phenomena Beddoes

Thibert and Thibert and
Phillipe Phillipe

Design Blades Dadone Dadone

Predict Airloads Stahl Beddoes Stahl

The columns indicate that the blade is being analyzed in two pieces: two-dimensional analyses on the
" / inboard section of the blade and three-dimensional tip analyses. Stahl 5 clearly recognizes the impor-

tance of integrated blade analysis but uses two analysis schemes for computational efficiency. The rows
of Table I divide the papers into categories of: basic research or understanding the physical flow
phenomena, blade design, and prediction of the aerodynamics of a complete rotor. The demand for lower
cost per case increases dramatically from top to bottom. For example, in order to understand the flow
processes at work in dynamic stall Beddoes uses data from very expensive model tests. However, he
must construct very efficient computer models because a rotor analysis may reqtre an estimated 30,000
dynamic stall calculations. The papers by Dadone2 and by Thibert and Philltpe4 are aimed primarily
at design. Both authors use the best available analysis (almost regardless of computer cost), but not
the more expensive method of parametric experiments. However, the need for more accurate analyses and
the need for more confidence in the calculated performance of the blade after it is installed on the
rotor have been made clear by these papers.

Limitations on Accuracy

Two of the immediate problems that limit the accuracy of blade aerodynamics involve separated
flow. The first problem is dynamic stall predicttgn. Figure 2 shows results from a tunnel spanning
model in the United Technoloq ts main wind tunnel.

0 The wing is swept 300 and is oscillated in pitch
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to generate dynamic stall data. The significant differences in stall behavior caused by blade yaw are
illustrated in figure 2. This result can probably be modeled by Beddoes' method. However, data are
available for only one airfoil at one sweep angle, and this is insufficient experimental data to allow
confident airfoil design. Either more experimental data or a viscous flow calculation scheme that
incorporates unsteady sweep is needed.

A second problem involving a separated flow phenomenon that cannot be adequately modeled
7 
is

shown in figure 3. The tip vortex begins with boundary layer separation of the flow around the tip as
far forward as the quarter-chord point for rectangular tips. The low pressure area caused by this
vortex moves inboard as it extends to the trailing edge. This causes an area of high lift and nose-down
pitching moment near the tip. Figure 4 is a calculation by Maskew

8 
using an incompressible panel

method to model the tip vortex flow over the upper surface of a rectangular wing. This method has been
correlated with some experimental results for rectangular tips, but the effect of tip shape on the size,
shape, and location of the tip vortex is almost unknown. Research on tip shapes is being carried out by
a cooperative NASA/DFVLR program designed to describe the unsteady pressures about four tip shapes
(figure 5) that are oscillating in pitch. This research will yield much information about the effect of
blade planform on tip vortex size, shape, and location over the upper surface of the blade just
downstream of the trailing edge.

These two separated flow problems illustrate that research on airfoil aerodynamics and blade tip
design is not complete. However, no matter how accurate the calculations for the design of the airfoil
or the tip, these components must be made part of the calculation scheme for an entire rotor. Rotor
calculations have a limit in accuracy that is independent of the accuracy of the calculations for
airfoil alone or blade alone.

The primary problem faced by aerodynamicists who apply new airfoils to blades with non-rectangular
planforms is uncertainty about the blade angle of attack. The angle of attack of the blade is
controlled by the vortices in the wake; the vortices are controlled by the blade lift and planform; and
the blade lift is controlled by the angle of attack. The weak links in this computational circle are
the effect of blade planform on vortex size and location and the uncertainties in the position of the
wake vortices. Table II is an attempt to summarize the state of the art in the calculation of the

TABLE I. ROTOR BLADE SURFACE PRESSURE CALCULATION STATUS FOR ADVANCED TIP SHAPES

Rotor Blade Inboard Part of Blade Tip Region
Pressure as a
Function of: Limitations Accuracy Subsonic Transonic

Mean value, x/c, r/R Wjke flow ±5% Fixed wing code

Only one uncor-
1-per-rev, x/c, r/R Components only ±5% related code; Limited corre-

includes tip lation
vortex

N-per-rev, x/c, r/R Wake In development - No
subsonic stall uncorrelated correlation

Vortex interaction, t Unstalled, subsonic ±20% No work No work

chordwise and spanwise distriutlon of pressure. Such pressure distributions are required for
calculation of noise, gust response, blade loads, and even stability. The accuracy estimates do not
apply to rectangular planformsbut they do apply to advanced blade tip shapes. Several analyses which
have proved accurate for rectangular planforms are expected to differ by 5% even for the simple case
of prediction of lift in hover when applied to advanced tip shapes. The inboard portion of the blade is
calculable by two-dimensional strip theories except for close interaction with vortices from other rotor
blades. The limitation on accuracy is the uncertainty In wake prediction. For example, there is no
analysis available that accounts for the effect on the blade of shed vorticity in the wake due to lift
variations at frequencies above 1-per-rev. However, such calculations are routinely performed for
fixed-wing flutter calculations. The purpose of these arguments Is not to discourage the development of
better calculations for airfoils or blade tips, but to encourage the development of wake models that are
consistent with even the present accuracy of blade aerodynamic calculations.

The importance of integrating the design of airfoils and blade shapes has been demonstrated by
Bingham.

9 
The Idea of integrated design Is to first define the performance requirements for one

particular rotor that operates In a known flight envelope. The basic calculation tool is an array of
rotor performance programs for both hover and forward flight. Iterative calculations for combinations
of blade chord, shape, twist, and airfoils are used to design the blade. This iterative procedure is
required by the interdependence of the parameters that affect rotor performance. The success of this
design procedure has been validated by wind tunnel testing.1

0 
The primary limitation on this method

is uncertainty about the rotor wake models.

Future Requirements

Just as there was a rise in expectations of the results of aerodynamic calculations after 1969,
there will soon be another dramatic increase in the results demanded of aerodynamicists. Figure 6
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depicts, in an oversimplified manner, the inputs received by the blade aerodynamicist and the outputs
required. The solid line represents the present computational cycle. Aerodynamic solutions for blades
are expected to define forces for a rotor with a wake that is representative of trim in order to
calculate rotor performance, dynamic loads, and stability. The broken lines represent new
computational loops that will put expanded demands on the blade aerodynamic calculations. The use of
active controls such as higher harmonic control, multicyclic control, dynamic stall suppression, or
gust alleviation control will require higher frequency unsteady aerodynamics. The dashed loop
indicates that better rotor wake calculations will require more precise descriptions of both the shed
wake and the tip vortices that are generated by the blade. Eventually noise theories will need time
histories of pressure distributions on the blade and even the flow field surrounding the blade. Thus
the impression that there are multiple methods available for blade design and that only a few
capabilities need to be added to existing analyses breaks down when the total array of tasks
confronting the blade aerodynamicist is examined.

CONCLUSIONS

The papers in the session demonstrate that analytical and empirical methods are very effective in
three areas of blade aerodynamics: (1) design of airfoils below stall by two-dimensional, steady
analyses, (2) prediction of unsteady airfoil performance including dynamic stall, and (3) design of
transonic tips without separated flow. The need is immediate for adding three-dimensional effects to
dynamic stall empirical methods, for adding dynamic stall criteria to airfoil design, and for adding
tip vortex models to transonic tip design. At present, the application of blade aerodynamics to rotors
is limited by uncertainties in the rotor wake models for unsteady flow and advanced tip shapes.
Furthermore, the future demands on aerodynamicists will include detailed, unsteady pressure
distributions for the calculation of noise, gust response, response to active controls, and
blade-vortex interaction.
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SUMMARY

Tipvanes are small auxiliary wings mounted at the tips of windturbine blades in such a way that a diffuser
effect is generated, resulting in a mass flow augmentation through the turbinedisc. For the prediction of
aerodynamic loads on the tipvane wind turbine use is made of the accelerationpotential, on which an
expansion method is applied. In its simplest form, this method can essentially be classified as a lifting
line approach, however, with a proper choice of the basic loaddistributions of the lifting line, the
numerical integration of the pressurefield becomes one dimensional. The integration of the other variable
can be performed analytically.
This method based on a mainly analytical approach has the advantage of giving a better insight in the
peculiarities of a specific configuration.
The complete analytical expression for the pressure field consists of two series of basic pressure fields.
One series is related to the basic load distributions over the turbineblade, and the other series to the
basic load distribution over the tipvane. In addition another basic pressure field related to a triangular
loaddistribution over the turbineblade and the tipvane was needed, in order to take care of the "lift
transfer" from turbineblade to tipvane.
The coefficients in these pressure field expressions are a priori unknown, and are determined by a bounda-
ry condition requiring the flow to be tangential on both turbineblade and tipvane. A numerical procedure
then yields the coefficients of the basic pressure fields.

I. Introduction

The research on tipvaneturbines aims at a process improvement of the wind energy conversion system, which
is more than component improvement such as efficient aerofoils and optimized transmission systems.
These latter developments make it possible for a modern windturbine to approach the Betz maximum power
coefficient. However, process improvements are possible based on flow phenomena which are not consistent
with the assumptions made in Betz theory. Power coefficients far above the Betz maximum value are possible
when for example forces are applied perpendicular to the winddirection and when viscous effects play an
important role.
At the Delft University of Technology, the windenergy group investigates the effect of tipvanes, which are
small auxiliary wings at the end of the turbine blades (fig. I), inducing a mass flow augmentation by the
creation of a VenLuri flow.
At the Cambridge and AmsterdamBHRA Wind Energy System meetings (ref. I and 2) papers have been presented
concerning the tipvane concept. There the principal flow mechanisms from theoretical considerations and as
observed in flow visualization studies were reported and also test results of tipvane drag reduction were
shown. The present status of the research is that the main flow mechanisms are understood, and the principal
problems have been solved. A short survey will be given in this paper, whereafter one of the research
fields is treated more in detail: the analytical aerodynamic work, accompanied by experimental verifica-
tion.

2. Present status of the tipvane research

Since the deononstration of the mass flow augmentation (ref. 2) the following other important results have
been obtained:
- the tipvan drag can be reduced to a nearly twodimensional level, as will be shown in the next chapter.

The phenomenon of side edge suction, a suction force acting on the tips of the tipvane, comparable with
leading edge suction, appeared to have a great influence on the drag.
Fig. 2 shows that due to an asysmetric lift distribution on the tipvane, and due to the fact that the
relative flow direction does not coincide with the rotational direction, the side edge suction can have
a component in drag direction (a force tangential to the disc plane of the rotor). A proper adjusting of
the tipshape can eliminate this effect (ref. 3).
hxperiments with screens of various porosities, simulating (by dissipation) the energy extraction by
turbine blades, showed that the amount of energy is really extractable. Gross Cp values of 1.5 are mea-
sured which is about'2.5 times the Betz maximum (ref. 4).

- A very promising development has been started with the beneficial use of viscous effects: for the energy
extraction by diffuser type vindturbines, such as shrouded turbines and tipvane turbines, values have
been measured which are about 25Z higher than can be expected by potential theory. This is due to an
energy transport from the outer flow into the wake behind the turbine, by turbulent mixing in the region
where this wake is diffusing. This extra energy can be extracted by the rotor: according to theoretical
extrapolations for a tipvane turbine with artificially stimulated mixing, power augmentation factors in
the order of 10, when compared with conventional turbines, must be possible. Refs.4 and 5 describe this
phenomenon more in detail.

- Theoretically as well as experimentally the main flow mechanisms are understood and the next step will
be the verification in atmospheric conditions.
Therefore, and in order to carry out aeroelastic experiments, a field test installation is planned. In

a later stage the installation can be modified into a first prototype.
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The aerodynamic work on the tipvane rotor has comprised several branches. Many qualitative and quantita-
tive experiments have been carried out on a modelscale. Simultaneously various theoretical models have
been developed in order to get better understanding of the experimental results and to obtain design
methods for forthcoming full scale applications.
Special emphasis is given in this paper to the theoretical analyses, yielding aerodynamical loads on the
tipvane windturbine, with references to theoretical and experimental verifications.

3. Governing equations

3.1 The method of the velocity potential
The basic governing equations for incompressible inviscid flows have been established alreidy in the 18th
century by Leonhard Euler, who developed the well known Euler equations eApressing the conservation of
momentum in the fluid, as well as the equation of continuity expressing the conservation of mass. These
equations take the form:

div V = 0 (continuity) (3-I)

DV
and p Dt-- - grad p (Euler equation) (3-2)

Both Lagrange and Laplace have developed the method of solving this set of equations, by introducing the
concept of the velocity potential. The velocity potential O(x,y,z) is defined as a scalar function such that

V - grad * (3-3)

It is easily shown that such a scalarfunction 4(x,y,z) always exists in flow regions where the rotation of
the fluid particles is zero:

rot V - 0 (3-4)

or au_- 9 . 0, O-E - O, 2 v . 0 (3-5)
aY ax 3z ax az ay

Writing the equation of continuity in terms of the velocity potential by substituting (3-3) into (3-I)
results in the equation of Laplace:

div grad * 0 (3-6)

or + a a2O o (3-7)
ax

2  ay
2  az

3.2 The method of the acceleration potential
Prandtl indicated in 1936 an alternative way to treat three-dimensional flows in which the velocity pertur-
bations are small compared with the undisturbed velocity w. The assumption that all higher order pertur-
bations may be neglected is directly used to simplify the basic flow equations (3-I) and (3-2). For incom-
pressible, inviscid flows this simplification works out as follows. Substituting the equations (3-5) ex-
pressing rot V - 0 into the Euler equations leads to:

au a 2 2 2. I

.+ I/2 (u 2 +v 2 +w

w+ 1/2 a (U
2 

+ v
2 

+ w
2
) . - a (3-8)

aw + 1/2 a 
( u 2 +  

+ w2) - 1 3

Now writing

u' , VV' , w-W+ (3-9)

where u', v' and w' are small perturbations, substituting this into (3-8), linearizing and using the
linearized expression rot V - 0, leads to:

8u'+ au'. a v'+ pv' 3 aw+ aw'I a (3-10)
It + z p

The first of these equations is then partially differentiated with respect to x, the second with respect
to y, and the third with respect to z. Summing and using the linearized continuity equation

' aru + 3w' 0 (3- 1)

then yields:

ax
2 ay 3z
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which is Laplace's equation, where the Laplace operator div grad works upon the pressure p. Eq. (3-12) is
valid in steady as well as unsteady flowfields, if as assumed during the derivation, the undisturbed ve-
locity W is a constant, independent of the space- and time coordinates. Instead of the pressure p, one
can also put the pressure perturbation p' = p - p. in (3-15). For simplicity the notation p(x,y,z) -.ill
in the following always be used for the field of pressure perturbations. The field p(x,y,z) is a charac-
teristic scalar function for the flow field, just like the velocity potential (x,y,z). The essential
difference between p and 4 is the fact that in incompressible flows the function p(x,y,z) can never exhi-
bit discontinuities in the free flow away from the physical boundaries, in contrast to the function
O(x,y,z) that does show discontinuities.

4. Asymptotic considerations

In the derivation of solutions of the Laplace eqs (3-7) and (3-12), use can be made ,ery often of asymptotic
expansion techniques. Although the application of asymptotic theory in aerodynamics seems to be a rather
recent development it has already been used, at least in an intuitive way, by Ludwig Prandtl.
When he developed his lifting line theory for the determination of lift and drag on a straight wing in
steady parallel flow, there where undisputably asymptotic considerations present. The "far field" view-
point in this theory is evident, it has even supplied the name "lifting line" theory. Far from the wing,
assuming a reasonable large aspect ratio, the forces on it are thought to be concentrated along a straight
line. But also the "near field" philosophy was present expressed in the application of two-dimensional
aerofoil theory within the lifting line model of Prandtl.
In the modelling of the flow phenomena of the tipvane windturbine the asymptotic approach has proven to
be succesful. It is often possible to reduce a complex flow problem into several parts, each with two
characteristic length scales. It is then possible to find a solution in terms of an asymptotic expansion.
Such a solution consists of "near field" terms, "far field" terms and "common field" terms.
The "near field" terms have been derived by asymptotical considerations ciose to the lifting surface, and
the "far field" terms by application of asymptotics for the flow far away from the aerodynamical active
surface(s).
The "common field" terms in the solution are introduced by the simple fact that the "near field" terms in
the solution do have a "far field" effect and vice versa. Wit. the commor. field terms the "far field" effect
of the "near field" is cancelled and simultaneously the "near field" effect of the far field terms.

With these asymptotic expansions, models have been developed for the flow around the tipvanes, for the con-
ventional horizontal axis windturbine in steady parallel flow, for T-tail interference of two lifting sur-
faces and finally a first order model for the complete tipvane configuration. These models will be discus-
sed in more detail in the following chapters.

5. First order solution for the flowfield of isolated tipvaues

5.1 The boundary value problem for an isolated rotating tipvane
The various coordinate systems used in this chapter are depicted in figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

The (x , y, z ) coordinate system rotates at a radius R with the tipvane (Fig. 3). The (x, yT, zT)
coordinate sysEem of the tipvane is defined with respect to the (x .y , z ) system in suc a way

r .r r sepnl" ,floe
that it can be obtained by rotating the (xr, Yr, Zr) around the y -axis over a sweepangle" A, followed

by a rotation around the already swept x -axis (fig. 4). In this 6ay the tipvanecoordinate system is
obtained, and the tipvane is defined by r

cT 2 2 bT

IXTI 4' YT . (R ZT) [(R - T2 XT] + YT (xT, YT) ' ZT[ -2
C

The right hand side of this formula consists of two parts. The first part represents in linearized theory
the curvature of the circular track covered by the tipvane and the second part YTC (X.T T) gives the
camber relative to this aerodynamical ineffective circular curvature.
The boundary value problem for this isolated rotating tipvane yields

2 2 (5-2)

-ax 2 ay 2 az2
with boundary conditions

,. 
p  

0 for x
2 
+ y2 + z

2 
* (5-3)

a R a 2  
(5-4)

ax2T

on the tipvane at the time t - 0. The tipvane is at t " 0 assumed to be at azimuthal position 1p ,

given 
by

x - xt + Az t I y - R -yz C - YT (x TzT) , z - AxT - zT  (5-5)

cT  b T
where T ac IZTI bT

With this boundary condition the particles of air moving over the tipvane surface obtain the correct
accelerations to fit the curvature of the tipvane.
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3. p singular on the leading edge (xT = - c/2) in such a way that

(V N aYTC . T + aYTC(
R A b(

on the midchord line of the tipvane:x,-Y- O, Iz1 4 -and at the time t - 0.
This is the tangential flow condition or t e tipvan. Because of condition (5-4) this condition has to
be fulfilled on one spanwise line. A convenient choice is the midchordline.

5.2 The asymptotic solution in the near field
In the vicinity of the tipvane it becomes convenient to write the Laplace equation for the pressure
(equation (5-2)), in ters of the local tipvane coordinate. system (xT, YT' ZT):

a + 2 + z-
2  

(5-7)

aKT ayT Tz

On physical grounds it seems justifiable to state that in the immediate vicinity of the tipvane, staying
away from its tipregions, the characteristic length of spanwise pressure variation is of the order of the
span bT, whereas chordwise pressure variation are of the order of the chord cT.

Substitution of the nondimensionalized coordinates xT Y and -z into (5-7) yields

cT/
2  

CT7
2  bTFino(

2 2 a p (5-8)
xT  2 T 2 2 T 2

2(.-.) a(-2) bT /2)
TT

where AT b /cT is the aspect ratio of the tipvane.
Suppose a solution pl of the boundary value problem has been found in asymptotic theory which obeys
equation (5-8) up to the order AT'. This solution also satisfies, in the immediate vicinity of the tip-
vane, the differential equation

a2p a2p
Xr + pT 0 

(5-9)a(-7-) a(_--T) 2

T T

of course up to the order AT

With an accuracy up to this same order the solution p obtained from asymptotical theory can then be repla-
ced, but only in the vicinity of the tipvane, by a solution Pnear satisfying (5-9) throughout the whole
field.

Since p and p coincide close to the tipvane (in the "near field"), Pnear must also satisfy the boun-
dary coEn~ions (1-4) and (5-5) applicable in the near field.

The third boundary condition (5-3) is not necessarily satisfied by Pnear since this condition is impose
upon p, in the far field; and in this far field pl and Pnear are no longer identical up to the order AT

According to reference 6, the general solution Pner for a thin aerofoil of arbitrary mean line and

arbitrary angle of attack (including bladetwist) yields, in terms of elliptic cylinder coordinates:

zT

UP2 z
Pnear I sin , e- n

2 1T coshn + cos i n-I an (--) sin(n) (5-'0)

Here the index I has been used in the liftcoefficient CZ since the second term on the right hand side also
may contribute to the lift. In linearized theory, the boundary conditions on the tipvane may be replaced by
the same conditions on the projection of the tipvane on the XT, zT plane. With boundary conaition (5-5)

*the coefficients a can be determined:
n

2ZT sin n p -ic YT 5-l

n-1 n an (bT sinP 2T on the tipvane. (5-,1)
T~ x T

It is assumed now that the camberfunction of the tipvane yT(xT, zT) consists of a curvature due to its
circular path (see equation (5-1)) plus an angle of attacko, which may vary along the span.
Substitution of YTC (xT'zT) 

- e(zT)xT into (5-1I) yields

z Ts - (5-12)

nI n (bT) sinv all over the tipvane,

and so

n - 0 n - 1,2,3 (5-13)
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5.3 The asymptotic solution in the far fields
The second step in the application of the asymptotic expansion method is the consideration of the behaviour
of p. in the far field. At a distance of the order of the span bT of the tipvane it is reasonable to state
that all pressure variations have the same characteristic length scale.

-2 2Since relative errors of the order AT  = (c /bT) are neglected here, the tipvane chord seems thus to have
shrunk into one singi? line carrying discre e singularities. So the solution p, is now, in the fir field
and upto the order A , identical to the pressure field of a lifting line Pfar
For Pfar the determining equations yield:

2 92

Pfar + Pfar + pfar

xT 
2  

yT2 zT 2=O (5-14)

B(S7-)F2 (-p;F) a(-j72-)

Pfar ' 0 x 2 + y 2 + z 2  
_ (5-15)

By the assumption that the tipvane boundary conditions may considered to be located on the projection of
the vane on the y plane, the pressure field p is antisymmetric with respect to this YT plane. Then the
final boundary cofdition for Pfar has been genrated:

bT

Pfar singular on the line xT -T - 0, IZTI - (5-16)

and antisymmetric with respect to the plane yT - 0

The general solution satisfying (5-14), (5-15) and (5-16) given in prolate spheroidal coordinates using
associate Legendre functions of the first and second kind, yields according to references 6 and 7:

Pfar - n { m (cos m) (cosh v) sin mX (5-17)
p (SIR)2 ~ ~ n(-7

5.4 The introduction of a common field expression
At this moment two representatives have been found for pI: Pnear corresponding with p, in the near field,
and Pfar corresponding with pl in the far field.
Summation of P ear and Pfar then yields a competent candidate for the first order solution p of the com-
plete boundary value problem, at least at first sight. This would only be true however, if te contribution
of P in the far field is neglectible with respect to Pfar, and vice versa. According to equation
(5-1) one knows that Pfar shows a singular behaviour near the midchordline of the tipvane. Thus it is
clear that here Pfa; is not neglectible with respect to pnear.n
So the solution p1 is not obtained by simply summing up Pnear and Pfar' and more work has to be done to
obtain a solution satisfying all conditions.
Suppose a pressure field would exist that has the following features: in the near field it equals Pfar' to
the required order of accuracy, and in the far field this pressure field is identical to pnear (to
the right order). By addition of p and pf , and the subtraction of this field, the "comon pressure
field" pComon , a first order soluoa f would ve been obtained:

P- " Pnear 
+ P

far - Pcozmon (5-18)

The comnon field can evidently be obtained by observation of the asymptotic expansion behaviour of both_'and p far The near field solution Pnear' asymptotically expanded for rT O 0(bT) up to the order A1

fnear C r2 cT/
2  

T f

sinX for rT  order (bT) (5-19)t(SR) 2 7r r

Thus pcommn yields

Pcoon CzL(T-2) cT/
2

comon, . I T sinX (5-20)

ip(M2)

Comparison of p___ with Pfa (eq. (5-17)) immediately shows that the terms in (5-17) with
sin mX for m m T vanish, iince otherwise the condition

Pcoson 
= 

(Pfar rT order O(cT) (5-21)

cannot be satisfied.
With A n AIn the asymptotic expansion of Pfar for rT - O(cT) up to the order AT yields:

Pfar sinX bT/
2  { ZT 2' A. pI ZT

ST T n 7 (5-22)

for rT order O(cT)
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5.5 The complete asymptotic solution
By the matching condition:

(Pnear) P Pcommn edfar) (5-23)

rT . O(bT) rT .O(cT)

the following relation between Ctl and the coefficients An is obtained:

J1  z I * I ___

CL ( T Ar1 P.( 2) (5-24)T 2) " AT  n-I- (A 
T  

n) I bT

The complete pressure field p1 now follows from substitution of Pnear (eq. (5-10) with (5-13)), Pconxon
(eq. (5-20)) and Pfar into (5-18):

z z
P Ct (bk 2 ) CI(bT 2) cT/2

T snp + Isr nX  +
IpMR2 it coshn + comp rT

S n. AP (cos6) 1 (coshv) (5-25)
U nI n n I

In the above expression, the liftcoefficient C1 is still indetermined. With the remaining boundary con-
dition (5-6) this indeterminatess can be removeA. By substitution of
__v - (which follows from the linearized Euler equation) equation (5-6) yields
at p ay

0-I 0 a 
ZT +

Tp( )2  J Y ) p (x,y,z,t) Sdt - 2 (zT) + - y ] (5-26)

for a particle of air arriving at the midchordline of the tipvane at t - 0.

Substitution of pl in (5-26) then yields the final boundary condition. The evaluation of this final one
dimensional integral equation is done numerically, using a collocation-point method.
The method proceeds with the introduction of n basic pressure distributions and their corresponding
basic liftcoefficient distributions. The m'th m - 1, .. n ) basic distribution is obtained from (5-25)
and (5-24) respectively by substitution of An - 0 0an Am - I.

5.6 Complications in oversE'chronous operation of the tipvane
The stability of the numerically obtained solution with respect to variation of number and position of the
collocation points and further p~rameters in the numerical procedure, appears to be quite satisfactory in
undersynchronous states of operation. The term undersynchronoua is used when a tipvane is not yet situated
in the direct wake of the preceding one (fig. 9a).
However, the method developed as yet is not capable of dealing with oversynchronous situations (fig. 9b).
This is caused by the singular behaviour of the induced velocity field generated by the upstream tip of the
tipvane, which is felt by its successor. This gives rise to a special kind of singularity not met in or-
dinary aircraft aerodynamics. The source of the problems appeared to be of a rather fundamental character
(ref. 8). An explanation can be given when one considers the implicit assumptions made for the spanwise lift
distribution in the model.

In undersynchronous situations the tipvane is travelling through a regular velocity field and thus the tip-
vane lift distribution is also regular.
But in oversynchronous situations the tipvane experiences the singular tipvortex of the preceding one, and
thus irregularities in the lift distribution are present at the point where the vortex hits the tipvane
(the point of overlap). In the original method only regular lift distributions are considered and therefore
the procedure breaks down in the oversynchronous situations.
A solution is found by involving also lift distributions having a kink at the point of overlap.
With such a kink in the spanwise lift distribution it is possible to generate a singular self induced velo-city field.

Provided that the jump in the spanwise derivative has a correct magnitude the singularity in this self
induced velocity field exactly cancels the singularity in the induced velocity field of the preceding tip-
vane. Then the complete induced velocity field is not singular anymore at the tipvane, which is the only
acceptable solution from the physical point of view (fig. 10).
Consider the liftdistribution over the tipvane to be composed out of two parts. One part is identical to
the assumed liftcoefficient distribution of (5-24) and is directly correlated to the pressure field p2 of
equation (5-25). This part indicates the spanwise liftdistribution over the complete tipvane. The second
part consists of an extra liftdistribution over the interfering part only (the part indicated by
bT W bT
-- 2 UI T > > of the same character as the first part (5-24):

cu( ) b c {I - 21 n BnP
1 ( ) (5-27)

ticur b Tn-I n n

where

2b {,"I Hand b b - 2 U .

bTcur 11 Tcur T
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In order to obtain a non-singular velocity distribution over the tipvane, the kink in the liftcoefficient
distribution obtained by addition of (5-24) and (5-27) at the point of overlap

T wZ T - 2 - 2ir- jmust have the correct value. This implies the following relation for the coefficients A

and B:
n

nI! n(n+I)An + I nEI n(n+l)B n  0 (5-28)

as is derived in reference 8.
The extra liftcoefficient distribution (5-27) is of course correlated with an extra pressure field p
This extra pressure field p should also satisfy, on account of the linearity of the problem the eqs.
(5-2) through (5-6). Then ac rrst order solution p is found, completely analogous to (5-25).
The choice of the n basic pressure distributions, US thus liftcoefficientdistributions in the oversyn-
chronous situation Os more arbitrary. Based upon the experience reported in reference 8 the following
selection has been made:

PbscXy~~~) z( n l Ci(b 2,n) C/

Phasic (xyz~tn) - m + -- sinx +
2 i coshn + cow T rT

faT P (cose) % (coshv) +

C£ (C,n) .inp C£ (Cn) /2(5-29)

+ cur usnponr + cur C T2
ir cosh +ocurcos'cr Ir r T  LUXunr +

- sn1 ayn 
1 (cs )Q (coshVcur)

- n(n+l) 8-X P, (Cosecr)Q
Ir cur) I:(~hc

with
.t (-b2n) - (I - ( FT)2 (, (5-30)

b-72 n (bTs
2

-

and

C ('n" nnlbcur T 21r l T

And the basic liftcoefficientdistributions:

C.b (b 2 n) Ct(r-7,n) + C, ( -

Note that by the choice of (5-30) and (5-31), the condition (5-28) to be opposed upon the coefficients of
the liftcoefficientdistribution in oversynchronous situations already is satisfied.

5.7 Results
Typical results for a modelconfiguration frequently used are shown in fig. 11. Notice the steady increase
in total lift with decreasing lateral spacing of the tipvanes (increasing tipepeed ratio). Up to the syn-
chronous state (where the upstream tipvortex of the tipvane exactly hits the downstream tip of the
following vane) the character of the lift distribution does not change very drastically (fig. Ila). But
in oversynchronous conditions the character suddenly changes (fig. lib). Notice the abrupt decrease of
lift at the spanwise location where the overlapping region starts. Here the counter vortex is generated
that annihilates the tipvortex from the preceding vane.
Once the synchronous tipspeedratio is exceeded the flow itself autosynchronises the aerodynamically effec-
tive span, and the overlapping region becomes inefficient.
In fig. 12 the induced drag is depicted versus the amount of lateral space (tipspeed ratio).
It can he seen that when the overlapping has started, the induced drag become practically zero.
Besides this result proves that in oversynchronous situations the vortex annihilation is almost perfect
(no induced drag!).
Thus according to theory it is sufficient to take into account only viscous drag effects of the tipvane(s)
when calculating the net power output for an optimal tipvane turbine.

6. Aerodynamic loads on the turbineblade

With the matched asymptotic expansion method based upon the acceleration method applied on the turbine
blade configuration, one assume a finite number of blades throughout the whole analytical procedure. This
is in contrast to the classical methods where the momentum theory (infinite number of blades!) is within the
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procedure modified for a finite number of blades (tip correction factors).
Therefore the method described here yields a better description of the tipflow effects.
On the other hand it must be realised that application of the acceleration potential implies the assumption
of small velocity perturbations.
In the linear theory as initiated by the eqs. (3-12) through (3-17) the pressure gradients are determined
that would have acted upon a particle of air if it was forced to follow a straight path with a constant
velocity equal to the unperturbed velocity W. Then the assuuption is made that the particle following its
real perturbed (but a priori unknown) path feels the same pressure gradients.
When the method is now applied to the windturbine situation, yielding the integration of a pressure field
quite analogue to the eqs. (5-25) and (5-26) by means of a collocation point method for basic distribu-
tions it turns out to give incorrect results.
The reason for it is that windturbines operate in heavily loaded conditions and this implies significant
induced velocities near the discplane of the windturbine.
But with a partial delinearization in the method good results were obtained. This delinearization is
applied as follows.
In the linear method the position of a particle of air arriving at the time t = 0 at the turbineblade
location (xo,y ,zo) is assumed to be given by

x = y y , - z + Wt (6-I)

In the delinearized method the eqs. (6-I) are replaced by

x - x°0 , y - y0 , z - z° (W + V(X o ,Yo ,zo))t (6-2)

where v(x ,y ,z ) indicates the velocity at the point (x ,y ,z ) found in the linear method.
In this way he method is iteratively delinearized such ?ha? t~e deviations of the assumed travelling
velocity, which is constant in time, from the velocities in the discplane of the rotor is small.
Physically the partial delinearization is explained as follows:
In the linearized method the wake is assumed to be rigid and non-diverging. With this delinearization an
axial deformation of the wake is allowed. It should be realized that this method does not lead to an
exact delinearization since the pressure field is still determined by the Laplace equation (5-2) which was
derived by linearization. It is rather more a convenient engineering procedure to deform the flowfield in
such a way that some of the most important effects can be included.

In the numerical evaluation of this procedure, only the particles arriving at t - 0 in the collocation-
points have to be considered.
Since these collocationpoints are assumed to be situated on the midchordline of the blade (cf boundary
condition (5-31)) and since at t = 0 the midchordline of the blade (yr - 0) coincides with the y-axis
the equation (6-2) yield:

x = 0 , y - r i  , z = z.(t) (W + v. j. )t (6-3)

Where r. denotes the radial position of the i'th collocationpoint and v. the calculated induced velo-
city in'the j-1'th iteration at the i'th collocation point.
In practical application only two iterations are necessary. Even one iteration is sufficient if one starts
with vi, - -0,333, the value obtained for the ideal windturbine operating in optimal conditions.

In the present method the viscous effects are included by the implication of two-dimensional aerofoil charac-
teristics in the ultimate performance calculation. This is done in the following way. First an inviscid
liftcoefficient-distribution over the turbineblade is calculated by means of the predescribed method. Then
the corresponding angle of attack distribution is derived using the relationc- C1/211. From this angle of
attack distribution a new liftcoefficientdistribution, as well as a dragcoefficientdistribution is formed,
using the two-dimensional aerofoil characteristics of the sections used.

As an example the performance of the rotor depicted in fig. 13 is calculated. This specific rotor has
been tested in the 2.2 m diameter open jet windtunnel of Delft University of Technology. Furthermore,
measurements were done at DUT on the curved plate "aerofoils" used in this rotor (ref. 9), so good com-
parison of theory with experiments was possible. Fig. 14 shows the result. A good agreement is established
between theory and measurements apart from the point at a tipspeedratio - 6.6. But at this point strong
vibrations were observed, which may be the explanation for the discrepancy. For this result 10 collocation
points were used, evenly distributed along the span of the rotorblade. Typical computing time for one
iterationstep and 10 collocation points is in the nrder of 10 to 15 seconds (Amdahl 470) for double pre-
cision calculations (16 decimal digits).

7. The interference between turbine blade and tipvane

7.1 The pressure field of a T-tail
The study of the interference effects (ref. 10) has started with the most simple configuration: two lif-
ting surfaces in a steady flow. The load distribution on each surface is again represented by a series of
basic load distributions. The interference effects are formulated as extra conditions to be satisfied by
the coefficients of the basic load distributions. Two steps appeared to be necessary in order to formu-
late the problem uniquely: the introduction of an extra basic lift distribution, having a non-zero jump
at the junction of the two surfaces (fig. 15) and the introduction of a "mirror-condition" stating that
the slope of the vertical surface lift distribution near the junction must be zero. Without this last con-
dition, a solution as shown in fig. 16 is, mathematically, a possible one.

The transport of loading from the vertical to the horizontal surface is something that must be established
explicitly, by formulating this mirror-condition: the upper part of the vertical surface feels the hori-
zontal surface as an end plate, and reflects itself. Thus a non-zero loading must be possible at the
junction, while the slope of the vertical surface lift distribution must be zero at that point.
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7.1.1 Thepressure field of the vertical surface
As the loadi Etrxuton on the vertical surface is known to have the character as shown in fig. 15, it

is convenient to compose the loadddistribution of a triangle part, and the remaining part which makes the
definite shape. The particular solution of the Laplace equation for the far field, which represents the
triangle part is given by:

fPfar) C0  sin)(V . sin-

|pU2 triangle 7T sinhvv . (coshvv - cosev)

This particular solution of the far field Laplace equation (cf. (5-14)) has also consequences for the
structure of the near and the common field. Apart from the general first order structure of the pressure
field of a lifting surface cf. (5-25) three extra terms must be included in order to represent the
triangle distribution or the vertical surface. When the matching procedure as worked out in chapter 5 is
applied correctly this leads to the following expression for the pressure field on the vertical surface:

n Yv n Yvp" Co (i'-) sinw0v -.C '_ (b 2 c/
V n-I V V n.1 v v V

SpU
2  Tr coshlv + cos W v  

rv  sinXv 
+

sin1X,, . I
+ n E Cn Pn (cosev) % (coshv) + (7-2)

Co Yv 0on. Yvn (r/2 , v sine, sine
cohV O~ V v v

where

b/2 y v 2n d C - n- 1.2....
v v n

and C°  bvl2 2C(I+Yv

The carthesian coordinates systems used for the T-tail are depicted in fig. 17.

7.1.2 The presure field of the horizontal surface
The pressure field of the horizontal isurace is-constructed from the same components as the vertical sur-
face pressure field: a summation of basic loaddistributions, characterized by the Legendre functions P

1
,

and triangle loaddistributions, which now are based on half the span, instead 
of the whole span as in

the previous section. Therefore, the pressure fields, due to these triangle loaddistributions are written
in their own half span coordinate systems, see fig. 17.
Now in the first order approximation of the pressure field, the near field contribution is zero outside
the span, or, in other terms: this near field contribation is of a higher order. For example the near
field of the left triangle loaddistribution (zh > 0) has no contribution in the region a < 0. However,
on physical grounds some trouble may be expected for Xh 0 0. Looking at the matching conkition cf (5-23),
it is justified to replace the complete pressure field of a lifting surface by the far field only, if the
distance to the mid-chord line is a chord length or more. So, if the region

1J <1 is excluded, the complete pressure field can be assumed to have the following form:
h

q q near q far q coemon far q far
*basic loaddistributions left triangle right triangle

I{ near q coms I near comon (7-4)

:left triangle right triangleI

10 G ITh2~I [o9~ 1 10Z.

The complete expressions for the liftcoefficientdistribution and the pressure field can now be written
using eq. (7-4) and the analogous expressions of the vertical surface pressure field, whereby the triangle-
loaddistributions are assumed to be antisymmetric with respect to zh.

7.1.3 1h ge Er e field of the c.lete T-tail
The pressur Ild of the-co mlete T-tsr- - s-u|t a sumration of the expressions for the horizontal and the
vertical surface. However, some simplifications have to be made. The same problems with the near field terms
of the pressure field, as indicated in the previous section arise when the pressure is calculated in a point
I2y /b I >1. Then the first order vertical surface pressure field contributes to the pressure only by the
fia field terms because the near field terms are restricted to 12y /bv 1 I. Therefore the assumption is made
that a particle, which follows a path towards the horisontal surfaces, sees the vertical surface as a
lifting line. This is the aom assumption as has been made for two triangle loaddistributions in the previous
section. It is consistent now, to represent the horizontal surface pressure field by a lifting line pressure
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field, if a particle follows a path towards the vertical surface. The result is that instead of one
expression for the complete pressure field two approximate expressions will be used. For a particle tra-
velling to the horizontal surface the total pressure field experienced from the T-tail is thus given by

PIh +I
Up  )a and for a particle travelling to the vertical surface the total pressure field yields:

PlU 2 [ P )far

p1 ( 1hipu2  iu
1vU 1PU )far

Where

P siaine
s~n~ C ' (c.Ov (cohv o v(7-5)

IpU
2 

)far W n C ( n v sinllv (coshvv cosOv) (

and
Pl iXs'nXh, s2.118hiP ) sinxh D P' (cosO) -Inct Don~h) +

PU Tfar ir n-I n n h (chVh)inhVh (coshvh + cosehf a s l nv h hhr

snX sinhvh sinehr hr (7-6)
Tr inhhr(coshvhr + cose )r

It should be realised that the complete expression !-2 
+ 
P21 is completely equivalent to the expressions

1pU ipU

p1h pIy Plh Ply
2 2 f a nd i

IpU
2  IPU

2  
far jPU

2  
far + jpU

2

for particles travelling to the horizontal (resp. vertical) lifting surface, as long as their distance to
the vertical (horizontal) surface is in the order of the span of the horizontal (vertical) wing (cf the
matching condition (5-23)).
In fig. 15 a schematical representation of the loaddistribution is given, 'or the case that the horizontal
tailplane has no angle of incidence. It is clear, that the whole vertical surface loading which is present
at the junction, must be carried over to the horizontal plane and is spread symmetrically. So the magnitude
of the discontinuity in the horizontal plane loading must be equal to the vertical surface loading at the
junction. This must of course also be true, when the horizontal plane has an angle of incidence, and
generates its own loaddistribution.
Strictly spoken this statement is anticipating the solution, so it is not a boundary condition. But as it
simplifies the calculation procedure, and is really evident, it will be treated as such:

(A (C. Ch)hJ z h {(CZ - cv)v} Yv (7-7)

From eq. (7-3) and the equivalent expression for C
n
Ihit follows:

C11 v (7-8)
v Yv

n c h 2 Do bh (7-9)

h. .
so with eq. (7-6 ) it follows

Co . bv - Do bh (7-10)

In the expressions for the pressure field there is now one extra indeterminateness left when compared to
the expression (5-30), in the unknown coefficient C .
By the above mentioned mirror-condition, this indetgrminateness can be removed. yv
Ine mirror condition states that the very last part of the vertical surface b(/2 - I) "feels" the

horizontal plane as an infinite plane in which the aerodynamic loading must be reflected without any dis-
continuity. Thus this yields

6 (C .c)vSubsti n -0 for -evetI (7-I)

Substituting (7-3) into (7- Il) eventually leads to
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C 
1

C ml (7-12)

The lift distributions of the horizontal and vertical surface are then determined by two integral equations
analogous to eq. (5-26), one for the particles arriving at the horizontal surface, and one for the vertical
surface.
Since in these equations the integrand contains the unknown liftdistributions of both the horizontal and the
vertical surface (explicitely or in the form of the coefficients C. and D ) they must be solved simultane-
ously.
Again this is done numerically using a similar method as described in chapter 5.
A result is shown in fig. 18, where the present method is compared with the results of ref. II. This is a
lifting line method, restricted to arrangements with constant induced sidewash. The agreement between the
vertical surface load distributions is very good, which is not so on the horizontal surface. The latter is
due to the chord distribution of the horizontal surface (assumed in ref. 10). Near the junction the chords
are very large in order to get constant induced sidewash, but this violates the linearization assumption
in the acceleration potential method.
Fig. 19 shows a typical result of a situation with horizontal surface incidence: on one half of the hori-
zontal surface the load distribution has become very small, while on the other half, the interference
augments the load distribution.

7.2 The pressure field of the comlete tipvane rotor
The difference between the pressure field expression for a T-tail and for a rotating tipvane rotor is small,
at least in undersynchronous situations. The only difference felt in the method is the path that the
particles follow with respect to the T-tail, or more precisely the continuously changing position of the
tipvane rotor with respect to the straight path of the particles of air. This induces the introduction
of many coordinate transformations but since they are not relevant now they will not be given. Further-
more the evaluation of the final boundary condition of (5-26) implies the partial differentiation of the
pressure field in the y-direction (fig. 3) for the tipvane, and in the z-direction for the turbineblade.
But within the local T-tail coordinate system, this means a differentiation in the x-y h plane and in
the z direction. This does not give any problem because the pressure field is not singular anywhere,
excepT at the lifting 

surface itself.

In the oversynchronous situations there are some changes in the st 'ucture of the complete pressure field.
Due to the effects mentioned in chapter 5 it is now necessary to modify the pressure field of the horizon-
tal surface, which now plays the tipvane role according to the expression (5-29). This means that
the pressure field of the tipvane is given by
PIT +PlTcur HeeP IT

+ Here the expression 2 is equivalent to the expression for the horizontal sur-
p()2) (IR) 2 R2

fae nytednmcpesr 02 2.
face. Only the dynamic pressure 19U 2has been replaced by Ip(QRf) sinfil the undisturbed flowvelocity felt
by the tipvane equals((ilR)

2 
+ W

2
)i - SR for large tipspeedratios - -, instead of U felt by the T-tail.

The expression for P 2Tcur is completely analogous to the one derived in chapter 5-2, for the oversynchro-I p(SIR)
2

nous state of operation of the isolated rotating tipvane.

A typical result of the complete method in an oversynchronous situation is depicted in figure 20. In
this present calculation 9 collocation points were chosen on the tipvane, and also 9 collocation points
on the turbine blade. Notice the jump in the liftcoefficient distribution over the tipvane at the junction.
Also notice the peak in this distribution on the downstream side of the tipvane at 

2
zT/bT - -0,70.

At this position the tipvane meets the trailing vortex tip emanated from the upstream tip of the previous
tipvane.
The present configuration is two-bladed. The expressions given in this paper described the one-bladed
configuration. But addition of extra blades is quite simple. Consider a particle of air travelling along
its assumed straight path towards the turbineblade or the tipvane. Then the experienced accelerations must
be integrated, but now not only those caused by the tipvane turbine blade on which it arrives at t - 0,
but also the accelerations caused by the presence of the other blades. The extension of the method from
one tipvane (turbineblade , tipvaneturbine blade ) to N tipvanes (turbine blades, tipvane turbine blades)
is simply done by extra 21oordinate tr4nsformations, which rotate the tipvane (turbineblade, tipvane-
turbine blade) over -,, 2 . ±2-, ... (N-I) t- radians with respect to the first tipvane.

The accelerations felt by the above mentioned particle from the situation with N tipvanes (turbine blades,
tipvane turbine blades) are then obtained from the addition of (N-I) pressure fields to the pressure field
of one tipvane (turbine blade, tipvane turbine blade). 2w 21 27
All these pressure fields are identical, but rotated over V- , 2 W- , ..., (N-I) W-with respect to the

field of the first tipvane (turbine blade, tipvane turbine blade).
Since the tipvane concept is simultaneously developed with the prediction methods no comparisons can be
made with other extensive prediction methods for the complete configuration. Comparison with time-averaged
momentum theories do give similar results, but these agreements do consider only global effects such as
average axial forces, average radial forces etc.
At the moment no models are available on which more detailed information, such as liftdistributions can
be obtained.

8. Conclusions

The analytical method, developed to calculate the flow field of a tipvane rotor, seems to give satis-
factory results. As far as comparisons with experiments and other analytical methods are available,
for conventional turbines and isolated tipvanes, they show reliable results. Particular difficulties, such
as the interference of tipvane and turbine blade, and the interaction of the tipvortices are taken into
account in a correct way.
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AERODYNAMIC LOAD CALCULATION ON
HORIZONTAL AXIS WIND TURBINE IN NON UNIFORM FLOW

by
Elio Lupo, Dr.Eng.

Energy Sector
AERITALIA Soc.Aerospaziale Italiana p.Az.

Corso Marche, 41 - 10146 TORINO
ITALY

SUMMARY

The Energy Sector of AERITALIA S.A.I.p.A. has been working for
the past years in the field of horizontal axis wind generator.
During the preliminary design it is important to understand the
source of the aerodynamic loading which plays a critical role
in the design and it is necessary to have a rapid evaluation of
variable loads on the blades due to nonuniform flow.
In order to make the above calculations of blade loads an aero-
dynamic computer program, applicable to upwind rotors, has been
developed.
This program takes into account the atmospheric boundary layer
the variation in wind direction and tower reflection.
This program performes an aerodynamic analysis based on a combi
nation of momentum and blade element equations and calculates
the aerodynamic conditions and the airloads for 36 azimuth posi
tions of a rigid blade during its rotation.
The inputs of the program are the geometric characteristics of
the rotor and blades, the aerodaynamic characteristic of the
airfoil sections, the wind shear expression, the yaw and tilt
angle with wind direction and the rotor-tower diameter ratio for
cylindrical towers.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a axial induction factor
a' tangential induction factor
A empirical factor
B number of blades
C empirical factor
c local chord of blade element (m)
CD D/(1/2p UWR)=rotor drag coefficient
Cd profile drag coefficient of blade element
Cdt drag coefficient for a cylindrical tower
CL lift coefficient of blade element
Cm moment coefficient of blade element
CN N/(I/2 pUTR)=normal force coefficient of one blade
Cp P/(1/2 pUvR)=power coefficient
CT T/(1/2 7 U-rR)=tangential force coefficient of one blade
dm Distance between center of rotor and tower axis (m)
D Rotor drag
F tip loss factor
H height above the ground (m)
Hh hub height (m)
Ho surface roughness length(m)
Href reference height for wind shear (m)
N Normal force on one blade (N)
MB flatwise moment (Nm)
MC chordwise moment (Nm)
MT torsion moment (Nm)
MY tilting moment (Nm)
MZ Yaw moment (Nm)
P Power (Kw)
R radius of rotor (m)
RT Tower radius
r local radius of blade element (m)
T Tangential force one blade (N)
U wind velocity (m/sec)
Ux-Uy-Uz components of wind velocity respect to x y z axis (m/sec)
Uref reference wind velocity at Href (m/sec)
X ilr/Ulocal tip speed ratio

angle of attack of the blade element (degrees)
angle between rotor plane and relative velocity element (degrees)

A tip speed ratiolIR/U 3
pdensity of the air (kg/m

a' Bc/2w r local solidit, ratio of the rotor
Aangular velocity of the rotor (rad/sec)
£exponent of power law wind shear
I( rotor axis tilt angle (degrees)
& yaw angle (degrees)

Y lateral force on the rotor
Z vertical force on the rotor
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the preliminary design of a wind turbine it is normal to determine performan
ce and static loads on the blades considering the rotor in a steady, homogenous and non-
turbulent wind stream. However, it is also necessary to know the unsteady load distribu-
tion. An actual wind turbine infact is operating in nonuniform flow (vertical increase
of the average wind velocity so called wind shear, fluctuations in space and time, chan-
ge on wind direction and tower interference).

This paper presents a study developed by AERITALIA Energy Sector on a horizontal
axis wind turbine in nonuniform flow. Turbolence is not taken into account because the
fluctuations in space and time depend strictly on the site where the wind turbine will
be installed and because the turbolence is considered in relation to the turbine control.

The paper is referred to an horizontal axis wind turbine with upwind rotor, two bla
des and cylindrical tower, which can be considered the best trade-off between different
configurations (up- or down-wind rotor, cylindrical or truss tower) considering cost of
design and construction, aerodynamic, structural and aeroelastic problem.

2. THEORY AND REMARKS

Fig.1 shows the reference axes, and Fig.2 he sign convenction for rl (rotational
speed) and * blade azimuth position. For the blade a second system of axes is defined in
Fig.3 x'y'z', where the y'axis is directed along the blade axis on the 25% of chord.

The theory based on a combination of momentum and blade element equations (ref.1-2)
has been applied for the present stt'iy. We have selected these simple equations in order
to have a rapid 4v/Iuation of the bLde loads for several different configurations and
because for the ..--liminary design it is not necessary to apply a more complicated theo-
ry, a: free wake theory.

The -.ode' for the rotor in nonuniform flow is derived from momentum theory and con-
sists in subdividing the blades in several elements (ref.3); for each element the indu-
ced velocities are calculated in the plane of the rotor, considering the element under
calculation equivalent to a blade element of a rotor in uniform flow. With this assump-
tion it is possible to apply the same relation derived for the rotor in uniform flow.
In order to calculate these velocities the average values are estimated from momentum
considerations (ref.4). From the induced velocity relative to the blade element the angle
of attack and the effective velocity are calculated. The local lift and drag can be deri-
ved from the data on two-dimensional airfoil sections (CL vs a, Cd vs 4). In order to
estl..-ate the "tip-losses" the Prandtl correction (ref.5) has been used

F = (2/ir) arccos [exp-(B/2)(1-r/R)/((r/R)sin)] (2.1)

where B is the number of blades
r/R non dimensional station along the blade
R rotor radius
8 angle from relative velocity to plane of rotation

In operating conditions the momentum theory leads contradictory results when the in
duced velocities in the rotor plane become larger than one half of the wind velocity.
The increase of the induced velocities is coupled with an increase of the wake width be-
hind the rotor (continuity equation). At a certain moment the wake structure breaks down
into turbolence and it is not more possible to apply the momentum theory. In order to cal
culate the turbulent wake state some empirical relations between the axial force and the
average velocity through the rotor disk (ref.6 - ref.1) has been incorporated in the ma-
thematical model. By the momentum theory the relation between the induced axial velocity
at the rotor disk (aU) and the axial force of the rotor ta) can be written in non-dimen
sional form:

CD = 4a (1-a) (2.2)

This parabolic relation is plotted in Fig.4, but for (1-a)< 0.5 it is not applicable.
Ref.6 proposes for (1-a)< 0.6 the empirical relation also plotted in fig.4 which can be
linearized by the following expression:

CD = A-C (1-a) (2.3)

where

A - 1.6 and C = 1.066

Assumed that (2.3) is also valid for each blade element, it has been introduced on the
relation CL versus 8 of the single element for (1-a)<0.6.

The relation between CL and & is (momentum theory - ref.5)

O'CL cos & (Ure/U)2-4F sin~cosa (sinO+Xcos8 ) (cos6- XsinB) (2.4)

which is plotted in fig.5 for one value of the local tip speed ratio X -Or/R. Conside-
ring the simple theory the operating point of the blade element is determined by the in
tersection between this curve and the airfoil lift versus aerodynamic angle of the bla-
de element. If B is less than9 1 ((I-a)< 0.6) it is necessary to introduce the relation
derived from experimental data. For$ 1 corresponding to (-a)-0.6, CLI is calculated by
the equation (2.4). The second point CL2 for 0 -0 is determined considering that the
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lift CL has a non tangential component and that there is no tangential velocity (a'=O).
The linear expression for CL Vs48is:

CL = (CL)2 - [(CL)2 - (CL)I] 8/01 (2.5)

At this point it is possible to calculate the operating point of the blade element in
the turbulent wake state.

The coefficients of the normal force, tangential force and power for the blade ele-
ment can be calculated from the following equations:

dCN = 1/WCL(c/R) cos O(sin8+Xcos 8)2 [1+(Cd/CL)tg 8]d(r/R) (2.6)

dCT = 1/1rCL(c/R) sin 8(sin9+Xcos 9)2 [1-(Cd/CL)cotgS. d(r/R) (2.7)

dCp = XdCT (2.8)

considering the local tip speed ratio,which depends on the radial and azimuth position of
the blade element, derived from local wind and tip speed due to a nonuniform flow.

By performing int~yration along the blade, considering the local wind speed, the fol
lowing loads can be determined for the complete blade at Sp position: normal force N (x'
axis), tangential force T (z'axis), flatwise moment MB (z'axis), chordwise moment MC
(x'axis) and torsion moment MT (y'axis). The integration of 2.8 along the blade provides
the power extraction from the wind for one blade at the W azimuth position. Considering
the different loads for each azimuth angle of the blade, the resultant force on the rotor
along the y and z axis and the tilting and lateral moment My, Mz can be calculated.

3. VERTICAL VIND SHEAR

The variation of the average wind velocity with height due to the ground friction is
known as the vertical wind shear and it is a typical example of wind nonuniformity
(ref.8). The exact variation with height depends upon the ground surface roughness cha-
racteristics. The vertical wind shear can be represented by two mathemat-cal expressions:
a power law or a logarithmic law (ref.9).

In most cases it is possible to consider a more or less linear velocity increase
between the top and the bottom of the rotor, because the wind turbine is placed at some
height above the ground (fig.6). In this case the following comments can be made:

- The force along x axis or drag (D) and the torque are not affected by a linear shear
for rotors with two or more blades.

- The side force (y) and the tilting moment (MY) vary as sin 2W in case of one or two bla-
des rotors; they have a constant non zero value for three or more bladed rotors and the
sign do not change during rotation.

- The vertical force (Z) and the yawing moment (MZ) vary as sinipcosivin case of one or
two bladed rotors and they are equal to zero for three of more bladed rotors.

To obtain a more valid result the wind speed variation can be expressed by one of the
two following mathematical expressions (3.1 e 3.2). One is the power law relationship:

U/Uref = (Hi/Href)C (3.1)

where the U ref. is the wind velocity at the reference height Href. and the exponent
depends on the surface type:

ice 0.09
Flat open country show 0.10

sea 0.11
Low roughness cmaw 0.10

crops 0.14 * 0.18

Rgwooded 0.10

Rough city suburbs 0.28

Very rough urban center 0.24 4 0.35

The reference height is normally 10 meters. The relation 3.1 is very important in the per
formance analysis of the wind turbine rotor and it yields conservative results for the po
wer extraction.

For conservative results of the airioads on the blades it is better to use the second
mathematical expression based on a logarithmic law:

U/Uref - In (H/Ho ) / In (Href/Ho) (3.2)

where Ho is the surface roughness length. For engineering applications, a value of Ho -0.2
meters is recommended for the surface roughness length.
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4. TOWER DISTURBANCE

The tower produces a disturbance in the wind flow of the rotor blades. In the case
of an upwind rotor (tower reflection) the disturbance velocities are due to the obstruc-
tion represented by the tower. These velocity variations can be calculated from the po-
tential flow theory employing polar coordinates with respect to the tower axis. It is
possible to calculate the effective wind velocity of the blade element for each azimuth
angle y and for each position along the blade, considering the distance of the element
under calculation from the tower axis.

In the case of down-wind rotor the blade is subjected to aerodynamic shadow of the
tower. In this case it is difficult to represent the velocity distribution of tower wake
with a mathematical expression. During the preliminary design it is possible to compute
this wake as a function of the tower drag coefficient. For symmetrical bodies, such as
a cylindrical tower we can calculate the velocity distribution with the following rela-
tionship (ref.10):

Ux/U = 1- Ki e K2 (r/R sin V) (4.1)

where KI and K2 are:

K1 = 4.10- 4 .Cdt . (RN)-5  (RT/x)'5

K2 = 2.5.10 - 6 (RN) (R/RT)2 RT/x

where RN is the Reynolds number for the complete tower.

Taking into account the initial choise of an up-wind configuration,the aerodynamic pro
gram for the airloads calculation considers only the case of tower reflection. The distur
bance is considered only when the blade passes near the tower for azimuthal positions
from 1400 to 2200.

5. CROSS FLOW
In several operating conditions rotor is working in cross flow conditions, such as

in presence of sidegust or changes in wind direction not sufficient or rapid enough to be
compensated by rotation of the rotor axis. The lateral flow and the variations in wind di
rection produce rotor moments that are function of the inflow angle and wind lateral velo
city. In many cases the misalignment of the rotor axis with the wind speed vector is pre-
sent in normal operation, because in the design a tilt angle is introduced to move the
blade away from the tower (fig.7).

If the cross flow component is of the same order of magnitude as the axial component
it cannot be analysed by simple methods, but it requires complex free wake analyses. When
the rotor is operating under cross flow condition, it is subjected to conditions similar
to helicopter blades during forward flight: the experimental and theoretical results in-
dicate that the flow is highly nonuniform. The primary effect of cross flow is to genera-
te time varying loads on the rotor containing all harmonics of rotational speed, in parti
cular a first harmonic (once per revolution) component is important to consider for the
airloads.

During the preliminary design and in absence of an adequate experimental basis, for
estimating these blade loads, a reasonable first approximation may be made neglecting the
nonuniformity of the flow perpendicular to the rotor plane and considering only the ef-
fect of the cross flow velocity component in the plane of the rotor (ref.11). The blade
sees a time varying velocity during its rotation, the velocity component of the cross flow
in the rotor plane is added to the rotational velocity on one side of disc (advanced bla-
de) and subtracted on the other side (returned back blade). Two inflow angles are intro-
duced in the program to consider the cross flow. They describe the misalignment of the ro
tor axis with the wind direction: one in the vertical plane r (tilt angle) and the other
in the horizontal plane & (yaw angle); for the sign of the two angles see fig.6-7. Consi-
dering these angles we have two velocity components in the plane of the rotor disc: along
the y axis and z axis (yaw and tilt angles respectively)

Uy = Usin (2) Uz = Usin (y) (5.1)

The local tip speed of the element !s calculated by the relation:

V =L2r - UycosV- UzsinV. (5.2)

On the basis of this consideration it is possible to calculate flatwise and chord-
wise blade moments depending on the azimuth position of the blade. They cause a tilting
and lateral moment (MY, MZ) on the rotor.

6. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

To determine the aerodynamic loads of the blades a computer program based on the theo
ry previously described has been developed. The wind turbine modelled in this program is
a two blade horizontal axis type with a central hub. The blades are assumed identical and
can present any given twist and chord distribution. The entire rotor assembly is assumed
to be rigid and turning at a constant angular velocity. Each blade is divided into 20
spanwise sections, equal in length, between the tip and root sections; the region of the
rotor hub is modelled by a simple cut-out of each blade.
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By an interative procedure the program calculates the aerodynamic conditions of the
blade elements and the loads on the blade and on the rotor for 36 azimutal positions. 

All

calculations are made with non dimensional relations but the outputs are in dimensional
form because the rotor dia. and rotor speed are defined.

The program can make the required calculations for a defined wind speed range and
for various blade configuration angles; for example it is also possible to calculate the
blade loads in nonuniform flow for the tip controlled rotor. This control type is applied
in the large horizontal axis wind turbines, the portion of the blade with a variable pitch
is normally 35-30% of the radius at the blade tip.

The program calculates the rotor performance and characteristics according to the
following flow chart representation.

FLOW CHART

VEOWRITE GEOMETRI DATA OF THE BLE
I

START LOOP OF THE WIN UVELOCITY

ISTART LOOP OF AZIMUTALCIPOSITION 10Qy< 360 °

START LOOP OF BLADE ELEMENTI
ALONG THE BLADE RADIUS

CALCULATION OF WINDER
VELOCITY RELATIVE TO THE ELEMENT

SETTING ANGLE AND ELEMENT CHORD CALCULATION

-.-

TEATIVE PROCEDURE TO CALCULATEDTHE INDUCED VELOCITY, G,C L

AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT PROFILE CALCULATION

END LOOP OF THE ELEMENT

TCALCULATION OF THE POWEREXTRACTION AT THIS ANGLE

ILOADS CALCULATION ALONG THE BLADEI
OUTPUT OF LOADS IN FLATWISE AND CHORDWISE

AND AERODYNAMIC CONDITION ALONG THE BLADEI
TILTING AND LATEAL MOMENT

AND FORCE CALCULATION Y, Z, MY, MZ

END LOOPO
POWER CALCULAT ION

CONSIDERING THE TWO BLADES AT EVERY W POSITION

AVERAGE CALCULATION FOR EACH LOADS I

I END LOOP OF WIND VELOCITY

BLADE LOADS AT THE ROOT, MOMENTS
" ~AND FORCES RESPECT TO THExyz

AXI S FOR EACH AZIMUTAL POSITION
AND FOR EACH WIND VELOCITY

SPLOTTING RESULTSI

The inputs data necessary to run the program may be subdivided in five sections:

Section I : dimensional data

- Rotor diameter (m)
- Rotational speed R.P.M.
- Tip pitch angle of the blade tip section (degrees)
- Root pitch angle of the blade root section (only for a tip controlled rotor) (degrees)
- Tilt angle Y (degrees)
- Coning angle
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Section 2: geometrical data of blade and tower (non dimensionalized by the rotor radius)

- Coefficients of the linear or parabolic expression of the taper ratio and blade twist
- Reference height Href/R
- Hub height Ho/R
- Distance between center of rotor and tower axis dm/R

Section 3: wind characteristics

- Range of the wind speed under calculation (m/sec)
- Exponent of power law of wind shear or surface roughness length Ho
- Cross flow angle of the rotor axis & (yaw) (degrees)

Section 4: aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil section along the blade

- Coefficients of the mathematical expressions of the CL, Cd, Cm versuso(

Section 5: flags for the control program option

- Wind shear with power or logarithmic law
- "long printout" or "short printout"
- no or yes results plotter.

7. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Using the program herein described we have investigated a wind turbine with the fol
lowing configuration:

NO of blades = 2

Rotor Dia. = 32 m
Rotational speed = 40.6 RPM
Tip chord = 2.5 m
Taper ratio = Linear
Twist angle = 60
Hub Dia. = 3.2 m
Coning angle = 40
Hub height = 26 m
Tower Dia. = 1.6 m
Rotor distance from tower axis = 3.5 m
Rotor configuration = upwind
Tilt angle = 60
Tip pitch angle for the whole blade = 10
Airfoil section = NACA 44XX

The wind turbine is evaluated for a nonuniform flow considering the logarithmic law
for the wind shear with HO = 0.2 m, Href = 10 m, and a cross fl3w angle of 50. The wind
speeds evaluated at the hub height were 8-9-10 m/sec. These speeds correspond to the re-
ference height (10 m) respectively to 6.5 - 7.3 - 8.1 m/sec.

In this paper we have included only the graphic results of the load calculation
(fig.8-14)but with the option of a "long printout" it is possible to have the loads and
the aerodynamic characteristics along the blade. From the diagrams it is clear that the
rotor loads (drag D, lateral moment MZ, tilting moment MY) and the power present a pe-
riod of twice per revolution while the first harmonic of the blade loads is one per re-
volution. In the diagrams of the blade loads at the root (MB, MC, MT) the influence of
the wind shear can be observed. At the bottom azimuth position (V = 1800), it is also pos
sible to see the influence of the tower reflection. In the present case the tower distur-
bance is not large because the turbine has an up-wind rotor and the distance between the
blade and the tower has been optimized. The average values of the moments at the blade
root are:

wind speed (m/sec) 8 9 10

MB (Nm) - 100424.0 -116704.0 -132130.0
MC (Nm) 10273.0 14452.0 19013.0
MT (Nm) 4596.0 5967.0 7413.0

The difference between the maximum and minimum value during the rotation in percent of
average value is:

wind speed (m/sec) 8 9 10

MB (%) 42 43 44
MC (M 80 79 78
MT (%) 46 40 38

These variations are very important for the blade design considering the fatigue life.

To investigate the importance of each type of flow non uniformity it is possible to
use the program considering separately wind shear, cross flow and tower disturbance. For
example in the last diagram the lateral force Y due only to the tower reflection
is shown.

The results obtained from this theoretical analysis must be compared with the experi
mental data. Preliminary wind tunnel test results concerning the distribution of loads
along the blade will be available in the next future. Moreover we are waiting forthe ex-
perimental campaign with the actual wind turbine in order to have sufficients available
data for a good comparison.

-4
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PREDICTION ET VERIFICATION EXPERIMENTALE
DlU CHAMP DES VITESSES D'UN ROTOR

EN VOL STATIONNAIRE

C. MARESCA, Maitre de Recherche au C.N.R.S.
M. NSI MBA, Attachd de Recherche A l'I.M.F.M.
D. FAVIER, Charg6 de Recherche au C.N.R.S.

Institut de M~canique des Fluides. LA 03 du C.N.R.S.
1, rue Honnorat, 13003 Marseille, FRANCE

SOMMAIRE

L'4tude dont il est fait dtat ici a pour objet de tester les hypoth~aes et les limites de vali-
diti d'un code de calcul relatif aux performances d'un rotor d'hdlicoptbre en vol stationnaire.

Ca calcul, mis au point a l'origine par la S.N.I.A.S. Marignane, est bas6 sur le principe de
mise en dquilibre partielle d'un sillage initialement prescrit at partir de lois empiriques et permet de
ddterminer le champ de vitesses instantand et les performances assocides. L'expdrience a consist6 en des
mesures des trois composantes du vecteur vitesse a l'aide d'anfmom~tres A fils chauds croisgs et A laser
et en Ils ddtermination des lignes tourbillonnaires d'extrdmitg par visualisation et andmom~trie A fils
chauds crois~s . Les efforts globaux (traction et couple) ont 6td de mlhme mesurds .

Lea confrontations calcul-expdrience ont 6tL6 rdalisdes dans une grande gamme de variation des
param~tres : nombre de pales, pas gdniral, vrillage (linduire et non lindaire), g~omdtrie de l'extrdmit6.
Le rdsultat de ces confrontations montre que pour certaines configurations, le calcul est satisfaisant,
(quadripale, forte charge, vrillage lin~aire, extrdmitds rectangulaires ou effildes). Par contre, il eat A
revoir pour lea autres configurations. La. prise en compte d'un sillage lointain mieux mod~lis6 et d'une
structure 6volutive du noyau tourbillonnaire mise en dvidence par l'expdrience ssavarent indispensables dans
le ssod~le da calcul.
NOTATIONS

80conic it6

b nombre de pales

c cords des profils (0.05 m)

C :couple du rotor

C Qcoefficient de puissance 3 C 2

C. . coefficient de traction e pT

C z coefficient de portance des profils 6 cT e

C coefficient moyen de traction:T

F.M. :figure de m~rite 7 2-e
f2P R C Q

OZYZ :tri~dre d~fini dans Is figure 5

rabscisse radiale compt~e A partir du moyeu

rtrayon du noyau tourbillonnaire dextr~mit6

Rrayon du rotor

t :temps

T :traction du rotor

vcomposantes radiale, tangentielle et axiale :voir figure 5

V e vtease en extr~mitd de pale MIR)

z tr~action r~duite: a
0pldnitude durotor : 0 R

0 0,7 pas gdn~ral

e V :vrillage

:azimut oti phase (00t

Qvitease angulaire du rotor

Pmasse volumique de 1'air (1,225 kg/in
3
)

r :circulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Depuis pluuieura ddcades, les a~rodynamiciens des rotors d'h~licoptbre d~veloppent des codes de
calcul de plus en plus sophistiquds afin de relever le ddfi lanc6 pour am~liorer lea performances de ces
rotors. En particulier, le cas du vol stationnaire, qui presente une 6tape importante vera l'dtude plus
esbitieusedu vol d'avancement, a retenu l'attention de nombreux chercheurs. L'effort ddployd pour ddterni-
nor lea caractdristiques agrodynamiques lides A ce type de vol porte essentiellemant sur la moddlisation



du sillage et principalement aur Ia ddterinination de la ligne tourbillonnaire d'extrdmitd de pale qui eat
* l'un des parambtrea fondamentaux dane lea calculs entrepris.

Una premibre gdndration de ces calculsa consistd & introduire dana lescodesun sillage du rotor
* "prascrit" prdalablement par dee 4 ins ainp . iriques tirdes d'expdriences effectudes sur de nombreux
* rotors. Las travaux de Landgrebe( ) ainsi que ceux prdaentds dane la rdfdrence 2 (voir par exemple

Chaney et at. Gray et al, etc ... ) donnent un vaste apergu de cc qui a dtg fait concernant cette premibre
gdodration. On citera de mime la rdfdrence I" qui concerns des rotors .1 faible paramdtre d'avancement.

La al (3) Ces derni~rea annge, una secondl idndration de calcut a dtd lancde au) Etats-Unia par Kocurek

Lprincipale innovation consists en ce qua Ie siliage eat aeujetti A affecter une gdoeidtria "libre" d6-
finie sous l'influence de I'dtablissement des vitassee induitas.

Ainsi Is connaissance de mise en dquilibre du sillage conduit A une ddtermination des charges
* aubica par lea pales at par suite A une optimisation qui sont plus proches de Is reaiit6.

(9)
La code de caicut ddvelopp6 par la S.N.I.A.S. avac l'appui expdrimantal de V0.N.E.R.A. a ddjA

donnd lieu I une edrie de virificationa destindes & fixer lea limites du calcul at dventuellement A le faire
dvoluer.

Dana le mame esprit, i'I.M.F.M., avec le soutien de Ia Direction des Recherches Etudes et Techni-
ques, a antrapris un vaste programme d'dtudae destind h tester le code de calcul existant relativemant a
divers param~trae tale qua le nombre de pales, Ie pas gdndral, le vrillage (lingaire et non lindaire),
Ia gdomdtrie de l'extrdmitd. La but du prdsent document eat donc de montrar sur un trbe grand nombre de cas,
lee confrontations rdaliedes antre calcul at exp~rience at d'an dfgager lea ensaignemants.

Aprbs avoir prdsentg dana le paragraphe 2 Ia calcul des vitesses induites dana le sillage en
faisant rassortir see avantages at sea faiblesses, le paragraphe 3 fait Etat du prograimme d'essais effec-
tu6 et des techniques de meaure mises en oeuvrea a) an~mombtres A file chauds croisda at A laser utiliads
pour Is ddtermination des lignee tourbitlonnaires d'extrdmitd at des vitessee induitas ; b) visualisations
pour Is d~termination des tignes tourbillonnaires trbs prbs du plan de rotation des pales, ainsi qua pour
Is d~termination de la variation avec la phase du noyau tourbillonnaire. La comparaison antre le calcul at
l'expdrience eat effectuke sur diffdrentes configurations de rotors dane le paragraphe 4. Les anseignements
qui en sont tir~s, parmettant de fixer lee limitee du calcul exploitd at d'en prdsenter lea modifications
futures A y apporter.

2. CALCUL

Lea hypothbaes faites at lea mdthodas de r~solution de ce modte de calcul sont ddveloppdes an
d~tail dane la r~fdrences (7) at (8). Nous nous contantarons ici d'en retracar lee grendes lignes.

La pale eat aesimilda A une ligne portante situde au quart avant, at la distribution tourbillon-
naire suivant cette ligne eat auppoade continue.

La programme de calcul consise en une misa en Equilihra partialle du sitiage;la ligne tourbil-
lonnaire nmarginale peut 8tre misc en Equilibre depuis son d~part de is pale Emattrice jusqu'A son passage
aous la pale suivante correspondent A Is phase = 2*f/b ; au-delh, Ia ligne tourbillonnaire eat supposde
dascendre at se contractar salon lee lois axpdrimentales ddfiniee dens lea r~fdrences (1) at. "n), jusqu'a
is phase 8w/b. La rasta du sillage at ramplacd par un annaau tourbillonnaira de rayon 1,2 R p_- IE une
distanca axiala correspondent &87rS/b at dont l'iniensit6 eat quatra fois calle de Is ligna d'Emiesion d'ax-
trdmitf.

Las donndes d'entrde du calcut sont Isl configuration gdomdtrique du rotor, lee polairas eta-
tionnaires des profile constituent la pale at Ia coefficient de traction.

Diffdrentes dtapes de la misa an dquilibre

lbre dtape

La tigne marginala de d~part ou gdomdtrie initiate du sittaga eat fixde en fonction du vriliage
at du coefficient de traction par application des lois de descanta at de contraction de l.a nappe tourbillon-
naira at de Is tigna marginala ; cas lois ont dt6 d~termindae axpdrimantatement par Landgrabe~l), puis af-
findee par IKocurek at Tangler(IO).

La distribution de circulation sur Is pale eat approximde par un d~vaioppement en cosinus dont tee
coefficients sont ddduits A partir dec potairas stationnairas at de is donnda des vitessee incidentas. Les
vitessec induites cont ancuita caiculdas en chacun des points de Is ligne tourbillonnaire marginala par ap-
plication de la 101 de Biot at Savart.

26me 6tape

* Une nouvelle gdomdtrie du siliage eat obtenue par lint~gration des vitases induites suivant un
incr~ment de temps,ou encore suivant ft.

-Lea dtapac I at 2 sont rdpetdes juaqu'h cc qua Is tigna tourbiltonnaire marginale coit tangente en chacun
de see points aux vitesses induites calculgec cur cas points. On dit store qua Ie sillage s'eet mis "libre-
sent" en dquilibre sous l'effet du champ da viteases induites d~veloppd.

3&ine dtape

La mise en dquilibre prdcddente conduit I Ia d~termination de nouvelles vitesses incidentec cur
* lea diffdrents profits de pale donc h une nouvelia distribution de circulation cur Ia pale donnde par Ia 101

de Kutta-Joiukovaki qui cat compatible avec la nouvelle ggomdtric de ciltage obtenue.

-Las Etapes 1 h 3 sont rdpdtdes jusqu'A ce qua I& circulation obtenue A I'Etape 3 soit compatible cyst cel-
Ie donnie & l'dtape 1.

A chaque itdration de In circulation, on change le pas gdngral de manibre A conserver constant Ia
coefficient de traction fixd au ddpart. La figure I donna l'organigraesme dui calcul pricddaimment ddcrit. Pour
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linstant, ii n'a pas dtd apportd de grandes modifications au modble exploitd dons lea r~fdrencea (7) et
(8) en raison du temps qu'a demnandd la comparaison calcul - expkrience stir un noinbre de cas qui s'eat you-
Iti le plus grand possible af in de pouvoir tester le code aur une large gause de parambtres.

Faibleases du calcul

Bien que Isa ligne tourbillonneirs se matte en 6quilibre sous leffet des vitessa induites, cet-
te misc en dquili~j a'effectue seulement entre IP 0 et 1P -2n/b. Pour 2wr/b < 0< 8w/b, on fait appel A
une loi empiriqueM. La gdomdtrie du sillage lointain (tp > 8r/b) West pas d~finie mais remplacde arti-

ficiellement par un enneeu de recirculation.
La structure des noyaux tourbillonnaires n lntervient pas dana le calcul. 11 est fait l'hypo-

th,'se que le rayon du tourbillon rt eat constant tout aui long de Is ligne d'extrdmitd et dgal arbitraire-
mentI 510-R. a fiure(2)rep~sene Vnflenc deIa variationdurynu oatubilniesr

lea lignes marginales d'6mission obtenues. Lea courbes en pointillds donnent lea variations avac Is phase
de riR et z/R pour 2 valaurs de rt/R =5.10-3 at 2,5.10-3. On n'a d~ce18 aucune diffdrence dans lea rdsul-
tate de calcul :les deux series de courbes soot confonduas. Par contre, loraque le rayon rt/R eat pria
6gal g 10-2, on obtient lea courbes en traits continua qui attestent une contraction des lignes marginales
plus grande que celia obtenve avec une valeur arbitraire de rt/R - 5.10-3 (courbe 1) et tine vitesse de
descents des tourbillons plus grande.

- En cc qui concerne la technique de calcul, le fait d'avoir moddliod Ia pale par une ligne por-
tents interdit, coasne le monitre Kocurak dana 15 rdfdrence (3), d'appliquer l~e calcul A des extrftitds en
fl~ches,en raison des inddterminat ions de vitesse qui apparaissent aux points de caicul choisis stir Ia pale.

-Le calcul des viteases induites par intdgration num~rique de is formula de Biot et Savart repo-
se stir Ia ,ndthode de Gauss qui utilise tin nombre fini de points de calcul le long de Is pale et de is ligne
tourbillonneire marginate. Un nombre de points de calcul dgal A 11 s'avbre suffisant dons le cas de rotors
quadripales. tine optimisation de ce nombre de points de calcul eat actuellement en coura pour des rotors
tripales et bipsies.

- Enfin, l'exploitation a 6td jusqu'b prdsent effectu~e aui Centre de Calcul du Pharo de ltiniver-
sitd d'Aix-Marseille II, qui dispose d'un ordinsteur IRIS 80.Les Universit6s du Sud-Est de Is France ont,h
prfisent, is possibilitA d'ttre relides ati Centre de Calcul de Montpellier (C.N.U.S.C.) qui dispose d'un
ordinsteur nettement plus puissant (IBM.3033). A titre d'example, is mise en dquilibre at le calcul des vi-
teases induites dens tin plan du silisge n~cessite acruellement un tampa de 20 mn C.P.U. dens lea cas extra-

mae (convergence difficile). Ce temps acre ramen6 A 1 mn C.P.U. sur lIBM de Montpellier.

3. EXPERIENCES

3.1. La rotor

Le rotor de 1,5 m de diamatre, articuld en battement et en trainde, eat ddcrit en d~tail dona Is
rdfdrence (11). La figure 3 montre des vucs du montage rdalis4 dona Ia veine de Is souffleric elliptique de
l'I.M.F.M. Las essais prdsentds par Ia suite sont reletifa A des viteassc en bout de pales de lordre de
107 m/s.

3.2. Jeux de pales utilis~s

Lea diff~rents jeux de pales, en fibre de carbona at de fabrication S.N.I.A.S., sent r~pertorids
sur is figure 4. Lea rotors ont 6t6 numdrotds de I A 6 suivant lea pales qui lea Aquipent. La corde c eat
6gale A 0,05 m.

3.3. Techniques de mesureII - La mesure des efforts (traction at couple) s'effactue globaement & l'aide de jauges de con-

traintes dispoades stir le tube de support du rotor.

-La d~termination des vitesses induitas eat rdelisde & leide d'une sonde A fils chauds croisds

dont le support eat montd our an chariot exploreteur (voir figure 3) se d~pla~ant en r at z. La signal de
sortie, iindsris6 avec is vitease, eat numdris6 at exploit6 stir ordinateur HP 9345 B. Le vecteur vitesac
r~sultant en fonction du temps cat ddduit de deux positions de mesure succeasives de Is sonda, cosnac idi-
qud stir Is figure 5. CeLts technique eat utiliada pour Is zone interns du sillage juaquBA Is frontihre dt
finia par la nappe tourbillonnaira marginate. Ati-delh de catte zone, Is assure des vitessas, notafanent
celle des courants de retour, cat effcctu~e A laids d'un vdlocimbtre A laser bidimensionnel, fonctionnant
en rdtrodiffusion at muni d'une callula de Bragg. Las optiqt e d'dmisaions ont des focalee s de0 IOW am t
1800 mm, permattant une exploration complbta du champ adrodynamique.

La figure 6 reprdaente l'implantation du vdlocimbtre propremant dit dons Is veins pour Is photo

du baut, at ls systbme d'acquiaition at d'exploitation des donndes pour la photo du bas.

file chauds croiods dons lea r~gions oi, lea risqucs de collibsion des pales avec Ia sonde nest peas trop

de Is sonde, proportionnel h Ia coinposante W, eat cnvoyd stir un oscilloscope dont is balaysge cat aynchro-
niad our Is rotation de Ia pale (la phase 1P - 0 correspond aui passage d'une paie au droit de is sonds). 11
eat alora procddd A tin ddplacement radial du chariot depuis 1'extrdisit6 de Ia pale Vera le moyeu. Durant
ce ddplacement, l'observation de Is trace de l'oscilloscope ainaique caile du niveau de turbulence persist
de lclsrIs passage du tourbillon stur la sands qui se manifesto par un niveai de turbulence maximum et
un pic d vitesse important. La chariot eat siora arr~td at Ia variation de W au coura d'une pdriods eat

enreistdeparmettant sinai de d~terminer is d~phasage du passage du tourbillon par rapport A is pale
qui I'a largug. La ligne marginate cat donc complatement d~termine par Is assure de r, z at P.

Afin de dditerminer cetta ligne dana des zones plus proches du plan de rotation, ii a dLE fait
appal B une technique d visuialisation. La fume blanche conatitu~e par de isir charg6 de chlorhydrate
d'amnonium eat dmise de manubre continua B laide d'un Ematteur profilE placE en eval du plan de rotation
dons Is zone de courants de retour.

tin syatlime viddo (cam~ra- ioniteur -magndtoscope peruiettaint l'arr~t sur imlage et par suite uae
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photographie de 1'dcran du moniteur) compldtd par un dclairage stroboscopique synchronisd sur la rotation
des pales eat utiliad pour ia mise an dvidence des lignes d'dmissions de l'dcoulement qui peut Atre rka-
lis46e A toute phase I.Les photographies de is figure 7 montrent un example de deux lignes d'6mission
obtenues aux phases =00 at 10*. Ces lignes visualisant parfaitement lintersection des lignes tourbil-
lonnaires d'extrdmitd avec le plan djamdtral dans lequel la fumde est 6mise. Il est alors aisd, A Vaide
des photographies prises h diffdrentes phases antre 00 et 900 de mesurar la position du tourbilion en r et
z et done de compl~ter lea meaures faites A la sonde A fils chauds.

Dle plus, il eat possible de mesurer le diambtre du noyau tourbillonnaire at d'en donnar son #vo-
lution en fonction de Is phase. A titre d'exemple, Is figure 8 prdsente lea variations avec Ia phase des
rayons r~ mesurgs suivant cette technique. Lea rgsultatreportds ici sont relatifs aux rotors 1,3,4,5 at
A un pas gdn~ral 0 75 100. On constata qua durant ls fraction de tamps s~parant Ie largage du tourbil-
Ion (p=0*) at Ia Premiltra interaction OP - 90*), le rayon du tourbillon subit de fortes variations puis-
qu'il passe grosso-modo du simple au double. Ce r~sultat montre clairement qua l'hypothLase de calcul d'un
noyau de dimension constente durant Ia misc en dquilibre eat A am~liorer.

3.4. Programmse d'esaais

La prograsmme d'essais a dtd r~sumd aur le tableau de is figure 9. Las r~sultats relatifa au ro-
tor n*6 n'ont pas encore dt6 exploitda. Lors de tous cas essais, Is vitesse en bout de pale a 6td maintenue
conatante A 107 m/s.

Las macurea de vitesces induitas h lendmombtra & fils ci..'uds crois~s ou au laser ont concern6
gdndralement 2 A 3 plans dana le sillage correapondants aux phases q) - 4/3 iT/b, 27i/b, 37r/b. En chacun de
ec plans, lea variations de ls vitesce avec le tampa ont dt enregic..r~es pour une dizaina de valaurs de
ls coordonnde rediala Ial pas entre ces mecures rediales a dtd resserrd A lapproche de is position du
tourbillon marginal.

4. RESIJLTATS. COMPARAISON CALCUL-EXPERIENCE

Las rdsultats prdsentds ici tastent le code de calcul aur cinq rotors par confrontation A l'ex-
p~rianca (voir tableau de Is figure 9). II eat donc possible de jugar de l'infiuance des parambtres aui-
vents : pa gdral, nombre de pales, vrillage, extrdmitds, dana la limita de variation de cec paremltres.
Quand le calcul I'a parmia, Ia confrontation porte cur lea performances (figures de m~rite), lea lignes
tourbillonnairec margineles, at 1es vitecces induitec dana le sillege.

4.1. Figures de mdrite

Las valeura expdrimantales des figures de mdrite sont cosipardec dana Ie cas da rotors quadri-
pales (rotors 1,4 at 5)) cur la figure 10 en fonction de A ou C , avec 10 < 2 < 20. (Le rotor 2 n'eat pas
reportd ici, Ia valeur du couple n'ayant pas d mesurde). Avan~~e comparer le celcul A ccc valeurs, on
remarquara lsavantege de l'extrdmitd an flbche cur une extrdmitd purement effilde pour i > 15 avec inver-
sion des tandances pour Z < 15. Aux fortes valcurs de 9 (i > 20), la pales a vrillae lindaire at A
extrdmitd droite serablent plus performantes.

Evideesnent la parambtre nombre de pales n's pas 6t6 pria an compte ici, maic lea easais actual-
lement en cours A 1'I.14.F.M. pericettront de poursuivre l'analysa faite A Is lumilre de ce nouveau para-
m~tre.

11 eat de plus A noter qua pour des i < 16, las tendances ddgagdes ci-deasuc sont an accord avac
lea rdsultats prdsentda dana la rdfdrence (12) qui sont relatifa A des vitessas en bout de pale ae 196 rn/a.
L'influence de ce param~treV ne cembie donc ps cc manifester cur la rdpcrtition das figures de mdritc

ut au moins tant qua recta infdriaur 1 16 (Cz < 0,5 )

Lea tableaux ci-dassous rdaument Ia confrontation effectuda sur lea figures de radrite.

Rotor 1

0,75 'M 0,75 14
essai 10 0,74 8 0,629

calcul 11,05 0,705 8,61 0,649

e : FMRoor3 asai . 0.75 FM e: ,75: 1

.sai 1 0,7136 8 0,6227

calcul 12,45 0,789 "convergence non obtenue

eprbs 40 itdrations

Rotor 5

0,75 1M : 0,75: 1M :: 0.75 : 1

essai 10 0,6826 8 0,5961 6 0,512

calcul 13,19 0,7619 10,60 0,573 ::convergence non obtenue
:aprba 40 itdrationa

On remarque que dana toutes lea configurations de rotor dtudidea, le calcul sureatime lea pas
g~ndraux de l'ordre de 10 2 pour le rotor 1, de 24 % pour le rotor 3 at de 32 % pour le rotor 5.
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Pout le pas gdndral de 10*, l'efficacit6 austentatrice FM eat donc sous-estiade pour le rotor 1,
tandia que le calcul donfle un gain de cette efficacit6 de 11 % pour le rotor 3, at de 12 % pour le rotor
5. Par contre, pour Ie paa gtndral de 8%, on a une sous-eatimation de austentation pour le rotor 5 de
lordre de 3 % tandis qu'un gain du m~me ordre eat observ6 pour le rotor 1.

4.2. Ligtnes tourbillonnaires siarginales

L~a confrontation gdndrale effectude aur lea lignes tourbillonnaires marginales et prdsentte sur
le tableau de ia figure 9 permet de ddgager queiques lois d'ensemble. Il reasort que pour des paa et un
nostre de pales relativement Olev~a (100 et 4 reapectivement), l'accord caicul-expdrience eat bon dana
tous lea cas testds sauf pour le vrillage non lindaire (rotor 3). Naus reviendrona par In suite sur ce
point.

Pour des pas plus faibles (80 et 60) seula lea rotora A vrillage lindaire et extr~sitd rectangu-
laire (1 et 2) ont 6t6 6tudifs pour linatant. Le calcul donne des r~sultats acceptablea A 0 0,7 o8, et
mauvais A U ,7 = 60.

A titre d'exemple, sont prdsentda dana ce qui suit, queiques rdsultata obtenus aur lea lignes
marginales dana le cas particulier e0,7 = 10* et b - 4

- Rotor 001

La figure 11 donne, dans cette configuration de rotor, une comparaison du calcul avec 1'expk-
rience. On constatera d'une part que lea rdsultats expdrimentaux obtenus aux fils chauda croisda et par
visualisation se complbtent et se recoupent parfaitement. D'autre part, laccord caicul-expdrience, qui
eat bon dana le proche sillage (0* < c 900) se ddtariore sensiblerent dana le sillage lointain

O> 150*).

-Rotor n
0 

3

Lea rdsultats prkserttda aur Ia figure 12 attestent en premier lieu un mauvais recoupement

entre lea expdriencea ddgduites des fila chauda et des visualisations. En effet, lora des easais effectuds
sur lea pales 8 vrillage non lintaire, il a dt6 obaervd une instabilitd spatiale et temporelle de la ligne
marginale, ce qui a rendu particulilrement difficile Ia ddtermination aux fila chauds des phases et de la
position des tourbillons. 11 e'eat avdrd ndcessaire de moyenner aur 200 cycles lea enregiatrements d'oa-
cilloscope. Il a par contre dtd plus asa de choisir au cours du ddfilement de la bande enregiatrde dea
visualisations, le moment oil le tourbillon eat parfaitement fortad sur 1'6cran, ce qui conduit 8 des
meaures de position du tourbillon plus fiables par ce dernier procfidA.

En second lieu, lea dcarts observdsentre calcul et expdrience conduisent A revoir le calcul pour
ce type de rotor. Une amdlioration peut 9tre apportde en tenant compte de la variation du noyau tourbil-
lonnaire dana la zone 0* < 4 < 9 0* Lea variations expdrimentales de r /R relatives au rotor n

0
3 ont Wt

reportdea sur la figure 8 et isontrent que par rapport au rayon c n ntr A/R 5.10-3 utiliad done le
caicul, Ie rayon rdel eat inf4rieur 8 cette valeur jusqulA I = 400. environ et aupdrieur ensuits. Si on
se reporte 8 pr~sent 8 Ia figure 2, on constate qu'un rayon plus foible introduit dana le calcul ne change
pas le rdsultat ddjh obtenu (courbes en pointillds); par contre lintroduction d'un rayon plus fort ddpla-
cera ia ligne des zIR vera le baa et ceile des r/R vera l'intdrieur (courbes continues). Ces dvolutions
reportdea sur In figure 12 aradlioreront donc notablement laccord calcul-expdrience en particulier dana
Ia zone de forte variation de rayon r t d u noyau tourbillonnaire (ip > 300).

-Rotor no 4

Bien que le calcul. actuel. vie soit pas optrationuel pour ce rotor, lea r~sultats purement exp6-
rimentaux ont 6t6 prdsentda aur Is figure 13, afin de montrer Vllure des lignes tourbillonnaires margi-
nales dana le cao d'une extrdtsitd en flbche. On notera dana ce can une contraction radiale du siliage
nettsmsnt plus faible que celle prdcddeimmsnt observde sur lea rotors I et 3 (Figs. 11 et 12).

-Rotorno 5

En ce qui concerns le rotor 8 extrdinitd effilde, ia figure 14 donne Is coinparaiaon caicul -
eXpdrience ; il semble que le sillage lointain soit bien moddlis6. L'introduction de la variation du noyau
tourbilionnaire pour 0 < < 900 devrait, cotuse dona ie cas discutd our le rotor 3, audliorer is rdsui-
tat du caicul.

4.3. Viteases induites dane Ie aillagp

La lecture du tableau de U~ figure 9 perrset de ddgager une vue d'ensembis our l'efficacitd du
calcul. Resaarquons qu'une bonne conf;-ontation calcul-expdrience our lea lignes tourbillonnaires d'extrfmitfs
ne conduit pas toujours k uns '.ionne concordance sur lea vitesass (rotor 5, rotor 1 en tripale). Ce fait eat
certainement dG 8 Is nor efficecitfi de Ia moddlisation du siliage lointain (position et intensitd de Van-
nsau de recircuiation) dana certaines configurations.

Lea composantes du vecteur vitease u,v,w ont dtd mesurdes en diffdrents plans de coups x et
suivant diffdrsntss sections radials rift en fonction du temps, c'est-&-dire de ia phase.

Ii a sembid plus intgressant de comparer calcul et sxpdrisnce 8 un a donnd, st 8 une phase don-
nd, la variation de In vitesse dtant portgs en fonction de labacisse radiale r/R

Lea comisentaires qui suivent concernent, 8 titre d'exemple, is rotor n
0
1 en configuration qua-

dripale, 8 10, : 10*. fleux phases 4) 0* et 600 ont dt# oflectionn~es pour caractfriser lea comparaisons
rdaiise 'sur' composante axiale w. Lea points excpdrilnentaux qui dtcoulent de mesures faites aux and-
moubtres A fiie clinuds croisdo et A laser sont compards aux risultats du calcul our lee figures 15 et 16.
Deux types d'an~somltres laser ont dtEI utiisds durant cc. easais tcelui de VI'.M.F.M. et celui de l'Ins-
titut de Saint-Louis. On constatera Ie bon accord our lea niveaux de vitesse entre calcul et expdrience.
Le Idger dicalnge du pic de vitesse en rift observd aur Is courbe de Ia figure 16 entre calcul et expdrience
dtait prdvisible an raison des idgers 6carts observds hIP - 60* our I& ligne tourbilionnaire d'extrdmitf de

I& figure 11.

this autre adrie de courbes relatives au rotor 5 (e 045- 10% b -4) fait l'objet des figures 17
A 19 pour lea phases *, - 0%, 400 et 800. L'allure des points Apdrialentaux (file chauds seuleesent) itt des
points de caiculs sont en bon accord. Le tourbillon qui pour 3/ft - - 0,0066 as situe & %Pi - 900 (ou 0') et
I rIR - 0,89 (voir figure 14), se atirialise par un pic de vitesse masqu4 sur Is figure 17, A r/R e 0,89
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A la fois pour les courbes expdrimentaie et calcul~e.

On remarquera que lapproche du tourbillon A ip 800 (figure 19) donne lieu sur la courbe exp6-
rimentale & un profil caract~ristique A double pica, alors que Ie calcul ne ,)r~voit pas cette allure.

On notera enfin qua sur lea trois figures pr~sent~es, il y a un d~calage syst~matique du calcul
sur 1'exp~rience, le calcul sous-estisant l'exp~rience. Cosine cela a d~jh 6t6 smentionn6, la bonne d~ter-
mination de la ligne tourbillonnaire dans le sillage proche n'eat pas suffisante pour conduire A des bon-
flea repartitions de vitesses irnduites ;cette insuffisance pouvant 8tre attribu~e A un mauvaja mod~le du
sillage lointain.

Les appr~ciations port~es dana le tableau de Is figure 9 sont 4galement valables pour Les comn-
posantes tangentielle et radiale.

5. CONCLUSION

Un code de calcul des performances d'un rotor en vol atationnaire a pu Rtre test6 par comparsi-
son A des experiences relatives A Ia position des lignes tourbillonnaires marginales et aux viteases indui-
tea dana le sillage. Le champ d'invearigation, bien qu'encore limit6, a toutefois permis de se faire une
premibre idde de l'influence de param~tres tels que :nombre de pales, pas g~ndral, vrillage (lindaire at:
non lin~aire) formea .e i'extrdnit6.

Le calcul eat tout a fait performant dana la mise en dquilibre des lignes tourbillonnaires
marginales pour une phase comprise entre 0 Ct 2irfb dana le cas de rotors quadripales A pas g~n~ral rela-
tivement dlev6 (0 75= 100) Pat A vrillage lindaire. Dana le cas d'un vrillage non lindaire, ii eat montr6

que lccord ente calcul L. exp~rience eat d~fectueux et qua le calcul paut atre amdlior6 en introdui-
sant Ia variation avec la phase du rayon du noyau tourbillonnaire qui pourrait atre ddfinie par une
formula empirique tirde d'expdriences rdalia~es pour de nombreux rotors.

11 eat aussi montrd que, mL~me loraque le calcul prdvoit de faqon satiafaisanta le proche aillage,
coimie c 'eat le cas des rotors A extr~mit~s de pales effildes, le champ des vitesses induites n'est pas
pr~dit pr~cis~ment par manque d'un modble de sillage lointain ad~quat.

Lea confrontations effectudes aur lea rotors A vrillage lin~aire at & extrdmit6 rectangulaire
ont montr6 de plus, le peu d'efficacit4s du calcul A faible nombre de pales et a faible pas gdndral.

Enfin, le calcul n'est pas op~rationnel pour des extr~mit~s en flche at demanderait A atre d6ten-
du A ce type de gdomitrie dont lea expriences en cours A l'I.M.F.M. pourrajant fournir un support empiri-
qua A de nouveaux modlles de calcul par la position des lignes tourbillonnaires marginalas et par Ia dater-
mination des dimensions des noyaux tourbillonnaires.
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SUMMARY

The distorted prescribed wake method has evolved in the United States as the
standard for rotary wing hover performance calculations as evidenced by its wide
acceptance not only for advanced design applications but also for routine analysis as
well. A review of the history and development of the method is provided as intro-
duction to velocity coupling, a new approach defining the key parameters of the wake
in hover and axial translation. This technique is formulated from the concept of
principal wake induced velocities which are calculated iteratively as simple functions
of loading and key geometric characteristics of the near wake tip vortex spirals.
This velocity coupled wake model is shown to predict the hovering rotor's wake geo-
metry in greater detail as compared to earlier methods. Also, correlation with a
rotor in axial climb demonstrates the successful application of the method to this
regime. These examples illustrate how the velocity formulation isolates the major
interactions of the wake elements, by not only clarifying experimentally observed
characteristics, but also providing a physical basis for systematic refinement of the
prescribed wake method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent progress in the area of rotor hovering wake analysis has matured a reli-
able, working methodology for aerodynamic design and performance prediction, as typi-
fied by the lifting surface method with distorted prescribed wake of Reference 1.
This technology foundation, with first level consistency throughout, affords research
opportunities to again focus on refinement of details which clarify modeling, extend
validity, a.id allow new applications to be challenged. It is, therefore, appropriate
to agair, examine the central element of the performance analysis, the wake model
itself.

With the prescribed wake approach the complex distorteu wake geometry , economi-
cally computed in terms of basic parameters which are themselves iteratively coupled
to some primary variable of the analysis, such as thrust level, tip vortex strength,
or principal wake induced velocities as will be shown. These coupling relationships
are derived from experimental measurements of wake geometry, or subsequent numerical
experiments which identify relationships between geometry and variables more detailed
than thrust.

This paper focuses on the development of velocity coupling, a refinement in hover
prescribed wake modeling. The velocity coupling concept is a third generation pre-
scribed wake, but the first to rely entirely on fundamental wake physics as the basis
for developing the generalized expressions which describe the wake's be.havior. As
such, it lends considerable insight into experimentally observed wake characteristics.
Additionally, the formulation clearly demonstrates the interaction of the key wake
elements and thus systematic refinements can now be made to improve the analytical
model's faithfulness for modern blades which go beyond the experimental prescribed
wake data base (References 2, 3). Also, because of its velocity formulation, it is a
unified technique which permits a natural transition of the hovering wake analysis
into axial flight, from the low speed helicopter vertical climb regime through that of
cruising propellers. The method is also extendable in concept to vertical descent.

To preface the discussions on velocity coupling, this paper first highlights the
development progress of the distorted prescribed wake and its basic features. Follow-
ing this, the concept of principal wake induced velocities is introduced and used to
formulate velocity coupling. This new wake midel is then demonstrated within the
methodology of Reference 1, which will be referred to throughout the paper as the
global analysis. Comparisons are made to earlier wake coupling methods, and the
extension of the hover wake to axial translation is developed with detailed results
shown for a rotor in climb. The paper is concluded with comments on this new tech-
nology and specific recommendations for research programs to further improve hover and
axial flow methodology.

2. THE EXPERIMENTALLY PRESCRIBED WAKE

The first generation distorted prescribed wakes were developed with guidance from
several benchmark experimental studies which focus on defining the important tip
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vortex trajectory in the near wake region. The basic structural features of these
wake models are still in current usage and follow those o-iginally conceptualized by
Gray (References 4 and 5) from smoke studies of a 3ing,.e-bladed rotor. Gray hy-
pothesized that the trailed vortex sheet from the rotor blade rapidly splits into
inboard and outboard portions at the radial blade station assumed to correspond to
maximum blade bound circulation. The inboard sheet then settles axially as the out-
board sheet quickly rolls about the forming tip 'ortex to complete its development.
This original concept is compared in Figure 1 to the computational model of Ref.reince
1. Gray also developed expressions which describe the radial and axial coordinates of
the tip vortex trajectory in the wake. These trajectory expressions have since
evolved to simpler forms in terms of the now familiar parameters k., k2 , and h1, as
illstrated in Figure 2, and as given by

z/R = k1  0 5 * I 2n/b (1)

z/R = kl(2n/b) + k2 (* - 2n/b) * > 2n/b

r/R = A + (1-A)e "A1* * > 0

As observed in Figure 2, from the time the tip vortex forms (#=0) until tQ"p
following blade passage (*=2n/b), it translates downward at the initial settling rate
kI. As the tip vortex passes beneath the first following blade, the impulse froo that
blade and its trailing wake system increases the axial displacement to k2. The
initial radial c ntraction of the tip vortex behaves exponen ' lly with increasing

wake azimuth. The contraction is deacribed by the rate parameter I and an effective
minimum nondimensional radius A. The task in the prescribed wake method is thus lo
conveniently define these key parameters.

Based on observations of full-scale and model rotor wakes, Jenney, et al, (Ref-
erence 6) proposed that the major inadequacy of classical methods was their discrepant
modeling of the wake trajectory details. This point was illustrated through calcu-
lations made using a lifting line analysis with prescribed wake which demonstrated the
hjh sensitivity of rotor performan-e to placement of the tip vortices in the wake
model. This approach to wake modeling was exle'ded and popularized ty .andgrebe
(Reference 3) who reported the first generalized o..alytical model der~vel from ex-
.ensive experimental study of hoverinf. rotor wake geometry behaviox. T1- data base
includes wake characteristics or model rotozi "-ith two through eight linearly twisted
blades of constant chord and moderate to high aspect ratio. The prugression of metho-
dology through this period is narrated in detail with emphasis on the rctor wake in
the survey by Landgrebe and Cheney, (Reference 7).

The experimental data base was expanded and clarified by Kocurek and Tangler
using schlieren flow visualization, (Reference 2). This study documented wake shapes
for rotor configurations of from one through four blades of constant chord with twist
rates of up to 24 degrees. Because of the consideration of single-bladed rotors and
nth high and low blade aspect ratios this work revealed wake sensitivity to thrust

coeificient, number of blades, and twist not previously identified and resulted in
improved generalizations for the trajectory parameters.

The experimental prescribed wake was thus accepted as a powerful and essential
addition to rotor aerodynamic analysis. However, further development of the wake
model was sought for several reasons beyond technical curiosity. First, confident
application of the method in the practical environment was limited Lo the class of
rotors for which experimental generalizations were available. Second, but of equal
importance, was that these purely empirical generalizations are based on measurable
and derived quantities. Although certainly relevant, these are not necessarily the
physical parameters governing the wake. For instance, with the class of rotors de-
scribed above, the measured settling rates correlated well as functions of thrust
coefficient CT and linear twist rate e1 , but were easily observed to follow the tip
lo-.ding as noted in Reference 1. Observations of rotors with more complex configu-
ration, such as nonlinear twist and tapered planform, showed similar influences and
thus make the merits of attempting to further generalize the experimentAl wake highly
questionable.

3. SECOND GENERATION REFINEMENTS

Numerical experiments with prescribed wake analysis and analysis based on class-
ical momentum and vortex theories, as described in Refeftnces 1 and 8, demonstrated
tu.at tip vortex strength could be isolated as prominent.y governing the wake para-
meters. The second generation, circulation coupled wake models were derived from
these studies, and have since become the standard for hover performance analysis.

Since circulation coupling is derived from the experimental wake, it is still
entirely dependent upon the accuracy of that ddta base. Also, it is well to remember
that although definite trends can be identii.,4-d for certain configuration charact -
istics, quantification of Ut.lje trends in the wake model can imply a level of accuracy
not achievable in the guiding measurements. Nonetheless, the texture of the circu-
lation coupled model is contistent with available data, and the modek offers the
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systematic trendin,, needed for evaluation of rotor aerodynamic performance. Bene-
ficial features of the approach include:

Wake settling rate and contraction parameters become functions of the itera-

tively calculated tip vortex strength rtv rather +.,ian CT'

No explicit influence of blade configuration appears, and

The range of the experimentally documented wake data base is extended to
rotors beyond those tested, subject to the assumption that the wake is
solely dictated by Ftv.

Tha importancc of this first benefit is that the quality of predicted wake para-

meter correlation to CT then depends upon the correctness of all elements of the

global analysis which influen-'e rtv. In fact, the effects of these influences are

magnified. This consequence can be used, therefore, to identify sensitivity to such
elements as modeling of the tip vortex rollup process, or the far wake, which would be
masked if the wake were modeled based on CT, an integrated pa" ameter.

4. IDENTIFTCAT:ON OF PRINCIPAL VELOCITIES

The initial conuept for velocity coupling was disclobed in Reference 1, and
development progress was discussed in Reference q. The work was motivated by the
insight into the wake'6 behavior gained durinS the development of circulation
coupling, and by the desire to extend that wke i.lto axial flow. As described
earlier, the circulation coupling relations give the wake parameters, which are
actually transDort velocities, in terms of rtv through correlated proportionalities.
For k2 the proportionality is recognized as the momentum induced velocity associated
with a constant radial loading rtv. For k. and A1 the relationship t. such a funda-

menta', velocity is not clearly seen. But, the success and simplicity of the technique
suggested that principal velocities exist which, if identified, could form the basis
for an improved wake model which meets the goal of being bascA directly on first level
considerations.

Several other researchers have also approached this problem with notable results.
For their prediction of rotor performance in axial flight, Moffitt and Sheehy (Refer-
ence 10) developed a semiempirical wake model based on intuitive modifications of
experimentally determined hover wake geometries. To account adeqrjntly for variations
in k1 they found it necessary to relate kI to the average induced velocity distri-
bution over the outer ten percent of rotor radius, Very recently, Miller (References
11 and 12) has demonstrated the feasibility of predicting hover wake geom.try with
very simple free wakes, one that is two-dimensional and one that uses vcrttx rings.
From these analytical solutions, Miller notes that geometry is influenced by two major
factors. The initial trajectory is determined primarily by the induced velocity from
all vortices lying below and generated by preceding blade passages; that is, by the
tip vortex spirals and not the inboard wake. Then, as the following blade passes, the
higher downward rate is imparted by the newly formed vortex. This work further sup-
ports the concept of principal velocities.

The search for simple velocities which would describe the wake parameters
directly began by exercising the global analysis with circulation coupled wake. The
velocity field in the blade tip region was traced ultimately to two major components.
The first is that velocity induced by the radial load distribution acting through the
trailed near wake of the generating blade. Tho second velocity is that due to the
discrete tip vortices acting at key azimuths aloug their trajectory. These velocities
were examined for their relationship to the wake parameters. This approach yie.ded a
remarkably simple expression for the contraction parameter. For prediction of
settling raten this approach has resulted in a purely analytical scheme which in-
corporate* the principal velocity concept.

S. RADIAL CONTRACTION PARAMETER

The principal velocities are calculated from very simple idealizations of the
wake. To calculate that resulting from blade I-ading, a flat fixed-wing type semi-
infinite trailed wake is assumed, as shown in Figure 3. Based on this wake and the
radial circulation distribution, the lateral loading velocity v. as used to determine
A1 is calculated at the position of fivat vortex passage, as shown in Figure 4. The
second velocity is the mutual induction, or interference, of the discrete tip vorti-
ces. As also iAiustrateJ in Figure 4 for A , a lateral velocity vi is calculated at
the se position as before, but now due to a straight line infinite vortex at the
position of next ,co:cex passage. These velocities were calculated for several of the
model rotors from Reference 2, based on analysis with circulation coupled wake.
Standard linear regression techniques were then used to assess the relationship
between the velocities a"d A1 . The excellent results are illustrated in Figures 5
through 7. The first twp of these show the calculated variation of the circulation
coupled A1 , with the prin-ipal lateral velocities. Figure 7 shows that A1 correlates
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to a linear combination of vI and vi, thus indicating the simple balance mechanism in
the field. The correlation is itself linear and explicity independent of number of
blades.

Of the two terms, the dominant one is vi which contains the influence on con-

traction of all of the tip vortices beneath the calculation point. This term's domi-
nant effect is consistent with the observation that most of the wake's contraction
occurs at an early age. The loading component v serves to appropriately balance the

contraction to zero in the coupling relationship given by

= -6.4096 v,/(QR} - 18.7615 vi/(QR)  (2)

Note that with velocity coupling the wake's outer boundary is no longer restricted to
being uncontracted in the limit of ry 0.

6. SETTLING RATES

Equally interesting relationships were discovered between simple velocity calcu-
lations and settling rates. However, these led to an analytical model which ap-
proaches a free wake in nature, but considers only mean inflow and interference velo-
cities based solely on considerations of the tip vortices. This was possible since
tip vortex strength and position cause the variations in loading, and thus the vari-
ations in axial velocity due to loading which were found to be related to settling
rates.

6.1 Interference Component

The interference velocity wi is again the mutual induction of the discrete tip

vortices, taken in the axial sense, and calculated as illustrated in Figure 8. This
velocity represents the interaction in the initial wake between the newly formed tip
vortex and the adjacent spiral. This velocity is described by rtv and the charac-

teristic spacing as shown, from the blade tip to the point of first vortex passage
(r1 , z1) in the *=0 reference plane of the wake, and as given by

wi _______ _ _[__ 1 (3)

OR 2x(r 1 /R-1) 1 +( r) )

The choice of this mutual induction as a principal velocity is substantiated in Figure
9 which shows the increment in settling rate from k1 to k2 to be acceptably linear
with wi. This result again demonstrates the influence of number of blades to be

implicit tirough the radial and axial spacing of the near wake vortices.
The concept is further developed by thinking of the tip vortex as settling at

some mean rate which is initially retarded by wi prior to first blade passage (the k1
region), and then increased after first blade passage by wi to the final settling rate

(the k2 region), as sketched in Figure 10. This idea is placed in traditional per-

spective in Figure 11 which for constant chord, untwisted blades shows that k1 is
linear with the simple difference between the momentum induced velocity (CT/2)Iz and
w . For rotors with different planform or twist, this result will not hold as should

be expected from the experience with circulation coupling which showed the dependence
of settling rate on tip loading. However, combining this knowledge with the obser-
vation in Figure 11, a form for the initial settling rate is suggested as

k, : km - ki  (4)

where km is that rate associated with the mean inflow, and with Eq. (3)

k i = wi/(OR) (5)

Combining this further with the rate increment from Figure 9, taken approximately as

k 1 - k2 = -2k (6)
the the scnaystlgrtebecomes the simple sun of the two principal axial
velocities,

k2 a k ki  (7)

6.2 Mean Inflow Component

The ,)roblm is now reduced to one of defining, ki from an iaealisation bassad on
first lve; physics which capture@ the variation of the tip region mean inflow with
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Ft, and which permits straightforward calculation. It was shown for the special case
of Figure 11, that the mean settling rate is that due to the average momentum induced
velocity. This velocity can be derived equally as well from the classical vortex
theory which assumes an uncontracted wake cylinder. For the present application such
a cylinder must replace, on the average, the distorted tip vortex trajectory surface
of the actual wake. The distorted wake of the global analysis is modeled in near and
far wake regions as sketched in Figure 12. The near wake is the stable region from
generation to the point of maximum contraction, taken as the wake azimuth of Sn/b.
This approach is based on schlieren flow visualization which indicates that regardless
of the number of blades, generally four well defined tip vortex passages appear
beneath the reference blade prior to the onset of tip vortex instability and dif-
fusion. Beyond the near wake, the outer wake boundary is characterized by random
interaction and merging of adjacent tip vortices and by vortex diffusion. This far
wake region is modeled by a continuation of the near wake vortices on a nominal tra-
jectory, representing the shear layer which thickens radially with increasing axial
displacement much like an expanding free jet. Through extensive performance cor-
relation study it was found that this expanding wake model must be finite in effect to
produce the proper level of induced velocity at the disk. As also shown in Figure 12,
an effectively sized vortex cylinder could serve to model this complex geometry for
the purpose of calculating an average inflow.

Based on these observations, the mean inflow component of the axial settling
rates is derived from consideration of a vortex cylinder as illustrated in Figure 13.
The radius r1/R of the cylirder is assumed to represent the nominal radius of the tip
vortex trajectory surface of the actual wake. In addition, the idealized cylinder is
assumed to be of finite length zm/R.

Following Reference 13, the axial velocity wm in the vicinity of the mouth of the
cylinder is

wm 1 d l[w(Z) - W(0)] (8)Wm 4n dz

where dr/dz is the strength of the vorticity and w(z) is the solid angle at a point in
the cylinder's mouth subtended by an element of the cylinder at z. For the infinite
length cylinder it can be shown that the radial distribution of induced velocity is
everywhere uniform. For the finite cylinder it is assumed that the mean velocity is
adequately modeled by the velocity along the axis. Then as shown in Figure 14, the
solid angle is equal to the portion of the surface of a sphere of unit radius which is
cut out by the conical surface with vertex at the origin and with base as the peri-
meter of the cylinder's far end. with this geometry in mind, then

W(zm) = 2n 1 - [l+(z/r 1 (9)

w(O) 2n

and

2 1- [1+ (z/rl)]2(

The cylinder strength is easily expressed in terms of the problam variables of
interest in defining the actual tip vortex spiral. The axial density dr/d: is equi-
valent to the rate dr/dt at which circulation is added to the wake, ratioed to the
rate of axial displacement dz/dt of the wake elements. For the r cor with finite
number of blades b and tip vortex strength ry",

•r d ft /brtv I

and

dz dz (12)

Since the greater portion of the tip vortex spiral settles at the secondary rate k2 it
is assumed that this rate is satisfactory for the required displacement term. Thus,

dr _ br tv (13)

And finally with the mean settling rate defined as

, v,/() (14)
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then

brtv/(QR2 ) -z 3 /r 1k " 2 n k 2  1 1 "/ l 2 V

6.3 Determination of Cylinder Length

The nonlinear equation system now developed was studied as a function of rtv,
with A1 determined from circulation coupling. By comparing these calculations with

measured settling rates it was apparent that the vortex cylinder length zI was

systematically influential. The length parameter for calculation of k. was therefore

calibrated by sweeping values of z until satisfactory correlation with experimental

settling rates was achieved. These values of z were then examined in relationship to

a number of problem variables in order to identify any functional behavior. The
result is given in Figure 15, and shows z to vary as a function of (z1/R)/(r1/R-1),

the ratio of the translation component increments from vortex generation until blade
passage. The cylinder length required increases systematically until z. 4 -m

asymptotically at (zI/R)/(r1/R-1) =1. Beyond that value the length remains infinite.
The data symbols shown in Figure 15 are those calculated as described, and indicate
the very close correspondence of zm with (z/R)/(rl/R-1 ). The functional variation is

approximated by the fairing as indicated and as given by

z~r =l.91 [ [(z/R)/(r/R-) ]2 ]0 .4  (16)z m r = -1 .4 9 1 3 [ 1 -( R ) / r I l / R 1

This curious relationship suggests several physical interpretations, especially
in view of the asymptotic behavior. It is first noted that the induced velocity due
to a vortex ring in a plane parallel to the ring and displaced by zI has a maximum at

the point r1 when z1/R = r1/R-1. Thus it can be argued that the ratio represents the
potential for maximum settling rate, and thus maximum wake extent, as a consequence
just of the cylindrical wake structure. However, the asymptotic nature also implies
strongly that (z1/R)/(z1/R-l) is a measure of the stability, and thus, persistence of
the wake. That is, below the critical unity value of the ratio, the persistence is
influenced by the proximity of the first following blade and the abruptness by which
its additional downward induced velocity accelerates the tip vortex from the k1 rate
to k2 . These results and observations could also be the key to better understanding
and reducing the empiricism of the truncation of the far wake model of the global
analysis, and for sure merit further attention.

7. SOLUTION WITH VELOCITY COUPLED WAKE

At the stage in the iterative solution of the global analysis when the wake
geometry requires updating, rtv and the loading information for calculation of the
velocities which give A1 are available from the most recent blade circulation solu-
tion. With r tv and A1, the settling rates kI and k2 can be solved from the nonlinear
set of Egs. (5), (15), and (16) using standard numerical techniques. This updating
process is repeated until compatibility between loading and wake geometry is obtained,
and except for the intermediate iteration to obtain k1 and k2, does not differ from

that when using either the experimentally prescribed or circulation coupled wake
models.
meThe velocity coupled wake does, however, show a greater level of detail in re-

sults than do the previous models. Before comparing to those methods, the cor-' respondence of km to the momentum induced velocity is reiterated in Figure 16. These

calculations are for constant chord, untwisted blades, and are made with the global
analysis. The important point for this special case is not the correspondence of the
magnitude of km to the momentum level, for this is probably coincidence, although

noteworthy. What is significant beyond the intriguing relationship itself is that the
analysis with its comparatively greater complexity and higher degrees of freedom
relative to momentum concepts has reproduced this simple linear correlation. Vari-
ations in km for twisted rotors show similar results, but with offsets in CT re-
flecting the radial shift in loading.

Attention is now focused on comparing wake parameter calculations using vrlocity
coupling to those made with experimentally prescribed and circulation coupled wakes.
These comparisons are facilitated by viewing the parameters as functions of rtv to

place them on a common basis which highlights differences. Fig rem 17, 18, and 19
show calculations of A1, k2 , and k1 respectively. The data symbols are those points
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calculated with the experimental generalizations of Reference 2. These are in fact
the calculations from which the circulation coupling of Reference 1 was developed, and
the dashed fairings depict those results. The solid fairings are the results of velo-
city coupling. It should be recalled that for the experimental wake, single fairings
were selected to represent the A1 and k2 parameters. This was dictated by the high
degree of scatter and difficulty in measurement of these terms, especially A1. In the
calculated variation of A1 and k2 with rtv some variation with number of blades is
evident, but again single fairings were selected for the circulation coupled general-
izations. The calculations with the present method again show a trend with number of
blades which for k2 is consistent with the earlier calculation, and which therefore
implies that the trend is indeed a valid result. Excellent results are also obtained
from k1 as seen in Figure 19 where the spread with number of blades is well dupli-

cated.

8. EXTENSION TO AXIAL TRANSLATION

Modification of the velocity coupled hover wake for application to rotors in
axial translation requires only the addition of the advance ratio in terms of the rate

ka = -Va/(OR) (17)

to the expression for mean settling rate km. The axial translation velocity Va is
taken positive in climb and modifies the mean settling rate to

kbrtv/(OR2) -Zm/rl (18)
km ka + 2n k2  [ 1 + (zm/r] )  (18)z

All influences of translation on the wake parameters are implicit through the
additional displacement caused by ka* The advantage of the velocity basis for the
wake is thus clearly demonstrated in providing this unified model for the axial
regime. In climb, for example, ka directly increases the magnitudes of k1 and k2
through its addition in km . However, these increases are partially offset by the

feedback also through displacement, since the increase in km is reduced through the
inverse proportionality to k2 . Also in climb, the interference component ki is re-

duced through its dependence on displacement, with attendant effects on k1 and k2.
Radial contraction is similarly modified by axial translation through its implicit
displacement influence. In the limit of large axial advance ratio such as that of a
propeller in cruise, it is easy to see that ki and the induced portion of k. will tend
to zero such that k1 and k2 will approach k . Also in that limit, the radial con-

traction will approach zero, leaving the wake geometry dependent as it should be only
on the kinematics of the problem. These trends are illustrated in Figure 20 which
shows ki, the induced portion of km, and h1 as functions of Va normalized by the

momentum induced velocity in hover at the thrust level indicated. The result from
momentum theory is also shown for reference. These calculations are based on a 0.25
scale model AH-1G helicopter tail rotor which was tested in the NASA Langley 30- by
60-foot wind tunnel as part of the program reported in Reference 14. Calculated
performance is compared to measurements from these tests in Figure 21. The velocity
coupled wake analysis shows very good agreement with slight but consistent optimism in
power. The influences of the wake are explored further by viewing the radial distri-
butions of axial induced velocity shown in Figure 22. As the rotor initially moves
from hover to increasing climb speeds, the decrease in the magnitude of induced velo-
city is most rapid. The relative upwash from the tip vortex spiral also diminishes as
the climb speed increases and the wake stretches out.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper has introduced a new and unified approach to prescribing the wake of a
helicopter rotor in vertical and hovering flight. Velocity coupling captures the
essence of a free wake analysis, and achieves this generality with minimum complexity.
By deriving the geometry of the wake from formulations in the velocity domain, this
method satisfies similar equilibrium criteria of the computationally demanding free
wake while retaining the simplicity of the prescribed wake. As an added benefit from
its velocity basis, the model is equally applicable not only to hover, but also to
axial flight as well. This consistency of theory is achieved through the implicit
effects of these flight variables on wake geometry. These influences act through the
changes in displacements of key wake elements which then effect changes in the charac-
teristic convective velocities.

As the result of the development of the velocity coupled wake, the following
observations are noted:

1. Radial contraction can be expressed in terms of principal lateral velo-
cities, and is a strong function of tip vortex strength with second order effect due
to loading.
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2. Settling rates can be expressed in terms of principal axial velocities which
are identified with mean inflow and the mutual induction, or interference between
adjacent spirals of the near wake tip vortices.

3. The mean inflow component of the settling rates can be modeled by a vortex
cylinder which is sized to approximate the real wake tip vortex trajectory surface.

4. The interference velocity can be described with a simple two-dimensional
approximation of the near wake tip vortex elements.

5. The details required in the vortex cylinder model used in the present study
are similar to observed far wake characteristics and strongly support the requirement
for analytical wake models with systematically varying truncation.

6. The formulation of velocity coupling allows a natural transition into axial
translation. As in hover, the wake geometry is implicitly modified through the feed-
back between the principal velocities and the displacements from which they are calcu-
lated.

7. Correct wake modeling only requires agreement between wake parameters and
blade loading. Correlation of wake parameters with rotor performance characteristics
then necessitates adequate representation of all aspects of the problem, including tip
vortex rollup process, tip vortex structure, and far wake influences.

Additional development of hover and axial flow methodology would be accelerated
by research focusing on poorly understood physical details, and increasing the amount
of benchmark experimental data available for correlation. Several specific technology
programs which would guide future development are:

1. Simultaneous measurements of wake geometry characteristics, blade load
distribution, rotor thrust, and rotor torque need to be made. This data is necessary
for complete assessment of the wake model and global analysis.

2. To improve understanding of its behavior and influence, the rotor far wake
should be investigated experimentally. The far wake has been shown to be an in-
fluential element which has not received adequate attention.

3. Performance and wake measurement of isolated rotors in axial translation
should be made. The importance of low speed axial climb characteristics on helicopter
performance assessment is in great contrast to the very limited amount of quality data
available for correlation of methodology.

4. The prescribed wake method should be extended to the descent regime. Wake
analyses are essential for investigation of this important regime such as experienced
by a tail rotor in sideward flight.
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Figure 1. Rotor wake in hover as conceptualized by Gray (Reference
5), and as modeled in the methodology of Reference 1.
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SUMMARY

With the increasing sophistication of modern helicopter designs the problems arising
from the interactional aerodynamic flow field around the helicopter has become more acute.
Interactional aerodynamics are,by origin, of utmost complexity, because many of the
interactions involve viscous processes, the flow usually is unsteady and the interactions
are strongly interdependent.

The paper focusses on some specific areas out of the many existingproblems. First
major problem is the blade-to-blade vortex interaction phenomenon, where the unsteady
pressure fluctuations, due to the vortices impact, result in highly impulsive blade
loadings, excessive dynamic hub forces/moments, and impulsive noise signatures. The paper
describes MBB's analytical modelling techniques, including prescribed-contracted-wake
analysis, and free-wake-models, and discusses results of analytical investigations.
Experimental results obtained from in-flight blade modal bending measurements are also
presented.

As a second category, the interactional aerodynamic flow from the fuselage to the rotor
blades is treated. Due to flow displacement effects around the fuselage contour, large up-
wash ano aownwash components can be produced, resulting in significant changes of the local
angle-of-attack within the rotor disc plane. The paper describes analytical investigations
on this type of interference, using a singularity model for the flow calculation around
the fuselage body. Parametric influences of the rotor-fuselage separation distance are
shown.

As a third category, interference flow effects between the rotor head and fuselage to
the tail area are investigated. The wake pattern, particularly that of the upper com-
ponents results in a reduction of the steady flow pressure, and in reductions of the
vehicle stability characteristics. Significant unsteady components contained in the wake
flow may cause substantial structural loading, and severe aircraft vibrations. For the
analytical representation of the steady interference flow a model, containing separated
flow calculation, is used. Experimental results including steady pressure contours and
dynamic pressure and flow angle fluctuations at the empennage/tail rotor area will be
shown including WT-model and full-scale flight test results.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years considerable attention has been devoted to and significant steps have
been accomplished in the aerodynamic design of helicopters. Advanced research and develop-
ment work on rotor blade airfoils allowed increasing the Figure of Merit and the maximum
lift-to-drag ratios at high speed significantly. Streamlining and other refinements of
fuselage contours were successful in reducing the parasite drag of helicopter substantially.
Increase of the engine air intake efficiency also contributed to better performance achieve-
ments.

With the increasing sophistication of modern helicopter designs, the interactional
aerodynamic phenomena between the various passive and active components have become more
and more acute. Many of the former and todays helicopter designs were or are suffering
from problems arising from some of the multifarious interactional events. The state of
the art in this field - relating both to the knowledge of the basic mechanisms, and to the
potentials of design improvements - seems to be not as far developed when comparing with
the field of the more classical aerodynamic problems.

Analytical methods for predicting the rotor inflow have been developed at various
levels of accuracy, and their potentials were demonstrated by many authors (References
1 to 7, for example). It seems, however, that the most powerful free-wake vortex models
in use today are not yet fully applied during practical vehicle design and development
programs. Until fairly recently, many of the problems of interactional aerodynamics were
not even fully recognized, although substantial problems and drawbacks resulting from
interactional flow anomalies were experienced by many helicopter designs.

Fundamental work on this area was contributed just a few yedrs ago (Reference 8),
which systematically describes the scope of the interactional aertdynamic processes and
the various flow anomalies in the flow field of a helicopter.
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FIGURE I Helicopter Aerodynamic Interactions (Schematic)

Figure 1, taken from Reference 8 and slightly modified, presents a schematic overview
of the broad scope of aerodynamic interactions. The following work will focus on some of
the areas shown, and will contribute recent results obtained at MEB, from both analytical
work and from experiments.

These three areas are

- Blade-to-Blade Flow Interaction

- Fuselage-to-Rotor Interaction

- Rotor/Fuselage-to-Tail Area Interferences.

2. BLADE-VORTEX INTERACTIONAL AIRLOADS

2.1 ANALYTICAL MODELLING

The flow field around the helicopter rotor blades is significantly influenced by the
rotor wake, especially when flying in the near hovering and low to moderate flight speed
region. The accurate prediction of performances, and the reliable estimation of rotor
blade loading and fuselage vibratory excitation require a precise modelling and predic-
tion of the rotor wake structure.

The evolution of the analytical methods started from the quite simple Goldstein analysis,
followed by actuator disc and blade momentum theories. Emphasis was then placed on prescribed
wake theories, taking into account wake contraction effects. The mostly developed representa-
tion were then achieved by free-wake models.

Several methods of rotor downwash calculations are in use today at MBB (Reference 71.
In an experimental-prescribed contracted ,ake model (Figure 2) the blade is represented

ROTOR 9IADE

TIP WAKE"

FAR VINE"

ROIR~ AXS

FIGURE 2 Wake Structure of the Prescribed-Contracted-Wake Model
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by a lifting line and the wake is divided into an inboard section and a tip vortex section.
In the near wake, the inboard root vortex is formed by meshes of trailed anid shed vortices,
and the tip vortex is formed by a bundle of trailing vort ces. In the mid wake the shed
vortices are omitted and in the far wake section the wake is modelled by two single root
and tip vortices. The wake geometry is based on the experimental work done by Landgrebe,
Reference 5 . Although this wake geometry has initially been evaluated for the hovering
condition, it was extended for forward flight by introducing the wake geometry according
to the free stream velocity.

A major advance in the wake modelling is achieed by the free-wake analyticil represen-
tation, such as described by Reference 6 , and indicated in Figure 3. The near wake is
calculated by an array of discrete trailing, and shed vortices generated with vortex
strengths corresponding to radial and a.imuthal blade circulationsi the far wake is formed
by an arbitrary number of trailing vortices. The vortex elements aze allowed to convect in
the velocity field they create, until they take up positions which are consistent with the
resultant free stream and vortex induced velocities.

HOeZONTAL FUHT S'MED - KTS (AS)

2 00L V 60 SI
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S100 0
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FIGURE 4 Range of 'ntensive ,lade-to-Blade V,,rtex Interactior.

2.2 RESULTS OF ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATIONS

One of the primary practical applications of s.ch z jt'r wake models is t. calculate
harronic blade airloads, necessary for blade strerIcb. anal lsi and rotor hub forcen/
,ommnts, for example. Thereby, a prim area of incerest,shviting significant blade-blade
vortex interactions, is the rango of low-to-moderate flL-,,t speeds, and. particularly,
tha range of medium rates of descent (Figure 4).

An analytical study was conducted ±nvw-tigating fliLght speeds of 40 to 80 kts and
rates of descerst between zero and 1200 ft/min, which corresponds .o gltde 51o;. angles
of up to 9 degrees. Figure 5 shows calculateS time histories cf the local thrust distribu-
tion at different blade aranwise stations. The abscissa axis reference is the azimuth angle
of the subject blade. Forsrd flight speed is 60 kta. In the horizontal flight condition
left side of Figure 5, the local thrust variation at the several radial stations is
marked by only slight vortex interactions: One mild tip vortex interference is seen
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starting slightly before the 90 degrees azimuth position at the blade tip, and moving
inboard with the blade azimuthally progressing to the 180 degrees pc'sition, and then mo~ing
outward again, whan the blade is passin~g the 2700 azinuth position. ln contrast to this
variation, the time trace for the flight case 60 kts, 700 ft/mmn desce-.t rate, (F'igure 5
right diagram) indicates strong blade tip vortex interactions progress'.ng from the tip to
the nboard .cationt and moving outboard again around the blade retreating position.

Fi.) re 6 shows a comparison of ai'rload traces for differen~t flight Speeds at identical
glide Lope angles (60). The trend indicates that, as forward speed is increased, the
loci of maxcimum vortex interfet-ence effectively move inboard on the rotor disc.
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FIGURE 7 Calculated Harmonic Airloads at 85 1 of Radius, Flight Condition
60 kts/60, and 80 Xts/3
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The loca. chrust distributions were frequency analyzed in terms of harmonics of the
rotor rotational frequency. Figure 7(a) shows local thrust amplitudes as a function of
the number of harmonics, for a radial station near the tip (0.85 R); a range of harmonics
of 1Q to 150 is covered. Flight condition is 60 kts, 700 ft/min rate of descent, corres-
ponding to the right picture of Figure 5 . The occurance of large high harmonic airloads
relative to the low frequency loads is evident. When describing the harmonic airloads
decay versus frequency by the exponential function

Ln = Li n k,

an exponent as low as 0,6 can be derived from this diagram. Figure 7(b) presents the
frequency spectrum for the 80 kts, 450 ft/min descending rate case, showing an exponent
of about 1.0. In contrast, airload decay exponents in the magnitude of 2.0 to 2.5 are
obtained for the horizontal flight conditions.

2.3 EXPERI:4EN.TAL STUDIES

Theories and analytical methods available today can roughly cope with the principal
blade-vortex interactional problems, and are capable of indicating the main parametric
influences. Experimental work, however, is of utmost importance in order to support
existing theories,and to accomplish a more complete understanding in the required depth.

Experimental work at MBB was directed towards full-scale inflight testing on the B0 105
hingeless rotor. The approach taken was no direct airload measurement, but was concen-
trated on blade moment measurements, and subsequent derivations of aerodynamic forces.
The area of investigations included horizontal flight speeds of 30 to 70 kts, climb and
descent rates equivalent to 30 to 50 percent torque setting, as well as transient flight
conditions during landing flares, see Figure 4.

IS
so- T- ASS

r I 1 OF 5#4U.ATIN MODEL

FIGURE 8 Simulation Model for Airloads Evaluation from Measured Bending
Moment Data

Blade bending moments were measured at seven stations over the blade radius (Figure 8),
and aerodynamic forces were determind by use of a simplified one-degree-of-freedom spring/
mass-damper model. Details of this modal approach have been described in References 9 and
10 and will not be covered in detail here.
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FIGURE 9 Harmonic Airloads for Different Horizontal Flight Speeds
(from Blade Bending Measurements)
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FIGURE 10 Harmonic Airloads during Climb and Descent Conditions at

30 kts

Discussion of Results: Figure 9 shows results of harmonic airloads as a function of
multiples of the rotating frequency for 30, 50, and 70 kts horizontal flight speeds. A
comparison of the results indicates a similar harmonic decay for the different airspeeds,
whereas the absolute magnitudes of amplitudes increase with lower flight speeds.

Figure 10 shows corresponding spectrographs for variations in the vertical speed com-
ponent , i.e. climb and descent at 30 kts airspeed. In climb the harmonic airloads show
a strong decay versus frequency, indicating that nearly no vortex-interactions occur. In
contrast to this favourable variation, the curve for the descent case is marked by large
amplitudes at high harmonics, indicating severe vortex interactions, which support the
flight vibration observations quite well.

Further interesting results from the transient flight conditions are shown in Figure 11,
comparing the aerodynamic exciting forces during a landing flare condition. Two things are
seen from the charts. First, the higher harmonic-amplitudes evident in the diagram are even
exceeding the 1Q and 2P trim loads. Furthermore, it should be noted from these charts that
aerodynamic exciting forces do change quite rapidly within one second during this flight
condition.
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10 10

1 6 810D 1 4 6 80
NUMt.BER OF HARNC*"

FIWWRE 11 Harmonic Airloads during Landing Flare, Transiet "undition

(From Blade Bending Measurements)
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3. FUSELAGE FLOW TO MAIN ROTOR INTERACTION

The interaction of the fuselage flowfield with the flow in the rotor disc plane is
another important problem area, as indicated in the schematic diagram of Figure 1.
These matters and its consequences have received cont.tderable attention during several
tecent helicopter developments.

LARiG cod o. I l tALL aOWNWAS
COMPONENT OVER MG4ENTCOMPONENT OVER
FWV FUY LAGE AFT FUISELAGE

6 000125R
075 .123 .1 -.04.7

0- 0

FIGURE 12 Principle of Fuselage Flow Interaction into the Rotor Plane

Figure 12 gives the prinicpal geometric relationship of the fuselage flowfield and
the resultant normal velocity component in the rotor disc, shown for a high forward
speed flight condition. In principle, the flow around 'he fuselage upper nose section
produces an upwash flow component in the front parts of the rotor disc, and the
flow around the aft section produces a downwash component at the rear parts of the rotor
disc. It is evident that due to the steeper nose shapes the upwash flow components in
the front parts usually are higher than the downwash components in the rear parts.

FLAPWISE SENJ'DING MAOME[NT (/In) HUBMOKNT 0"ti)

600 3000

! / TEST /

-400 - 0ALYSIS 000
0 90 2NO INTER-/ /FERENCE

-200 -3100

0 90 160 2/0 36D
AZIMUTH ANGLE (D9)

FIGURE 13 Blade Root and Hub Sending Moment in Forward Flight
• . (BO 105, 100 kts)

i "" one reason for considering these aerodynamic effects is the potential direct effect

on blade loads and on airframe vibratory exciting forces. Figure 13 shows a time history
of the blade flapwise bending moment on one blade (left diagram) versus the rotor
azimuth angle. An impulsive bending mode excitation at a 135 degrees azimuth position is
evident in the trace, which damps out in the tollowing half rotorrevolution. A correspon-ding dip in the curve of the main rotor hub moinent (right part) is also observed. The

harmonic analysis shows that this higher harmo~nic content of the hub moment is one main
source of fuselage vibrations. Aft will be shown in the subsequent section, the aerody-
namic mechanism certainly involves the flow distrrtion in the front part of the rotor
disc due to the fuselage upwash flow components.

In this respect, the trend to more compact helicopter designs, having lower clearance
between rotor and fuselage, certainly contributes to aggravating the interference inten-
sity. As modern helicopter designs, in addition, tend to more slender and longer fuselage
configurations, the displacement effect of the front part of the fuselage influences more
the outer parts of the rotor blade and, therefore, a region with higher dynamic pressure.
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Anothez effect is the impact of the blade tip vortices on the airframe creating strong
impulsive pressure fluctuations, which can result in annoying vibrations and noise in the
cockpit region, as shown in References 8, 11. These effects become important especially
for the high speeds and higher blade loadings of modern helicopter concepts, as discussed
in Reference 12.

Analytical Studies: A prinicipal parametric study has been conducted at MIB, conbiderLng
a modern type of fuselage shape (Figure 12). A panel method was used for the oallatior
of the fuselage flowfield. Fig. 14 shows the representation of the body contQ4K by panel

FIGURE 14 Panel Representation of the Fuselage Body

elements. The fuselage induced normal velocity component in the rotor plane is introduced
in a rotor program. The rotor model used for this study is based on the blade element
theory, simulating the induced downwash by a local momentum theory. Flow components from
the fuselage flowfield are iteratively combined with the rotor induced velocities;
reactions from the rotorflow components down to the fuselage flowfield are neglected.
Within the aerodynamic loads calculation procedure, blade deflections are taken into
consideration by a simplified method representing only the first flapwise bending mode.
For the subsequent calculation of blade structural loads, and of rotor hub excitation
forces and moments a separate coupled bending mode shape analysis is used.

In Figure 15, a typical influence of the rotor-fuselage clearance on the vertical flow
component distribution is shown for a high speed forward flight condition. Because of the
steeper inclination angle, the maximum fuselage induced upwash velocity on the front part
of the rotor disc is 2-3 times higher than the corresponding maximum downwash on the rea,
part. It is seen from the figures, that maximum vertical velocity components increase witn
a decrease of the rotor-fuselage clearence, whereas the boundary between the upwash and
downwash areas remain nearly unchanged.

R

25 .025

10 1.075
j9 3PIS 23 .06Ss ~

-.07 V,-,-.
-. 0"125 .047 O,

h/. M 125 .075

FIGURE 15 Fuselage induced Upwash/Downwash in the Rotor Plane as a
Function of Rotor-Fuselaqe Clearance (Calculated)
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In the real case the downwash on the rear part of the rotor disc is further reduced due to
the separated flow behind the fuselage and rotor shaft/hub area, which prevents the con-
fluence of the flow behind the fuselage body.

As a result from the change of normal flow component, the effective local angle of
attack is changed, especially at the front and aft positions of the rotor disc (Figure 16).
At the forward blade position (4 = 1800), a substantial increase of local angles is seen,
with the maximum occuring at about 40% of blade radius. For the smallest rotor-fuselage
clearence the static stall boundary of the blade airfoil is nearly reached. At the outer
radius positions, the change of the angle of attack diminishes due to the higher inplane
velocity component. At the blade tip the angle is even reduced with increasing fuselage
influence, an effect resulting from the superposition of the vertical velocity component
of the blade's flapping motion at the same aircraft trim condition.

Corresponding influences on the blade lift distribution over blade radius are seen from
Figure 17. Maximum load increase due to fuselage upwash occurs at about 50% of radius

LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK
STALL L6.41T (Deg)

a ~ ~ 075

0.125
lo 0.175 -5

1 0.S 06 0.4 0.2 01 / ( .4 06 0.6 1

RADIAL POSITION. x -)

-5

FIGURE 16 Fuselage Flow Influence on local Angle of Attack at the
Blades, V = 150 kts
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FIGURE 17 Effect of Fuselage Flow on Local Lift Distribution

at the front rotor position, the lodal lift feing twice the value of the isolated rotor
calculation without fuselage interimrenci. As fuselage induced velocities differ signifi-
cantly between the fore and aft rotor position, a slight influence on rotor torque is
also obtained by calculation, lower rotor positions being more favourable.

In Figure 18 the azimuthal variation of local thrust at a 40% radial position is shown,
and frequency analysis results are compared. The blade spanwise position of 40 to 50%
radius is particularly important due to the fact, that this station usually corresponds with
the antinodes of oscillatioq of the 2nd and the 3rd natural flap bending mode shapes.
From the harmonic analysis results in Figure 18 a strong increase of the 2nd to 5th
harmonic local lift is evifent.
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FIGURE 18 Effect of Fuselage on Blade Local Lift, Calculated for 150 kts

4. FUSELAGE/HUB-TAIL INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS

4.1 THE FLOW PROBLEM

A field of increasing importance is the interference problem between the fuselage/
pylon/hub area, and the tail area. Adverse interference effects result primarily in a
reduced efficiency of the tail surfaces and tail rotor and in severe dynamic structural
loadings, and aircraft vibrations (References 8, 13 to 17). They usually occur in horizon-
tal forward flight as well as in descent flight. Figure 19 illustrates the main interference
effects in forward flight. The fuselage wake hits mostly the horizontal tail, thereby reduc-
ing its efficiency due to the loss in dynamic pressure. The wake of the rotor hub/mast
affects the flow on the tail rotor and side fin, thereby impairing their effectiveness. Also
"tail shake" phenomena can be caused by this wake, especially when the frequency content
coincides with a natural frequency of the tail surfaces or tail boom, as discussed later.

HUB WAKE

FIGURE 19 Main Interference Effects between Fuselage/Hub and Tail Area

In Figure 2o an overview of the different interference sources and the resulting aero-
dynamic effects is given. Besides the steady pressure loss in the fuselage wake, large
unsteady flow components can occur due to periodic flow separation on the aftbody. In
addition, the high frequency turbulence in the wake can reduce the efficiency of the tail
surfaces due to the increased tendency toward flow separation, especially in the case of
a thick airfoil section. Furthermore, the upwash/downwash combined with the fuselage lift
reduces the lift curve slope of the horizontal tail and thus its effectiveness. In a
similar manner, the fuselage induced side wind changing with the yaw angle reduces the
efficiency of all vertical tail surfaces. In addition, a flow spillage on the engine in-
lets can cause flow separation on the outer surface of the cowling, and can therefore
intensify the wake. A strong wake, and therefore severe interference effect, is caused
by the main rotor hub/shaft region, which includes unfavourable aerodynamic shape compo-
nents. Improvements can be achieved by applying particular attention in the design and
by suitable modifications of the components. So, for example, a mast fairing (pylon) can
diminish the wake of the rotor shaft significantly. With a suitable surfboard-shape of
the pylon roof top, a vortex pair is created, whose downwash deflects the wake in the tail
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FIGURE 20 Sources of Interferences and Main Aerodynamic Effects

area preventing this region from considerable pressure loss. A similar effect can be
achieved by the installation of a hub cap, which directs "fresh" air into the wake
immediately behind the rotor hub.

Theoretical methods can provide a basic knowledge of these interference effects, how-
ever wind tunnel investigations or flight tests are often required to supplement the
analytical studies.

4.2 ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

STEADY FLOW EFFECTS

Several methods for the calculation of the fuselage flow have been developed in recent
years (References 18, 19 ). A model developed by MBB is based on a panel method for the
fuselage flow displacement effects and vortex distribution in the wake (Figure 21). In
this model the growth of the wake with increasing distance from the fuselage, as well as
the vortex system combined with the fuselage lift is taken into account. Figure 22 shows
the flow around the BK 117 fuselage together with the wake boundaries and the momentum
loss inside.

so/O
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FIGURE 21 Analytical model for Separated Fuselaqe Flow Calculation
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FIGURE 22 Calculated Flow Field on BK 117 Fuselage (CA = -5 degrees)

An important aerodynamic effect results from the fuselage upwash or downwash associated
with the fuselage vertical force. In Figure 23 the velocity distribution (wind tunnel
measurement) over the tail section area of a specific helicopter fuselage shape and the
resulting upwash distribution over the span of the horizontal tail are shown for a fuse-

lage angle of attack of -5 degrees. The increase of the mean angle of attack at the hori-

zontal tail due to this upwash is about 4 degrees. Zero fuselage lift and, therefore,

zero upwash occurs at an angle of attack of +8 degrees; this means, that the lift curve
.Aope of the horizontal tail is reduced by about 30 % due to the fuselage upwash/downwash
effect.
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FIGURE 23 Fuselage induced Upwash in the Tail Area, W-Measurements
(a = -5 degrees)

For the investigation of the main rotor hub wake, the pressure losses at the tail rotor

and tailplane positions have been measured during BK 117 model wind tunnel tests, Reference
20. To reduce the adverse effect of the hub wake on the tail fin, the aircraft has been

. fitted with a hub cap. In Figure 24 the improvement of the dynamic pressure on the verti--
cal tail due to the bent dowi hub wake produced by the hub cap can be clearly seen.

B, SASELINE

-.-- WITH HUB-CAP

AL O AC 0 . 1.0 . .0 0.

ANGLE OF ATTACK -40 40 +100

FIGURE 24 Total Pressure Distribution at Tall Area; Influence of Main
Rotor Hub (W-Test Results)
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AIRCRAFT AFT VIEW
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FIGURE 25 In-Flight Pressure Measurement at Tail Area, V = 80 kts

Inflight measurements of the flow situation at the empennage and tail rotor area were
conducted on a BK 117 experimental aircraft, Reference 17. Fifteen pitot-tubes were fitted
for dynamic pressure measurements, and flow angle indicators at 90 degrees to one another
were installed to sense the vertical and lateral flow angles at both sides of the horizon-
tal tail end-plates. Figure 25 shows dynamic pressure maps, for climbing, level flight and
descending flight condition as interpolated from the test points. The curves indicate a
large depression area, which obviously moves downward during climb rates, and moves upward
during descent rates. These results are in agreement with the findings in References 15.
The flow angle measurements further indicated, that a constant lateral flow angle of about
8 degrees, obviously resulting from the trim sideslip angle, and from the tail rotor in-
duced lateral velocity component, occurs at the right endplate station.

UNSTEADY COMPONENTS

Interactional aerodynamics gets still more complex when taking into account the un-
steady flow phenomena, usually contained in the wake structure. Fluctuating flow components
can, in many cases, be more troublesome than steady flow distortions. At the downstream
positions of the rotor and of the fuselage usually rotor-harmonic contents, resulting from
the blade passage interaction, and also non-rotor harmonic components, resulting from
turbulent wake, are experienced. Especially the fluctuating flow elements can be the source

of severe structural loadings, and of excessive aircraft vibrations. The "tail-shake"
phenomenon encountered by many helicopters in early flight test programs (References 14
to 17), is one of the well-known rroblems in this area.

Theory is not capable up to now to account for dynamic wake phenomena, and today's work
is, therefore, mainly related to experimental investigations. Figure 26 shows results of
the above mentioned inflight measurements. Time histories of vertical and lateral flow
angles, and of the dynamic pressure at one horizontal tail station are shown. Very large
dynamic amplitudes are evident in these traces, and it is also seen that flow conditions
on both sides of the fin area differ significantly.

VERTICAL
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FIGURE 26 Time Traces of Flow Angle Measurments at Tail Area;
V - 100 ktm, right sideslip condition
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A frequency analysis, using the Fast Fourier Transform method, was used to obtain
spectrographs of the flow parameters. Typical examples are presented in Figure 27, show-
ing the frequency diagram of the vertical and lateral flow angles, and of the fluctuating
pressure signal for two different flight speed conditions. A frequency range of zero to
70 Hz is covered.Both blade passage frequency components (42, 82), and non-harmonic fre-
quency contents are evident from these frequency diagrams. The influence of airspeed is
clearly seen, indicating a substantial increase of the unsteady flow angle fluctuations
with higher speed. Usually the range of exciting frequencies coincides with some natural
frequencies of the tail boom and tail surfaces, so that strong amplifications in the
resulting airframe oscillations can occur.
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FIGURE 27 Frequency Spectra of Flow Angles and Dynamic Pressure for
60 and 100 kts Level Flight Speed

A summary of the prevailing frequencies of the flow angles and of the pressure signals
both from wind-tunnel and flight testing is given in Figure 28. Natural frequencies of
tail components and the lower rotor-harmonics are also indicated.The diagram shows a

fairly conclusive picture about the wake quality with variation of airspeed. Correlation
with Strouhal-Number relationship (f = S • v,/d) roughly indicates the components charac-
teristic dimensions responsible for the production of the wake.
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FIGURE 28 Prevailing Wake Frequency Content vs Air Speed

Flight tests have been undertaken to investigate various devices which could be of
benefitial influence on the wake impingement. The diagrams shown on Figure 29 demonstrate
the effect of a hub-cap installed on the main rotor hub, and the effect of removing a rear
fuselage spoiler, initially installed for directional stability improvement. The diagrams
show a comparison of the oscillating bending moments, which effectively proved to be a
direct measure for the vibrations felt in the cabin. Both small configuration changes
greatly improved the tail shake situation, both in level flight and, particularly, at
descent rates (right diagram of Figure 29).
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FIGURE 29 Effect of Airframe Configuration Changes on Tail Shake
during Horizontal Flight and Rates of Climb/Descent

(Measured Data)

5. CONCLUSIONS

From the multifarious aerodynamic interactions of the helicopter three areas have
been investigated, and the following conclusions can be drawn:

- Blade-vortex interactional airloads are most severe in the flight conditions of low
to moderate flight speed, particularly under medium rates of descent. Existing rotor
wake models are capable of calculating the main features of vortex interactions, the
higher harmonic airloads show good correlation in the harmonic decay with experimen-
tal data.

- Interactions of the fuselage flowfield into the rotor disc plane are of substantial
impact on the rotor flow conditions. Combination of analytical fuselage flow models,
and rotor calculation models allows for determining the effects of fuselage flow
interaction on local inflow conditions, and higher harmonic airloads of the rotor.
It is shown that interference effects are generally reduced with an increase of
the rotor-airframe clearance.

- Flow interactional effects between the rotor hub and fuselage parts, and the tail
section are of great influence on aircraft behaviour. The steady pressure loss,
resulting ir a reduced effectiveness of the tail rotor and tail plane components
can be simulated by existing analytical methods if the separation phenomena are
included. Additionally, strong fluctuating components are observed in the wake flow
which can result in severe airframe oscillations. Theories for calculating the un-
steady flow phenomena are not available today, so that an understanding of the pheno-
mena and problem solutions are mainly based on experimental work.

- Analytical resvlts presented in this paper were mostly obtained from special purpose
working models. As it seems, a combination of such models into a fully coupled model
will certainly improve the reliability of the results, and will provide a usefull tool
for practical design work.
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ROTOR-FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE ON ENGINE INTERNAL AERODYNAMICS IN
MANEUVERING HIGH-SPEED RO'1ORCRAFT

by
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SUMMARY

Unsteady loads resulting from rotor blade vortex interacti)ns and -.r:dynamic interference effects
with the fuselage in high flight speed rotorcraft are here considered fror the p.int of view of the influ-
ence on engine internal aerodynamics. Moreover, inertial forces and gyroscopi- moments during rotorcraft
maneuvers, inducing cyclic bending of the rotating disks, blades and shafts of -he engines, are investi-
gated.
Engine damages or failures due to certain combinations of frequencies, very close to aerodynamics reso-
nance, cause rotorcraft accidents. In such cases, inputs are given by interfer.nce of aerodynamics loads.
This specific area requiring further effort is identified by the present paper.
Integration of transient aerodynamic phen -n.na makes possible engine malfunctioning or flame out. Ways for
the solution, at the design stage, of such critical interferences are here suggested.
The propLIsion system is shown to be responsible to fail because of its original deficiency in satisfying
instantly excessive loading factors imposed on the cyclically variable rotor torque during the pilot
transitional inputs from a flight segment to another. Moreover, it is shown as limitations have to be im-
posed up on the operations of rotorcraft as a result of the hiph aeroelasti- vibration levels encountered
in flight, and transmitted to the drivink engines.

INTRODUCI!TOW4

When the heliconter is in flight, the rotors, engine and drive shaft%. - vibrations which are
transmitted to the structure. Each component has its own natural vibrt.. v which is affected by
its mass, flexibility or rigidity, its shape, dimens:ot. snd raterial used.
For the whole aircraft this results in complex vibrations wtaich can -um up ,r subtract. When the natural

* i.cqupncy matches that of vibrations originating from the main rotor, at each blade rotation these vibra-
tions receive an ither reflecte, oulse. The vibration amplituee increases very rapidly. These divergent

* vibrations and the resulting oscillations can cause significant transient loadings t-! the engine structure
itself and may introdure alternating stresses and fatigue effects on the engine c'mponents, t..ough the
main gear box suspension unit and the main rotor head, figures I and 2.

because of the rotor-fuselage integration, aeroelastic instabilities have to be predic',:d for a re-
liable engine control design. Fatigue limits imposed on helicopter engines are msre severe than in other
a,.motive application, because of the .'ibration level induced in the engine core. Periodic aerodynamic
and inertial blade 'nadings may have serious Lnsequences with respect to the shafts and the discs t.,
which these blades are attached. Flutter, with either random or uniform phasing between adjacent blades,
may exert oscillatory root reactions that integrate for the entire disc and excite a shaft resonance.
Unsteady loads resulting from rotor blades vortex interactions and a.trodynamic interference eftects 'jith
the fuselage in high flight speed rotorcraft are here considered from the point of view of the infiuence
on engine internal aerodynamics.

THE MECIANISM LIMITING HIGH- g MANEUVERS

A..:etse flight characteristics are encounte-ed in certain high normal load factor maneuve7. , su.s -4
transient engine torque pressure (changes during high roll rate mannuvers). Cyclic control forc, f-eluack
at high load factors has to warn the pilot that the maneuver should be limited in severity.
Avoidable maneuver limitatior

. 
include such problems as inadequate altitude margins to recover from high-g

turns a. low airspeeds, figure 3.
The boundaries of the flight en-' ove te not defined by structural limitations, as other limits ..rc en-
countered first. Among these are the aerodynamic limit of the rotor.
In maneuvers, with man normal load factors in excess of 1.3 g. like bar.kd turns at constant or varying
airspeed and altitude, as well as rolling or symmtric prllups, variab'es ,ave to be chosen to describe

tha aircraft trajectory and to indicate the loadi..,, power and vibration levels.

Helicopter maneuverability can be studied fiom the point of view of simulation on a computer. A series
of fixed- collective symmetric pullups have to be simulated to determine the thrust levels at which cer-
tain maneuver limiting phenomena occur. The pullups may be simulated at differe.* advance ratios, with
different maximum man normal load factors achieved varying the rate at which the longitudinal i,.clic stick
position is changed.

Operationl fixed- collective maneuvers are entered by di,,'ng from level flight cruise at a certain
power setting. The simulation of sysmstric pullups determines: the value of CT1 at which the onset of re-



treating blade stall occurs as a function of advance rzitio, the thrust levels at which the maximum contin-
uous engine norsepo.er and steady transmission torque rating in exceeded. The flapping stop and cyclic
force feedback limits are found. Finally, a control system fatigue limit (based on the oscillatory pitch
link axial force) and the absolut aerodynamic limit are determined. An increase in required horsepower
and oscillatory pitch link axial force also cccurs at the onset- of retreating blade stall, but at slightly
different valus of CT/a.
The maximum lift capability of the rotor establishes the absolute aerodynamic limit. This limit is deter-
mined by increasing the severity of the maneuver until no further gain in maximum mean normal load is
achieved.

The designer needs to understand the phenonena occurring during high- g maneuvers so that ways may be
found to improve maneuvereblity.
Th, max'mum normal load fdctor achievable in a symmetric pullup can be influenced by the way the maneuver

terminated. If the pu'lup ends with a pushover, the pilot will start recovery early. This avoids l'.o- g
hover, with its loss of cr-trol effectiveness. Higher normal load factors can be attained in the pullup
it is enden by - righc roli similar to a wing-over maneuver.

High cockpit vibration levels are an indication of stall. A strong correlation between oscillatory normal
load factor and chordwist bending moments are a good indication of stall. But, rotor stall is not the only
cause of high cockpit vibration. Vertical ',ibration and blade bending moments . w high frequency compo-
nents which are associated with the rotor intersecting its own wake. The occurrence of wake crossing, fig-
ure 4, is dependent on the airspeed and fuselage and rotor angular rates and is not entirely repeatable.
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Fig. I - Power transmission to main rotor.

This aerodynamic effect cannot be modified, but a vibration isolation system can postpone the onset of cock-
pit vibration to higher normal load factors.

Transient engine torque pressure surges as large as 90kPa may be encountered during maneuvers initi-

ated at high power settings. The engine torque pressure will tend to increase whenever: the rotor pitch
rate is negative, the rotor roll rate is negative, or the cyclic stick moves forward.
Engine torque pressure surge and the absolute aerodynamic limit are the only phenomena which limit the max-
imum normal load factor. Control force feedback has been designed into the aircraft to force the pilot to
iimit maneuvers to load levels that will not decrease the useful life of the vehicle. Cockpit vibration
has been found to restrict some maneuvers.

However, the load factor capability is most important in maneuverability. The limits are: engine power
in a steady turn, and rotor stall in a deceleration Lurn. For future helicopters, g levels over 3, up to
high speeds, will be required.

Wuiile the relationship between maneuverability and the functional mechanism is well understood, frequent
and abrupt changes in speed place severe stresses on the engines, gears, and all dynamic parts, which are
reflected in special engine requirements.
From positive acceleration, as large as + 2 g, during pull up in a terrain avoidance compound maneuver,
the three dimensional mission is going on tirough negative acceleration (sometimes in between - 1 g and
- 0.5g in the push-over/rolling maneuver, figure 5.

Military helicopters require a menriov- capability beyond ahover out-of-ground-effect condition:
power/maneuver margin equivalent to a vertical rate of climb of 150 maters per minute. Rut, higher tur-
alence levels are encountered with vertical component of 300 mpm, as in advanced attack helicopters.

The rapid c|.ange of load factor, roll and pitch angles, rolling and pitching speeds., Rf. 1, up to their

extreme, will result in high loads. NMr.ly half of all accidents can be attributed to f-etors related to
inadequate performance or control capability.

Peak engine power is required to make spid change- in flight path and altitude under the ,recie

14
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control of the pilot, as in hovering, icceleration and deceleration, and target acquisition.

/ae Sleev_

/T ETETEING ROTOR

chane rof 
HI GELESS ROTOR

Fig. 3 - Helicopter terrain avoidance
Fig. I1- Main rotor, maneuver.

A typical turn maneuver is described on figure

6. ITT A -I IF TRAiM TV
The propulsion systems is often responsible to -- fLgAN BULAKVNIE 111 FILN BAK
fail because of its original deficiency in sat-
isfying instantly excessive loading factors im-
posed on the cyclically variable rotor torque OLWNKA
during the pilot transitional inputs from a
flight segment to another. The computerized fuel
control is effectively inadequate to establish

continuous equilibrium between shaft drag torque
and delivered engine torque, in that resulting
excessive rpm inertial dissipation.
Moreover, limitations are imposed up as a result
of the high aeroelastic vibration levels encoun-
tered in flight, and transmitted to the driv-
ing engines. The associated periodic loads on
the engire rot.ting parts, particularly during mi. 9 TIALLIN
the so clled transition flight regime between tIP nEEI
hovering and forward flight and during high-

speed flight, are contributing substantially to
material fatigue and consequently high rate of Fig. 4 - Intersection of following blade with
replicement and maintenance of component parts, tip vorttA trailing from a leading blade
Extrme flight conditions are right and left for Vi -0.3.
turns, rolling pull- our-, Longitudinal rever-

-. sal, cyclic and collect.ve pull- ups,slope land-
ings and starts.
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Fig. 5- Typical terrain avoidance Fig. 6- Typical tur maneuver.

compound maneuver.
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ENGINE RESPONSE DURING MANEUVERS

In maneuvering flight, where sharp turn and abrupt pull-ups may be required, severe blade stall can
be encountered, because of rotor rpmdecay or high load factors. Reduction of collective pitch and/or increas-
ing rotor and engine speed will help.
Engine output shaft rpm cannot generally vary more than 10%, and gas turbine engine operation may become
critical at the minimum rpm values, with a consequential loss of rotor thrust.
Surge still exists in engines that have been abused. Repeated surging and the accompanying transient tor-
sional loads from the engine can cause damage to the airframe components.
The interstage bleed system, automatically relieving the compressor of a small amount ofair during theperiod
of the engine acceleration cycle, may encounter higher loss of power than usually. The entire sequence opera-
tion could not be controlled by the fuel control sensing gas producer speed, fuel flow and pilot demand,
therefore not ensuring proper opening and closing of the interstage air-bleed. The fuel control is a hy-
dro-mechanical device, with fuel regulator and power turbine governor. The acceleration and deceleration
fuel flow control may be in excess of the engine's ability to immediately produce the desired power. The
amount of fuel added to the air in the combustor may be not exact at all times to get a good performances,
Ref. 4.
As a result, the engine should be brought through transitory condition as rapidly as possible, keeping the
rotorcraft out of dangerous mixtures. Boost pumps, check, metering, dump, pressurizing, and shutoff valves,
and pressure regulators, of the automatic fuel flow system, are a very complex matter, susceptible of pos-
sible malfunctioning failure during rapidly changing operation. The emergency fuel system must be operated

with some care to avoid engine damage. The transient air-bleed control on the compressor rotor of the gas
producer turbines is not able to operate correctly during power turbine rotor acceleratior Unsteady air-
loads on the helicopter main rotor might be so high to stop at all the combustion process.

At high speeds, the load factors in maneuvers with sharp edged gust impact are relatively hi'. and
the effect on the engines become critical. Significant transient loading of compressor structure wou.'
usually be associated with a gross change in the throughflow, that is either truly aperiodic. The problem
of sudden changes in througflow is closely related to the aeroelastic problem of a single airfoil passing
through a sharp-edge gust front in the atmosphere, such as might be produced by a remotely originated blast
wave, Ref. 3.

If the compressor is operating in a cyclic surging or stalling condition, the required number of cycles
for fatigue and consequent failure could be accumulated in a short period of time. Low cycle fatigue might
so be encountered in compressor rotor blades, nowadays subjected to exceedingly high centrifugal stresses.

Distorted flow into a helicopter gas turbine, as a consequence of turbulence in maneuvers, can trigger
engine instabilities. Among the propulsion system margins are buzz or inlet unstart, compressor stall,

turbine inlet temperature, and mixture ratio limits to maintain combustor flame stability, Ref. 3.
Indirect effects of severe inlet distortion are also producing potentially harmful aerodynamic environments
for blading at operating conditions. Examples of such indirect effects are the ones arising from the

thick annulus boundary layer and the degradation of flow quality. The first one may stall the compressor
rotor blade tips and give rise to a rotating stall pattern of limited radial extent, giving rise to peri-
odically reversing throughflow and surge (in the case of massflow reversal); the sudden forward travelling
of the compressor discharge pressure, coexisting with the flow reversal, implies a pressure wave, the so-
called hammershock, going through the compressor into the inlet. The second one may induce usually high
turbulence levels and thick wakes on the stator and rotor airfoils, producing negatie incidence in some
stages of the axial compressor.
The degradation of flow in an axial turbomachine may lead to the onset of self excited blade vibration
(stall flutter' or self-excited fluid oscillation (stall propagation).
High - performance gas turbine engines are sensitive to not only self - induced cyclically changing loads but
also to extremely induced loads which result from helicopter maneuvers. The engine is expected to operate
in a very hostile environment, being exposed to extremes of temperatures, pressure, vibration, and mechan-
ical forces within the engine. In addition, the engine is exposed to a variety of accelerations in all

directions, thus imposing large inertial and gyroscopic forces on an already complex loading environment.
The engine is expected to function under all conditions with small clearances between rap ily moving and
stationary parts and to exibit little degradation in performance after long period of operation.

An engine stall is expecially bad in a helicopter because of the rapid load reversal which occur in the
rotor d-ive system. A stall is indicated by a sudden drop in compressor discharge pressure accompanied by
an increase in exhaust gas temperature.

The complex combination of external and internal operating forces and maneuver forces presents a big
obstacle to determining the distortions occurring in the engine during helicopter flight. Because of rotor
movement, case bending and ovalization, rotor shaft and blade bending, blade extensions, and thermal
stresses, it is difficult to predict the relative movement of engine components under all flight maneuvers.
Abnormal vibrations in an engine installation may be caused by malfunctioning engine- mounted airframe
accessories, engine mounts and other external connections, as well as by impulsive flow phenomena caused
by blade-vortex interaction on the advancing side of the rotor disk. External airloads may be so highly
unsteady to produce engine instabilities, going from the accompanying the distinctive "blade slajn'acoustic
signature of some helicopter rotors to those determining engine fatigue, failures and stop.
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ENGINE/AIRFRAME COMPATIBILITY

The structural characteristics, the inertial chsracteristics, and the aeroelastic behaviour of the
rotary wing are involving the compatibility of the ijor multidegree- of- freedom systems: rotor, control,
airframe, drive train, and powerplant, Ref. 2.

Power transmission to main rotor, 'iePur- /, for the Aerospatiale AS 350 and figure 8 for the Agusta
A 129, is under conditions that the drive shaft transfers only engine torque to the main gear box, while
other loads are picked up by the housing and barrel junction assembly. The main rotor head absorbs the
forces induced by the rotation (centrifugal force, flapping and /lag loads).

3 4 1) !*ixed ring gear

s 2) Planet gear
3) Planet gear spherical bearing74) Thrust washer

5) Sun gear

23 6) Oil jets

7) Power input casing
22- 8) Bevel pinion

9) Taper roller thrust bearing

21- 10) Cy':ndrical roller bearing
2- 11) Oil le. sight gauge

9 - 12) Magnetic drain plug

13) Oil pump
18 14) Taper roller bearing

15) Lower casing
17 

16) Oil relief valve
17) Main casing, ribbed, double wall

16 18) Bevel ring gear
19) Vertical shaft

9 20) Oil pump drive gear
21) Taper roller bearing

15 22) Oil fuller plug

23) Oil jet
1413 1 1

Fig. 7 - AS 350 - power transmission to the

main rotor.
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Fig. B - A 129 - drive system echeatic.
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Helicopter engine/drive system torsional instability can be prevented if care is taken for accurately re-
present both engine and rotor in the torsional analysis. Particular attention sould be paid to proper

lag damper representation, including hydraulic compressibility effects.

When considering a helicopter under th- aspect of dynamics, it consists of a complex system of anelas-
tic fuselage and the rotating rotor. They represent an oscillating system which can be subjected to self-
excited oscillations under certain circumstances. They can occur either on ground or in the air and are

called the classical ground and air resonance.
Up to the present time, the frequency difference between rotor blade motions and fuselage oscillations has
been sufficiently great to allow then to be considered separately. But, recent studies have indicated that,
because of the increased coupling between blades and fuselage as a result of increased hinge stiffness,

this is no longer the case.

It is therefore evident that it is notalways possible to establish cause and effect relationships for
the prediction of engine/drive/ariframe compatibility. However, through a combination nf analysis and test-
ing, proper compatibility is usually achieved. Analysis and rotor/drive/engine system integration testing
is required to establish optimum operation procedures, expecially in maneuvering. Airframe panel excita-

tion due to fluctuating aerodynamic pressures at rotor sequencies should be evaluated with a finite-ele-
ment model of the entire airframe structure in order to establish the resonant frequencies and the forced-
response stresses. Helicopter engine/drive system torsional instability can be prevented if care is taken
to accurately represent both engine and rotor/systems in the torsional analysis. Particular attention

should be paid to proper lag damper representation, including hydraulic compressibility effects.
Self-excited vibrations of transmission-mounted components can be minimized by using finite-element
analytical methods in the design stage and by test verification of the initially received hardware. Anal-
sys and testing should not be limited to rotor, but should include gear tooth mesh frequency excitation as
well.

Structural analysis, based upon finite element model calculations, is employed for stress and vibra-
tion evaluations of structural components. It essentially consists in substituting the actual structure

with an equivalent assembly set up in a series of simple solid and elastic elements for vibration anal-
sys. The method of structural analysis, applied to complex configuration mechanical pieces, permits to
obtain an excellent approximation of the real strain and stress distribution. Applied to a structure, it
permits, through the solution of dynamic equations, the establishment of matural modes and frequency of
the fuselage and the rotor coupling.
Methods of analysis of helicopter blade flutter for both hinged and hingeless blades are formulated.
The instability associated with the stall flutter is due to the adverse time phasing of the aerodynamic
torsional moment resulting from the loss of blade bound vorticity during torsional motion at high angle of
attack. The complex nature of the phenomena precludes an analytical representation of the unsteady air-
loads at the present time, but the prediction of regions of instability is made possible by the applica-

tion of experimental data. The high pitch- link loads which occur in stall flutter may be a serious obsta-
cle to increased flight speeds. The most profitable way of reducing these loads is to use aerfoil sections,
which have high dynamic-stall angles, so that they can operate in the retreating blade region below the

stall angle as much as possible.

Vibration in helicopters may lead to excessive levels of fatigue. It is common practice to design, as

far as it is possible, the fuselage such that the natural frequencies of the major normal modes are well

separated from the rotor forcing frequency. The analysis may be applied to the problem od determining which
part of the fuselage structure of a particular helicopter is most effective in reducing the roto induced

vibrational response in the region of the pilot's seat. The vibration levels are kept to a minimum by in-
troducing vibration absorbers and also modification of the fuselage structure, or by designing the gearbox
and engine mountit,,s so that the transmission of oscillatory forces is suppressed.

Accurate finite-element method analyses and/or shake testing of all engine installations, whether
hard-mounted, detuned, or isolated, are required to determine potential vibration and stress problem
areas. It is desirable to formulate engine/airframe manufacturer interface agreement during the early de-
sign stages in order to obtain a timely resolution of the potential interface dynamic problems.

The realistic rotary-wing aeroelastic problem is obviously the interblade mechanical coupling, or
the coupling between rotor and the fuselage, or the coupling between the rotor/fus<lage and the control

system.
Prediction methods for estimating total aircraft dynamic stability and response characteristics have been
developed by starting with a minimum number of degrees of freedom to describe the system.
Airloads in forward flight or in maneuver are considered as result of an erpirically modified uniform in-
flow which is dependent from the rotor ratio and shaft movement and from the unsteady blade aerodynamics
due to angle of attack cyclically variable, flight Mach number and blade shape.
The analysis becomes the simulation of a complete rotorcraft which involves a detailed dynamic descrip-
tion of the rotor and control system, as well as conventional six degrees of freedom body dynamic descrip-
tion which operates both in a prescribed flight condition dnd in transient loads imposed by pilot inputs.

In the first case, the aircraft is constrained to ur.iform flight, while the controls are engaged toobtain

a force and moment equilibrium of the vehicle at that static condition, operating directly on main collec-
tive and cyclic.pitch, tail rotor and aircraft attitude. In the second case, rotor, control and airframe,
are free to respond dynamically to external inputs.
The rotorcraft may be simulated dynamically in thirty coupled degrees of freedom: six for the body, four
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for the hub (pitch, roll, height displacement for deformation, and rotational speed), four forthe combination
of the control gyro/swash- plate. Motion of each of the four main rotor blades are simulated by two flap-
wise and one inplane modes and a pitch horn bending degree of freedom which couples blade feathering to
the control gyro. In addition to these thirty degrees of freedom, it may be considered a first torsion
mode for each blade. Since the frequency of this mode is usually over 4 1l, quite higher in comparison to
the other dynamic mode of interest, a dynamic representation of this mode increases the computation com-
plexity. This mode is included as a massless elastic response to blade torsion moments with a first order

lag.
The model with thirty degrees of freedom may be written in matrix form, and can handle hover, forward

flight, and maneuver flight conditions, Ref. 2.

Efficient design practice for rorocraft, which includes appropriate vibration analysis, requires: an
estimation of rotor loads on the fuselage structure based on fully aeroelastic analysis; an adequate know-
ledge of the structural characteristics to determine coupled natural frequencies and mode shapes; an eval-
uation of inflight vibration and fuselage response.
This work takes a very high, long and expensive, work, for instance at the IBM 370/168- type, computer time.
In such a way, the hub supporting structure can be properly designed to minimize the transfer of high peri-
odic forces and moments, into the basic rotorcraft structures, imposed particularly during the so-called
tiansition flight regime between hovering and forward flight and high- speed flight.

Inclusion of the lay damper mathematical model (with hydraulic spring effect) into the torsional

stability computer simulation of the rotor/engine control accurately reproduce the torque oscillation with
the original fuel controls. Frequency of oscillation, phasing, and magnitude of damper force, shaft torque
oscillation, and fuel flow fluctuations, are simulated accurately.

EFFECTS ON THE ENGINE OF ROTOR/FUSELAGE TRANSIENT AERODYNAMICS

Unsteady loads resulting from rotor blade vortex interactions and aerodynamic interference effects
with the fuselage in high speed rotorcraft are influencing the engine internal aerodynamics. As a limit,
if the engine is overloaded, the maximum power will drop with decreasing rpm. Since overload conditions
are accompanied by speed decreases, a sufficient margin to the "surge line" has to be maintained and the
engine output will be automatically limited. In this operating range, free power turbine engines, figure
9, are less critical than single shaft e*igines. In a free- turbine engine, however, changes in engine
performance because of load changes will also require changes of the gas generator rpm. Due to the inertia
of the gas generator rotor, these changes in power will require a longer period as compared to a single-

shaft engine, in which only the relatively quick- acting fuel valve is to be adjusted and no rotor masses
must be accelerated. This difference will result in larger rpm variations under changing loads in a free-
turbine engine as compared to a single- shaft engine.

I...I

Fig. 9- Engine concept improvement.

In the case of moderate helicopter advance ratio (forward speed/blade tip speed = Vcosa/SIR) and of
local incidences lower than that of profile stall, the azimuthal evolution of the blade local loads are
presented on figure 10 for different blade sections (at radius r in respect to tip radius R). The maximum

-. "level flight speed is limited by power availability, stall, compressibility, and aeroelastic stability

effects.

Accuracy in calculations of engine- rotor performance in calculations of engine- rotor performance is
required because the engine could be not able to support instabilities due to unsteady airloads on the
helicopter rotor.
With the development of helicopters capable of higher flight speeds, the problem of blade stall flutter
has become one of major importance for the engine operation. Classical flutter involves coupling between
two, or more, natural modes of vibration. In stall flutter, the flutter frequency tends to become equal to
the natural torsional frequency. This implies that in this case the torsional motion predominates.
Large high- frequency oscillations in torsional moment (TM),lift and aerodynamic moment coefficients, on

the retreating side, were detected in flight- test data taken from a rotor blade during a maneuver, as
shown in the plot of figure 11. This response was the result of dynamic stall induced by previously
formed tip vortices, which, under that particular maneuver flight conditions, pass under the blade at the
azimuth positions indicated in figure 11. High vibration levels are established by aerodynamic loading,
and aeroelasticity of the rotor blades, and resonance of the structure. Increased periodic forces are

occurring when the rotor thrust is increased, during transition from hovering to forward flight, and at
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higher tip- speed ratios. The harmonics above the fourth are generally below 20 percent of the principal

harmonic force. In turn, the magnitude of the harmonic forces other than the n- th one for n- blade rotor
is generally below 50 percent of the principal n- th harmonic.
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0.1 Fig. 11 - Measured time history of section
loading and moment coefficient
and blade torsional response.

p I
1.152 The analysis of blade torque moments indicates the magnitude of

0.1 the harmonic components to be about 4 ! 5 percent, respectively,
of the steady components of the moments.

But, still now, rotorcraft are operated at reduced speeds, as
•lade s ,asi th - much as 20% below the forward velocity that they might otherwise

0o 100' z/O" 360' 1" achieve, because of vibratory environments. However, the under-

standing the sources of vibration is more and more zequired for
Fig. 10 - Blade local load for reaching forward speed as high as 370 km/h.

a rigid three bladerotor. Adimensional amplitude AQ/Q and angular velocity n/Qav

cyclic variations of the rotor torque may be, near the maximum

acceptable flight speed, respectively, of the order of 0.1 and 0.05, as compared with the measured value of
ACe/Ce av' ACT/CT av and AmCmav (respectively related to the lift, thrust and moment coefficients), as

in figures 10 and 11.

The flow disturbances due to the fuselage affect the loads and motion experienced by the rotor. Hub

forces and moments are important from the vibration point of view, and figure 12 gives the predicted azi-
nuthal variation of pitching moment, axial force and in-plane force for rotor alone and with fuselage effects.

The amplitude of the fore and aft in- plane force is doubled by the presence of the fuselage, whereas the
pitching moment and axial force amplitudes are slightly decreased. Calculations indicate that fuselage up-

wash can provide a perturbation to aerodynamic forces ,hich leads to a significant blade and hub response
in a form depending upon the stiffnesses of the rotor blades, even when blade stcll is not precipitated.

In transition flight regimes and extreme flight maneuvers, as in the acceleration maneuver time historyon
figure 13, the rotor drag torque Q is varying abruptly during each revolution, because of: sudden airloads

overimposed to the cyclic pitch control of the rotor thrust; vibration and blade flexibility effects, over-
imposed to stall flutter and flap- lag- torsional blade aeroelasticity; effects on the engine of the stron-
gly aeroelastic system corresponding to the rotor- fuselage integration.

Such cyclically variable main rotor drag and induced torque Q is reduced in amplitude and disunifor-
mity to the shaft ot the tree (power) turbine. The speed reduction ratio between engine and main rbtor is

ranging, for the present rotorcraft, from 70 to 80 : I and will be increased in the foreseable future.

About in the same ratio, the main rotor torque and frequency disuniformities are reduced to the gas turbine
engine shaft. Fortunately, the rotor unsteadiness during a single revolution is spread in 70 + 80 engine
shaft revolutions!

The damping action of the transmission layout, from the main and tail rotors to the gas turbine en-

gine, is necessary for a reliable continuous power availability. From the other hand, the lifed items in a

rotorciaft transmission system, for example as complex as in figure 8, must be replaced, due to possible
fatigue damage after expiry of a fixed flying time, typically a few thousands hours.
The reduction of gpq turbine powerplant weight, in comparison to previous reciprocating engines, has made
possible to install enough power for good. performance. Unfortunately, the same kind of revolution has not
taken place in the jower transmission, where some components are operating at very high angular velocity
and acceleration. Since both gas turbine and helicopett rotors operate at a tip speed based on Mach number,
the rotational speed of the engines will increase with advanced technology engines, where the turbine in-
let temperatures will increase appreciably. The speed reduction ratio will also increase.
The gas turbine engines that have been designed for present helicopter use, such as the General Electric
T-58 on the Agusta Bell 204AS, the Lycoming T-53 and the Allison T-63, were required to have an integral
gear-box to reduce the output speeds to approximately 6 500 rpm, because it was believed this was as high
a speed as could be conveniently handled by rotorcraft.
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Inertia loadings of-ears, shalabd bearings, of the'transmission system may be serious consequences
with respect to the attached ga's turbine engine. A rich variety of vibration phenomena gives rise to dis-

torted throughflow in tte engine. Medianical and aeromechanical excitations exert, in such a way, danger-
ous oscillatory rootrreactions on the blades, Ref. 5.

With rot6r torque Q reduced about 70 * 80 times to the free (power) turbine shaft, it,%'eriodic
dijuniformity, created by moderate speed forward flight at limited vibrational and aeroelastic effects, is

practrcally absorbed through the engine gear box (between power shaft and drive shaft) and the planetary
gear unit (between drive shaft and rotor shaft), with passive heat production, Ref. 6.

-- But, when the forward speed is so high to start blade stall vibration and large amplitude aeroelastic ef-

fects, the engine is quite largely influenced and cannot compensate the required power fluctuations through
the automatic fuel control action. We may expect in this case considerable compressor- turbine and free
(power) turbine vibration and engine flow distortion. In absence of a self acting automatic control, to
avoid high flight speeds and too abrupt maneuvers, or in the case of pilot error, engine failures and/or
flame-outs could be involved.
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Fig. 12 - Predict hub moment and forces with Fig. 13 - A deceleration maneuver
and without fuselage flow effects, time history.
as a multiple of mean value for
rotor alone.

With Qe and we corresponding to instantaneous values of the power turbine shaft torque and the shaft
angular velocity, and n and 0, respectively, to the mechanical efficiency due to power dissipation
through the reduction gears, and to the main rotor angular velocity, the corresponding engine torque (con-

sidering the average torque Qav for such flight condition)

Qe - Q 
" a/we • q = (Qav ± &Q)a/we

is cyclically variable, depending upon the rotor torque and the changing mechanical behavior (expressed by
the value of )).
At constant forward flight speed, the control fuel setting is such to deliver, with a fuel flow G, (N/s),
at net heat value K , (/N), a fuel power GK, (W), corresponding to the following mechanical balance

G • K - (Qav * nay + Q* w e)/nt r
m I n (2)

where Qc # wec nt and r , are torque and angular velocity of the compressor turbine, and thermal and
mechanical efficiencies.
Now, the periodically variable power turbine rotational acceleration dwe/dt is depending upon the inabil-

ity of the fuel control system to vary instantaneously the delivered power, and it may be expressed

dw /dt - AQ Q .0/w " (J + J J2 J 
+ j  

(3)

where: Je is the power turbine rotor system moment of inertia, and 31, J2, J3, Jr are the moments of in-
ertia reduced (through the square rotation speed ratios (0/we)

2
) to the power turbine shaft, respectively,

of engine box gear, drive shaft, planetary unit gear, and rotorcraft main rotor. (In a complete drive sy-
stem, it has to be taken into account the tail rotor torque disuniformity and the reduced moment of inertia
of the relative drive components).
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The rotational acceleration is cyclically variable according the expression of A Q and Q . Practically,
such acceleration is also influencing the gas producer turbine speed, introducing flow distortions and aer-

omechanical effects on all the engine.

A problem of first priority is to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of all the modes
that have potential resonances over the engine operating range. Aerodynamic and mechanical resonance vi-
brations are typified by frequencies that, when in proximity to peak resonance response, will be exact
multiples of rotor speed and "track" with slight rotor variations. A mechanism of separation and re- at-
tachment of flow, referred to as "separated- flow vibration", characterized by non-periodic amplitude
modulation in the fundamental modes at their natural frequencies, independent of rotor speed, increases
both amplitude and amplitude modulation until the cascade develops a rotating stall and propagates surge.
Turboblading response to surge is of special importance since the mechanism results in brief but damagingly
high overstress ratios.
But, the most destructive type of vibration encountered is the self excited (flutter) vibration, charac-

terized by subtle indications of onset and explosive amplitude build-up to levels that can approach 2 - 3
times endurance limits. Frequencies correspond to the natural frequency at onset and are independent of
rotor speed.

Flight in turbulence and abrupt maneuvers might induce distorted inlet flows and engine performance
degradations. The combination of these phenomena to high amplitude (and/or frequency) rotor torque fluc-
tuations may have serious consequence on the engine operation.

The collapse of axialsimmetry of the flow in the compressor, at rotational speed lower than the nom-
minal speed, causes rotating stall. Although this phenomenon is confined only to a part of the compressor
at a given moment, as in a abrupt maneuver in air turbulence, and does not severely affect the perform-
ance map of the compressor, it is more dangerous than other unsteady phenomena to the survival of the com-
pressor. In fact, the rotating stall is comprised of a wide range of exciting frequencies which can in-
clude self frequency of one of the blade rows. The rotating stall usually occurs close to the compressor
surge line, where the blade boundary layers are thick. In this region, a wall stall or surge configuration
usually appears before the rotating stall can stabilize.
Blade stalls and rotor- induced surges are then occurring when the distortion intensity is such that steady
or surge pressure ratio limits are reached.
During engine surge, dynamics loads stress fixed and moving blades and components.
Compression and expansion wave over and under- pressure relative to pre- surge steady levels occur as a
consequence of flow breakdown within the compressor of the gas producer.
Possible indirect effect are the beam- like vibrations of the shaft, and the flexural modes of forced vi-
brations of the discs. These disc modes, or blade and disc modes of blade disc assemblies, consist of alter-
nating patterns of axial displacements with increasing numbers of diametral modal lines and circular modal
lines for higher natural frequencies. Failure prediction can then be conducted by comparing with the re-
sults of rotating disc fatigue, testing under controlled conditions of energy input.
The transmission,(from the main rotor to the engine) damping, is an important means of reducing blade am-
plitudes. The phenomenon implies the dissipation of energy and the reduction of wear of a critical part
in the case of structural damping or the generation and propagation of cracks along the internal grain
boundaries of metallic alloys. The axial machines have to be designed to withstand more severe vibration
environments by using composite materials.

Engine new technology is developing dynamic components (which have greater efficiency, reliability
and ease of maintenance), advanced materials (metals and composites), and advanced lubrication concepts,

Ref. 6.
High dynamic rotor loads in turbulence limit the high speed and maneuverability capabilities of helicop-
ters. Dynamic loads influence the reliability and maintainability characteristics of a rotorcraft and,
hence, its life- cycle cost. The goal of the techonology program is therefore to predict engine dynamic
performance capabilities during high speed forward flight and transient maneuvers.

The main rotor incremental torque A Q, in respect to the average torque Qav' is determining the
torque Qe and the rotational acceleration dwe/dt of power turbine shaft approximately according eqs.
(1) and (3), for each azimuthal angle of the main rotor.
Even thoLgh only experimental data and directly measured values could help to solve the problem,analytical
approximate procedures may be as it follows.

Rotor torque in forward flight

With the blade assumed as a rigid beam with a flapping hinge, figure 14, the total induced air veloc-
ity W relative to a blade element distant r from the no-feathering axis (as resultant of the induced
airspeed, the forward velocity V of the rotorcraft, and the rotational velocity n. r ) has a chordwise

component UT (comprehensive of Q • r)

U V cosa sin* - Q • r-- • r(x + u sin*) (4)
T

(with: advance ratio v - V cosa/f • R, and x - r/R) and a component Up perpendicular to the chord, hav-

ing ignored the spanwise component).
In the region of the advancing blade (0 < * < 180*), the relative chordwise wind due to rotational speed

na anam mmnm n mmallsmmmIn~mNil N~ mmm am Hi~m n
m Anili
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is increased by a component of V ; in the region of the retreating blade (180' < < 3600), the component
of V reduces the relative wind. The wind is blowing from the trailing edge to the leading edge in the

part of the retreating blade, where the forward speed component is greater than that due to the rotational
speed, eq. (4). This happens, Ref. 2 and eq. (4), in a circular "reversed flow" region whose diameter is

v R, figure 14.

t FORWAI FIUN

-(dL cmn.s.iO 11l| )nin

REVESE
FLOW SE610 "

0 f

AXIS

N*,.O .AW0LI 0f IIA00

Fig. 14 - Vibration of blade torque with azimuthal angle

in forward flight.

The contribution from this region is usually very small; for 1 - 0.3 , the area of the reversed- flow re-

gion is only 2.5 per cent of the total rotor area (with very small velocities). But, when p = 0.6 and
more (well above the top speeds of present-day helicopters), the reversed- flow region begins to assume

importance.

The torque dQ on a blade element (c • dr) is, figure 14, as function of the lift dL and the drag dD

dQ - r(dD • cosq - dL • sin9) (5)

It is, with W2 - U
2 
+ U

2 
- U

2
, cos - I, sin - Up/UT CL and CD corresponding to drag and lift

coefficients 
T T T'

dQ = r(C - C U/U) U2  (6)
D L P/T) T(6

where, the first term denotes the blade element torque dQd due to profile drag, and the second term cor-
responds to the blade element torque dQi due to rotor induced lift.

Eq. (6) becomes, in respect to the azimuthal angle V and the dimensional ratio x - r/R

x 3 
R
4  

02pc
dQ-dQ c (x + j sino)

2 
. (CD -CC UP/UT) dx (7)

The rotor thrust dS on a blade element (c • dr) is, figure 14,

x2 RS 0i2 o c x+Psi) 2
L Ud 8

dS - (dL comp + dD sing)) cos3 dL -x 2 U (x + ii sni*)
2
C U dx (8)

T

The values of the lift and drag coefficients in eqs. (7) and (8) may be deduced, with simple ideas of
induced velocity calculated on the assumption of the rotor regarded as a lifting surface, in function of
the local angle of attack a - e + ). The angles 8 and q, for each blade azimuth l , are depending upon

the blade pitch "collective and cyclic" control (pitch control by feathering, figure 14, contemporarely all

the blades and individually each blade) and the amplitude of the total induced velocity W (see the induced
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velocity distribution according to Mangler's theory, Ref. 4).

For instance, figure 15 shows that the rotor blade of a particular helicopter in forward flight, V 260
km/h, at advance ratio W - 0.33 operate at angles of attack which vary periodically each revolution. On
the advancing side, the angles of attack are small, while, on the retreating side they are large and, for

the greater part, correspond to angles well above static stall angle of a typical blade section. Asa given

blade advances, the tip vortex from the preceding blade may pass closely underneath it, as indicated in
figure 4 for p = 0.2, and the point of intersection moves inward along the blade as the azimuthal angle

increases.

It is so possible, at the cruise forward speed of a rotorcraft requiring a total rotor thrust S for
supporting its weight and air drag, to evaluate appropriate values of CL, CD, Up and UT as necessary for apply-

ing eq. (7).
For each azimuthal angle , (referred to a blade of the rotor) and for all the blade elements, and the b
blades of the rotor, we may get the total torque E dQ required to overcome the induced drag and the pro-
file drag. Adding to such a total torque that one necessary to turn the tail rotor, the value of (Qav ± A Q) in
eq. (1) is obtained. The periodic distribution of the rotor torque is shown on figure 16.

FORWARD FLIGHTA
Q-1.O*

=0" 0.75-0,50

Pig. 15 - Angle of attack distribution with Fig. 16 - Variation of blade loading

no uniform downwash for iB = 0.33. with azimuthal angle.

The average torque Qd av for b constant chord blades, due to profile drag, is

Hda (b/2ir) IJ ]0 
2
'•C •*c •r dr •d* =

-(b/4it)p c 2 Rg ' CD(x + sinp)
2
" x • dx • d* - (9)

0 0D o

ffi~ ~ ~~~~~~0 p O .C a( 2/

assuming an average value CD av of the drag coefficient.

The average torque Q av for b constant chord blades, due to rotor induced drag, is

R 2sQd " - (b/2r) f f j p UT D C " U * c " r " dr dt

( 1

(a b p c R
2
/4w) (U UC D + U2) x dx

0 a a

Th aergetoqu Q a fr cnsan cor basdu o rooonueddai
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where it has been considered CL - a(e +4p), %ith a constant slope lift a.
To solve eq. (10), it is necessary to introduce the rotor thrust dS on each blade element as expressed by
eq. (8), the force component d H perpendicular to the no- feathering axis, i.e.

dH - (dD cosq - dL sini) sin - (dL coap + dD sing)) - sing cosq, (11)

and the air induced velocity profile.

The average torque Qav, as in eq. (1), is obtained adding the required tail rotor torque to the values

carried out with eqs. (9) and (10).
* Finally, for each azimuthal angle P, the values of ± A Q and ±AQ. P/w, as in eq. (1) and figure 16, and
* + dweidt, as in eq. (3), are obtained for the engine (and the transmissions) transient response.

Rotor torque in "over-speed" forward flight and in transient maneuvers

During "over- speed" forward flight and in transient maneuvers, vortex wakes spring from the individual
blades and form a complicated downwash pattern, as the vortex elements spiral downwards below the rotor
plane because of high Mach number and changing incidences. Moreover, effects of flexibility may determine
complex blade bendings and coincidence between the frequencies of the blade motion with the frequencies of
forced motion or the natural frequencies of other parts of the rotorcraft.
The periodically varying aerodynamic loads along the rotor blades transmit vibrations to the hub. Aero-
elastic coupling of rotor blades determines flap- lag instability, pitch- lag instability, pitch- flap flut-
ter, blade weaving, and stall flutter.

Large high- frequency oscillations in pressure, torsional moment, lift and aerodynamic moment on the
retreating side, are detected during a maneuver. This response is the result of dynamic stall induced,
figure 4, by the previously formed tip vortices, which, under the maneuver flight condition, pass under
the blades at the azimuthal positions over there indicated.

Rotor aerodynamics simulation programs are under development for a broad range of high speed and

transmission flight conditions. From them, it will be possible to perform detailed analysis of rotor
torque variation, more critical than that on figure 16. Such aeroelastic rotor analysis contains the fol-
lowing items: accurate representation of the rotor dynamics, including the effects of the centrifugal force

field, blade twist, mass distribution, stiffness distribution, and the coupling effects between in-plane,
out-of plane, and torsion displacement of the blades; the blade element aerodynamic coefficients CL and
CD for stalled and unstalled conditions; the rotorcraft's response to pilot control inputs, gust and other
externally applied forces.

However, prediction of the rotor torque Q azimuthal signature for "over- speed" forward flight and

transient maaeuvers is a complex task involving a high degree of idealization andmany assumptions. When
the rotor system concerned is hingeless, or semi- rigid, the complexity of this task is amplified by a
strengthening of the inter- relationships that exist between the three fundamental loading actions of over-
all aircraft trim balance, rotor system oscillatory loading and vibratory forcing of the airframe.

From the other hand, the rotor torque, Q and Qe , azimuthal signatures, as in eqs. (i) and (4), may
be directly measured in flight. The collected data can be used to analyze the engine component behaviour
and the aerodynamic load distribution in "over- speed" forward flight and transient maneuvers.

According test flights, limitations are established for each type of helicopter. For instance, in any

kind of maneuver, the flight speed must never overcome the maximum forward speed in the same condition.

Quite high inertial loads derive, in military helicopters, from maneuvers like the ones shown on fig-
ure 3, 5 and 6. With load factors as high as 3.5 g, sometimes istantaneously higher up to 10 g, serious me-

chanical damages and failure on engines may be involved. With negative load factors, as the ones on fig-

gure 4, the distorted inlet flow may cause induced engine instability.

Large gyroscopic moments a.'e created when a spinning body such as the turbo-engine rotates about some

axis ot than its spin axis. The size of these moments is a function of the body spin speed, mass and
distributca of mass of the spinning parts about their spin axes (as transmission systems with roller gear
reduction unit), and the retorcraft pitch/yaw rate. The resultant forces cause damaging cyclic bending of
the rotating disks, blades and shafts. Gyroscopic moments of military helicopters may be of the order of
270 m-kN. It should be noted that gyroscopic forces are generated not only by helicopter maneuvers but

can also be induced on engine. With the per cent occurrence of the standard maneuvers loads spectrum, the
calculated lifetimes may be more than 5 OO hours for the rotor shaft, 11 000 hours for the rotor hub and
22 000 hours for the blades, and much less for the gas turbine engine.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

V - forward speed

W - total induced velocity

Q - torque

T, L, D - thrust, lift, drag
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S - rotor angular velocity

w - turbine angular velocity

J - mass moment of inertia

- efficiency

a angle of attack

CT a thrust coefficient

a solidity

n - number of g

av a average

other symbols clearly explained in the test.
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COMMENTARY FOR SESSION II

WAKE AND AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE EFFECTS
OF ROTORCRAFT AND WIND TURBINES

By

Anton J. Landgrebe

Manager, Aeromechanics Research
United Technologies Resea -h renter

East Hartford, CT 06108
USA

'he technoLogy pertairing to wakes and aerodynamic interference effects is furJamental
tu tre preoi,:tion of the aerodynamic loads of rotorcraft and wind turbines. Significant
advar.ce. trnis techrology have been made in recent years as exemplified by the six
papers -ted at t~is session. The following commentary contains a summary of the key
'eda : eacn repc:ted study, brief comments on the technical approach and results, and
re>,e.<j ,r.s fr 1uture activity. The order of presentation herein is consistent with
the Ejer , the papers in this AGARD Conference Proceedings.

;,erouynamic kesearc of Tipvane Wind Turbines
i6. J. W. van Bussel, Th. van Holten, G. A. M. van Kuik)

An interesting concept for improving the performance of wind turbines is presented

with emphasis on the analytical method used to represent the complex aerodynamics of the
tipvane turbine. Key features of the method are listed below.

Key features:

*Acceleration potential, asympotic expansion
approach

•Predicts airload distribution on "T-tail" tipvane
configuration

-Complex aerodynamics of interfacing surfa.es require
boundary condition assumptions

*Accounts for oversynchronous and undersynchronous
operation

-Predicts vortex annihilation for oversynchronous
operati3n resulting in nJ induced drag

The accurate analytical modeling of oversynchroxious as well as undersynchronous
operation is a primary requirement of the method, for the principal performance benefit
of the tipvane concept is dependent on achieving oversynchronous operation where the
tipvane of eac, blade is situated in the wake of the previous blade's tipvane. A movie
shown during the session, clearly indicated the interaction of the vortex from the
upstream adge of a tipvane with the vortex from the downstream edge of the following
tipvane. The two vortices were synchronized by tip speed ratio to place them in the
immediate proximity of one another and thereby produce a mutual diffusion process
influenced by their opposing rotational sense. It is stated in the paper that "in
oversynchronous situations the vortex annihilation is almost perfect (no induced dragl)."
It was stated during the presentation that power coefficienis above 1.0 are hopefully
anticipated. Considering, a typical peak powercoefficient of conventional wind turbines
near 0.5, tinswould be a significat accomplishment. The degree of achievement of the
high power coefficient remains to be demonstrated by test. Also, the sensitivity of the
power coefficient to off-design tip speed ratios (nonoptimum synchronization) should also
be determined by test. It was mentioned that the viscous drag can be high due to tipvane
flow separation if the tipvane is not tilted properly. Thus, experimental determination
of the sensitivity of power coefficient to off-design tip sp..' ratios for a fixed tilt
angle is also recommended.

Overall, the complex aerodynamics of the tipvane concept, resulting from interfacing
surface (blade/vane) interacting vortices, and predominant viscous drag contributions,
present a formidable chillenge to the accuracy cf the acceleration potential, asymptotic
expansion approach which assumes small disturbance, potential flow behavior coupled with
the applicability of two-dimensional airfoil characteristics to include viscous effects.
The need for a test rrogram is recognized by the authors.
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Recommendation:

-Conduct a systematic experiment with power, flow
visualization and airload distribution measurements
to provide validation data for each component of analysis
and check boundary condition assumptions.

Aerodynamic Load Calculation on Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine in Nonuniform Flow
(E. Lupo)

The cl.assical blede-vlement momentum approach for predicting the performance
characteri;tics of horizontal axis wind turbines is extended to include the contributors
to nonuniform flov. Empirical relations are included where momentum theory is inapplicable.
Key features of the method are listed below.

Key features:

•Blade-element momentum theory

-Predicts rotor loads, moments, performance

-Nonuniform flow due to yaw, tilt, atmospheric boundary
layer, tower reflection

-Upwind rotor

The accuracy of the method presented cannot be assessed from the contents of the
pnper due to the lack of comparison of the theoretical predictions with experimental data.
Also, the presented results are limited to a small yaw angle of 5 degrees. Blade root
bending and torsion moments are aerodynamic moments and do not include the blade
aaroelastic contributions (a rigid blade is assumed).

The power variation of wind turbines with changing yaw angle has been expressed in
several wind turbine references as proportional to cos n E , where E is the yaw angle
and the exponent has been assumed or determined empirically. However, due to limited
test results and/or design differences, values of n have been inconsistent. An assessment
of this method by comparing th predicted power versus yaw variation with reliable test
data would be of interest. Considering the assumptions made in the momentum theory, and
the neglect of flow nonuniformity perpendicular to the rotor disk, it is likely to be
found that this method is restricted to small cross flows and yaw angles.

The above comments lead to the following recommendations.

Recommendations:

'Experimental validation required

'Include aeroelastic blade representation for blade
bending and torsion moments

-Demonstrate analysis at more severe yaw angles where
nonuniform flow is more significant

-Calculate power variation with yaw angle and compare with
available data and cos n4 relationship

Prediction and Experimental Verification of the Resultant Inducdd elocity
Field of a Hovering Rotor
(C. Maresca, M. Nsi Mba, D. Favier)

Experimental studies of the hover performance and wake an. airflow characteristics
of model rotors with tip design variations are presented, and the results are compared
with wake analysis predictions. Key features of the study are listed below.

Key features:

'Combined free wake and prescribed wake analysis

'Experimental performance, wake geometry, core size, flow
velocities (flow visualization, laser anemometer, hot film
anemometer)
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-Tip shape and twist variations

*Correlation ranges from good to poor

The results indicate how experimental and theoretical techniques are being applied
and expanded in France to acquire a better understanding of hovering rotor aerodynamics
for improved predictive capability. An interesting result of the application of smoke
flow visualization techniques is the determination of the variation of tip vortex core
size with tip design and tip vortex age. Specifically, core size was shown to increase
with vortex age and be consistently smaller for the three designs representing tip and
nonlinear twist variations from the conventional rectangular tip blade. Comparisons of
measured figure of merit for three rotors indicate a change from performance benefit to
performance decrement as thrust is increased for a rotor with a tapered tip design.
Comparisons of tip vortex geometry predictions from a combined near free wake/prescribed
far wake method with test data indicate good to poor correlation. The poorest correlation
was for a rotor with nonlinear twist blades. Continued model rotor testing, as planned,
to provide correlation data and empirical models for wake geometry and vortex character-
istics will be valuable.

In order to further assess the analytical method, the following is suggested.

Recommendations:

•Use prescribed experimental wake to check analysis
for performance and flow velocity prediction

-Compare blade loading for nonlinear twist rotor with that
of a circulation coupled analysis

-Compare predicted blade loading with available test
results

-Test is required for combined performance, blade loading, wake
geometry and flow velocity measurements for theory validation

Velocity CouDvlna - A New Concept &ar L'over and Axial Flow Wake Analysis and Desian
(J. D. Kocur-v L. F. Berkowitz)

A velocity coupled wake model is described which defines the key wake parameters
that are required to predict induced velocities, blade spanwise airloading. and rotor
performance for hover and axial translation flight. The key features of the velocity
coupling technique are listed below.

Key features:

-Generalized wake geometry parameters described in
terms of principal velocities calculated from simplified
wake represdntations

'Calculates hover and axial climb performance and wake
features

-Provides additional insight for physical mechanisms of
hovering wake and flow velocities

The velocity coupling approach is an alternative to the prescribed wake and circu-lation coupled approaches now in use. Similar to the other approaches, a key objective

is to provide wake geometry. It is not necessarily more accurate than the other methods,
but it can provide fundamental insight for the hovering rotor wake and flow field. The
insight provided by the method may identify improved wake modeling procedures through a
better understanding of the flow field characteristics. An interesting example is the
results of Fig. 16 where it is shown that the mean settling rate in the wake, (kI + k2 )/2,
is simply the momentum induced velocity which is independent of number of blades.

The accuracy of the velocity potential approach remains to be demonstrated through a
more extensive correlation study than the one model tail rotor application reported in
the paper. Several hover performance methods have demonstrated acceptable performance
correlation for classical blade designs. The current need Is for a hover method that can
accurately predict blade airloading and performance for blades with advanced tip designs.
It is not apparent at this time that the velocity coupled approach will offer an improvement
over other methods regarding this objective.
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Recommendations:

-Validation study of wake geometry, blade
loading and performance for a wide range of
rotors

-Current hover methods have been demonstrated as
sufficient for conventional rotor designs. Demon-
stration of degree of applicability to advanced
designs is required (particularly tip shape).

Studies on Blade-to-Blade and Rotor-Fuselage-Tail Interferences
(H. Huber, G. Polz)

A comprehensive description of MBB experimental and analytical activities in the
area of helicopter aerodynamic interaction is presented. Results are presented for three

categories: blade-to-blade vortex interaction, fuselage interference at the main rotor,
and fuselage/hub interference at tail surfaces. The results show the value of conducting
and relating analytical and experimental programs to gain an understanding of the aero-
dynamic mechanisms involved in helicopter interactional effects. It is also demonstrated
that current wake modeling technology can be used to predict many aerodynamic interaction
characteristics. Key features of the paper are presented below.

Key features:

•Blade-Vortex Interactional Airloads - - Wake analysis
can predict the harmonic decay of higher harmonic airloads
similar to test data for flight conditions with blade-vortex
interaction. Harmonic amplitudes are large for such conditions.

•,Fuselage to Main Rotor Interaction - - Analytical prediction of
aerodynamic interference of fuselage at rotor for varying rotor
height is demonstrated.

-Fuselage/Hub - Tail Interference - - Sources of steady and
unsteady interference are identified. In-flight pressure
measurements, model wind tunnel measurements, and an analytical
fuselage panel method with fuselage/hub/shaft wake representation
indicate significant steady tail interference effects. Flight
test results indicate large n/rev tail interaction due to main
rotor wake and the feasibility to relieve tail shake with
airframe configuration changes such as hub cap and spoiler.

The analytical results presented, based on current wake methodology, are encouraging.
However, considerable fundamental wake modeling research and methodology development
remains to be done before comprehensive, accurate interactional aerodynamic methods are
available for routine use in helicopter design. For example, the high sensitivity of the
amplitude of blade and fixed lifting surface airloads to vortex distance and analytical
vortex representation, for close vortex interaction, must be addressed through fundamental
experiments and improved vortex interaction modeling. Also, wake geometry prediction
methods must be very accurate for close vortex interaction calculations.

The fuselage to main rotor interaction results of Figures 15 to 17 are similar to
those presented in Reference 1*. The influence of wake distortion and the fully coupled
solution for the fuselage/rotor interaction remains to be studied.

It is mentioned in the tail interference section of the paper that "theory is not
capable up to now to account for dynamic wake phenomena" and "theories for calculating
the unsteady flow phenomena are not available today". A method was recently developed
at the United Technologies Research Center for predicting rotor wake induced empennage

*Reference 1:

Landgrebe, A. J., R. C. Moffitt, and D. R. Clark: Aerodynamic Technology
for Advanced Rotorcraft. Journal of the American Helicopter Society, Vol.
22, Nos. 2 and 3, April and July 1977 - - Parts I and II. Also, Proceedings
of the National Symposium on Rotor Technology, American Helicopter Society,
Mideast Region. August, 1976.
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airloads contributing to tail shake, as reported in Reference 2*. In this method the
UTRC Rotorcraft Wake Analysis was combined with a local vortex interaction model and
lifting surface representation of the empennage to predict both the unsteady induced
velocities at the tail due to the passage of the main rotor tip vortices and the resulting
unsteady airloads. Reasonable theory-test correlation of the 6 per rev unsteady airloads
for the 6-blade CH-53A helicopter was demonstrated. Additional test results, such as the
MBB unsteady tail flow angle and dynamic pressure data, presented in Fig. 27, confirm the
n/rev airload amplification and are required for continued theory validation.

Recommendations:

-Continue simulataneous theory development, model test, and flight
test to provide a fully-coupled helicopter aerodynamic interaction
prediction method and validation data.

-Fundamental experiments are needed to guide the analytical modeling
of close blade-vortex interaction, fuselage and tail-vortex interaction
and the unsteady fuselage wake.

Rotor-Fuselace Interference on Enaine Internal AerodYnamics in Maneuvering High-Speed
Rotorcraft
(D. Dini)

This paper provides a description of the sources of engine damage and failure related
to the unsteady loads rusulting from rotor blade vortex interactions, aerodynamic inter-
ference effects with the fuselage, and other mechanisms. The influence on both the engine
internal aerodynamics, the unsteady torque transmitted to the engine shaft, and the
vibratory excitation of the engine ara considered in the discussion. Unlike the previous
papers, new methodology or experimental results are not presented. Instead, several
topics are discussed which provide a rualitative understanding of the external mechanisms
which limit engine performance and struitural life.

It is described that blade-vortex interaction effects, particularly in high speed
maneuvers, can influence all three cf the above-mentioned factors. Nonuniformity of
the engine inlet flow produced by wake induced effects, turbulence, and maneuvering flight
flow conditions can result in compressor rotating stall. Also, unsteady cyclic rotor
torque variations can be produced which can be transmitted to the engine. When the
forward speed is high enough to produce blade stall and large amplitude aeroelastic
effects, the torque fluctuations can be transmitted through the gear box to the engine
resulting in compressor and free turbine vibration.

A primary implication of the paper appears to be that many of the same concerns
for rotor and fuselage vibratory loads and unsteady airflow that are of interest in the
helicopter design process are also of significance for engine considerations, and similar
methodology is required to predict the engine inlet flow and vibratory excitation. For
example, a combined rotor dynamics and wake analysis applicable to high speed maneuvers is
needed to predict the vibratory excitation from the rotor shaft, the cyclic shaft torque,
and the wake-induced component of the engine inl&L distortion. A method accounting for
the rotor-fuselage aerodynamic interaction is needed to predict the engine vibratory ex-
citations transmitted from the rotor and fuselage.

*Reference 2:

Gangwani, S. T., Determination of Rotor Wake Induced Empennage Airloads,
Proceedings of the American Helicopter Society National Specialists'
Meeting on Helicopter Vibration, Hartford, CT, Nov. 1981.
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PREDICTION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON ROTORCRAFT

COMMENTARY ON SESSION II:*

"Wakes and Aerodynamic Interference Effects of Rotorcraft and Wind Turbines"

by
B. Maskew

Vice President, Research
Analytical Methods, Inc.
Redmond, Washington 98052

U.S.A.

1. INTRODUCTION

First, let me acknowledge the valuable contributions given to this commentary by two of my colleagues
at Analytical methods, Inc.; namely, David Clark and Mick Summa, both of whom had the opportunity to read

most of the preprints for this session.

Predicting the effects of wakes and aerodynamic interference on rotorcraft and wind turbines is, of

course, a difficult non-linear problem. For the purpose of the commentary on the papers of this session,

I have considered tnt problem in four main elements shown in Figure 1: rotor blade model; tip-edge vortex;
wake model; and rotor/wake/surface interaction.

2. ROTOR BLADE MODEL

The shape of the rotor blade, of course, largely determines the way the wake is formed in the first

Place--this in turn affects the way the wake develops, how it interacts with the blade, especially at first

blade passage, and how it interacts with other surfaces on the rotorcraft or support structure. The way
the blade is represented in a theoretical model, therefore, strongly influences how well we can predictthe detailed effects of wake and aerodynamic interference. Certainly, if we are attempting to predict the

detailed performance changes of the various advanced blade shapes--of which we have seen several examples

in both Session I and the present Session covering swept, tapered and parabolic tips, non-linear twist and
also tip vane devices--then the blade geometry must be modelled in close detail, especially in the tip
regi on.

In the first paper of this session we saw the benefits of tip vanes on wind turbine performance. The

model used for this analysis was based on the acceleration potential formulation. The authors were careful

to Point out the small perturbation assumption of this approach, and yet, in the optimum synchronous state,
when the interaction between the edge vortex system and the downstream vane is at its peak, the velocity
Perturbations are likely to be hiqh. If further development of the tip vane concept is to be pursued analy-
tically, e.q., to optimise shape, orientation, etc., then a lifting-surface model at least should be con-
sidered.

If we wish to predict in detail the performance (i.e., distributions of pressure, thrust and torque as
well as the integrated force and moment) of blades having advanced features, then the blade geometry must be
adequately represented in the methematical model. In this respect, lifting-line models cannot be expected
to treat the complicated three-dimensional flow fields present in the tip region and during a vortex/surface
encounter. I think Dr. Maresca's paoer demonstrated that. Inadequate blade modelling probably contributed
to the substantial differences between measured and calculated collective pitch, although the far-wake model
was almost certainly the major culprit.

A liftinq-surface model is a minimum requirement for treating advanced features of planform and twist
and offers direct coupling between the wake and the blade loading. Modern airfoils with reflex camber,
local tabs, etc., require even more detailed modelling. At AMI we find a surface singularity panel method
offers a very practical aoproach giving complete pressure distributions--albeit with limitation regarding
transonic effects. It also leads to Practical treatment of viscous effects via boundary layer methods and
this gives predicted edge seoaration lines for tip-edge vortex modelling, Figure 2.

3. TIP-EDGE VORTEX

The way the loading is shed near the rotor tip strongly affects the tip vortex location and character;
i.e., whether it is intense or diffuse. This has a major impact on rotor performance, noise and behavior
at first blade passage. Adequate treatment of this effect again requires detailed modelling of the blade
in the tip region. The benefits of the tip-vane model in the first paper of this session are directly tiedto the interaction between the tip vortex system and the following vane.

• Presented at AGARD Fiftieth Fluid Dynamics Panel Specialist Meeting on Prediction of Aerodynamic

Loads on Rotorcraft; May 17-18, 1982; London, United Kingdom.
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4. WAKE MODEL

As hypothesized by Gray and demonstrated practically by Landgrebe, the hovering rotor wake quickly
separates into two major parts: an inboard sheet of weak vorticity and an outer tip sheet that rapidly
rolls up to form a strong tip vortex. This had lead to the use of simplified "prescribed wake" models
summarised and extended here in Dr. Kocurek's paper. Prescribed wake models are In wide use for practical
calculations and are also used for setting up initial wakes for subsequent free-wake analyses--Dr. Maresca
used such an aoproach in his paper and this is also done in AMI's hover analysis programs, except we favor
a semi-infinite wake model representing a set of concentric cylinders of uniform vorticity. This far-wake
model has proven to be very effective in giving accurate performance predictions with considerably reduced
computing effort. It is not argued that the wake does not eventually dissipate, only the details far down-
stream are not of general interest. The far-wake model is merely a convenient and adequate representation
of the actual wake. It is felt that the added parameter of wake length in Dr. Kocurek's method offers a
means of compensating for deficiencies between the prescribed wake model and the actual wake; e.g., as re-
qards inflow and loading shape and wake geometry.

One of the conclusions in Dr. Kocurek's paper should be emphasized; namely, the need for a wider data
base. The prescribed wake models are clearly very effective within the range of the experimental data base,
but we should exercise caution when going outside this data base--as we saw in Dr. Maresca's paper. To
demonstrate this further, Mick Summa has provided some calculated results. Figure 3 compares the calculated
circulation distribution for three rotor geometries at approximately the same thrust coefficient. Simple
element momentum and prescribed wake (circulation-coupled) methods predict a large performance gain going
from the rectangular to the tapered case. These gains do not materialize when proper account is taken of
the free-wake and liftinq-surface effects. The tip vortex strength is reduced but the vortex actually
moves closer to the blade, Figure 4 (for the same thrust coefficient); consequently, the induced power re-
duction does not appear.

In addition to this, whereas AMI free-wake calculations (with semi-infinite wake model) on standard
rectangular blades agree very well with prescribed wake analyses, Figure 5, large differences occur for
tapered blades. First, the load distribution, Figure 6, relates to a non-linear inner sheet, Figure 7, and
the weakened tip vortex moves closer to the blade than the prescribed wake locations shown in Figure 8.
These movements are well within the scatter of experimental measurements.

5. ROTOR/WAKE/SURFACE INTERACTION

The fifth paper of this session examined the more general problem of the interaction between a rotor, its
wake and configuration surfaces. The interference of the fuselage acting on the rotor is calculated using
a source panel method: this only represents the displacement effect. A panel method based on source and
doublet singularities is recommended for this task: this represents the effects of circulation as well
as displacement and is more amenable for modelling the separation zones using free vortex sheets.

It is evident that the fuselage can have a strong effect on rotor loading distribution, but the paper
only discusses a one-way interaction; i.e., first-order effects. The mutual interactions of the rotor,wake and fuselaae need to be represented as these lead to important higTr--harmonic effects.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Prediction methods are advancing and are providing a means for more detailed modelling of rotor, wake
and configuration. However, experimental data will continue to play a large part in the application of
these methods. In this respect, there is a need for more data on general blade configurations, including
measurements of wake geometry and surface pressures as well as loads and moments. Such data would fulfill
a requirement to expand the data base for semi-empirical procedures such as prescribed wake analyses and
at the same time would help validate more advanced calculation methods. In addition, experimental evidencewill continue to provide insight into ways of modelling the complex flow phenomena associated with rotor-craft. Areas requiring particular attention include blade/vortex interaction and rotor wake impingement

on fuselaqe/tail.

1. Rotor Blade Model

2. Tip-Edge Vortex

3. Wake Model

4. Rotor/Wake/Surface Interaction

Figure 1. Four Elements in the Prediction of Wake and Aerodynamic
Interference Effects on Rotorcraft and Wind Turbines.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE VORTEX RING WAKE MODEL AND ITS INFLUENCE ON
THE PREDICTION OF ROTOR LOADS

by

C. Young
Structures Department, Royal Aircraft Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 6TD, UK

SUMMARY

The vortex ring wake model is widely used by RAE and Westland Helicopters Ltd in the
prediction of helicopter rotor loads. The evolution of the model is traced from the
original form developed over ten years ago to the current version which includes the dis-
tortion due to the aircraft fuselage and an interactive near wake. The effects of improve-
ments in the model are illustrated at each stage with comparisons between flight test data
obtained with the Puma helicopter at RAE Bedford. The predicted and measured hub forces
and moments for the Lynx helicopter are also compared.

1 INTRODUCTION

The wake trailed by the blades of a helicopter rotor plays an important part in
determining the loads and the vibrational forces and moments transmitted to the fuselage.
The vortices forming the wake in forward flight have a cycloidal shape extending below
and behind the rotor. Modelling the wake matnematically is not easy but considerable
advances have been possible due to developments in high speed digital computers. Methods
are now available, for example, in which the wake, represented by short vortex elements,
is allowed to distort under its own induced velocity field until it is force freel, but in
general, simpler techniques are used for day to day work. Typical of these methods are
the prescribed wake analyses in which the wake is assumed to have some predetermined
geometry or simply follows an undisturbed spiral path. The vortex ring method described
here belongs to the simpler group of wake models but cycloidal vortices are not used and
the spiral path is approximated by vortex rings.

Development of the vortex ring model began over ten years ago. The aim was to devise
a method that represented the main features of the wake but was computationally efficient,
and these criteria have always applied to subsequent changes. The original model, des-
cribed in section 2, has undergone fairly extensive modification. The positioning of the
rings relative to the blade has been improved, section 3, and the vertical displacement of
the rings from the plane of the disc made more representative, section 4. The most recent
change has been to introduce some degree of interaction between the load on the blade and
the strength of the trailing vortices. The so-called 'interactive near wake' is described
in section 5.

The effect of the various modifications and improvements will be demonstrated by
comparing the blade stresses measured on a Puma helicopter with those calculated by the
second generation RAE/WHL rotor loads analysis. The dynamics of the blade and the mathe-
matical representation of the rotor has been kept the same for all the calculations thus
the changes seen are due solely to the effect of the different wake models.

The vibration level of helicopters is becoming increasingly important. Some com-
parisons are presented in section 6 on how the ability to calculate hub forces and
moments has changed since the vortex ring model was introduced using the Lynx helicopter
as an example. Finally some areas where the representation of the wake can be further
improved are described in section 7.

2 THE ORIGINAL VORTEX RING WAKE

The original vortex ring model developed by WHL 2 represented the wake by a half ring
originating at the reference blade and typically 12 complete vortex rings extending down-
stream, Fig 1. Only two systems of rings were used, representing the root and tip
vortices, but only the tip vortex is shown in the figure for clarity.

The centres of the rings were displaced at equal intervals vertically and downstream
from the tip path plane. The non-dimensional vertical separation of the rings was

Az = 
2
r(pN + A0)/b

where b is the number of blades, pN the free stream velocity normal to the disc, and

X0 the mean momentum value of the induced velocity. Similarly, the separation of the

rings downstream was
Ax -

2sp T/b

where #T is the tangential component of the flight velocity.
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The bound circulation was assumed to be constant along the blade so the root and tip
vortices had the same strength but of opposite sense. The magnitude of the circulation
was determined by assuming that the blade flapping was zero, and setting the moment of the
aerodynamic forces about the flap hinge to a constant. The resulting expression was

=70(1 - 1.5u sin 41)

where yo is the mean circulation and is related to the thrust, rotor geometry, and flight

speed, ie

= T/pbaR 2
(0.5 - 0.1875,2)

The trailing vortex strength was therefore constant with a superimposed first harmonic
content. This variation of vortex strength meant that the velocity induced by the rings
could be evaluated in closed form using elliptic integrals, and undoubtedly contributed
to the efficiency of the method.

The impact of the vortex ring model on the calculation of blade loads is shown in
Fig 2 for the Puma blade at an advance ratio of 0.32. The measured flatwise bending
moment is compared with that calculated using the vortex ring model and the trapezoidal
Glauert downwash distribution. Both calculations were made with the new RAE/WHL rotor
loads analysis which is briefly described in the Appendix. The dynamic representation
of the blade was identical for the two calculations and in each case the rotor was
trimmed to the same thrust and first harmonic flapping angles. The differences between
the two the-retical bending moment distributions are therefore due entirely to the change
in the induced velocity.

The peak-to-peak bending moment is better predicted by the vortex ring model. The
waveform also has more higher harmonic content than the calculation with the Glauert dis-
tribution although the magnitude and phasing is not correct. Further inboard, however,
the situation is not quite so satisfactory, Fig 3. The calculated bending moments at 35%
radius on the retreating side of the disc show a double peak compared to the single peak
of the measurements. The fault does not seem to lie with the vortex ring model as the
calculation with the Glauert distribution shows similar behaviour although the effect is
less pronounced. The source of the discrepancy, th6ugh not the reason for it, can be
found from Tables 1 and 2 which list the harmonic content of the bending moment at 35%
and 75% radius respectively. The fifth harmonic is greatly overestimated at the inboard
station and this is responsible for the dip in the bending moments at about 2700 azimuth.
Note also that the third harmonic component is also severely underestimated at both
radial positions.

3 IMPROVEMENTS IN THE HORIZONTAL POSITION OF THE VORTEX RINGS

The first major change to the wake geometry was made when a representation of
unsteady aerodynamics and a model of the dynamic stall process was included in the old
rotor performance calculation. The development of the torsional oscillation on the
retreating side of the disc following the initial stall can be damped or divergent depend-
ing on the torsional frequency of the blade and the phasing of the vortex interactions 3 .
Unfortunately, there is a considerable error in the position of the blade-vortex inter-
sections viewed in plan, Fig 4, when the vortex rings are placed on a line extending down-
stream compared to the intersections of a spiral wake. The error is greatest over the
rear of the disc and had to be corrected to improve the prediction of stall phenomena.

The improved wake model positions the centre of any ring which has an intersection
with the blade so that the radial position of the intersection and the tangency of the
ring to the blade corresponds to the intersection of the undistorted spiral path of the
wake. The centre of the rings therefore no longer lie on a straight line although the
vertical displacement is still uniform. The size of the rings was also changed, being
larger than the rotor radius on the advancing side of the disc and smaller on the retreat-
ing side. Provision was also made to allow the effective origin of the tip vortex to lie
inboard of the blade tip. The half vortex ring trailing from the reference blade, how-
ever, always originates from the tip.

The mathematics needed to make the changes are not presented here since it involves
some tedious geometry. The effect on the blade bending moments at the two radial posi-
tions considered previously, however, is shown in Fig 5 at 75%R, and Fig 6 at 35%R. The
calculations with the original vortex ring model shown in Figs 2 and 3 are also presented
so that the diff rences can be readily seen.

The most significant improvements at the outboard station, Fig 5, occur on the
advancing side of the disc. The trends are better predicted but the peak bending moment
on the retreating side is now underestimated. There is a slight improvement at 35%R,
Fig 6, since the magnitude of the fifth harmonic component has been halved, Table 1. The
third harmonic contribution, however, at both radial stations remains underestimated and
incorrectly phased.

4 IMPROVEMENTS IN THE VERTICAL POSITION OF THE VORTEX RINGS

The next modification to the vortex ring wake model introduced the effect of a
fuselage. The fuselage generally induces an upwash over the front of the rotor disc
which increases the loading on the inboard portion of tne blade and can lead to premature
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blade stall. There may also be a downwash over the rear of the disc depending on the
rotor geometry and the shape of th. fuselage. The change in loading tends to excite the
second and third flap modes and the second lag mode of the rotor which can have an impor-
tant influence on the aircraft vibrational levels. The secondary effect of the fuselage,
which is the main concern of this section, is to change the velocity field through which
the trailinq vortices pass. The upwash around the front of the disc keeps the tip vortex
from the preceding blade closer to the reference blade which enhances its effect. A
proper representation of the fuselage in the rotor analysis was therefore one reason for
completely revising the procedure used to calculate the vertical displacement of the
vortex rings.

The distance travelled below the rotor by a trailing vortex filament depends on
three factors; the free stream velocity normal to the tip path plane, the rotor induced
velocity, and the fuselage induced velocity. The vertical separation between the vortex
and the point at which the velocity is evaluated will also depend on the blade flapping
motion. All four contributions are now considered in the revised wake model originally
developed by WHL4 and subsequently modified at RAE.

Consider an element of vorticity on a tip vortex situated at (x ,Yl )z in a system of

axes with the origin at the rotor hub and aligned with the tip path plane, Fig 7. The
vortex has two possible points of origin, A and B, with angular location Op = 0, or

- i The transformation from the axes parallel to the tip path plane (XTP,YTP,ZTp)
to the fuselage axes (XF,YF,ZF) requires knowing the vertical displacement of the vortex.

A first approximation to this distance can be found by assuming that the blade has only
first harmonic flapping and that the vortex has travelled in a uniform velocity field, thus

zI = xl(X0 + )N)/PT + P + zb

where 3 is the flapping displacement, = 0 -a I cos 0p -b sin #p , and zb is blade
precone at the tip. p 1 p

The co-ordinates of the point (x,,Y1 ,Z1 ) in the fuselage axes (xfyf,zf) are

xf = xh + x cos(i +a 1) - y sin(i +a,) sin b, + zI sin(i +a, ) cos b,

yf = yl cos b, + z, s in b1

z = zh - sin(i +a 1 ) - Y, cos(i +a1 ) sin b, + z, cos(i +a1 ) cos b,

where i is the shaft angle and xh, zh are the co-ordinates of the rotor hub in the

fuselage axes. Similar expressions for the co-ordinates of the point at which the vortex
was shed can also be written down (xpyZp

The first approximaticn to zf is now refined by calculating the distance the

vortex would have travelled if the mean velocity were replaced by a more represertative
velocity. The vortex travel is

xf

z = z + dz
pP TJx p

where (z) is the total velocity with components V(z) due to the rotor 'ownwash, the
free stream, and the fuselage flow field.

The rotor induced velocity is assut ed to be the Glauert downwash distribution
inside the disc, and twice the mean dow ash oitside the disc,

V(z) + E -h
=R E (9xh))

or
V(z) 2A

The velocity due to the free stream is

V(Z)R
)

= MN

. .... ~ ~ ~ ~~ = PN .. - - mm mm m mmmm•mmnmn
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thus

xf

zf Z + f T& + AO(1+ Tx d

The fuselage flow field is normally calculated b, a panel method but a simpler expression
with an analytic form for the induced velocity iic required co calculate the displacement
of the vortices. A single source td ua:'4 whose strength and position are chosen to match,
as far as possible, the front 1: "he fuselage. The induced velocity then becomes

V(z) (d)2 pT z
=R 7 2 2 23/77(x + y + z

and

xf

(x () 2  2 +2 +2 ) 
3
1
2

x +y+z

The vortex height, however, is an unknown function of x and the integral has to be
solved iteratively.

Transforming from the fuselage axes to the original axes gives the distance the
vortex has travelled vertically,

zv = (xf -xh) sin(i +a1 ) cos b. + yf sin b, + (zf+Az- zh) cos(i+a,) cos b,

and the distance between the point on the blade at which the induced velocity is required,
zi , and the vortex is

ZS = zi - zV + zc

where z includes the blade piecone, and zc  is a correction term to account for the

difference between the assumed first harmonic flo,rrlng and the true blade flapping, and
the difference between the flapping at the point. :, th3 blade and the flapping when the
vortex was shed.

Several approximations have been made in the analysis to avoid lengthy iterations
and the need to integrate along tne path of #he vortex, but the validity of the appron--
has been confirmed by flight measurements.

V . rain rotor of the Puma helicopter is well separated from the fuselage and the
effect of includirg the fuselage flow field is smaller than for some other aircraft such
as the Lynx. The inclusion of a more representative rotor induced velocity instead of
the previously assumed mean value, however, does affect the displacement of the vortex
rings. The change in the calculated bending noment at 75%R due to the distortion of the
wake can be seen in Fig 8. There is generally a.t improvement in the correlation though
the effect is not large. A bigger change occurs further inboard, Fig 9, but the improve-
ment here is probably due more ti the change in modal forcing from the different loading
than from the distortion of the wake. The blade bending moment in the first quadrant is
now well predicted, and the improvements on the retreating side arise from a further
reduction of the fifth harmonic comporient, Table 1. The dip in the measured bending
moment at about 1800 azimuth was thouht to come from the close passage of the tip vortex
from the preceding blade which intersects the reference blade at about 50%R. The ralcu-
lation, however, does not show this feature even thuugh the vortex is now closer to t)..
blade than in the previous calculation due to the reduction in the assumed induced
velocity over the front of the disc.

5 THE INTERACTIVE NEAR WAKE

The most recent innovation to the wake model is the interactive near wake. The
original model assumed only a first harmonic variation of the root and tip vortex strength
which was not directly related to the spanwise load on the blade. This is no longer satis-
factory for rotors in which a higher harmonic loading is deliberately introduced by aero-
elastic tailoring or pitch input. The predicted load near the tip of the advancing side
of the disc was also somewhat unrealistic since the trailing vortex could have a positive
circulation strength whiie the load was negative. In reality, the vortex would change
sign to give an upwash in the tip region which would reduce the magnitude of the negative
loading. This has important consequences for swept tips where incorrectly predicted loads
would give the wrong torsional response of the rotor. The interactive near wake was an
attempt to correct for some of the deficiencies but the primary concern was that the
efficiency of the method should not be compromised.
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The method eventually adopted was to replace the half rings originating from the
root and tip of the reference blade with more half rings distributed over the blade span
as shown in Fig 10. The rest of the wake, ie the system of complete vortex rings,
remained unchanged. The strength of the half rings is related to the blade load and
therefore varies with azimuth, but at any given azimuth angle, the circulation does not
vary along the ring, ic the history of the loading is neglected. This assumption is
necessary to avoid integrating along every vortex at each azimuth angle which would take
an excessive amount of computer time. The error however should be small as the velocity
induced at the calculation points is dominated by the part of the ring closest to the
blade and this has the correct strength.

The number of half rings used depends on the number of positions xbj specified on

the blade where the aerodynamic characteristics are evaluated, Fig 10. The first station
is always at the blade root, the last at the tip, with the load at both points set to zero.
The blade is divided into N segments with xb3 to xbN at the mid points of segments

2 to N -1. The first segment extends from the blade root to the point midway between
xb2 and xb3 , and the last from the midpoint of XbN_1 and XbN to the tip. The trail-

ing vortices originate from the tip of the blade and from the root of each segment. The
strength of the first trailing vortex is rI corresponding to the load evaluated at

xb2 , and the strength of the tip vortex is rN corresponding to the load evaluated at

XbN+l - The strength of the intermediate vcrtices is related to the loads on adjacent

segments.

The non-dimensional radius of each half ring is

xv xj + OT sin

where x. is the origin of the vortex on the blade. The rings are therefore larger on

the advancing side of the disc, smaller on the retreating side, and initially correspond
to the spiral path.

The bound vorticity r. on the blade at radial position j is

F = ijcjCLj/2R

where CLj is the lift coefficient, pj the blade tangential velocity, and cj the

blade chord. The lift coefficient is determained by the blade pitch, the velocity terms,
and the unsteady aerodynamic corrections, so that CLj can be written

( h i+ A
C j( u +t+a+ h -t) 0)

where a is tne aerofoil lift curve slope at the appropriate Mach number, 0. is the

blade pitch, t4 the blade twist, euj is such that ajuj represents the lift incre-
ment due to unsteady effects, Xh, Acj are the induced velocities from the half rings

(near wake) and complete rings (far wake), and a0 is the zero lift angle. Separating

the near wake velocity terms and substituting CL, for the remainder of the expression
gives

CL -C' a hj/
cLj Lj i+  J

and

r - a ckXhJ/2R - pjcjCLJ/2R

The near wake velocity Ahj is the sum of the velocities induced by all the half rings,

14+1
'hj = k J~

where 7k is the trailing vortex strengta and ajk 7 k is the velocity induced at the jth

blade station by the kth trailing vortex. The trailing vortex strengths are related to
the bound vortex strengths

k-i kI I -
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thus

X = (Ujk+l Ojk)rk
k=l

and

Na.c. k 1  cC'/
r- L (Ojk+l - vjk)rk = . R j =l,...,N.

k=1

The bound vortex strengths can therefore be found from a solution of the N simultaneous

equations. The influence coefficients ajk are particularly simple for a half vortex

ring and can be evaluated analytically using elliptic integrals.

The interactive near wake has a considerable effect on the calculated bending
moments, Figs 11 and 12. A disturbance is now apparent between 1200 and 1800 azimuth at
75%R, and the peak is sharper on the retreating side of the disc. Further inboard the
changes are even more marked, Fig 12. The minimum bending moment is now correctly posi-
tioned at about 41 = 1000 and a small dip is visible between 1800 and 2400 azimuth. The
predicted bending moment in the fourth quadrant is also much improved. Reference to
Tables 1 and 2 shows that the harmonic content of the oscillations are better predicted;
the third harmonic contribution in particular is now closer to the experimental values.

The two radial stations examined so far, 35%R and 75%R, were not chosen because
they give the best comparison with experiment but because they are representative of the
inboard and outboard sections of the blade. The interactive near wake generally gives an
improvement over the whole blade. Comparisons at two other radial positions, 65%R and
83%R, are shown in Figs 13 and 14. The prediction using the original vortex ring model is
included in Fig 13 so that the effect of all the changes made to the wake rather than the
incremental change can be seen. The improvement in the correlation is quite dramatic con-
sidering that the dynamic model of the rotor has remained unaltered and the changes are
due solely to the downwash distribution. The calculation made with the latest wake model
only is shown in Fig 14 at 83%R. Agreement is excellent although the ninth harmonic compo-
nent which is responsible for the ripple on the measured distribution is underestimated.

Attention has concentrated on the flatwise bending moment distributions since there
were more measuring stations than for the other blade stresses. The torsion moment was
recorded at only two radial positions and the edgewise bending moment at one position
but comparisons with some of this data are made in Fig 15. The torsion moment is generally
well predicted with only a slight error in the phase of the fifth harmonic component. The
correlation with the edgewise bending moment, however, is not quite so good. The higher
harmonic content is reasonably accurate, particularly the fourth, but the phasing of the
first harmonic component is poor.

6 HUB FORCES AND MOMENTS

The loads transmitted to the fuselage by the rotor in the form of vibration are
becoming increasingly important to operators of helicopters in all fields. Civil opera-
tions require helicopters to have the ride qualities of fixed wing aircraft while the
military require low vibration levels to reduce the failure rate of delicate equipment
and to provide a stable weapon platform. Vibration levels have reduced as the helicopter
has matured but new requirements are becoming very demanding. The trend in the past has
been to fit vibration absorbers to the blades and hub or to isolate the rotor system from
the fuselage to allow only steady forces to be transmitted. The need for such devices
could be obviated or reduced if the vibration levels could be accurately predicted in the
design stage when remedial action is easier to take. Predicting vibration levels requires
accurate modelling of the rotor and fuselage since the two cannot be treated in isolation.
The forcing from the rotor is the predominant ingredient however and reliable methods are
essential. This section examines how the ability to predict the hub forces and moments
has progressed over the past ten years or so. The helicopter considered is the Westland
Lynx and the comparisons will cover all the advances made in modelling both the dynamics
and aerodynamics of the rotor.

The measured and calculated fixed co-ordinate 4n hub forces and moments are com-
pared in Figs 16 and 17. The calculations were made at only two speeds, 122 and 161 knots,
using two methods. The first generation analysis did not include unsteady aerodynamics or
fuselage effects and had a fairly simple dynamic representation of the blade. The aero-
foil section was constant along the blade and the induced velocity was calculated with the
original vortex ring model. The second generation rotor analysis is described in the
Appendix. Tile calculations shown in Figs 16 and 17 included unsteady aerodynamics,
fuselage effects, and employed the interactive near wake model. The hub moments are more
accurately predicted with the new calculation method. The trend with increasing forward
speed for the pitching moment in particular is closer to the measurements. The hub forces
show a similar improvement with the exception of the longitudinal shear, Fig 17. Further
investigation is needed to determine the reason for this but previous calculations for
the Lynx have shown that the in-plane shears are very sensitive to the representation of
the fuselage and some improvements may be required. The second lag mode frequency could
also be in error since no allowance was made for flexibility in the gear box and the cal-
culated mode frequency could be too high. With this one possible exception, therefore,
the prediction of vibratory forces and moments have become more accurate. The improved
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level of correlation, however, cannot be ascribed to any particular change in the methods
or wake model. All the refinements in the second generation analysis have made a contri-
bution, thus reliable estimates of rotor vibrational levels need detailed attention to all
aspects of the rotor dynamics and aerodynamics.

7 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

One of the main advantages of the vortex ring method is its computational efficiency.
A typical calculation to evaluate the induced velocity at 800 points requires only
15 seconds on a VAX 11/780 computer. It is therefore difficult to envisage any further
major changes to the model that does not compromise this efficiency. One possible minor
change that would not increase the processor time significantly, would be to vary the size
of the vortex rings in the far wake more smoothly. At present the rings are large on the
advancing side of the disc and small on the retreating side with an abrupt change at
0 = 00 and 1800. A better representation might be obtained by calculating the size of the
rings to match the curvature of the spiral wake at the blade-vortex intersection points.
The current model, however, has been shown to be accurate enough for day to day calcula-
tions and perhaps what is needed is a completely new and more thorough treatment of the
wake for use on those occasions when greater accuracy is required.

8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The development of the vortex ring wake model has been traced from its conception
over ten years ago to the present day. The predicted bending moments for the Puma blade
were compared with flight test measurements at each stage to demonstrate the effect of
the improvements. The current version of the wake model gives quite accurate predictions
of the blade stresses, and comparisons with the hub forces and moments measured on the
Lynx helicopter have shown an improved capability to estimate rotor vibrational levels.
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Table 1

HARMONIC CONTENT OF THE BENDING MOMENT AT 35%R, I = 0.32

Improved
Original Improved vortex ring Interactivemeasured Glauert vortex ring vortex ring + near wake

fuselage

a, 203 192 140 204 268 204

b -257 -302 -328 -317 -302 -276

a2  -24 99 69 67 29 48

b2  123 191 141 178 204 110

a3  -44 52 27 78 1 -82

b3  228 -11 -12 8 68 140

a4  25 0 -40 14 7 21

b 4  8 1 -5 -16 3 11

a5  -28 -58 -64 -71 -18 16

b5  -31 80 160 45 24 -34

Table 2

HARMONIC CONTENT OF THE BENDING MOMENT AT 75%R, p = 0.32

Improved
Measured Glauert Original Improved vortex ring Interactivevortex ring vortex ring + near wake

fuselage

a1  223 253 25 274 312 197

b -311 -338 -374 -350 -334 -2.65
a2 -279 -114 -229 -160 -189 -201

b2  24 75 6 57 61 -39

a3  -63 100 80 118 56 -11

b 230 48 26 74 125 158

a 4  -80 28 49 -44 -22 -63
b b4  69 12 48 51 26 22

a 5  6 14 15 7 21 49

b 5  48 60 -13 44 52 25

A L . . .. ..
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Appendix

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE RAE/WHL ROTOR ANALYSIS

The new rotor analysis used to make the calculations presented was developed
jointly by WHL and RAE. The method of calculating the blade modes and the forced response
equation were derived by WHL while RAE interfaced the dynamics and aerodynamics and wrote
the main computer program for solving the equations of motion and calculating the blade
loads.

The analysis will treat a very general blade with various root conditions and
secondary load paths. The locus of shear centres consists of a series of straight lines
orientated in any direction so that kinked blades can be represented. Each secondary
load path can be modelled by up to three rotational and three linear springs either
attached to the blade or located at the end of weightless arms. Point flexibilities set
anywhere in the blade are also allowed. The blade root may be either built-up or hinged in
up to three mutually perpendicular directions with or without restraint. A lumped mass
approximation is not used and the equations for the blade modes are solved by integrating
from the root to the tip with the appropriate transformations being made whenever there is
a discontinuity in the orientation of the shear centre. The modes can also be calculated
with steady loads imposed.

The forced response equation is fully compatible with the modes and is correct to
second order. The equation is solved by a forward integration scheme based on the
Z-transform in which the blade is cycled around the azimuth until the modal displacements
converge. Unsteady aerodynamics are included with two models of the dynamic stall
process, and up to eight aerofoil sections are allowed along the span of the blade.
Fuselage effects, as described in section 4, are modelled and various downwash options are
available including the interactive near wake. Blade and hub loads are presently calcu-
lated by modal summation but force integration is being considered as an alternative.

• , Ii t ! I
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EQUILIBRE AEROELASTIQUE D'UN ROTOR D'HELICOPTERE EN PRESENCE

DE FORCES AERODYNAMIQUES NON LINEAIREb

par Jean-Jodl COSTES

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Adrospatiales (ONERA)
92320 Chitillon (France)

RESUME

Un code de calcul incluant lea couplages agrodlastiques en fluide
d~croch4 est veprdsentd dana cet article. Le point le plus important eat Is
modification de l'adrodynamiques tridimensionnelles lindaire pour y inclure
lea phdnombnes de d4crochage. Leas forces afrodynamiques non lindaires provien-
nent de modules mathdmatiques pour des profils bidimensionnels. Diverses mani-
pulations permettent d'aboutir h un systbme non lindaire unique dont on peut
trouver une solution approchie par une mdthode pas A pas. Quelques comparaisons
thdorie-expdrience sont donn~es en exemple.

AEROELASTIC EQUILIBRIUM OF AN HELICOPTER ROTOR

WITH NON LINEAR AERODYNAMIC FORCES

j SUIMARY

This paper presents a computer code which includes aeroelastic cou-

plings for stalled flight cases. A key point is the modification of the clas-
sical linear aerodynamics to include stall. The non linear forces are given by
some available mathematical models. After a few manipulations, one obtains a
single non linear system of equations, written in a form suitable for a step
by step resolution. As a matter of example, a few comparisons between theory
and experiment are given.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Le but de cet article est de prdsenter un code de calcul incluant lea couplages adrodlastiques
sur on rotor d'hdlicoptare, en tenant compta du d~crochage dventuel aur Ia pale reculante. on examiners en
premier lieu on exemple d'dquations de Ia mdcanique des pales. Ces 6quationa sont quasi lin~aires en fonc-
tion des portances mgme non lindaires. L'a6rodynamique examinde ensuite eat fondde aur le potential d'acc6-
l~ration en fluide compressible. Les pales sontsch~matisdes par une ligne portanta AU 1/4 avant, l'influence
de tos les sillages eat inclose. Cette thdorie lindaire eat modifide pour prendre en coripte lea rdsultats
expgrimentaux bidimensionnels sur profils dfcrochds. Le syst~me non lindaire complet, incluant lee coupla-
gee a~rodlastiques, eat transform4 par diversee manipulations pour une rdsolution plus ais~e A laide d'ure
mdthode de Newton gdn6ralis4e.

II - EQUATIONS DE LA MECANIQUE DES PALES

Lea pales des rotors d'h~licopt~res actuets sont attachdes so moyen par des articulations com-
plexes, qui permettent des mouvemente de battement et de trainde asesi bien que des rotations adaptant le
calage de Ia pale aux param~tres de vol ddsirds. La comnande de pas impose des mouvementa cycliques actuel-
lement limitde au premier barmonique, mais euscaptibles dana le futur de comporter des harmoniques de rang
aupdrieur. Dane lee rotors classiques, lea mouvemente de battement et de trainge se font autour d'articu-
lations rigides, mdcaniquement complexes et coOteuses A l'antretien.

Lea moyeux future seront en matdriaox stratifi6s couples assurant lea divers moovements, mais
dana tous lee cas, on peut supposer en premiare approximation, qua la partie empenn6e de Ia pale ee compor-
te conmma un corps rigide. Il eat ensuita possible de rajouter autoor du mouvement de corps rigide des d6-
formations glastiques de faibles amplitude, pour tenir compte de Ia souplesee de Ia pale. Pour simplifier
1'exposd do problbme, on se limiters so cas d'une pale rigide articulda en battement et en trainge. Lee
reptres de r~f~rence sont donnda figure 1. L'axe de battemant eat 01 xl et laxe de trainde eat 02Z2. La
pale peut chan~e de clage par rotation autour de l'axa 02 Y2. Si on suppose lee angles de battemant
et de train e 

9
PetI S, en ndgligeant lea forces d'inertie engendrdes par le pas cyclique, lea Oquations

de Lagrange fourniesent le sysame diffdrentiel rdgissant le mouvament de Is pale. Ce syst~me se rdduit ici
A deux Aquations lindaires X z&)=-A 8t

Syst~me I 1 t taf t~

oil Von a distance 00, , rdsac

Iz=inertie de Ia partie empennde + manchon Ljautour de laxe de battement

Ty inertie de la partie empenn~e + manchon 0,02 autour de laxe longitudinal
2. (inartie faibla)

inertie de la partie ampennde + manchon OjO2autour de l'axa 01z' ( I53wafl)

des moment statique de la partie empennde + manchon autoor de l'axe de battement]~=inertie de la partie empennde autour de l'axe07L

moment statique de la partia ampennda autour de laxe 02Z

forces adrodynamiques gdn6ralis~es.

Ce systame n'est valable que poor de petite moovements do fait de la lindarisation. On peot le
compldter an supposant de petite moovementsautoor d'un moovement de grande amplitude conno, ce qui intro-
duit des tarmas correctifa non lindaires ao dauxilme membra. La solution approch~e do systlme 1 s'obtient
coemme suit :On suppose le r~gime dtabli, lee travaux des forces adrodynamiques aussi bien qua lea dven-
tuels tarmaC corractife non lindaires deviennent pdriodiques avec Ia pdriode de rotation do rotor. On sup-
pose le conteno harmonique des tarmee do 24me mambre limitds A un ordre peo 6lev6 (dane lea calculs pr6-
sent~s 6). Le syetbme diff~rentiel eat lin~sire at A coefficients constants at de ce fait lee fonctiona
inconnoes (Q)et 0Q )ont 6galement one ddcomposition harmonique limitde A l'ordre 6. On pose par example

(2)

b----------------- ----------------b--------------- 4 6,1 Cd 6 It + 64C An Gy/

*=_Qt* at Ia position azimotale de Ia pale

On exprime ensuite le syst~me 1 en 13 positions azimutales Oquidiatantes, c'est-b-dire en
13 instants t, ce qui donna le syat~me matriciel suivant

IV6
Dana le can simplifid exposg ici Ia matrice K eat creuse, dana le can gen~ral ob lea dquations

en at IDsont coupldes, la matrice Kat pleine. on peut aussi avoir d'autrec moovennents de pales et des
dsformations glas 'tiquea isais K rectea coefficients constants. Le deuxiA-me membre comporte cocci bien la
travaux des forces adrodynamiques, que d'dventuels termes correctifa introdoits pour tenir compte des non
lindaritds does flux amplitudes finiec dec mouvements. Ce systbme matriciel eat de dimension rdduite ce qui
rend a& rdsolutjon asee. On obtient
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E3 b12J
De ce fait le mouvement de Ia pale autour d'une solution approchde @((t, 6.(Ljdonn~e, s 'expriie

iindairement en fonction des forces a~rodynamiques. Si un 6tat d'4quilibre approchg n'est pas connu, on
peut tout d'abord supposerf~z.=,r4§soudre (3) et lindariser e'nsuite autour de ce premier mouvement. Les
termes correctifs non lindaires sont faibles et n'entrainsnt aucun problfte de stabilit4. Le syst~me (3)
est sous cette forms bien adaptd pour V1~imination des inconnues p(~etO(O~entre les dquations de Ia mica-
nique et celles de l'a~rodynamique exposdes dana lea deux chapitres suivanta.

III - AMRODY14AMIQUE LINEAIRE

II1.1 - D6termination de la portance

Lea calculs d'a~rodynamique lindaire formant la base de la ra~thoda de calcul des charges a~ro-
dynamiquss et doivent fournir lea corrections tridimensionnelles dana lea cas non lindaires 6tudids au
chapitre suivant. On trouvara en r~f~rence (1) et (3) un expos6 complet de Is ,a~thode. Celle-ci eat ddriv6e
des travaux aur la itabilitd adrodlastiques des avions, aide utilise ls potential d'acc6l6ration et une

ach~matisat ion par ligne portante unique. On d~finit une surface h6lico'idale engendr~e par une ligne qui
se d~place en ae translatant et en tournant (voir figure 2). on choisit ordinairament Is ligne du 1/4 avant,
qui eat aussi l'axe de pas, lea nouvements de battement et de traln~e sont ndglig6s, on ne retient qua la
rotation at Ia translation d'ensemble du rotor. La surface engandrda sera prise comma une zone de discon-
tinuitd pour la vitesse du fluide. La partia empennde de Ia pale eat rabattue aur ia surface h~licoidale at
se projette A 1 instant t sur la surface 1: qui portedana le cas g~n~ral, una rdpartition surfacique de
doublets de preasion. Du fait de lapproxisation par ligne portante unique, lea doublets de prassion sont
concantr~s sur une seuls ligne situO au 1/4 avant de la pale. Coasse cette mgme ligna angendre le sillage,
on dvite lea 16formations de Y. au cours du tampa. Lea points de collocation, oOi Ion calcule Ia vitesse
normala induite, sont situds au 1/4 arri~re de is pale at projett~s aur le sillage. On exprime en ces
points de collocation lea relations habituelles de glissesient inatationnaire, en tenant compta cette fois
de tous lea mouvaments de Ia pale :conicit4, battement, trainde, torsion, d~formations dlastiques. La
portance le long de Ia pale eat d~compos~e, avac des coefficients A d~terminer, aur une base de fonctiona
d~pendant de la position radiale at du tampa. On a choisi:

ave c 1jICdi.

Scoordonnde radiale coordonn~e radiala des extr~mitds de Ia pale

L 0eat un polyn8ms de Lagrange 6gal A 1 pour le coordonna radiala )

#7 nombre total de polyn8mes de Lagrange (n - 5)

?l= nombre d'harinoniques (in = 6)

Isat l'azimut de la pale, 'fat une consante d~pendant de Ia pale consid~r~e. Lea forces ad-
rodynamiques 6tant pdriodiques at lea ragmas pour toutas lea pales, un simple d~phasage donna dana (4) Ia
portance pour chacuns des pales.

Lea Z, ),j-,)Yi sont des coefficients inconnus au nosibre total de 65 pour lea applications numa4-
riquss enviaag~es. Ces coefficients sorit assez mel adapt's eux futurs celculs non lindaires, car ils n'ont
peas d'intsrpr~tation physique isan~diae. Si on considbre (.2,sa.1 positions azimutals dquidistantes de Is
pale (figure3) at en cheque azimut Ia valeur de le portanca F aux n positions radiales~2'd~jA utilisde

-pour lea polynclmes de Lagrange, lea n (JA,4) valeumsde F psuvent 6tra uti lisdes an lieu at place des
On aura dens un classement ddtermind

C 6tant una isatrics de changement de base non singuliore.

Cheque fo.,ction de base tells qua LPE) coj'&' induit dens lVaapace des vitasass d~pendant do
temps at du point considdr~s. On calcule 1a composenta normals au sillege pour lea nl (2m4,) points de col-
location; points du 1/4 arri~rs de la pale pour lea G4rmel ) positions azimutalas 6quidisantes ddjh citges.
Cette composante de vitasas normals sat calculde pour'checune des fonctions de base, ce qui donna en d~fi-
nitiva una metrics tAtIde coefficients d'influence. Du fait da Is lindaritd, la vitassa induite totale W

st la sosasa des vitessa induites par cheque fonction de bae.On aura 1'6quation matriciella suivanta

(6) Ae 11 4I = ] W
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et par combinaison avec (5,en posant [A 1. A 1c! on a[A
oOi Von a pos6 n ' (fmf1)
Dans (7) le vecteur deuxibme mebe etdonni par le condition de glissement. Pour le rotor

& pales rigides articu16 en battement et en trainde, A une distance radiate )c et A une position azimutale '.
donnde, V eat Ia projection da is vitpase de Ia pale sur la normale locale.

(8) W. (... AwAin i -m~evt 1.,-estd + e(Uwd A . w

(;r-,,)cd o9 -U~n. wA y4i -AVA t)

avec i, fonction donnde de r et de t et Y,=.~ Y7

II suffit de remarquer~que dans (8) interviennent lea inconnues donnant le mouvement de Ia pale,
ici Pet 0,leurs ddrivdes ~ t 6 , ainsi qu'un terme d'excitation forc4e connue. Comme au chapttre prd-
c~dent on ddcompose OW e t AYEen adrie de Fourier suivant lea relations (2). Ainsi Ie vecteur colonne (W]

peut s'dcrire sous la formne

Si le Ygouvement de Ia pale eat connu, par exemple mesurd au cours d'une expdrience, on calcule
le vecteur c olonne[\lpar Is relation matricielle (9) at en reportant dana (7) on obtient n syst =e ddqua-
tions ljndaires dont la rdsolution fournit Is colonne des forces j.

111.2 - DUtermination de Ia portance et de Ia train~e

Dana le cadre d'une thdorie lindariade au tar ordre, une surface nonsde siltage eat une zone de
discontinuit6 pour lea viteases normales. Une partiat de cetta surface eat I t'instant t une zone de dia-
continuitd pour Is pression. L'dldment de surface rest Is projection de is surface portance aur le sil-
lage. La surface portante eat suppoade tras voisine de 1: (infiniment petit du premier ordre), on ne peut
donc faire de distinction entre un saut de pression sur Eou sur Ia surface portants. En outre, lea pres-
si ona au bord d'attaque ne pouvant 8tra juatifiables d'une thdorie lindarisde, on ne peut avoir d'effet de
succi on, ce qui exclu un calcul rigoureux des traindes de portance. Coimne cettes-ci sont n4cessaires pour
obtenir Is puissance A fournir pour faire tourner le rotor, on eat aemmend A complfter lea rksultats de Is

thdorie tindaire par des extensions aemi-empiriques dont l'origine remonte A Frandtl. On fait l'hypothae
suivante:

La surface portante se comporte localement cosmic un profit bidimansionnel, loraque Von tient
compte des influenc,!F de tous lea sillages tourbillonnaire.1, en particutier le paradoxe de d'Alembert eat
vfrifig, Ia portance eat normale h Ia vitesse locale. Sous une autra forme celit revient A dire que pour
un profit bidimensionnel A lincidence Op la force de portance F eat inclinde ee langle Op vera le bord
d'attaque par rapport A Ia norinale A l'axe neutre (voir figure 4). Ce: i n'est valable qua pour un profit
non ddcrochk, dana un fluide non viaqueux at en atationnaire.

Dana la thdorie du potential d'accdldration apptiqude aux rotors d'hdlicoi tare on peut obtenir
* une bonne valeur pour te module de F(%,L) , au moins loraque lea hypothasas de lindar'sation sont vats-

bias (rotor peu chargd). La portance vanie en fonction de Ia position azimutate de Ia pate, main lea frd-
* quences rdduites reatent tr~s inoddrdca, ce qui permet de faire une hypothase quasi stationnaire. Connais-

sant le module de Ia portance et la vitesse norisate locale Vr due principalement A Ia rotation de Ia pate
- at A In trans il.2-i de l'hdlicoptbre, on ddtcrmine eWf(IT.) par Ia relation

7rec V4

"Trdtant Ie noisbre de Mach local.

A son touir Ia relation (10) permet de ddfinir l'orientation de Is portance F (4,fr ) par rapport
A Is normale au profit laquelle eat dfterminde par Ia forme gdomdtrique de la pale et son mouvement au coura
du temps. On peut 6galement rajouter une force de tratnde de frottement -r dirig~e suivant laXe neutre

111.3 -Solution du probl...e coupld

Dana Iec as gdndgral, lea forces adrodynamiques atissi bien que Ic mouvement de Is pale sont incon-
nun. Si V'on reprend l'exemplc simple d'une pale rigide arti ulge en battement at en tratnde, on peut mainte-
flint expliciter dana Is systLame I lea travaux des forces n/rodynamiques.
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on aura en n~gligeant lea tratn~es de frottements

R

L C ) est le calage du profilI local d~termin6 par le vrillage de Ia pale et le pas c,-.Ai-
que. L'incidence a~rodynamique p n'est pa:7 connue et s d(Itermination par la formule (10) cond,iir A des
non lin~arit~s. On sait que (Xp eat un a--.Le de quelques degr~s et on le d~terminera par un cal j pas A
pas. Au premier pas on prendotp.Oet on calcule F (n,t) suivant Is m4thode qui aera expos&e plus loin, par
(10) , on obtient une valeur approch~e de OVIE, t ) et on fait enauite une nouvelle d~termination de F(ac,k).
Les calculs convergent sans aucune difficult~s, seul le mouvement de trainee 6tant inal eatim,4 au premier
pas.

Supposons qua V on sit une valeur approch~e Q (ft,) pour 0(pCJT,t), it faut enauite remplacar
dana (11) F(rt) par sa valeur d~duite de (4). A un instant t donnA, on effectue lea int~grations suivant
la distance radiate r, lea travaux C(Pidtj(t)so nt alois des fonctiona lin6ai! es des coefficients W, X , Y/.
En exprirsant ces relations pour lea 17 tIn 0% ) valeurs de l'azimut ddjA c'tdes, le vecteur colonne[V]du
syst~me (3) devient

Dana Ia relation matricielle (12), le vect,-ur co~lonne(c]et La .matrice[lisont connus. Le
vecteur colonne des ZXYeat A determiner, mais il est 45quival.-nt d'ut iier lea n(~m.1)valeurs de
F. Par combinaison avec (5) Ia relation ( 12) devient

(13)+[ ][ c j ]
Les 4quations de Ia mdcanique traduites par le syst.,me (3) daviennent maintenant

(14) k 'I + ~ K Tq-~j

Lea dquations (14) d~terminent le mouvement de Ia pale en fonction des efforts en hl (2m41)
points du disque rotor. Il suffit maintenant de combiner lea syst~mes lin~aires (7), (9) et (14) pour ob-
tenir le nouveau syst~me

(15) [[]y[J;]c],~ [w &fN'~

Tous lea termea du systL~me s)ont connus ce qui determine Ia valeur dea forces de portance.
On reporte enauite dana (14) pour avoir it -iouvement de Is pale et dans Lea Oqustions approprides pour obte-

nrlea performacs global:adu rotor. Lo faible n: inn rit~s, dorigine royaiucmeoptl
tratn~e de frottement, ou d'origine m~can qu-, mouve wnts importants en battement at en trainde, amortissaurs

ficult~s de convergence pour l'arodynam q .e in. - .1 avec 'a r. thode qui vient d'Otre exposde.

111.4 - Example de r~Aultats

Un rotor exF rimental de Is SNIAS, A pities rkgides articul~ea en battement at en trainee sans
ps cyclique, a 6t essayO N Modane an Juillet 1Q70 dans Io soufflerie S1. Bien qua ces expE'riences soient
dj anciennes ala constitu ntsencorevia base des ,confrontations th6orie-exp~rienca, aussi bian pour I'a6-
rodynamiq lin:aira qua dana !ea cas avac d crchae sur Is pale raculante. Quatre sections de In pale ont
Ase instrumentites, chacune compo)rte 10 capteurg diff~rentiels at Ia portance int~grde eat normalis~e par rap-
port A Ia prassion statique en veine N . La cas de vol pr~sentO en figure 5 a un rapport d'avancament de
AL.- 0,44. Un rapport d'avancemenr aussi Alev6 eat consid~rO cosine limita pour Ia th4orie lin~arisde avec li-
gne portanke unique. De plus, IlOtendue du carcle d'irversion deviant importanta. A l'int~rieur du cercla
dinvers ion at dana aon voisinage, lea viteases de Is pale sont faibles ce qui a conduit A suppoaer Ia for-

met pas de mei luras hypothbsca. En particuliar, ii aurait Ot utile de pouvoir estimer lea tratn~es.c d-prac ul a nri.L aqed ~u~asepictu aal ecedivrinn a-

d~pit de toutea lea approximations, Is comparaisn thgoric-expfrience resta encore .cceptabla. La niveau des
forces eat assez bien prdvu, mais I'analyae harmnsique met en 6viderce des erreurs importantaa aur lea phases.
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La mdthode qui vient d'6tre exposde peut Atre dtendue au cas d'une pale flexible. Des expdrien-
ces ant Wt rdalisdes en vol sur un h~licoptbre d'esaai de Is SNIAS, le SA 349Z Gazelle. Las pales dtaient
jnstrumentdes avec des jauges de contraintes. Un Otalonnage des jauges a dtd rdalisd a I'ONERA en relevant
is r~ponse de cas jaugas pour les modes propres de la pale encastrde au our. Au cours du vol le mouvement
de la t~te du rotor a dtd mesurd par des accdl~rom~tres, il peut Pre introduit comme donnde dans les cal-
culs. La comparaison entra Is thdoria et l'expdrience Porte sur l'dvolution le long de la pale des ampF-
tudes des harmoniques des moments de battement. La figure (6) axtraite de la rfdrence 5 donne un ext..ple
type de rdsultats.

IV - AERODYNAMIQIJE NON LINLPArhE

IV.l - Adrodynamigue stationnaire bidimensionnelle

A - Etude expdrimentale - Incidence du profil

L'incidence adrodynamique du profil est par ddfinitian en bidimensionnel stationnaire, I'angle
antra Ia direction du vent A l'jnfjnj a Ong. et l'axe de partance nulle. Si on convient de ddfinir le calage
ou incidence gdomtrique du profil comme Ztant langle entre l'axe de portance nulle et l'axe de Ia souf-
flarie.les deux incidences gdomdtriques et adrodynamiques sont confondues.Pour des profils minces, des
incidences airodynamiques petites et des viteases moddrdes, Ia partanca eat inddpendsnte du profil cansi-
ddrd. Par contra, lorsque l'incidance augmante des ddcollemaots apparaissent et chaque profil eat carac-
tdrisd par una courbe de CzLa stationnaira (voir figure 7). Si le sillage et la zone ddcollde au-dessua
du profil (voir figure 8) ant des 6paiaseurs qui reatent maddrdes, tout se passe comme s'il axistait pour
le profil un nouvel axe neutra dont l'incidence adrodynamique sersit plus faible. Pour cc nauvel axe neutre,
lea formulas lindaires seaient valablas. On pourrait en particuliar calculer la vitesses induites came
en adrodynamique lindaira at appliquer une condition de glissement pour le nouvel axe neutre fictif du
profil ddcroch6.

B - Ddfinition da 1 incidence efficaca

On charche A traduira, dans une formulation mathimatique, la hypoth~sea physiques donndes plus
haut pour un profil ddcrochd.

Sait un profil h I'incidence adrodynamique O( En l'abscance de ddcollements, Ia force de
portance par unitd de Iangueur F eat dann~e par Ia formule 16.

(16) F~ ._____V4 _Ot

c eat la corde du profil, M le nombre de Mach, c Ia masse volumique du fluide non perturbd.

Si l'incidence adrodynamique C(? eat grande, on meaurera une force 7 infdrieure A F du fait des
ddscollements. On consid~bre alars F cause engendrde par un profil fictif cald A l'incidence s~rodynamique

OtPn telle qua

(17) OFr .- ae (eF 0

fil une parte d'incidance dgale & 
0

(r-e. . Pour un profil donnd, A un nambre de Mach at A un nombre

de Reynolds donnds, lea caurbes de O(CZO expdrimentales permettent de dffinir, au mains de manibre impli-
cite, Ia relation

De nombreux rdaultats expdrimentaux sont disponiblas pour des profila bidimensionnels, mais on
ne connais pas, le plus souvent, le comportament de cas prafila anus l'effet des influences tridimensionnallas
d'un rotor r~el. Un problibme non encore totalement rdsolu eat le calcul des farces adrodynamiques aur une
pale d'h~licopt~re B partir des rdsultats exp~risiantaux bidimansionnels sur lea prafila. on a essayd de
fonder une mthode th~arique, permettant le passage du bidimensionnel au tridimensionnel, sur I'hypothbse
de Prandtl dEii prfsent~se lora du ralcul des train~es. Si l'on retranche lea Influences de tous lea sillagas,
leb i e camporte cosine en bidi~iensionnel pour le calcul des train~es. L'hypath~se correapondante rour

lad~colbaments sera Ia suivante una fois retranchde l'influenca de tou, lea sillages, In perta d'inci-
dneadrodviastique due aux d~collements sera Ia mama qua celle zoesurda rIains des conditions analogues pour

un ...i ', enaionnet. En outre, si l'#paiaaeur des aillages eat faible, leur influence peut se calculer
auIye . th~orja lin~arixtse. Pour priciser ces ideas, on dtudicra en d~tail le cas d'une aile rectan-

glied'enve ure finie en translation (voir figure 9). Dana le cadre de Is thdoric lin~arisde du chapt-
lr 1,Iaile eat sch~siatis~e par une tigne partante situde au 1/4 avant. En ne tenant pas ccsspte des

temsinstationnait~s de Ia formula 4, 1& portanco *r unitE de longucur eat ddcompos~e aur ulle base de
aocin uiyant 1lexpression

avec t 7
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Dana le cas de Ia figure 9, on a pris rl 5. On ca I.le en 5 aints situds sur Ia ligne du 1/4
arri~re lea vitesses induitea par chacune des 5 fonctions doe frce *~.P L- (y) Soitio d..cte vlitse
induite au point Pi En d~signant par Coe' le calago A-- prof.1 A l'ordonn,4e Lay niindegismn
eat donnde par

(19) )gj(1  Zoe Qj

Dana le cas lindaire Is rdsolution du systbme 19 donne lea Al valaurs de 4 et par 18 1s force
F( ).Plut~t que dutiliser lea inconnues .Z, on aurait pu raisonner A partir des rZ valeur de Ia portance
a 'ordonnde avec

(20)

(2) Le systL~me 19 a'dcrit en fonction des nouvalles inconnues

Dana un cas ddcrochd Ia force de portance deviant F squi s'exprime suivant Ia formule 18,
en fonction des FL - F (17 par :

(22) F) t Z . ~~
En aupposant lea aillagas et la zones doecolldes d'gpaisseurs moddes, lea viteases induites

se calculent comne en lindaire. Au point de collocation Poj elles sont 4gales A

(23) = i. 12f aa F
is 1 V1-

ilais du fait du d~collement des filets fluides on a 'W 1.l condition de glissament
ne s'applique plus. Caest ici qu'intervient 1'hypothLse de Ia parts d'incidence adrodynamique. Pour un
profil bidimansionnel A l'incidence Orp on aurait sans d~collament une force de portance par unitd de lon-
gueur donnole par (16), du fait des ddcollements la perte dincidence eat dgale A

(24) (' F. 7 ) - f

ou encore de fagon dquivalente, on peut dire qua lea d~collements angendrent one perts de vites-
se induita dgale A

(25)

?Fc V0
T est une fonction connue de F

Dana Ie cas d'une ails tridimensionnelle, on dcrit qua la sonm des vitesses induites par lea
portances rdelles 7(b), augmentge de Ia perte bidimensionnelle de vitesse induite, traduit encore Ia con-
dition de gliasement classique at de ce fait on a, en soesnant (23) at (25)

(26) J T 7r&4Ye

coures e CO epdrientles Deplus, on nA peut an gdn~ral, pas inversar cette expression car Fj = g(,j)
Wes ps dtemide n ou pontdefagon uie.D fait, le choix des inconnuas principales eat impo-
sOon utiisea ea j qi ue fisconnus perinattent Ie calcul des Tj. on rddcrit Is systilme (26) anus Ia

On reinarque qua Is systame non lindaire (27) apparait comma dirivd du systbma lin~aire (21) par
une perturbation du deuxibme mambre. On rajoute un facteur correctif non lindaire *.* 4gal A

(28 7T C V0

Pour justifier one mdthode de rdsolution pas a pas do systbme 27, ii faut ddmontrsr que le terms

correctif We, rests moddrO dans lea cas pratiqus. On observe tout d'abord qua dana un cas non ddcrochd
on a F - F, cA qui sntrainsli' 0, quels qua anient lea indices i at j. Dana un cas ddcrochd, pour une ails
dgrand allongement peu vrillde, on psut fgalement dgmontrer qua J3~j rests de valeur moddrde. Si I'sils

eat de grand allongement, au milieu de cells-ci tout as passe conne an bidimensionnel. Supposona cette ails
chargde par La portance F (y) - T (y), Ia vitesse induite au point Pj au milieu de laile eat donnde par
W3 avec f Ipr

j-ai
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Tj ais *'j eat 6gal aussi A Ia vitesse induite au 1/4 arriLre d'un profil bidimensionnel charg6
*par Fj-F on a: F4_-4F ___

De ce fait .P~j donn6 par 28 eat nul au milieu de laile.

Le raisonnement n'est plus valable aux extrdmitds mais on sait que lea incidences agrodynami-
* ques sannullent aux extrdmitLs libres. Comma il n'y a pas de ddcrochage pour des incidences faibles, on

a F = F et%4*est nul sux extr~mit~s. De ce fait,,X* reste moddrd partout sur laile de grand allongement
et le systbme 27 peut 8tre r~solu par une m~thode pas A pas. La premier pas eat un calcul lin~aire avec

Wi=0 , on obtient F, puia T, ce qui fournit une premiire estimation de V*. On continua jusqu'A
* convergence. Le systame (27) 6tant un syatbme non lindaire quelconque, on ne peut Atre assurd, ni de la

convergence, ni mg-me de l'unicitd de Ia aolution. La m~thode qui vient d'Stre ddcrite A l'avantage de
rechercher une solution au voisinage de la solution lindaire, ca qui eat d'un grand intdret dana lea appli-
cations pratiques, en particuliar pour lea rotors d'hdlicopt~res souvent moddrdment ddcrochds.

IVA3 - Adrodynamique instationnaire bidimensionnelle

A - Mise en forme des r~sultats exp~rimentaux bidimensionnela

Lea r~sultats exp~rimentaux, dont on dispose gdn~ralement, sont relatifs A des profile en mou-
vement de tangage sinuaotdal avec une vitesse A linfini constante. Pour fitra utilisables, ces expdriences
doivent couvrir une gamma tras complete de nombre de Mach, d'amplitudes at de fr~quences r~duites. En outre
lea rdsultats doivent ftre mod~lisAs par una m~thode si possible peu coOteuse en tempa de calcul, cette
m~thode doit pouvoir interpolar lea rdsultats at lee 4tandre A des mouvements quelconques, par example pd-
riodiques avec de nombreux harmoniques en tangage, le tout ajoutd A une variation cyclique de Ia vitesse
du vent. En gdndral, on ne possade pas de r~sultats expdrimantaux pour des mouvements aussi complexes. Una
6tude des m~thodes de reconstruction sortirait du cadre de cat article, on trouvera en rdfkrence (4), (9),
(10), desprdcisionssur lea deux mdthodes qui ont At4 utilisdes pour la calculs de rotor. La figure (10)
montra deux examples de reconstructions de boucles de Cz instationnaires, on doit se garder de toute con-
clusion sur Is qualit6 des rdsultats.

B - Utilisation des rdsultats exp~rimentaux

Dana lea calculs par Ia mdthode des doublets, on eat ameng A introduira une relation entre Ia
portanca expdrimentale 7 (tV at 15 portanca F (t) thdorique calculde sans ddcollements. Dana le cas g~n~ral,
F (t) ddpend non saulement de Is valaur instantande F (t), mais aussi de toutes lea valeure prisent par
F CG) antre 'G--O et UrL . Pour lea applications au rotor d'hdlicoptilre en vol stabilitd, Ia vitessa
du profil peut @tre considdr~e cosine pdriodique ainsi qua le mouvament de tangage at de pompaga. De plus,
on na considbre qu'un nombre restraint d'harmioninups, par example m = 6. De ce fait, pour une vitessa dane
Ia soufflaria V(V) donnde, F M~ eat d~terminde par 2m + I valeurs Fj = F ( i des intervalles de tamps
constants. On peut dcrire 4....F

11 y a 2m + 1 fonctions fi at ii - F (rj)

Las expdriences ou lea mdthodas rathtmatiques de reconstruction parmetrant Ia d~termination des

fntos C - Perte de vitesse induite en instationnaire ddcrochd

En lindaire instationnaire, on ddcompose Ia force F ('G) sur une base de fonctions pdriodiques,
au nombrad'harmoniques limitd, dgales I l'unitd pour una valaur 3du tampa at dgales A zdro pour lea autres
valeur 1

Les M sont des valaurs du tamps qui divisent Is p~riode an intervallas dgaux. Soit f,4 U ) une
de cas fonctions lebase. On paut dcrire

on touvrapou iluster e gnrede ddcomposition,en figure 11, Ia fonction WjbPdriodique,

On peut calculer lea vite4!a nduxtea su 1/4 arriLre du profil A un instant t pour lea font-
tiona g (C ) avec -o U<t . Soi 1 ( 0 ce vitess' induite. Las instants t peuvant atre pris

las ensemble des vldflh utilisd. En outra si O((t) et V (t,' sont lea vitesses at le calage du profil
A Vintantt, on aura pour 1'agrodynamique lindaire

(3)V(t)odK ) t S. A F jW (k)
,I Pt :1

C eat la corde du profil.f

on dcrit 1'6quation 30 pour (2m+l) valaura de t, le systbale obtenu oLN V, c etWi sont connus,

permet la ditermination de F (rA), puis par (29) de F (r,,. 11 i'agit d'un calcul diacrdtisA d'autant plus
pr~cia qua le nowlbre d'harmaniquea m eat arand. Pour le edma pr.)fil, h la mma vitasse at avec Is mme
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variation d'incidence, en fluide ddcrochd, Is portance est donnde par F (9) qui eat ddcomposde elleasasi
auivant Ia formule (29)

(31) = F(Vj ) (C)

Lorsque lee hypoth~aes d'dpaiaseur moddrde pour Ia zone d~collde et pour le sillage sont rdali-
odes, on peut calculer lea viteaaea indui~ea de faqon analogues h ce qui a dtd fait en lindaira. La vitesse
induite au 1/4 arrj~re A l'instant t eat W (t) donnd par

(32) w FVV)%f)(E

avac F(j j....F,,, supposg connu

atadrtLa parts de vitesse induite en bidimensionnel eat ofh:-enue par diffdrence entre (30) et (32)

w Z W4 (E)
IVA4 -Arodynamigue instationnaire, tridimanajonnelle

A - Application h l'aile en translation A vitesa constants

La vitease du vent A ljnfini eat conatante. L'aile a des mouvements d'oacillation de tangage.
En lindaire, le problLhme eat rdsolu en d~composant la portance sur une base de fonctions ddpendant A la
fois de l'envergure et du temps. Il suffit de combiner ca qui a dtd fait pour l'aile en atationnaire et
pour le profil en inatationnaire. on Scriera

On peut calculer lea vitasses induites Wijft,y) pour un point P de Is ligne du 1/4 arriare
situd A l'ordonnde y, A l'instant t. Ces vitesses induites aont calculges pour chacune des fonctions de
base Q47 i J~~

lavitease induite totale eat Ia somme de chacune des viteases induites par lea fonctions de
base. Si at( tpy ) eat le calaga de l'aile A l'ordannde y et h linstant t on aura

Vniec.La condition de gliasement comporte des termes inatationnaires ddpendant de Ia d~rivde de

Dana le cas d'une aile ddcrochge Ia portance eat dcrite soua Ia forms

(36) A

Lea hypothtsea ddipaiaaeur moddris, pour Is zone d~collde sur l'aila at pour la sillagas,
permettent le calcul dea vitaaaea induites cosine en lingaire. on aura

(37) rq

Ici W (t,y), I& viteaae induits totals n'est plus donnge par uns condition de gliasement du
fait du dcollement. Pour pourauivrs, on suppose qua Is parts de vitesse induite pour Ie prof il d'ordonnde
y eat I& rogme qua cells advenant en bidimenaionnel dana des conditions aimilaires. On antend par condi-
tions similsirea un profil bidimensionnal dont I* portance sarait IF G6,y) loraque -6varie de -401 t.
Cette parte de vitesse induite eat donnda par (33). On aura alora en combinant (33), (35) at (37) Ia nou-
velse relation:

La relation (38)esteauiteexprinde pour lea inatantst -%appatsunt a 1'ensemble des tempa dqui-
distant., qui ont aervi h 1& difinition des gi (r). De m~me, lea ordonns y aeront priaea done l'enaemble
servant de base A I& df inition des polynboea de Lagrange. En dcrivant (38) pour toutea lea ordonnies ,
at pour tous lea instants r94, on aboutit au syatbme non lindaire auivant
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2Ln1

Dans le cas d'un m~me profil tout le long de laile la fonctionlit ne d~pend plus de t

Diverses md thodes de r~solution sont possibles pour le systbme (39). En s'inspirant de ce qui
a 6t fait en stationnaire, l'une d'elle consiste en le fait de rajouter et de retrancher le syst~me Ii-
ndaire (35). On obtient alors

(40) f T Fe = V oc( -ift~ a (~)

Q~ecZ (i' #e( ',i

Les inconnues principales sont lea Fij, une f is d~termin~s, les experiences ou les m~thodes de
reconstruction permettent de remonter aux forces non lineaires Fij, linverse nest pas vrai. Au premier
pas de calcul le terme correctif:

i.1 iJ j.1

est pria 4gal A zdro ce qui nWest vrai que pour des cas non ddcrochds.

Dans le cas gdn~ral 'JVest diffdrent de zdro, ii serait souhaitable que as valeur reste mod~rde
comme en stationnaire. On peut bien entendu traiter des cas stationnaires A l'aide de Is th~orie inatation-
naire en rendant le calage inddpendant du temps. A ce moment, les Fi~j et Fij ne d~pendent plus de lindice
i et le terme correctif instationnaire se rdduit au terme correctif stationnaire de Ia formule (28) dont
il1 est une discrdtisation dans le temps. Les remarques qui ont dt faites sont toujours valables at on eat
assurd d'avoir W*de faible valeur. Malheureusement, pour des ces inatationnaires sdvbres comme ceux ren-
contrds Sur un rotor d'hdlicoptbre, Ia fonction 7 - f (Fl.;.. F?m ,1)a un comnortement tellemant erratique
daux boucles de d~crochage, qu'elle compromet la stabiliftd d une m~thode de rdsolution pas A peas fondde

:Ou _____aio scesv de ems or ctf %w.on eat amend Autiliser une mfthode de Newton g~nd-
rpertielle pare difrence finie. Oni a

Soit ij un soltion pprocdqui eat~m u4) n en valeu ite ar apr u forces nomie ise

ainsi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ clu suiant oeru orcaueds qain uss~e n pach rch te la e nouvelle solution sous

paormeit le calcula juqu pc miniu lfoc e plspnh npretd aslton linaire. Cosnne oni ne7j)ae

peu Ote aude eisnd e at2 di e nit ndae e olution de 4),I m~od e ustil ds fes lexm rie de

oori n soltind puroch e nio plausible.t n vlu ptteprraprtaxfocs

en4.-n etp epolm.Pr et ehiul ytm o inar 4)dvetu ytm i
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B - Application A lhdlicopt~re en vol avangant

Au paragraphe prdcddnt, on a suppos4 que le profit ae comportait localement coesne en bidimen-
sionnel une fois d~duit divers vitesses induites. Le comportement bidimensionnel eat donn6 par l'expdrience
St ai la mdthode de reconstruction est bonne, on peut espdrer obtenir, pour une vitesas A 1'infini constants
et pour des variations sinusoidales du calage de l'aiie, une bonne~valuation des forces de portance. Pour
lhhdiicopt~re en vol avangant, Ia composante de Ia vitesse normale A Is pale eat une fonction sinusoTdale
de 1'azimut. Lea variations sont de grande amplitude mais heureusement A frdquence faible, on ne dispose en
g~ndral pas de valeurs exp~rimentales pour un tel mouvement. La m~thode de reconstitution des boucles deCa
devra alors inclure une extension auI cas d'une vitesse A l'infini variable. Cette extension se fait A par-
tir d'hypothbses quasi atationnairea, le rdsultat eat pratiquement inv~rifiable, lea forces sur un rotor

* r~el 6tant Is rdsultat de conditions trop complexes pour 8trs isol~es. De plus, on n~glige les effets cen-
trifuges exerc~s par la rotation des pales sur Ia zone de fluide d~coll6 et entrain4. De mgme l'influence
sur le ddcrochage de Ia composante radiate de la vitease d'avancement de l'appareii st mal connue (rdf4-
rence 10).

Avec toutes les reserves pr&cdentes, lea hypoth~ses d'46paisseur mod~r~e des sillages et des
zones ddcolides, pensettent le calcul des vitesses induites au 1/4 srri !re de 1-. pals comme en adrodyna-
mique lindaire. Si on suppose ensuite, que Ia section consid~rde se comporte comnse un profit bidimension-
nel dont lea forces de portance sont donndes par une extension hsrdie des r.esultats expdrimentaux, on
obtient alors un systbme non lindaire analogue & (40), qui se rdsout suivant les m~mes principes. Un exeeple
de rdsultat eat donnd en figure 12. 11 s'agit de Ia adrie d'essaisaffectuds A Modane et d~jA utilis~s en
figure 5 pour Is thdorie lindaire. Cette fois le rapport d'avancement eat de A= 0,3 mais le cas de vol
eat tres charg6, le d~crochage apparait sur Is pale reculante. Le mouvement de Ia pale eat siesur4 en cours
d'essai et imposd dana lea calculs pour isoler lea effets adrodynamiques. La thdorie lin~aire donne dana
ia zone de la pale reculants des forces de portance trop grands I a simple utilisation des courbes de C
atatique am,6liore lea r~sultats. Le d~crochage instationnairs st moddlis6 par Is mdthode de Boeing pour
le profit NACA 0012, son introduction dana lea calculs rapproche aensiblement la thdorie des rdsultats
sxp~rimentaux, sauf en extrdmit4 de pale o~i lea faibles incidences adrodynamiques ne peuvent donner lieu
A du ddcrochage suivant is th~orie expoade ici. on constate pourtant un fort ddcrochage sur ia pale recu-
lante, sans doute doit-il 6tre expliqud par l'influence des gradientade pressi n dana le sens radial ou
par ia centrifugation du fluide mort.

C - Exemple d'utilisation - Choix d'un profit

Lea profits sont Lgrudigs par Is thgorie en bidimensionnel atationnaire jusqu'A lVincidence de
ddcrochsge, ius sont ensuite passs en soufflerie pour l'inatationnaire. Qusiques programmes de calculs
partant des dquations de Navier-Stockespermettent des 6tudes en inatationnaire ddcrochd, mais is temps
machine eat voisin de Is demi-journ~e St ius ne sont gu~re utiliags dana 1Vindustrie. Bien que cette situa-
tion soit loin d'dtre satisfaisante, de nouvelles familles de profits sont d~velopp~es et 1'exp~rience
prouve qu'ils sont ausceptibles d'amdliorer lea performances St Is comportement vibratoire des h~licoptbres.
La m~thode de catcul qui a dt4 d~crite dana lea paragraphes prdc~dents permet le passage du bidimensionnel
au tridimensionnel, shle peut en ddpit de sea imprdcisions apporter une side appr~ciable dana Is choix des
profits dont l'6paisseur eat variable le long de la pale. A titre d'sxempls, on trouvera en figure 14 des
comparaisons d'6volution de C&. pour deux profits d'dpaisssur 12%. L'un st le profit classiqus NACA 0012
moddlis6 par Is m~thode de Boeing, lautre eat is profit ONERA-AEROSPATIALE OA 212 utilisg actuslisment
sur uns partis des pales du Dauphin et modglis6 par Is m~thode ONERA avec des 6quations diff~rentielles
coupides. Bien quail n sit pas 4td possible de moddliser lea profits a laide du m~ms mod~ls, on peut
ess~rer que lea deux modiles mathdmatiquea donnent des rgsultsts voisins de Is r~slitd, ce qui permet de
comparer lea deux profits. On a choisi des pales de m~ms forme gdom~trique que celles des exp~riences de
lModane, is profit eat ie mgme tout Is long de is pale, le rapport d'avancement eat de )L= 0,3 et is mouve-
ment de pals est impoad. Pour ne pas compliquer l'interprdtation ds rdaultats, on a tout d'abord effectu6
un cdlcui lin~aire qui fournit is loi d'incidence et on examine ensuite le comportement du profit pour cette
6volution d'incidence fixge. Ii s'agit en fait du premier paa de calcul de la mdthode expos~e dana cette

aril. On conatate, pour lea deux distances radiaes prsntes en thgure 14, une amdioration sensi-
ble~~~~ Is iCvlu uC funeprl A 212 A lazimut 2700. A Ia distan.-e'l/R,= 0,81, on obtient prati-

quemnt e q indire t o nepeut donc chercher A amgliorer is profit, par contre A is distance
VRI 0,1, ds ginsconsiddrabiss sont encore posaiblesen particulier A partir de l'azimut 3100. On

petasimtr nduel maniL~i dont lea diff~rents modilles mathdmatiques pr~voient Is recollement.
En exrmt ep leae incides'css qcnt faibles et it n'y spas de diff~rence entre lea deux profila,au
mains en thdorie. Lea calculs pr&rentes en figure 14 peuvent 6trs poursuivia jusqu'A convergence et m~ms
Otte effectuds pour un cas plus proche de Ii, r~alit6 incluant is couplage avec lea mouvementa de Ia pale.

5 - COUPLACES DES MOUVENENTS DE PALE AVEC L'AERODYNA1 IQUE NON LINEAIRE

A - Ndthode de calcul

On a d~jA vu en chapitrs II que Is mouvement de la pals s'exprimait de faqon quasi lin~aire en
fonction des forces adrodynamiques, ce fait eat toujours valable pour iea cas ddcrochds, mais cette fois il
faut remplacer lea forces lindaires Fij par les forces non lindaires Fij. I1 exists cependant une diffdren-
ce, en lindaire les forces de tratndes sont faibles -t sont introduites par un terms en C%, Dana le cas
de d~collements, lea traindea sont importantes, on connait en gdndral Ia valeur du coefficient de trainde
an stationnaire, mais les r~sultats exprimentaux instationnaires font ddfaut st il nWexiste pas de modale
mathdrnstique disponible. 11 faut alora as contenter d'introduire des trainees quasi stationnaires our es-
timer l'accrotesement de puissance n~cessaire pour compenserles pertes dues aux d~collements. S (rt
eat Ia force do trainde en Newton/mbtre, lea relations (11) deviennent
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On a persistd pour lea calcula prdsentds A introduire lea f (r, t) comme des termes correctifs
dvaluds A chaque pas de calcul, en effet, ig interviennent peu dans le mouvement de battement et lea mou-
vements de trafn~e de pale, oO il sont pr~ponddrents, sont toujours de foible amplitude.

Comme 7 Cr, t) eat ddcompotsd aur ia base ddjA introduite pour F (r, t) dana la relation (4), si
on classe dans un ordre ddtermin6 lea Fij, les relations (13) et (14), o5 V'on remplace Fi par Ti, sont
toujours valables. De mime, ls condition de glissement donnde par (9) reste inchangde. Par contre, le sys-
t!me 'dquat ions d'origine adrodynamique eat changd, c'est maintenant le systbme (40) qui s'dcrit anus ls
forme matricielle suivante

et par combinaison avec (9) il devient

(45) A. i
Si on combine (45) avec Ie systlme (14) oa Veon a remplacd lea Fi par des Fi cosine il a dtd dit

plus haut, il vientT 

i J C -] F [ C F'

(46)

[B ]=[ J Kj[ T I[ C-']
On posers a] ~ [ K 4[] ~

[':N4Wei+[ KB]%'+

Le systbme (46) peut &lore s'4crire anus I. formerA] + [r~
(47) 1.

Au deuxiame membre, on voit apparattre des termas correctife duo aux non-1indaritesadrodynami-
ques. En outre, Ie vecteur colonne Qe0doit Atre rdactualisd A chaqus pas de calcul pour tenir compte des
traines. Cosine il a dt# dit au chapttre prdcddent pour l'adrodynamique non Iinfaire sans couplage u~casi-que, on ne peut rdsoudre (47) par approximation successives du terms correctif. 11 faut utiliser une mdtho-
de de Newton gdndralisde.

A partir d'une solution approchge (F, 1), on recherche une solution ( Ff SF, ( fSW par
lindarisation des resTF La systbme (42), qui traduit lea rdsultats bidiumensionnels instationnaires dd-
crochdo, peut se mnsre anus la forms matricielle dquivalente
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(48) [~
on obtient alors un nouveau systbme lindaire oD lea inconnues sont lea &F. La r~solution de ce

syst~me fournit lea CF. On reprend lea calculs A partir d'une nouvelle solution F + I SF o&lest un facteur
de relaxation et on rdactualise le vecteur Go. On 6value A chaque pas de calcul l'erreur et on arr~te lea
calculs sur un minimum local de l'erreur. Coamne au premier pas, on part de la solution lintraire (F-T) - 0,
on converge ensuite vera un minimum voisin de la solution lindaire, ce qui fournit une solution physique-
ment admissible.

B - Exemple de r~sultats

Pour le cas de vol 855 au rapport d'avancement,/t= 0,3 , ddjh prdsentd en figure 12 pour Vd
rodynamique non couplde, on trouvera en figure 13 des calculs couplds, c'est-A-dire avec la pale en 6qui-
libre. Deux calculs sont prdsentds, i'un avec une adrodynamique lindaire st lautre avec lea ddcollsments
instati onnaires reconatruits par Is mdthode de Boeing. Bien que des diffgrences soient notables entre lea
conditions de calcul avec pale en dquilibre et mouvement impos6, lallure gdndrale des rdsultats eat in-
changde et l'accord rests assez bon.

VI - LIMITATIONS ET DEVELOPPEMENTS FUTURS

VI.l - Limites des calculs thdoriques actuels

Le cods de calcul, dont Ia thdorie a 4td prdsentge aux chapitres prdcddents, eat limit6 au cas
d'une pale rigide articuldeen battement et en trainde, mais posabde uns adrodynamiqt~e non lindaire. Unautre
code de calcul tient compte de Ia soupleass des pales, caractdriade par i'ensemble des modes propres mesurds
A l'arr8t, pale encastrde so mur. Ce programme eat limit6 A one a~rodynamique iindaire et en particulier le
momenta des forces de portanca autour du 1/4 avant eat nuI. Dana lea cas ddcrochds, lea mouvements de
torsion peovent devenir trbs importanta et entrainer des variations d'incidence non n~gligeables. Le pro-
gramme non lindaire prdsentd n'inclo pas Is calcul des moments , dana lea cas exp~rimentaux teatds is
pals dtait trbs rigide en torsion et de plus la moddlisation des moments par Ia m~thode de Boeing eat
tr~s imprdcise. Quelqoes tentatives ont dtd effecto~es sor des modlles simplifids A partir de la mdthode
ONERA dana des buts d'dtude de la stabilitAd des rotors (voir rdfdrence 8). L'introduction des moments
eat possible dans ls code de calcul prdsentg, lorsqu'il n'y a pas de couplags avec ls torsion de Is pale,
puisqus l'incidence adrodynamiqos sat connos. 11 faut tootefois disposer d'on modble mathdmatiqoe du ddcro-
chage assez prdcis. D'autrss limitations sont plus sdrisuses, en particulier Is passage du bidimen nnsl
en tridimensionnel pour is fluide ddcolld n'inclo pas l'dqoilibre radial dana Is zone fluids entratnee par
is pale. 11 faudrait uns relation non lindaire de Is forms

F0E~i ~ Oltx) variable ale -00 <It

En d'autrss termes, ii faut inclure dana l'hypothLse de Prandtl un effst de gradient d'incidenca
Ie long de l'snvergure.

Mgme loraqos la condition de glissement eat v~rifide sur is pals, d'autrss limitations peovent
intervenir. L'uns d'ellea sat particulilrsment g&'snts, il s'agit de l'hypoth~se de ligne portante unique
qui limits le domains d'utilisation des calculs tnsoriqoss au rapport d'avancementIL- 0,35 . Multiplier Is
nombre de lignes portantes n'arrangerait pas lea choses, A momns d'augmenter aussi le nombre de points en

envergors. Uns autre cause d'erreur sat Is ddformation des sillagas, en particulier le sillags de Ia pals
prdcddent imddiatement Ia pals de rdfdrence. Certains codes de calcol utilisant Is potential de vitesas
(tourbillon en incompressible) perisettent d'introduirs lea d~formations de sillage. Leura limitations, mail-
lags assez liche, incompraasibilitd, tempa de calcul, sont advilres. Dana Ia pratiqus, ii faut se contenter
d'une forms de sillaga prescrite A l'avancs. Dana Ia thdorie du potential d'accdldration utilisde A IOMERA,

saulaB lea d~formations de sillage dites "cylindriqoes' peuvent Otre incloses. Lea cas de vol stationnairs,
oib la contractions de sillages sont importantes, ne peuvent Otre trattds convenablement, de plus dana ce
coo pazrticulier, Is perturbation ---66e par Ia prdaence du fuselage doit 6tre particulibrement forts.

Ena avangante une autre limitation se fait jour :i'apparition d'effet tranasoniques se traduit par des
ondes e choc. Lea ondes de choc changent radicalement Ia rdpartition e pression our ls profil at i'hypo-
thbse de ligne portants unique au 1/4 avant n'est plus justifige. Enfin, Is tempa e caicul requis par
toutes lea m~thodes de prdvision du comportement agroglastiqus des rotors eat important, ce qui r~duit is
nombre de cas e vois qui peuvent Stre examindsQuellequepuisse Otre Is prdcision d'une thdorie, un cas
de caicul isold eat is plus souvent sans valeur dana la pratique induatrielie. Tout cau plus, un cas isoid
p:eut servir de vdrification dona une situation dgjh bisn connue. Pour ls cods de calcul auquel cat article
fait rdfdrence, ii se d~compose en deux Etapes,dont Ia prmibre sat un calcul d'a~rodynanique lindaire qui per-
met d'obtonir ia matrice des viteses induites. La metrics sat obtenueau Prix e una demi-heure d'unitd
centrale our UNIVAC 1110. Cotta matrica eat ensoite otilisde dona ian programme d'adrodiaaticitd, als
eat valable pour diffdrent. pas (gdndral, cyclique muiticyclique), pour diffdrenuascaractdristiques

mdconiques de Ia pale, pour diffdrenta profile. La tampa de caicul eat alors variable suivant la comn-
plexitd du probi'mea traitd. On pout donner lea tampa approximatifa suivants
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10 -m en lindaire mouvement de pale izapoad
15 mms en lindaire avec couplage akrodlastique
30 mm non lindaire mdthade Boeing avec cooplage adrodlastique
45 mm non lindaire mdthode ONEPA avec couplage adroglastique

La tendance actuelle dtant au raffinersent de Is th~orie, on ne peut eapdrer d'amlioration du
temps de calcul qua par une augmentation de Ia rapiditd dea ardinateura. II se pose aussi un probig~me d'jn-
terprdtation dea rdaoltata, one, late de chiffrea n'eat plus auffisante dans un cas aussi complexe. 11
faudrait pouvoir tracer des cartes de forcea de portance, de trafnde, d'incidence, dea kvalutiona de rJ
etc... ce n'est plua posaible inanuellement pour des applications induatrielles. Lea problibmes d'implanta-
tion des codes de calcula chez l'utilisateur et de couplage avec lea moyena de sortie graphique de celui-ci
devraient devenir de plua en plua importanta dans lea anndes Bvenir.

VI.2 - ODvelappeinenta futura

A - Mdcanique

On pout conatater dons l'industrie une dvolotion rapide de Is technologie de l'enaemble pales
+ inayeu par 1'intradoction des matdriaox nouveau. Lea gains en durde de vie, en entretien, en cogt, sont
considdrablea isais se traduisent aussi par des difficultds thdoriquea nauvels. Lea matdriaux A fibres
ant des caractdrigtiques anisotrops et des coisportements mal connus, parfois isdac non lindaires. Des es-
as au sal sont actoelleisent utiliada pour connaitre lea caractdriatiquea raadalss ndcsaires aux calcols
d'adroglaaticitg, inais uls ne peuvent servir que de vdrification une fais Is pale au Is may50 conatroit.
Des 6iodes fondamentales thdoriques et expkrimentales sont entreprisent et devraient tendre A Is prdvi-
sian sor plan des caractdristiques sideaniques.

B - Adrodynamigue thdorigue

Le fait le plus regrettable pour l'adrodynamique du rotor d'hglicoptLre eat l'abaence,voire
l'iisposaibilitd pratique, d'une thdorie que Pon pourrait qualifier d'onifide. En effet ii est possible de

- tratter un fuselage isold,
- de mettre en dqoilibre des sillages de tourbillons discreta,
- de faire des calculs de surface partante pour une aile en attaqus oblique,
- d'introdoire lea effeta transooniqus dana des cas non portanta pour un flux A linfini

atratifid,
- de faire des expdrieices oo des calculs en fluide ddcrochd pour des cas bidiisensionnels.

Un rotor d'hdlicaptare ear tout celA, mais couplod, en tridimensionnel inatationnairs et portant.
En ce qui concerns l'adrodynamique utilisde dana cet article lee asidliarationa poasibles vont porter sur
deux points principsox:

I- one tentative d'introdoction des effeta de surface portante pour Is pale avangante et is
pale recolante. La aillage sersit diviad en deux parties, one partie lointaine hdlicordale aD Ia achdmati-
ation par ligne partante serait conservde et une partie proche aD Ia pole se ddplacerait dana on plan at
serait traitge en surface portante par Is sidthade des singularitgo.

2 - one amdliaration du passage do bidimensionnel ddcollg en tridimensionnel, en tenant compte
du gradient de pression dana is zons ddeollde.

C - Adrodvnaisique expdrimentale

Lea amdliorations thdoriqus doivant aller de pair avec des teats nombreux at souvent difficiles
B rdaliser. Lea expdriences permettent B is fois d'Etablir I. thdorie et de Is tester dana quelques cas
rdels. Trois types d'expdriencea sont prograssades dana un futur proche

1 - Des exp~riences bidimensionnelles instatiannaires our une famiile de profils modernes. Ces
expdriences serviront A In fois B I'amdlioration du modble mathdmatique et Ia constitution d'une base de
donndes pour lea applications aux rotors.

2 - Une ails rectangulaire non vrillde avec on profil OA 209 seraesay'e en attaque oblique en
souffleria. Cette ails rigide sera animde de moovements de tangaga do fortes amplitudes analogues so pas
cyclique d'une pals d'hdlicopt,%re at entrera done Ie domains ddcrochd. Des capteurs de preesion, station-
nuires (tuysux) et instationnaires (membrane A semi-conducteur), saront rdpartis en qustre sections de
1'sile. Les rdsultata obtenos serviront h tester dons des ca, particuliers simples le passage du bidimen-
mionnel ddicrochd so tridimensionnel.

3 - Des expdriences an vol seront rfalis~ee our on hklicopt~re d'eaeai par I& SNlIAS. Ces, ax-
pdrienceade rfahisstion trAs complexe suront des buts multiples, masis en particolier lea mouvementa des
pales et lea preasions an queiques sections de Is pals seront mesurfis. On en esphre des comparaisons thdorie-
exp~rience dons des ras de vol rdallstes.

D - Couplaze agroglastique

Lea progrbs rgalis~s en adrodynamique devront Stre int~grds dans lea programmses d'adrodlasticitf.
Caux-ci doivent inclure Is souples.. de Is pale at en particulier lea modes de torsion. Bien qua celk puisse
conduire A des codes de calcul gigantesques ii salable qua l'extension des principas exposds dana cat article
pour on cas simplifid, puisse @a faire *ano difficultds thdoriquea particuli~res. Un tel travail ne serait
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10 nan en lindaire mouvement de pale impood
15 mma en lindaire avac couplage adrodlastique
30 mmn non lindaire mdthode Boeing avec couplage adrodlastique
45 mn non lindaire mdthode ONERA avec cauplage adrodlastique

La tendance actuelle dtant au raffinement de Is thdorie, on ne petit espdrer d'amdiioration du
temps de calcul que par tine augmentation de la rapiditd des ordinateura. Il ae poae aussi un probibine d'in-
terprfitation dea rdsultats, tine liate de chiffres n'est plus suffisante dans tin cas aussi complexe. Il
faudrait pouvoir tracer des cartes de forces de portance, de trainde, d'incidence, des dvolutions de C
etc... ce n eat plus possible inanuellement pour des applications industrielles. Les problbmes d'implanta-
tion des codes de calculs chez l'utilisateur et de couplage avec lea mayena de sorti-egraphique de celui-ci
devrsient devenir de plus en plus importants dana lea anodes a venir.

V1.2 - Ddveloppements futtire

A - Mdcanigue

On petit constater dens linduatrie tine dvolution rapide de la technologie de l'ensemble pales
+ moycti par l'introdtiction des matdriaux nouveau. Lea gains en durde de vie, en entretien, en cofit, sont
considdrables mas se traduisent aussi par des difficultds thdoriqies nouvelles. Lea matdriaux & fibres
ont des caractdristiques snisotropes et des comportements mal connus, parfois mgme non lindaires. Des es-
sais ati sol sont actuellement utilisds pour connaitre lea caractdriatiqies modales ndcessairesa fux calculs

d'adrodlasticitd, mais ils ne peuvent servir que de vdrification tine fois la pale oti le moyati construit.
Des 4tudes fondamentales thdoriques et expdrimentales aont entreprisent et devraient tendre & Is prdvi-
sion sur plan des csractdristiqiea mdcaniquea.

B - Adrodynamigue thdorigue

Le fait le plus regrettable pour l'adrodynamiqtie du rotor d'hdlicoptbre eat l'absence,voire
l'impossibilitd pratique,d'tine thdorie que Von pourrait qualifier d'unifide. En effet il eat possible de

- tratter tin fuselage isold,
- de mettre en 6quilibre des sillages de tourbillons discreta,
- de faire des calculs de surface portante pour tine aile en attaque oblique,
- d'introdire la effete tranasoniques dena des cas non portants pour tin flux A linfini

stratifid,
- de faire des expdriences oti des calculs en fluide ddcrochd pour des cas bidimensionoela.

U.n rotor d'bdlicoptbre eat tout celA, mas couplA, en tridimensionnel instationnaire et portent.
En ce qui concerne l'adrodynamique utiliade dens cet arti.±e la amodliorations poasibles vont porter stir
deux points principaux:

1- une tentative d'introduction des effera de surface portante pour Is pale avangante et ia
pale reculante. Le s illage sersit divisd en deux parties, tine partie lointaine hdlicoldale o6i la schdmati-
sation par ligne portante serait conservde et tine partia proche oa Is pale se ddplacerait dens tin plan et
serait traitde en surface portante par la mdthode des singtilaritds.

2 - tine am~lioration du passage du bidimensionnel d~colld en tridimensionnel, en tenant compte
dti gradient de pression dana Is zone d~collde.

C - Adrodynamigue expdrimentale

Lea amdliorations thdoriques doivent slier de pair avec des teats notubreux et sotivent difficiles
A rdaliser. Las expdriences permettent A ls fois d'dtablir Is thdorie at de Is tester dens quelques cas
rdels. Trois types d'exp~riences sont progransades dans tin futur proche:

I - Des expdriences bidimensionnelles instationnaires stir tine familie de profile mudaene. Ces
expdriences serviront A Is fois A l'smfilioration dun modble nnsthdmatiqia at la constitution d'une base de
dondes pour lea applications aux rotors.

2 - tine sule rectangulaire non vrillde avec tin profil OA 209 sara essayde en attaque oblique en
soufflerie. Cette aile rigide sera animde de wouvements de tangage de fortes amplitudes analogues aui pas
cyclique d'une pale d'hdlicopt~re at entrera dana le domains ddcrochd. Des capteurs de pression, station-
naires (tuysux) at instationnaires (membrane & semi-conducteur), aeront rdpartis en quatre sections de
Vaile. Les rdsuitats obtenus serviront B tester dens des cas particuliers simples le passage du bidimen-
sionnel ddcrochd ati tridimensionnel.

3 - Des expdriences an vol semont rdaliades stir tin hilicopt~re d'essai par ls SMIAS. Ce. ex-
pdriences de rdalisation tris couplexe suront dea buts multiples, mais en particulier lee mouvements des
pales at lea pressions en quelques sections de Is pale seront mesurds. On en aspire des compasisons thdorie-
expdrience dens des cas de vol rdalistes.

D - Couplagea drodlstique

Les progrba rdalisfs an adrodynamique devront Etre intdgrds dans las programs d'adroilasticitfi.
Ceux-ci doivent inclure Ia souplesse de Is pale et en particulier les modes de torsion. Bhen qua celk puisse
conduire I des codas do calcul gigantesques, il semble qua i'extension des principas exposds dens cat article
pour tin cam simplifid, puisse s faire sans difficultdo thdoriques particulibres. tin tel travail no aerait
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toutefois justifid que si lea rdsultats obtenus en a~rodynamique sont auffisamment s~ra dons le domaine de
vol consjddr6.

VII - CONCLUSION

Dans lea chapitres prdcddents, on a examind comment lea 6quations de Is mdcanique pouvaient se
coupler avec une thdorie lindaire, tridimenajonnelle compressible et inatationnaire, modifide pour teuir
compte des rdsultata expdrimentaux dans les cas ddcrochds. Les pales rdpondent de faGon quasi lindaire
aux forces adrodynamiques, m~me loraque celles-cisont fondamentalement non lindaires. Cette propridtd per-
met l'6limination dea mouvements de pale inconnus dans lea dquations de nature proprement adrodynamique.
II reate un ayatbme non lindaire o5 lea seules inconnuea sont dea forces de portance thdoriques, dquivs-
lentes A des incidences. La recherche d'une aolution se fait par une mdthode de Newton gdndraliade en
partant de la solution lindaire. Lea r~sultats obtenus ont dtd compards aux: portancea mesurdea aur un ro-
tor teatd dana Ia soufflerie Sl de Modane. La comparaison thdorie-expdrience eat aatisfaiaante pour dea
rapports d'avancement moddrds (infdrieurs AIA- 0,4). Lea ddveloppementa futurs de l'arodynamique thdo-
rique concernent le comportement dea extrdmitds de pales aux azimuta 0* et 1800, ainsi qu'une amdlioration
du tridimenajonnel non lindaire. Des expdriencea aeront rdalisdes aur une aile rectangulaire en attaque
oblique animee de mouvementa de rotation de grande amplitude autour d'un axe longitudinal voiain du quart
avant. On en attend une meilleure prdviaion du 'idcrochage au voisinage de 1'extrdmitd libre de la pale.
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the work done at Agusta Helicopters during these last years
in order to define a computer program able to solve the large number of problems related
to the dynamic behaviour of a rotor or a complete helicopter.
Starting p-rom the idea of describing the analytical model by a technique similar to the
finite element analysis, the equations of motion are obtained with the aid of the general
equation of dynamics, in its standard matrix form. These matrices dre updated at each
step of integration by means of the coordinates describing the reached configuration.
These operations are simply the linearization, around the actual position of dynamic
equilibrium, of the equations of motion and constrain equations.
Forcing functions can be either forces or imposed displacements depending on time as well
as on any kynematic value of other elements or their own kynematic value. A special
feature of the program permits to introduce, in an analytical way, any possible dependence
by means of a set of FORTRAN statements in the input cards.
Aerodynamic forces acting on the elements can be steady or unsteady according to the
choice by the user. The steady aerodynamic coefficients are computed from the local
incidence deduced by means of kynematic, gust, and induced velocities of the rotor wakes
introduced into the model.
Particular attention is paid to the input data both for a rational description of the
model and in order not to cause format troubles to the user; the helpful way indicated
by NASTRAN program is taken as a guideline and in some cases improved as for the forcing
functions mentioned before.

INTRODUCTION

When designing a helicopter, a large number of different computations are
necessary to predict the dynamic behaviour of the machine and its components. This set
is continually changed during this stage until a satisfactory compromise is reached
between their producibility and the initial requirements.
This approach is typical of an optimisation problem in which the desired set of parameters
minimizes a stated function, i.e. vibration level in structural points, without failure
of some geometrical constraints or imposed dependences among them (stresses or displace-
ments). In theory, this process can be developed automatically, utilizing the optimiza-
tion algorithms, but in practice the lack of an appropriate software and the exaggerated
computer time required prevent their utilization.
To overcome these difficulties, the optimization problem is solved by the experience
gained in the previous designs and/or by trying to optimize each comDonent separately,
disregarding the effect of an optimization on the other ones, unless evident. At present,
the software required to perform all these computations is, in our Company, completely
specialized by dedicated programs for ground resonance, pitch lag instability, dynamic
behaviour of blades and so on. Each of them is based on its own hypotesis and simplifi-

" cation generally derived from experience.
These limitations are sometimes unacceptable in a new design, and when this happens, a
great effort must be done in order to develop the new software, that, at the worst, is
not a generalization of the problem but only a particular case. All these reasons
suggested us to develop a methodology able to unify all these softwares in a single
program to answer questions that might arise in a new project.
This attempt can be seen as a way to generalize the dynamic problems of a system. The
selected way takes advantage from the methodology introduced by the finite elements in
which the system is thought as a set of basic elements connected in any prescribed manner.
This technique permits to build up simple as well as complicated structures according to
the problems to be analysed.

,n um ,,rm ,,,.n um ,, ,,mnn~a" mm fht a,, l mm m,,nm,,n ,a-- ,,. -,.7
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The basic assumption, in the development of the equations of motion, is the uti-

lization of rigid elements (RE) to idealize the structure. The RE are connected to each

other by means of stiffness, damping, structural damping matrices, hinges, springs, con-

straints, etc., according to the examined structure. They are loaded wilh known forces

and moments defined as functions of time and/or any kynematic parameter. The equations

of motion are deduced, at each step of integration, by the general equation of dynamics

that states for a system of particles: "the reaction forces don't work for any virtual

displacement"

S  ' 0 . W

This equation, valid for the ideal constraint, leads to the Lagrange's equations.

For a system of rigid bodies, the general equation of dynamics can be riformula-

ted in the following manner: "the reaction forces (forces and moments) don't work for any

virtual rototraslatory displacement". So, for a set of rigid bodies, we can write:

n

P6r [IE.l + iIBi -0. (2)

where:

[{F El + {FiJ]i reaction forces

FrE} =MF ~ resultant of external forces

F = resultant of inertial forces

cgSr virtual rototraslatory displacements
of the i-th element

VIRTUAL DISPLACEMENTS AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM

Let's consider an arbitrary set of reference systems (RS) of known origins P.
and orientation far]W with respect to a fixed RS. Let's suppose now that any translation
or rotation around one coordinate axis of the RS produces a rigid translation or rotation
of the RS that follow it. A point x of the n-th RS is seen in the absolute RS solving then
equation:

n-1

0 n 1=0o~~

where:

[RIjT =[A IT tao]T

[A]T T TTU
1, 7- [TIT and [A0]T =fu] (unit matrix)

IT;]T= [a]]T [,' [a0]

ITJ elementary rotation around x, y, or z
axes (see appendix i)

S-O relative translation of the origins of the RS

The absolute velocity of x is n-1

x. . + V-)[j] [A~i jT i 4
-o 0 n] x 0o f li + i, + , F } I

It is easy to show that the angular velocities of the nth RS can be obtained from

rj2 - f[.] njT (see appendix 1) (5)
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LnT = n [Rid] T

I d T  -I T * I T 1 . . . . .J T * T  -IT * l I a °0 T
[d1T 1 [T2 '-idV n~~ n0

rT . ([a T o
-id - - dt a T& iaj

Thus the coordinates of this transformation are relative coordinates and represent the
local displacements. Fig 1 shows, as example, a rigid blade with flap, drag and pitch
angles as considered in the analysis.
From a kynematic point of view, the position of a fixed point in the nth RS is univocally
determined once a set of relative coordinates is established, while the transformation
law is prescribed by the sequence of RS choosed. Same conclusions are valid for
velocities, too.
During the integration, the geometry can be updated as if the system started everytime
from the last position. In this way it is possible to overcome the problem of the choice
of the sequence at each step of integration, reaching the right position of the system
also after that large displacements and rotations have been developed.
The infinitesimal variations of the absolute coordinates of the xn point {6xot and
rotations of relative RS are computed by:

xo0 Dxo 0 1 xo0-__ 1t =i 0 Dq(velocity of fx for unit 4) (6)

1 (7)
qi  Aqi

i -x° n D

0 1 1 q qiD qi (8

where the gradients contained in the two expressions Eq(8) are evaluated by means of the
equations of the velocities Eq(4) and of the angular velocities Eq(5), utilizing the
identities Eq(6)-Eq(7). The meaning of qi can be either relative rotationsior
translations i of the previous RS.
In matrix form

' = C, 1{q where C r- k (9)

Now

The last equation will be utilized for the computation of the inertia forces and moments
taking into account the dependence of the acceleration on the relative velocities 4 and
displacements q by means of the term
This term is equivalent to

d I- jCjj (12)

as the gradients are function of the displaced configuration.
With this technique every RE can be characterized by means of three initial overlapped RS;
each of them can rotate only around one coordinate axis with the sequence c<Q,
while the first RS can also translate. So the final position of the RE will be univocally
determined by the displacements of the first origin and three non-orthogonal rotations.
This way, for a single rigid body, coincides with Eulero's procedure with the difference
that the classical Eulero's transformation utilizes the sequence c( , oc, cX, while,
in the aeronautical field, the sequence Ot, O, oe, is commonly utilized.
Starting from the RE, it is possible to construct any desired series of elements in the
manner described for the series of RS. The connection points can be arbitrarely located
in the RS of the RE. These are the points at which it will be possible to introduce the
relative stiffness, damping and structural damping matrices. Each element can be the ori-
gin of other elements. In this way the final structure looks like a tree structure where
the absolute coordinates and velocities of any point of an element can be computed by
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means of the same formulas presented before. A typical example of this structure can be
a helicopter with fuselage, transmission, hub and blades or a less complicated one like
a single blade. The degrees of freedom (DOF) of a tree structure coincide with the un-
constrained DOF introduced in the connected points and they are, therefore, Lagrange's
coordinates.
When the series are interconnected, the coordinates are not Lagrangian any more but
constrain equations exist among them and they must be satisfied at each step of integra-
tion. These equations are non-linear as they are function of the configuration that can
be different from the initial one.
An example of this situation is represented by the link between the blade and the swash
plate by means of a control rod. To solve the kynematism contained in the model of Fig. 2
the algorithm starts from the tree structure and detects the closed rings contained,
checking if the last terms of the series are connected with any other element. In this
case, the tree structure is composed of the following series:

0 3 7
0 1 2 56

(the numbers are the names of the elem ,ts) and the connected series or closed rings are:
[0124 and [037

0 3 01 25 6

After this step the algorithm analyses the rings more closed to the origin, breaking the
connecting element into two pieces, leaving one side attached to the first series and the
other to the second one. Then defining 61 as the vector connecting the broken sections
and choosing three of the nine director cosines of the two RS associated with the two
sides of the broken element (Fig. 3), we can write the following system of equations:

xi q;c~j~ q (13)
where l~qi are all the DOF permitted in the connection points of the elements of the ring
(including the DOF of the broken element itself). The congruence condition requires:

1 1 __x = 1 0 (14)

After the elimination of the equations always verified (zero gradients like the dz equa-
tion in the example) and those that are in linear combination (the versors of x and y
axes) it is possible to express a number of DOF equal to the remain equations in terms of
the other ones.
To avoid ill-conditioning of the matrix associated with the selected dependent DOF, we
implement the first step of the 1,ewton-Raphson algorithm perturbing the system with all
the combinations of the independent previously evaluated DOF. The combination that pre-
dicts the closest solution to the right one (congruence) is selected. The imposed DOF are
treated as independent ones and will be then eliminated after the assembling of the
system of the equations of motion.
After the analysis the ring must be grounded to eliminate its DOF from the other rings.
This operation is easy done eliminating all its elements from the remaining rings. In the
example, the second ring, after the elimination of the elements 1, 2, 3 contained in the
first ring, will become:

• [ 0 7
[ 5 6

which will then be analysed.(DOF of Fig. 2 are reported in Tab. 1).
All these computations are executed before the integration and permit to define, for each
ring, the independent equations and the dependent DOP. During the integration the first
step is the imposition of the Lagrangian DOF calculated in the previous step of the
integration. Then, with the aid of the Newton-Raphson algorithm, the congruence is obtain-
ed with the appropriate dependent DOF. The gradients between the dependent and independent
DOF are computed around the reached configuration. The virtual displacements of the pre-
scribed point of a rigid element (our choice is the center of gravity) are then defined
by the set of equations:

I<r 1 Jc1]?qc (15)

I [q C2 I &ql? C 2 kj - Z~qck/ Dqj (16)
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Substituting

tr [C 1 1 [C2 ] Jql (17)

The dependent velocities and accelerations then are:

Iict- [C2 11 C 21( [c2 1 'lq as ,]-o. (8)

and the absolute velocities and accelerations are:

[C;' = fc, T21 I'li (19)

The equation of dynamics Eq(2) in terms of the Lagrangian coordinates becomes:

n
Sq T cIT [C1 I (F. + =FIJ 0 (21)

from which, for their completely arbitrariness, it is possible to obtain the system of
the equations of motion:

f 21 [CJT (.J + F1,) i = 0 (i=1,2........n) (22)

The problem so formulated permits to draw some considerations. The simplifications
introduced with the RE are soon counterbalanced by the simplicity to operate with its
characteristic parameters (f2 , R9, JMY, etc.) thus reflecting in easy way the physics
of the problem. Moreover, the particular choice of the DOF permits to compute automati-
cally the matrices C1 and C2 of the virtual displacements from the input geometry, no
matter how complicated, leaving this way the possibility to increase the number of
elements until the desired approximation is reached.
Looking at the forces contained in the equations of motion we can note that they are
simply the resultant of the forces and moments acting on the elements, applied in their
center of mass. Thus we are able to introduce any type of forces without any concern
about the application point, direction and their dependence from any parameter.

FORCES ACTING ON THE SYSTEM

INERTIA FORCES AND MOMENTS

Working at element level, it is easy to compute the inertia forces and moments
starting from the classical formulation

F = m a. = -M a (23)
I ii i cg

S = - ) p ) x m a. (24)
1 i 1 1

If the point 1"0" coincides with the center of mass and remembering the velocity and acce-
leration fields of a rigid body

. v cg (P ) (25)-" C9 (P

ai cg + (  i - 0) + . Po - O) (26)

we obtain

. - [IJ ' -ff,] [1]12 (27)

where [I] is the inet-_ ., vti eferred to any RS with origin in the center of mass. In
matrix form

x I
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substituting the expression of the acceleration

[iia1=-f ITI [cl1i 2 l (rm oJ[iL (29)

the generalized forces of inertia become

F~IIG = - [c 2l T [ cl17TT rTT1cli C2 ,ol
FC2 [C [TJ/C, Ii I C ct

I C I J I o T ,IrM r 1=0_ lCoI T l o C J ,

where the contribution to the mass matrix of the ith element is

= [C 2 )T ]"C1]i TC2 ] (31)

ELASTIC. DAMPING AND STRUCTURAL DAMPING FORCES

This set of forces will be treated formally in the same way as they are obtained
from the product of a matrix with a vector. In fact

IFE = TZI (32)

1FDt [ fDIJqt (33)

Fo i g JF= = i g (34)

where r-2 and [D 3 are, respectively, the stiffness and damping matrices, g is the struc-
tural damping parameter and i the imaginary unity. Let's consider now two RE connected in
a point P (see Fig. 4) by means of a stiffness matrix. The imposition of the permitted
displacements qi to the point P of the element "a"l generates, in the same point, the
following forces and moments (action):

while on the point P thought on the element "i"l the forces and moments (reaction) will be:

i- = . rK3~ (36)
E P i

Reducing now the forces and moments to the same RS "i"l and "a" by means of the transfor-
mation matrix and displacing them to the respective center of gravity with a transforma-
tion of the type:

"E A": Tol gE
where

E j force and moment applied in the center of
gravity

EE force and moment applied in point P
M ME

P CGJA matrix deduced from the vector multiplication
(P-CG) xE (see Appendix 1)
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we obtain the desired expression of the elastic forces in terms of DOF

M = Kji q (38)

=E K (39)

a a la
f *R an

where IKi and are the stiffness matrices reduced to the ce;.ter of gravity of the

respective elements! Remembering the equations of motion, the generalized forces then are:

E iG =I2 ~ Lj ii I 11i 'C21~

= ci{cF L] ICi I 2 c7ql (41)

where

ii~ =C2l i] J ,j 1C21 (42)

iia [ C21 IT CV [K]* [C1]a C2)(3

are the contributions of the elastic forces applied in point P to the stiffness matrix

of the whole structure. It is interesting to note that the assembling of the first
contribution makes the stiffness matrix disymmetric while the subsequent assembling makes
it symmetric (see Tab. 2).
This fact can be interpreted in this way: "the symmetry of a mechanical matrix comes from
the third principle of dynamics, that is the equality of action and reaction,,. So, if we
introduce only the action, like linearized aerodynamic forces or control system forces,
the matrices will become disymmetric and f these forces are in phase within their causes,
the system 3n be unstable.
The ground can be thought as a further element, the displacement of which is then consider
ed zero. Thus, the elements connected to the ground make the mechanical matrices
symmetric.
It is possible to introduce springs and dampers among any element of the structure. The
way to compute the contribution to the stiffness and damping matrices is quite similar
to that presented before. While the stiffness, damping matrices are considered linear,
these scalar elements can be described with non-linear characteristics. The non-linear
algorithm presented in this work linearizes them around the position of dynamic equili-
brium reached. The stiffness, damping and structural damping in the connection points
are introduced into the computer program by means of input cards. Their evaluation is
easy done with specialized program like NASTRAN, etc., starting, if desired, from tri-
dimensional structures and condensing the obtained matrices to the desired points. These
condensed matrices must then be calculated in the relative coor&nates suitable for the
input. The example of Fig. 5 shows a tridimensional channel structure built up with bi-

- dimensional plate elements monodimensionalized by the computations of the axes of the
shear centers and the stiffness matrix in relative coordinates.
This method permits to avoid the development of complicated elements like beam elements,

*curved and twisted, suitable for rotor blades and to analyse new materials, like
composit, in an easy manner.

GENERAL FORCES

Any other type of forces follows the method indicated before. Their dependern-e
on any desired parameters (displacements, velocities, accelerations, Eulerian angles,
angular velocities, etc.) of the elements are easily introduced into the program.
A special feature of the input data permits to introduce these dependences in an analy-
tical way by means of a set of FORTRAN statements (see Fig. 6). This set of statements
can be a complete program with subroutines the final results of which are the desired
forces and/or moments. These parameters can be evaluated both in real time and also by
keeping into account any delays specified by the operator (like pilot inputs).

f
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IMPO SED MOTION

Among the forcing functions there is the possibility to impose desired displace-
ments, velocities or accelerations of the DOF. The algorithm considers, in the first
stage, these DOF as Lagrangian ones. So the equations of motion, before the computation
of the unknown accelerations, have the following matrix form:

-- -,-- -- • + -- -- =(44)
M1 2 j~~q 12q i ~ 2 F

211 22 21 22 q2  1B21 22 2

where q2 are the imposed DOF and q, are the unknown ones. Solving the system

"11 + B1 1  l + 11 qI = -M - B1 2 q 2 - + F, (45)

the forcing forces that arise from the imposed q2 displacements are:

F =M *'-(46)F 12 q2 ' 1 2 "2 - 12 q2

These q2 are introduced into the program as the forces, both in terms of displacement or
velocity or acceleration and as a function of any other parameters and time by means of
tables, FORTRAN statements and so on.

AERODYNAMIC FORCES

The RE representing an aerodynamic element of the helicopter is defined by
means of a straight leading edge arbitrarely oriented in the RS of the element. Thechards
are perpendicular to this axis and twisted in a prescribed manner around the leading
edge starting from the chord lying in the xy plane of the element according to the right
hand rule (Fig. 7).
In every local profile, the incidence is computed at 3/4 of the chord by means of the
contribution of three different velocities field: kynematic, gust, induced velocity of
the rotor wake contained into the model. The kynematic field is computed by means of the
equation Eq(25) taking into account the relative motion of the profile with respect to
the air. The gust field is defined as a region of the absolute RS included between two
planes parallel to the z axis in which a distribution of vector velocities, along any
normal axis of theirs, is specified. The absolute direction and module distribution of
these vectors are introduced in input data cards and the module can depend on the time
in any analytical way. A gust field, so defined, can be used as an alternative way for
simulating either the translation of the helicopter or transients between a flight and
the other.
The program checks if the characteristic point of the section falls into this region;
if this happens it adds to the point the contribution of the gust velocity deduced from
the distribution introduced.
The induced velocity field, following Glauert's idea, is imagined as a circular jet of
air having the same diameter of the rotor and velocity V (flight velocity) which, in
corrispondence of the rotor, is deflected to the opposite side of the thrust with a mean
velocity Vo and then accelerated up to a velocity 2vo at a distance of the same order
of the rotor radius. The value of the induced velocity is related to the thrust by the
empirical formula

T 1

S 2T2A V2

where V' - V2 + v- "

which reduces to the momentum formula for V - 0

2
T - 2 rA vo (48)

and to the induced velocity of an elliptically loaded wing for V'nV

T - 2 f A V vo  (49)

So, in this simplified model, we can say that in the range of high flight velocities the
rotor behaves like a wing deflecting the induced velocity by 90* from the flight veloci-
ty; closed to the hovering it behaves like a true rotor accelerating the air in the same
direction of the thrust; between these two conditions no information is provided, so we
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decided to join the two extreme deflections by a cubic function:

. _ 180. V3/?3 + 270' 2/2 (50)

where

VV/ T/(2 y A)

n= is the transition velocity

If we assume that the axis of the stream tube is always tangent to the resultant veloci-
ty V', it will then be deflected to a RS with x oriented as the flight velocity, accor-
ding to a function with an initial slope:

tg go - vo sin S/(V + v os (51)

and final slope at a distance S, taken on the axis of the tube,

tg YS - 2 v ° sin 6/(V + 2 v 0 cos ) (52)

The differential equation of the axis of the tube is then

y' - v sin /(V + v Cos (53)

which gives, for a linear variation of the velocity v:

v - vo.x/x S + vI  (54)

where xS is the coordinate of "S"

S .= 1 + 2 dx (55)

v 2 vY - + '-"xx when V7,V (- - 90')

(56)
T IC xD+2 D

y = R x + - In TD when V(V (4 -(())(

where

t - tg T ;tg.x .v/(vo .cos )

CC
--- (vo.coss/x )/(v cos 6 + V)

We further assume that the distribution of the induced velocity over the rotor disc is
repeated over the discs of the wake which have the same inclination with respect to the
resultant velocity V'. These local discs have their area reduced according to the equa-
tion of continuity

'A V' -'A V' - cost (57)
0

- 'The geometry and intensity of the wake associated to a rotor is thus completely defined
once the thrust developed by the rotor and the flight velocity are known.
On the other hand, the thrust depends on the induced velocity so an iterative procedure
is needed to achieve the balance between the calculated thrust and the thrust obtained
by the Glauert's formula.
The thrust is defined as the mean value of the forces developed by the blades over one
revolution which, in steady flight,is very closed to the sum of their instantaneus va-
lues. So, it is resonable to consider as the thrust the value deduced by the sum of all
contributions of the blades at each step of the integration without deducing it from
the whole revolution. This permits to follow, approximatively, the transient phenomena
related to the induced velocities. In this way, at each step of the integration, for
any value of the induced velocity established by convergence algorithm, the program
checks if the characteristic point of the aerodynamic section falls into the wake, by
evaluating first the disc containing the point according to the assumptions introduced
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before and then comparing the radius of the point with the wake's. If the point is insi
de the wake the induced velocity, deduced from the selected distribution, is added to
the other velocities. These operations are repeated for every rotors introduced into
the model. In this way we try to take into account the aerodynamic interference of one
wake into the other, as,for example, the interference between the main rotor over the
tail rotor, etc..
The influence of the ground effect over the mean value of the induced velocity is intro
duced by means of experimental results (Ref. 1) for every flight conditions. The distri
butions adopted for the induced velocity are: Glauert-Coleman, Mangler-Squire and
uniform distribution. However the user can utilize his own distribution by analytical
formula or tables. Knowing the local incidence, the steady aerodynamic coefficients are
computed in the classical way utilizing the two-dimensional airfoil data (wind-tunnel
tests) including compressibility, stall, and reversed flow effects.
The tr-dimensional correction is introduced following the ideas suggested by Harris
(Ref. 2).
The skin drag forces are calculated in the direction of the resultant velocity by means
of zero incidence and Mach number equal to 0.3.
To solve unsteady aerodynamic phenomena some empirical correlation techniques are used
(Ref. 2+7). These methods seek to correlate force and moment data obtained from relati-
vely simple wind-tunnel tests in formulations that show the effects of the numerous
relevant parameters such as airfoil shape, Mach number, amplitude and frequency of

oscillations, mean angle and type of motion. Common to all the available literature re-
levant to dynamic stall is the observation that unsteady effects increase with increa-
sing pitch rate, that is, rate of change of airfoil incidence. It is also evident that
the dynamic stall events require finite times to develop. Therefore, these parameters,
introduced in dimensionless form, appear as input data for all these empirical methods.
Another common aspect is that the empirical correlations are used as corrections to
steady airfoil data, so that most geometrical, Reynolds number and Mach effects are on-
ly accounted for insofar as they determine the static section characteristics.

COMPUTER PROGRAM

The structure and capabylity of the computer program beyond the parts descri-
bed and presented in the previous chapters, consist at present solely of the integration
algorithm. This foundamental part of the computation will be, in the future, utilized
for generating prescribed solution directly required by the user by means of a single
card.
An example of input cards is reported in Fig. 6, where the "GRID" cards contain the
coordinates of the interst points of the structure and the number of the element to
which these coordinates are related. The "ELEM" cards contain the informations relative
to the elements: the RS, the mechanical properties, DOF, aerodynamic data.and the grid
points physically connected to the element. Among the various cards presented, it is
possible to see the way by which we introduce the analytical formulas ("QFUNZ" cards).
The variables starting with the letter "P" are the generic parameters from which the
dependent variables are functions and are defined in the respective "PARAM" cards asso-
ciated with the necessary informations. All the input data are checked to detect possi-
ble format or logic errors and send the related messages.
Analysing all the input data, the program autogenerates the dimensions of the matrices
for the subsequent steps leaving the user completely free to introduce the desired model.

At present nothing is provided for an automatic output of the computed data as the logic
is pending definition.

CONCLUSIONS

The report presents the basis for a general non-linear program capable to ana-
lyze complicated structures including rotating elements, like rotor blades. From a gene-
ral point of view the program analyzes any mechanical system without referring to a par-
ticular model but deducing it from the input geometry. Load conditions are totally gene-
ral and able to resolve static as well as dynamic non-linear problems according to the
forces (displacements) applied to the system. The integration algorithm takes advantage
of the matrix form by which the equations of motion are written, thus permitting to uti-
lize the more recent developments in this field.(Ref. 8-9).
A lot of work must still be done in obtaining the desidered solutions in all the diffe-
rent fields to be analyzed.
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Tab. 2 Effect of action and reaction on the stiffness matrix.
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Fig. 1 Example of degrees of freedom of a rigid blade:

Flap (0( 1 Drag 2~ and Pitch (C( 3 angles.

Fig. 2 Tree structure. Fig. 3 Closed ring.

Fig. 4 Example of elastic connection.
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p APPENDIX 1

1. Definition of the matrix r ],

0 -az +ay bx 0 +bz -by lax'
a b = +az 0 -ax' by or bz 0 +bx ay'

-ay +ax 0 bzj by -bx 0] !az1

2. Elementary transformation

Ix

1F 0 0 cosIe 0 sinV FT cosq -sin, 0o j Ty iwcs
nt' co s -in,' 0 cOSl 0 0 i

3. Definition of the matrix E( x [iT.

Eq(3) [o"R] N 
+  NEq(4) X IT _" + p

0 N 0 N N N

where FRNIT transformation matrix from relative RS to global RS valid for any

vector

SN :absolute velocity of the origin

Reducing the absolute velocity x to the relative system

T

.N RNi -j N +RNI PN

and comparing with Eq(25), remembering point I of this Appendix, we obtain:

[ 21 xN -[RNJ RiN N

and, as a consequence:

[12 fi 'N iN )
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SUMMARY

A review of recent progress made in predicting rotor loads is presented. The
period considered is that since the paper presented by Dr. Robert Ormiston at the
NASA Rotor Craft Dynamics Conference in 1974. By request, only United States work
has been considered. In Dr. Ormiston's paper a comparison of loads predicted using
several then state-of-the-art methods was presented for a set of standard cases, and
technical areas requiring further work were identified. It is the intention of this
paper to review the progress that has been made in the identified areas in the inter-
vening years. Emphasis of necessity is placed on the work accomplished at Sikorsky
Aircraft and United Technologies Research Center to develop improved loads analysis.
However, a survey of members of industry and the research community was made to gen-
eralize the conclusions as much as possible. Technical areas recommended for pri-
ority attention in the future are identified as well as the perception of technology
opportunities that may be emerging in the relatively near future. Finally, the
impact of the U.S. Government effort to develop a Second Generation Comprehensive
Helicopter Analysis System (2GCHAS) is reviewed.

It is concluded that the aerodynamic aspects of rotor loads analyses generally
have not changed greatly since 1974. Although progress has been made in addressing
some of the fundamental aerodynamic areas, this progress has not always been in-
tegrated into the load programs. On the other hand, the structural aspects of the
loads programs have been advanced, particularly with respect to consistent formula-
tion of equations and the ability to efficiently assemble the desired dynamic ele-
ments for problems of varying degrees of complexity. The impending emergence of the
U.S. Government 2nd Generation Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System (2GCAS) is
expected to accelerate the orderly development and control of rotor loads programs of
enhanced technical capability.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C chord, ft

CFM Flatwise moment coefficient, flatwise moment/pnR3 02R2

CL Lift coefficient

CLmax Maximum lift coefficient

CM Pitch Moment coefficient

CN Normal force coefficient

Cp Pressure coefficient

f Frequency of oscillation, cycles/second

GW gross weight, lbs

k Reduced frequency,

Lmax  Maximum lift generated by two dimensional airfoil, lb/ft

M Mach number

Rotational tip Mach number, OR/speed of sound

FRadial location on blade divided by R

R Rotor radius, ft

V Flight or Tunnel Airstream velocity, ft/sec

Distance along airfoil chord divided by C, measured aft
from leading edge (except in Figure 10)
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x,y,z Coordinate system as defined in Figure 10

a Airfoil angle of attack, deg

a M  Mean value of a, deg

a Amplitude of a oscillation, deg

e Equivalent linear twist of rotor blade, deg

A Sweep angle of lifting surface relative to airstream, deg.

P Advance ratio, V/OR

p Air density, lb4 sec2ft4

o Rotor solidity, total blade area/rotor disc area

4Blade azimuth angle measured from downstream position, deg

w Frequency of oscillation, rad/sec

0 Rotor rotational frequency, rad/sec

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of the rotary wing loads prediction problem is well recognized.
The problem is aeroelastic in nature and, as such, has a high degree of coupling
between the aerodynamic and structural elements of the problem. The high aspect
ratio of the blade makes torsional deflections potentially very important since this
degree of freedom experiences little centrifugal stiffening. Proper formulation of
the torsion equation requires consistent treatment and retention of nonlinear terms.
The aerodynamicists, of course, are challenged by dynamic stall, wake distortions,
unsteady transonic flow and time varying sweep features of the problem. Even with
the advent of high speed computers, an exact treatment of the problem is not pos-
sible. All of the analyses today therefore involve some assumptions. Permissible
assumptions of course depend on the problem being addressed, with the higher fre-
quency load problems demanding the most rigor because they require the most detailed
description of the airload distribution.

In 1973-74, there appeared to be a milestone of sorts reached in the development
of rotor loads analyses. Higher speed computers had allowed the latest generation of
aerodynamic technology - variable inflow, sweep and dynamic stall - to be integrated
into the loads programs. A review of many of the various programs, together with
their correlation capabilities, was conducted in the 1973 AGARD meeting of Reference
1. This review was soon followed in 1974 by a unique comparison of primarily U.S.
loads programs (Reference 2). Reference 2 was unique in that all methods were
applied to the same set of standard cases for a hypothetical rotor. The results were
surprising with respect to the relatively wide variation in loads predicted by the
different methods. Figure 1 shows, for example, the large range in loads predicted
for a typical operating condition. The methods all employed variable inflow and
unsteady stall aerodynamics of one form or another. In examining the results, it was
clear that differences existed in both the aerodynamic and structural formulation of
the methods. Figure 2 shows that large differences existed even at the most funda-
mental level, namely that of steady state airfoil data. Figure 3 shows that dif-
ferences also existed at the fundamental level of predicting in-vacuo blade natural
frequencies. The variations seen in aerodynamic pitching moment and torsion natural
frequency are particularly important because the torsional response of the blade
couples most directly with the aerodynamic loading. Reference 2 concluded that:
"Difficulties in the results arise from all three basic areas: Numerical solution
techniques, structural dynamics and aerodynamics." Recommendations from Reference 2
were:

"1. Compare the methods on a trending basis

2. Assess in detail the validity of assumptions and semi-empirical factors
used

3. Conduct fundamental research on dynamic stall, blade/vortex interactions
and three-dimensional flow effects

4. Correlate (at some point) the methods with data from a well instrumented
wind tunnel test of a large rotor."

It is our perception that in the intervening years since the publication of Reference
2, Recommendation 3 has received the most attention.
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The objectives of this paper are to review the general limitations of the older
analyses; discuss the perceived progress in (a) the underlying fundamental tech-
nology, (b) the integration of the technology into actual loads predictions programs,
and (c) the acquisition of test data for validation; and finally to present limited
recent correlation results. In attempting to satisfy these objectives, a survey of
members of U.S. technical community was made. The following questions were posed:

1. Wnat is your perception of progress in rotor loads prediction technology
since 1974 in the areas of:

a) structural representation and
b) aerodynamic representation?

2. To what extent have technology advances been made operational in a loads

prediction program?

3. To what extent have technology advances improved correlation?

4. What areas exhibit the worst correlation?

5. What are the most critical assumptions in the analyses?

6. what are the most critical data needed to validate the analyses and under-
stand any lack of correlation?

7. What particular improvements in rotor loads prediction capabilities are you
looking for as a result of the U.S. Government 2nd Generation Comprehensive
Helicopter Analysis System (2GCHAS)?

Clearly, the subject area is large and the authors do not claim to have made an
exhaustive study. Apologies are extended to any whose work has not been cited and,
as noted before, only U.S. work has been considered.

We are grateful for the survey inputs received and have drawn on the material
but not in any formal structured manner. The specific words and emphasis of this
report necessarily represent those of the authors, unless otherwise noted. Also
acknowledgment is due to T. W. Sheehy, Chief of Aerodynamics at Sikorsky Aircraft for
his contributions.

LIMITATIONS OF ANALYSES

As noted earlier, the problem of predicting rotor loads is a challenging one.
Large computer programs are inevitably involved as are assumptions and approxi-
mations. The latter are usually driven and colored by the particular experience and
data base available to the group developing the program. The need to keep computing
times under reasonable control also is a contributing factor shaping the analysis
used. One often finds analyses being developed almost in parallel with their appli-
cation and, hence, being driven by a critical time schedule. Although the initial
version of any analysis is usually rigorously derived based on clearly stated assump-
tions, an evolution of the analysis occurs which is often less well controlled for a
variety of reasons. Documentation of changes also may not be as complete as desired
because of higher priority needs and change overs in personnel for example. Checking
a large analysis to verify that coding errors are not present also represents a
challenge that can be quite time consuming. Often some problems of interest simply
cannot be solved and new technology cannot be introduced without extensive rederiva-
tion and reprogramming to incorporate additional degrees of freedom or features.
Finally, in the process of evolving the analysis to eliminate or refine certain
initial assumptions, one has to recognize the possibility that compensating errors
may be partially eliminated so that the newer version actually does less well than
the older one. Our experience at Sikorsky has encompassed all of the problems noted
above at one time or other. As stated quite well by Johnson in Reference 3: "The
job could always be done better. The hard task is recognizing when it should be.
Any good code will have a range of validity extensive enough to ensure it a long
life. Eventually, however, problems will begin to overwhelm it and the technology
will march beyond it. That is the time to begin work on the next generation of
codes."

To a considerable degree it is these very considerations which have prompted the
U.S. Government to undertake the 2nd Generation Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis
System (2GCHAS). This should provide a framework in which (a) an orderly development
of codes can take place and (b) the best available technology can be efficiently
tapped. Unfortunately, we are not yet at that point. The older analyses are still
evolving and newer ones are appearing. The Sikorsky Normal Modes Analysis described
in Reference 1 has since incorporated yawed flow, swept tip details, and fuselage
flow field effects. Boeing has incorporated in its C-60 analysis new representations
of tip effects, variable inflow and fuselage flow field as well as various structural
representation improvements (including redundant load paths). Bell (Reference 4) has
evaluated the use of unsteady stall and free wake inflow models and incorporated
redundant load paths in C-1.
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In addition to the evolution of the older codes, recognition has been given to
the fact that the time has arrived for newer codes based on restructuring of the
problem. Several types of new large codes have appeared. References 3 and 5 are
examples of comprehensive analyses, which use essentially the same basic approaches
as older analyses, but which have benefited from consistent new derivations and
complete reprogramming. They appear to have the same aerodynamic technology as older
codes but have incorporated additional dynamic degrees of freedom and redundant blade
structural elements. These methods are more limited in their ability to model
dynamic configurations than the new substructure methods, exemplified by Reference 6,
and described in a subsequent section of the paper.

As a result of the difficulties experienced with older programs, a better under-
standing has been obtained of the procedures required to maintain and control program
configurations. Presumably the 2GHAS effort will, in the near future, combine the
best of the features of all of the more recent programs and at the same time enforce
the discipline required to control the program validation and changes.

PROGRESS IN FUNDAMENTAL TECHNOLOGY

This section briefly reviews our perception of the progress being made in the
fundamental technology underlying rotor loads prediction methods. Both aerodynamic
and structural areas are considered.

Airfoil Characteristics

One of the most basic requirements in any rotor loads prediction analysis is the
ability to determine the aerodynamic forces and moments at discrete blade sections.
This has traditionally been done by calculating the local velocities and angles-of-
attack and yaw (or sweep) and then using the measured aerodynamic characteristics for
two dimensional airfoil sections. As pointed out by Dr. Ormiston in 1974, however,
substantial differences are apparent even at this very basic level (e.g., see Figure
2 of this paper). Obviously, if one analysis was capable of precisely predicting the
flow conditions and blade dynamic response different load predictions would still
result because of uncertainty in airfoil data.

It has been demonstrated and known for some time that different characteristics
very likely will be obtained for the same airfoil section tested in two or more
tunnels. This can be attributed to several factors including model surface quality,
Reynolds number differences, tunnel turbulence level, floor and ceiling inter-
ferences, sidewall interferences, and, to some extent, data acquisition techniques.

In the belief that the Reynolds number and the tunnel floor, ceiling, and
sidewall effects are the dominant factors determining the ability to obtain accurate
two-dimensional data, Sikorsky developed the Tunnel Spanning Apparatus (TSA). This
device, shown in Figure 4, consists of a spar that spans the width of a large test
section (8 to 11 feet) to which full scale or near full scale airfoil shells are
attached. An eight inch metric section located at the center (see Figure 4) allows
direct measurement of three forces and three moments. Surface pressure data and wake
rake data (in steady state tests) are typically acquired simultaneously to provide
detailed loading information and data redundancy. Because of the relatively large
distances between the tunnel floor, ceiling and sidewalls to the position at which
measurements are made, the data obtained are less influenced by tunnel interferences.
The TSA has been used by Sikorsky to acquire both steady-state and unsteady data in
swept and unswept flow conditions. The TSA was used to address one of the questions
raised by Arcidiacono in Reference 1, namely the augmentation of maximum lift cap-
ability on a swept two-dimensional airfoil. Inferences had in the past been made
from limited three dimensional swept wing tests. The TSA results shown in Figure 5
show that sweep does increase maximum lift by 15 to 25% beyond classical 2-D airfoil
theory for two Sikorsky airfoils.

The dependency on empiricism for unsteady airfoil characteristics and, in
particular, dynamic stall characteristics was also cited by Dr. Ormiston as a defi-
ciency in the prediction of rotor loads. While progress has been made in this area,
it has predominantly been progress in obtaining additional experimental data and in
investigating the basic features of dynamic stall. Reference 8 provides a good
summary of what has been learned about dynamic stall and the current status of
prediction techniques.

A major contribution to the available data base and the understanding of the
dynamic stall phenomenon is reported in Reference 9. This work included tests of
eight airfoils and an attempt to quantify the effects of several airfoil design para-
meters on the dynamic stall characteristics. Figure 6 presents the maximum lift
achieved by seven of the sections tested. This figure shows that the lift increment
due to deep dynamic stall (i.e., vortex dominated, large airload fluctuations) is not
significantly different for the airfoils tested but the lift increment obtained at
dynamic stall onset is affected by airfoil shape. Generally, the authors of
Reference 9 conclude that airfoils exhibiting trailing edge stall are preferred to
those exhibiting leading edge stall.

I
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Table I from Reference 9 provides a summary of the importance of various para-
meters to the dynamic stall phenomenon. Another parameter (blade sweep) is not shown
in Table I and has been demonstrated to have an effect on the dynamic stall pheno-
menon. Figure 7 demonstrates that sweep or yawed flow effects can alter the dynamic
stall characteristic. It is apparent that much needs to be done before the designer
can fully exploit the benefits or cope with the disadvantages of unsteady aero-
dynamics.

Several prediction techniques are described and discussed by McCroskey in
Reference 8. These techniques are empirical in nature and each incorporates certain
symplifying assumptions and shortcomings. As pointed out by McCroskey, each method
manages to reproduce reasonably well the data sets used in its development, but
almost no correlation has been demonstrated in reproducing independent data sets. A
new semi-empirical technique has recently been devleoped at United Technologies
Research Center (UTRC) by Gangwani (Reference 10). This method explicitly accounts
for the formation and streamwise movement of the vortex shed from the leading edge.
It also incorporates the effects of non-zero sweep angles. The empirical co-
efficients used in this method are based on unsteady test data obtained in the UTRC 8
ft. high speed tunnel using the Sikorsky TSA. Figure 8 demonstrates the ability of
this method to reproduce the independent data set from Reference 9. The UTRC data
and the Reference 9 data were both obtained using sinusoidal pitching motion. Figure
9 shows the ability of the UTRC method to reproduce the unsteady lift and moment data
for non-sinusoidal motion. Again, this method is semi-empirical but its ability to
model the independent data as shown in Figures 8 and 9 is encouraging. This UTRC
dynamic stall model is currently being integrated into Sikorsky RDYNE load analysis.

Inflow Modeling

The ability to determine the aerodynamic loading on the blade requires the
ability to predict the flow conditions to which each section of the blade is sub-
jected as well as the blade motions. The history of predicting the induced inflow
has evolved from uniform momentum model to longitudinal skewed momentum model to
longitudinal/lateral skewed momentum model to discrete vortex models (sometime
including the shed wake due to the time dependent lift) and wake distortions. It was
shown in Reference 1 (paper by Arcidiacono) that the non-uniform (variable) inflow
associated with the vortex methods was necessary to better represent the airload
character at least at some radial locations on the blade. In a later section of this
paper, some results are presented that show that variable inflow does not always
improve correlation. In Reference 11, it was shown that to adequately calculate
blade flapping not only was a non-uniform inflow required, but below an advance ratio
of .2, a distorted vortex wake (free wake) was necessary. In Reference 4, however,
it is shown that a free wake does not improve the correlation of overall rotor blade
load distributions. Thus, although the necessity for improved wake models is recog-
nized, the precise requirements for acnieving accurate loads are still unclear.

In Reference 12, the ability of a calculated distorted vortex wake model to
qualitatively represent the wake of a model rotor operating in water was demon-
strated. Figure 10, taken from more recent work (Reference 13) demonstrates this
ability for a rotor operating at a moderate advance ratio in air. The effects of the
wake geometric differences shown or whatever differences may exist in the vorticity
strengths are not known but are believed to be significant especially for acoustic
problems. While the necessity for accurately modeling the wake structure seems to
have been demonstrated, only limited verification of the analytical capability has
been conducted. Most of the wake geometry verification has been done at low speeds
due to the difficulty of conducting flow visualization studies at high tunnel speeds.

In addition, to the best of our knowledge, no systematic wake geometry studies
coupled with inflow velocity measurments have been conducted. The growing maturity
of laser velocimetry (LV) makes this type of experimental project feasible. This
type of data is required in order to identify deficiencies in the wake models and the
necessary refinements. Figure 11, from Reference 14, shows reasonably goo, correla-

" tion of predicted inflow velocities using a free wake analysis with LV measurements
at low speed.

Perhaps the most significant progress in predicting the rotor inflow field has
been the ability to predict the change in the inflow velocities due to the flow field
generated by the fuselage. The use of potential flow panel methods, such as that
described in Reference 15, allows the calculation of the fuselage induced velocities
at the rotor blade and the blade aero,.fnamic analysis can then account for the change
produced in local blade loading and the wake strength. Figure 12, from Reference 16,
shows the experimental and calculated differences in the blade flatwise bending
moment with and without the fuselage. Certain features of the fuselage effect are
reasonably well predicted; however, the effects in the first and second quadrant are
poorly represented. Reference 17 also describes tests in which the effect of the
fuselage on rotor loads is systematically measured. As discussed previously, wake
distortion has been demonstrated to have a significant effect on the loading, at
least at low advance ratios. This points out a potential deficiency in the predic-
tion of fuselage effects in that, to date, tse ability to predict the wake distortion
due to the fuselage has not been developed.

Finally, it should be noted that dynamic inflow effects have been shown to be
important in the prediction of rotor damping (see Reference 3).
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3-D Aerodynamics

The blade element approach has been the traditional method of obtaining blade
loads. This method assumes that each blade section behaves as if it were on a
two-dimensional wing. The method applies to steady and unsteady conditions, but
begins to break down when conditions are highly three dimensional - e.g., when a
vortex passes near a blade, or at the tip of a blade. Progress has been made at the
fundamental level in developing three-dimensional, quasi-steady and unsteady, sub-
sonic and transonic analyses. Hereafter these analyses will be referred to as blade
analyses (as opposed to lifting surface analyses) to imply that thickness effects are
considered.

An inviscid, non-conservative, potential flow, quasi-steady lifting blade
analysis is described by Arieli and Tauber in Reference 18. This method is an
extension of a full potential code developed by Jameson (Reference 19) for fixed wing
applications. The method currently accounts for only a single blade and therefore
the wake induced flow field is incomplete. It also cannot currently account for tip
vortex rollup and makes assumptions regarding the location of the vortex sheet to
facilitate the derivation of the solution in transformed space.

Results from this method are compared to experimental data and 2-D calculations
for a station near ths tip for a non-lifting rotor blade in Figure 13. For this
station on the advancing blade, the calculation agrees well with the experiment and
the three-dimensional effects are significant. Calculations for more inboard sta-
tions are presented in Reference 18 showing, as might be expected, much smaller 3-D
effects. The 3-D characteristics shown near the tip could have large effects on the
predicted blade loads and moments.

Another 3-D analysis under development is described in References 20 and 21.
The mathematical model used in this method is a three-dimensional, unsteady (low
frequency) small disturbance transonic model. Figure 14 shows the correlation of
this method from Reference 22 with measured non-lifting rotor results at 90% radius
and an azimuth of 1200. Good correlation is shown for the unsteady calculation
whereas the quasi-steady calculation fails to model the chordwise pressure distribu-
tion. This same characteristic was shown for the Arieli and Tauber work in Reference
18 at 1200 and indicates that accounting for the flow history is important.

Both the quasi-steady, lifting blade and the unsteady non-lifting blade analyses
discussed have been used to analytically assess the impact of three-dimensional
effects on the advancing tip. The results, to date, suggest that these effects on
blade loads could be large and future efforts should concentrate on removing the
present simplifying assumptions. Also, practical techniques for modeling these
effects in actual load prediction programs are required. An example of a practical
lifting surface implementation for the blade vortex encounter problem is contained in
the analysis of Reference 3.

Structural Modeling

The aeroelastic nature of the rotor loads problem has focused attention on the
rotor blade structural model as an area for in.roducing improvements. The accurate
simulation of the structural and dynamic behavior of a rotor blade is less difficult
than the accurate simulation of aerodynamic excitations. On the other hand, even at
this time, the requirements for accurate structural simulation are not understood
fully. There is a consensus that careful attention has to be paid to factors in-
fluencing blade torsional deflections.

Hodges in Reference 23 has derived equations valid to second order for homogeneous,
isotropic beams undergoing moderate displacements. These equations are the basis of
a finite element aeroelastic stability analysis, embodied in the GRASP program, now
in development. Progress has been made in identifying some of the considerations for
introducing more consistent normal modes coordinates in the blade response equations.
Reference 24 and 25 discuss additional terms in the blade response equations
required when coupled modes are employed to express the equations in normal modes
coordinates. It was found in Reference 24 that additional stiffness terms arise
because the blade pitches at angles different from the distribution used to obtain
the coupled modes. Application of this approach described in Reference 25 did not
lead to an unqualified selection of coupled or uncoupled modes, however. Never-
theless, these considerations are indicative of the attention being paid to the
structural and dynamic representation.

Representations of structural redundancies characteristic of modern rotor blade
designs have been introduced in several analyses available or under development in
the Industry and Government. Multiple load path representations are available, for
example, in the Boeing-Vertol C-60, and the Sikorsky ET499 analyses. These analyses
are based on a Myklestad transfer matrix formulation and are limited to a harmonic
balance solution. Rotor/fuselage coupling may be represented by means of a rotor
impedance approach (see next section). At present these analyses are not able to
represent transient phenomena. Figure 15 shows that moment distributions predicted
by the Sikorsky ET499 program agree more closely with test data vibratory amplitude
than the results obtained by the Sikorsky normal modes method of Reference 26.
However, the modal analysis time history appears more correct. While systematic

T'
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study has not yet been conducted to identify conclusively the causes of the dif-
ferences, the key assumptions are believed to be the use of uncoupled modes, the
assumption of low twist and the use of a modal displacement method to express moments
in the modal analysis.

An avenue being followed to represent structural redundancies is a formulation
based on the finite element displacement method. The GRASP program (unpublished work
by Hodges) mentioned above is an example of such an analysis. An advantage of this
approach is its ability to permit coupling of the blade to the airframe, control
system, and structural restraints by means of automated techniques suitable for
assembling finite elements and substructures in the context of a displacement method.
Such assembly techniques have been incorporated in the new generation of loads
programs which have begun to appear in the U. S. Industry, described below.

PROGRESS IN INTEGRATION OF TECHNOLOGY INTO LOADS ANALYSES

The complex and highly coupled character of rotor dynamic and aerodynamic
phenomena has motivated the continual development of analyses integrating the diverse
elements necessary for an accurate representation of the total problem.

The background to present developments is that older analyses are not easily
modifiable without substantial cost and time investments. The old approach to the
derivation of coupled system equations involved manual derivations. The process is
laborious, slow, and susceptible to error. This process inhibited the development of
new features - for example, the addition of new components like vibration absorbers.

The result of these experiences and others mentioned earlier in this paper has
been the identification of certain key requirements which an accurate and modifiable
analysis has to satisfy. Table 2 summarizes key attributes and Table 3 details
typical physical, mathematical, and software reqirements. A unified analysis employ-
ing a limited number of elements with the versatility to be applicable to a wide
range of systems is obviously desirable. Such a framework should do much to limit
the difficulty and cost of establishing the correctness and validity of the analysis.
An automated method for synthesizing the equations of motion is desired. Automation,
as will be seen, will accomplish not only a unified and versatile framework, but will
enhance modifiability, and reduce the possibility of errors. A third factor is that
the software should be organized in such a way as to enhance program modifiability.
The links between modules should be limited and well defined. In other words, the
program should be modular, a feature which can be achieved partly by a process called
structured design, described in Reference 27. Finally, the growth of the program
should be controlled carefully. It is seen that many of the requirements are not
technological, but concern the design and management of software. The strong inter-
disciplinary character of the problem is clearly evident.

In the last few years, the U.S. Government has been developing, with the assist-
ance of the U. S. Industry, a comprehensive analysis which is designed to satisfy
these concerns. This system, the Second Generation Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis
System (2GCHAS), and it3 evolution, has been responsible for spinoffs developed by
the U.S. Industry, described below.

Progress in achieving a unified, versatile, and modular framework has been
achieved by the employment of substructure approaches. The helicopter structure is
broken up into parts whose equations may be derived independently. The computer
piogram assembles automatically these individual parts into an integrated system.
Examples of substructure programs are the RDYNE (Rotorcraft Dynamics Analysis), and
the SII4VIBE (Simplified Vibration Analysis of Reference 6), both developed by
Sikorsky, the COPTER program (see Reference 28), developed by Bell Helicopter/
Textron, and the DYSCO program (see Reference 29), developed by KAMAN Aerospace
Corporation. The Sikorsky and Kaman programs use the Hurty method (see Reference 7)
to assemble the equations of motion from the equations for the substructures. In the
Sikorsky program the substructures may be assembled with arbitrary orientations
relative to one another. This, and the ability to connect arbitrary numbers and
types of substructures to one another, provides the analysis with considerable
freedom to represent structural configurations. In the RDYNE program, substructures

* 'comprise individual blades and elastic fuselages, as examples. Figure 16 illustrates
sample components which may be assembled to represent a helicopter structure.
Because each blade is modeled as a distinct substructure, the analysis is well suited
to modeling failure/damage induced loading and vibratory phenomena affecting the
entire helicopter. For example, Figure 17 illustrates a drive train response after
the occurrence of simulated damage to a main rotor blade. The structural and dynami-
cal coupling of the rotor and fixed system is accurately represented as shown in
Figure 18 which compares ground resonance stability calculations with Flocquet
theory. Although the RDYNE analysis is quite general for the representing transient
and steady state loadings on coupled systems, it is not the most cost-effective
method for obtaining steady state phencmena. The SIMVIBE program (see Reference 6)
on the other hand is dedicated to calculating steady vibratory loadings and accelera-
tions, and was developed for the Army Structures Laboratory. The same assembly
method is used in SIMVIBE as in RDYNE. The substructures, however, are different.
Instead of employing single blades as substructures, the rotor is treated as an
entity. Figure 19 shows the substructures available in SIMVIBE. Rotor-induced hub
excitations and rotor impedance are calculated from a single blade rotor aeroelastic
analysis (G400, see Reference 5), which is executed in a stand-alone mode. This
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information is sent to a file which is read by the Base or Executive Program in the
SIMVIBE package, which assembles the rotor dynamic properties with the properties of
other substructures, such as bifilars, fixed system vibration absorbers, or elastic
fuselages. Steady state motion is assumed and a harmoaic balance solution for the
coupled system is assumed. Blade loadings are expanded as terms for no hub motion,
and terms which account for hub motion effects. This information is transmitted as
vectors of forces and matrices of blade loading derivatives to the Base Program.
When the hub motion is determined from the solution, blade loadings may be found by
substituting hub motion data in the blade loading expression. Figure 20 shows that
the fixed system dynamic characteristics can alter hub vibratory shears generated by
the rotor.

A significant area which does not lend itself to the use of the automated
synthesis applicable to structural elements involves the integration of aerodynamic
effects into the system. Some progress has been made and the techniques for achiev-
ing aerodynamic couplings have been demonstrated in the development of the SIMVIBE
package. A technique for achieving aerodynamic couplings is to transfer data among
large modules dedicated to the formation of aerodynamic properties. Figure 21
illustrates this process. Rotor-induced wake data are calculated by a variable
inflow program (F389) which cycles these data to the rotor aeroelastic analysis G400
to calculate a wake consistent with the blade motions. Fuselage induced aerodynamic
inflow is transmitted from a potential flow analysis to F389. Rotor-induced wake
effects on an empennage are calculated by an analysis with a lifting surface empen-
nage model (see Reference 30). Harmonics of empennage loads are then transmitted to
the Base Program, and are assembled with the properties of other components to
calculate the coupled system response. An attribute of the method of coupling
programs to each other by data transfers is that it enables parts of the system to be
independently developed. If these parts are old programs, this approach will limit
the cost of developing the integrated system, and will allow a more timely develop-
ment of the system. Experience with the development of SIMVIBE has confirmed these
attributes.

The 2GCHAS which is under development by the government is expected to provide
all the features contained in Industry programs. In addition, the 2GCHAS is expected
to provide the requisite design standards and management resources for maintaining
and controlling the program configuration. It is expected that the 2GCHAS will also
support a much wider group of technology elements than have appeared in the Indistry.

In summary, the development of versatile methods for achieving the ir'.-,ation
of structural and dynamical elements is well advanced. Many of the target at ributes
listed in Table 2 have been achieved in industry experimental analyses. Progress hap
been made in achieving structural representations for a variety of configurations and
problems within a unified framework. A design can be verified for different types of
responses and protected from failure and instabilities with the knowledge that the
elements of the problem, such as a blade, are the same among the varied applications.
Applications of such analyses are only beginning. Aerodynamics couplings are a
significant area of remaining difficulties. Data transfers between independently
developed aerodynamic programs appear to provide a solution to the integration of
aerodynamic elements. However, it does not appear to the authors of this paper that
any fundamental advances in the aerodynamic technology developed in the last 8-10
years have been incorporated in these loads analyses. The efforts to advance the
basic understanding of rotor aerodynamics discussed earlier are recognized and
endorsed. However, these efforts have generally resulted in very specialized
analyses/programs/experiments, the results of which have yet to be integrated in a
practical way into an operational rotor loads program. Thus the survey of industry
mentioned earlier reveals that most of the aerodynamic advances in rotor load pro-
grams have involved relatively modest changes made within the same basic aerodynamic
framework that existed at the time of the study of Reference 2.

PROGRESS IN ACQUIRING DATA FOR CORRELATION

One of the recommendations made in Reference 2 was that the predictions from the
various rotor loads analyses be correlated in detail with systematic data acquired
with large scale rotors equipped with instrumentation sufficient to provide insight
into the various elements of the problem - both aerodynamic and structural.

Although no formal structured response to this recommendation has occurred,
certain experimental rotor programs have provided at least a portion of the data
which ultimately is desired. For example, the Sikorsky S-76 rotor was tested in the
NASA Ames 40' x 80' wind tunnel (Reference 16). No blade pressure data were ac-
quired, but a family of four different blade tips was tested. Probably the kuost
extensive instrumented rotor effort is that being conducted on the two blade Bell
AH-lG. This effort is continuing with more detailed pressure data being acquired in
the blade tip area. In a separate program, rotor stability data have been obtained
from a series of systematic model rotor tests. Reference 31 is representative of
this -ifort. Based on the survey conducted as part of this paper, it appears that
there is still a pressing need for a more complete test in which all elements of the
problem: rotor wake geometry, rotor induced flow field, blade pressures, blade
stresses and rotor loads, are measured simultaneously and in detail.
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CORRELATION OF ANALYSES

Reference 1 presented correlation studies using the Sikorsky Normal Mode
Analyses. Typically it was shown that the inclusion of variable inflow and unsteady
stall aerodynamics was required to achieve reasonable correlation of flatwise,
edgewise and torsional moments. Vibratory amplitudes tended to be underpredicted al-
though time history shapes compared favorably. In the intervening years efforts at
Sikorsky and UTRC to improve correlation have concentrated on acquiring better
dynamic stall data for modern airfoils as opposed to the older NACA 0012. UTRC in
Reference 10 has developed a more generalized dynamic stall model and this is cur-
rently being made operational in our analysis. Sikorsky has also developed tech-
niques for including fuselage flow field effects in loads calculations (Reference 6).
Another major effort at UTRC was to develop a redundant blade load path analysis
(G400, Reference 5) for bearingless rotors. Finally at Sikorsky the RDYNE and
SINVIBE and Transfer Matrix Analyses have been developed.

Systematic correlation studies to assess these new programs and features are far
from complete. One effect that has been correlated is the influence of the fuselage
flow field on rotor loads. Figure 22 shows that the predicted effect of the flow
field induced by the rotor test module used in the tests of Reference 16 was signi-
ficant, increasing flatwise vibratory moments by about 25% and improving the time
history signature correlation as well. It should be noted that the test module is
pred.zted to have less of an impact on rotor loads than the typical fuselage, which
is larger and closer to the rotor. (See Figure 12 of this paper taken from Reference
16.)

An area where recent correlation (Reference 16) showed a disturbing trend is
shown in Figure 23. Here the inclusion of variable inflow (with a non-free wake)
showed a degraded correlation relative to constant inflow predictions. This would
imply the existence of compensating assumptions present in the constant inflow
analysis. Including fuselage flow field effects in the variable inflow analysis does
help to improve the situation as shown.

It is rare that any analysis correlates with test data on ;n absolute basis.
Rotor loads analyses are no exception in this regard, as indicated by the preceeding
figures. However, often analyses lacking absolute correlation can be used to predict
trends having been anchored to some reference data point. Figures 24-26 show the
application of the Sikorsky Normal Mode Analysis in this manner. Here the analysis
is used to predict the effect of tip shene changes tested in Reference 16 on key
blade loads. The results are normalized in terms of the rectangular tip loads at one
gross weight and compared with similarly normalized data taken from Reference 16.
The beneficial effects of advanced tips on flatwise moments and control loads are
predicted. The detailed correlation for these two loads is reasonable but far from
perfect even on this normalized basis. Edgewise moment correlation is significantly
poorer than either the flatwise moment or the control load correlation. These
results, while not unexpected in light of the lack of a rigorous three dimensional
aerodynamic model in the analysis, do indicate the problem facing the designer as he
tries to evolve more advanced rotors. The value of systematic test data is clear.

In surveying the U.S. technical community, the question was posed as to which
items exhibited the poorest correlation. The consensus response was that the higher
harmonic content of the blade loads, particularly at the operating conditions at the
limits of the operating envelope, were least well predicted. These loads are the
ones which provide the most challenge to the aerodynamicist and yet they are also the
very ones which most influence the design of the blade and hub components.

Survey results as to critical ssumptions contributing to areas of poorer cor-
relation were cited almost unanimously as aerodynamic assumptions, approximations and
empiricisms. These are all well known: wake geometry, three dimensional blade
aerodynamics and dynamic stall (including sweep effects). Although emphasis was on
aerodynamic shortcomings, in some instances it was clear that not all structural
dynamic approximations have yet been removed from some of the older analyses. The
coupling, both dynamic and aerodynamic, of the rotor and the fuselage was also cited
as needing to receive more attention.

Regarding the role which 2GCHAS is expected to play in improving the situation,
one respondent to the survey summed it up well in the following statement:

"Currently, there are many different methods and approaches to solving com-
ponents of the rotor problem. For example, there are many different methods for
calculating non-uniform downwash. These include: rigid wake, prescribed wake,
free wake, local momentum wake, etc., and there are significant variations of
each type. Each of these methods has an advocate, each makes different assump-
tions, and all are useful. But, which is the best for predicting reliable,
accurate vibratory airloads?

The 2GCHAS gives industry and the Government a tool for evaluating many dif-
ferent approaches to nonuniform downwash, holding everything else constant.
Claims can be evaluated, sensitivity established and rational decisions made.
The 2GCHAS tool can be used to evaluate the best unsteady theory, the best
rotor/fuselage coupling, the best method for trim or the best solution approach.
In short, it provides a test bed for evaluating competing technology.
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This is not all. The 2GCHAS also provides a system for holding and linking the
best technology. Since the system is designed for modularity, it is the logical
analysis for incorporating the best technology (once we know what the best is)."

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The prediction of rotor loads represents one of the most challenging technical
tasks facing the aerodynamicist and the structural dynamicist. Good progress has
been made on the structural side of the problem and new, more accurate and more
versatile structural formulations are being rapidly introduced into operational loads
analyses. On the other hand aerodynamics progress has been concentrated on the
fundamentals of the problem and the time table for introducing the next generation of
aerodynamic technology into the new analyses is not yet clear. Hopefully, this will
be accomplished in an efficient and controlled manner through the 2GCHAS effort.
Until the aerodynamic technology makes a breakthrough of sorts, the accuracy of
existing rotor loads analyses will probably not improve significantly except through
refinements to empiricisms tailored to specific user problems, designs and operating
conditions. Therefore, rotor aerodynamics research is heartily endorsed. However,
it is imperative that the aerodynamic researcher be alert to ways to cast the results
of his work in as practical a form as possible to enhance its early integration into
total loads analyses. Until higher confidence loads analyses are available, it is
equally imperative that testing of rotors be an important element in providing the
designer and the researcher the data necessary for each to accomplish their respec-
tive tasks. The results of these tests should be employed to validate any improve-
ment to the loads analysis - both structural and aerodynamic.
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Table 1. Importance of the Dynamic Stall Parameters

Stall parameter Effect

Airfoil shape Large in some cases

Mach No. Small below M 0.2,
Large above M 0.2

Reynolds No. Small (?) at low Mach No.,
Unknown at high Mach No.

Reduced frequency Large

Mean angle, amplitude Large

Type of motion Virtually unknown

3-D effects Virtually unknown

Tunnel effects Virtually unknown

Table 2. Key Attributes of Integrated Analyses

Unified and versatile analysis

Applicable to wide range of problems

Limited number of elements

Automated synthesis of equations of motion

Verifiable

Easily modifiable

Good program organization

Management of growth

TABLE 3. Sample Physical Mathematical, and Software

Requirements

Physical

Elastic blade Mathematical

Hingeless/bearingless Automated assembly

Redundant load paths Time history, harmonic balance

Precone, droop, sweep Transformation to multi-blade coordinates

Dynamic stall Transformation to first order systems

3D aerodynamics Software

Rotor induced variable inflow Plot options

Fuselage induced inflow Restart capability

Control system dynamics Tutorial mode

Drive system dynamics Advanced Executive

Fuselage dynamics

Multiple rotors

Higher harmonic control

Elastic Fuselage

Failure/Damage Events
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTEM FOR

INTERDISCIPLINARY ANALYSIS OF ROTORCRAFT FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

by

Andrew W. Kerr
US Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM)

and

Wendell B. Stephens

US Army Aeromechanics Laboratories

Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California 94035

SUMMARY

A comprehensive, interdisciplinary analysis system is being developed to provide the ability to
predict the technical characteristics of a wide variety rotary wing configurations. This system, which
will include the analysis of rotor loads, is being created by using both an in-depth familiarity with a
wide variety of "first-generation" helicopter analyses and modern software development techniques. This
paper provides an overview the approach used in the development of the system and describes the software
methodology used to support the development. It also includes a description of the mathematical basis for
the system and presents a summary of the results of the top-level analysis and architectural design of the
system. The potential ability of the system to predict rotor loads is discussed. The flexibility and
extendability of the system which is a result of modern software methodology will allow the loads analyst
to enhance the system without extensive restructuring or reprogramming of the system.

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of comprehensive helicopter analysis computer codes have been generated over the past 15
years to predict various technical characteristics of vehicle designs. The codes have placed particular
emphasis on modeling the primary lifting rotors. Some programs such as C-81 (Reference 1), REXOR
(Reference 2), and GENHEL (Reference 3) have been the outgrowth of handling qualities analysis. Other
programs such as Normal Modes (Reference 4), G400 (Reference 5), C60 (Reference 6), and DART (Reference 7)
have been derived as rotor loads or aeroelastic stability analyses. The analysis technology required to
produce adequate loads and handling qualities preditions for of the rotor/body combination are closely
related, and a considerable amount of effort by a variety of analysts has been expended on individual
codes. Aerodynamics and performance analysis technology, which is often developed independently from
loads anaysis, is also required to develop an accurate prediction capability for rotor loads and
vibrations. Programs such as CAMRAD (Reference 8), Coupled Rotor/Airframe Vibration Analysis (Reference

9), and DYSCO (Reference 10) represent some of the recent efforts to combine these various technologies.

The US Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM) is developing a Second Generation
Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System (Reference 11), to be referred to in this paper as the 2GCHAS or
the System. The 2GCHAS is being designed to predict performance, stability and control, loads and
vibration, aeroelastic stability, and acoustics characteristics of a wide variety of rotorcraft
configurations. It is being developed as an interdisciplinary analysis system to support the engineering
analysis of rotorcraft through a life cycle of conceptual design, detailed design, development, and
subsequent modification, and to provide a high quality software testbed for conducting research on the
varied aspects of advanced rotorcraft analysis software technology. The System, which will use a
finite-element approach as its mathematical basis, will contain a full range of analysis options to treat
each physical component of the rotorcraft at the appropriate level of complexity required to accomplish a

-. particular engineering analysis task. A primary consideration in the development of the System is the
manner in which components of the rotorcraft, including the aerodynamics, are combined analytically to
represent the vehicle as a whole. The 2GCHAS is also being structured so that its modular design will

*enable analysts and researchers to easily develop and insert new analysis technology into the System

without adversely affecting the integrity of the System as a whole.

The "Second Generation" title for the System represents its relationship the variety of methods
developed in the late 1960's and early 1970's, References I through 4. Thesa analyses and others of their
vintage were derived at a time when computer capacity and software design and implementation techniques
were at a much earlier stage of development than that av&lable today. Some areas in which first
generation codes failed to accurately predict aircraft response are described in References 12 and 13.
The wide range of their capabilities is summarized in Reference 14. The structure of these codes has made
extension difficult, and the user interface for these programs has received minimal attention, making it
difficult for analysts other than the program developers to exercise the programs intelligently or
effectively. More recent analysis developments, References B through 10, have been approached with a
number of the 2GCHAS goals in mind and have had a significant influence on the 2GCHAS analysis and design.

A unique characteristic of the 2GCHAS is that it is being developed by an analysis team as opposed to
a single analyst, and a large number of engineering specialists from a variety of research and
manufacturing organizations will be contributing directly to the development of the System. The reason
for following this approach is to insure that each element of the System is developed by a specialist with
a complete understanding of the particular technology involved, and to encourage each specialist to more
fully understand the interface of his technology with the other technologies required by the analysis.
This approach, which is a major extension to that originally presented in Reference 15, incorporates a
state-of-the-art software development process which includes structured software methodology and a product
assurance methodology. The goal is to produce a clear, well-documentated, transportable computer code
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Figure 3. Data Flow Diagram Example.

This paper addresses the software methodology being applied in developing the System, the product
assurance methods to be employed in applying this methodology, the demonstration of some of the results of
the initial application of the methodology to the analysis and architectural design of the Technology
Complex, and the technology to be included in the System for prediction of rotorcraft loads.

2. METHODOLOGY

A major shortcoming of many existing analysis methods is that they have grown in a somewhat randomly
controlled manner, resulting in a structure that makes extending or modifying their analysis capability
difficult or impractical. In most instances, coding has been undertaken well before a cohesive program
architecture has been developed, partly because the requirements which the program will eventually be
called upon to satisfy have not been fully defined. In the mid 1970's, software scientists developed a
number of approaches and tools to structure the creation of software products to insure that the product
would meet the requirements and expectations of the potential users of a program. These methods also
provide a basis for insuring that the product is maintainable, modifiable, and adequately documented.

For the development of the 2GCHAS, a methodology has been adopted which makes use of a number of
related methods designed to produce high-quality structured software. The schematic view of the
methodology adopted is shown in Figure 2. It is divided into five basic phases which are contained in the
bubbles in this figure. In the first phase, Structured Analysis, a critical review of system or subsystem
requirements is carried out and those requirements are broken down to identify the specific processes
involved, as well as the process data output and data input requirements. The basic tool used to carry
out this analysis Is the Data Flow Diagram, DFD, patterned after the work of Yourdon (Reference 19). The
form of the Data Flow Diagram is shown in shown in Figure 3. Processes are identified by both a number
and a name. Data inputs to and from the processes are defined by name. The analysis starts with a single
process bubble and its data requirements, referred to as a the "Context Diagram" for the system being
analyzed. Using a top-down approach, this diagram is broken down into progressively more complete levels
of detail until the most elemental processes and their data requirements are identified. The Data Flow
Diagram addresses only processes and related data transfer and does not address control of the processes
involved. The control structure is addressed in later phases of the development methodology. Thus, the
analysis phase addresses only what must be accomplished, but not how it is to be accomplished. Separating
the process functions and data requirements from questions of implementation and control allows the
overlall program concept to be developed in a much more straight forward manner than that afforded by more
traditional development techniques. Traditionally, the analyst often plunges right into detailed design
and implementation of a computer ade without a global picture of the design requirements.

In addition to the diagrams, two companion products result from the analysis: a set of Mini-Specs,
arid a Data Dictionary. Each bubble at every level of the analysis has a companion Mini-Specs, which is a
more detailed description of the process than that contained in the few words which name the bubble on the
Data Flow Diagram. The Data Dictionary includes the data items identified at all levels of the analysis,
with a complete definition of each data item. The complete product of the structured analysis of the
system includes a hierarchical collection of Data Flow Diagrams, Mini-Specs and a Data Dictionary. This
structured analysis is then correlated with the requirements documents to insure that it both satisfies
the requirements and does not exceed them. Often requirements which should have been included originally
are identified during this phase, and the original requirements must be modified. Potential users of the
proposed system then review the analysis for accuracy and completeness.

The next phase in the methodology is Architectural Design. In this phase, the Data Flow Diagrams
become the basis for a structuring of individual functions into "modules" which will eventually be
developed into computer codes. At this point, some of the required control of the processes become
apparent through the structuring of the transfer of data through the modules. The tool for this process
is the Structure Chart, which has the form shown in Figure 4, and is adapted from the work of Demarco
(Reference 20). The Architectural Design is a mechanicallly derived structure from the Data Flow
Diagrams. This architecture is modified through stepwise refinement to achieve improvements with respect
to certain metrics which insure the quality of the structure. The final product of the Architectural
Design phase is a set of Structure Charts with companion Module Specs and a list of the intermodule
communications (data items) for each module These products are also correlated with requirements and
reviewed by potential users to insure consistency and completeness.

The third phase of the methodology is the Detailed Design of modules for the systm. In this phase,
each module identified in the Architectural Design phase is given detailed descriptions of their control
and data structures. The control and data structures are expressed through use of a Program Design
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Figure 4. Example Structure Chart.

Language (PDL). The use of PDL highlights the conception process of an algorithm, leaving some complex,
language-dependent idiosyncracies to the next development phase. Nine basic control structures are
identified which may be used in the design and a limited number of data structures are allowed. The
resulting PDL designs are then reviewed for correctness to insure that the control and data structures
selected correctly implement the required function.

Up to this point in the creation of a maJor computer software system, not one line of actual computer
code has ben written. In the Implementation phase, the PDL code produced in the detailed design phase is
transformed into executable code in the implementation language selected for the system (FORTRAN 77 for
the 2GCHAS) with conceptual integrity, comprehensibility, efficiency, and memory requirements in mind.
The products of the Implementation phase are executable implementation language code with appropriate
commentary for documentation within the code. This is accomplished through the transformation of control
structures, the development of data structures, the construction of utility subprogras, and packaging of
the final code.

The fifth phase in the development methodology ie Validation, Verification, and Testing, which is
required to insure that the implementation has ben successfully accomplished. Testing is the process of
executing a progra or subprogram with the intention of uncovering errors. Testing is not meant as a
process to demonstrate the validity or correctness of the algorithms and models prograimued, but to insure
that the code itself is free of errors. This process is to be performed 'ii'h economy in mind, both in
terms of prograsmer time and hardware time. The design of test cases emphasizes the choice of a limited
numbr of useful tests to reveal a maximum numbr of errors.

The 2CCHAS development methodology must be very orderly because of the requirement to have a large
Snumbr of module developers mak contributions to the System, working independently in may different
Slocations. The top-level structured analysis and architectural design of the Technology Complex are being
Sdeveloped by the 2GCHAS Project Office. This analysis and architectural design has ben taken to a very
Slow level in order to insure that the requirements for the system can be met by higher level module
l definitions. Modules will be assigned contracturally to developers a* a relatively high level in the

structure, and the developers will repeat the analysis and architectural design of their modules to
j frther optimize the structure of the System. Detailed design, implementation and testing by individual

module developers will then be accomplished. The modules will be integrated with the Executive Complex
i and System testing completed. It is anticipated that the product resulting from this effort will have a
"' correct and flexible structure which will allow its application to a wide variety of problema by the user~community.

3. SOFTWARE PRODUCT AMSURANCE

So" ftware Product Assurance is the tem applied to the actions performed to insure tat software

products developed meet specified all requirements. The teria Product Assurance is based on the work of
Lgrsoff, Henderson, and Siegel (Reference 21). owever, the specifics of the Software Product Asurance
Progra for the 2HAS Project have ben tailored to meet what are considered to b the unique needs of an
engineerig-oriented software syste and have ben drawn from many sources. s ftre Product Asurance i
defined to consist of the three mjor functions shown in Figure 5: ftware uality assurance; Software

cnflguretioe Mnagemnt; end System Test and Evaluation.

Te objectives of the 2GCHAS Product surance Progra aftre sue that thne2GCHAS Project prouce
quality software products, that adequate control is placed over the configuration of these products, and
trat ell prducts have integrity as demonstrated by the results of test and evaluation. These three
elements (qlity, configuration, a integrity) are the cornerstones of the Progra; each elemnt is

defined and expanded upo elow .

The term quality is used in a strict sense to imply conformance to standards (i.e., excellence) whch
sy b either attained or not attained in the development of a prouct. A product which dos s not meet the
qulty standards imposed wll b refined, thn practical tio nd cost constraints, until it mets th - -.

stenards or rejected ae inferior. In this context, qulity applies to the content, fat, and of
functionality of idvidubl products whereas integrity pplie to the functionality of an cortectnes o

results frto the product.

thttecd tefi reo rrr.Ti rcs.st eprore iheooyi id ohi
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Figure 5. 2GCHAS Software Product Assurance.

The term configuration is used to mean the conceptual relationship between the parts of a product plus
the physical representation of the relationships. Examples of some relationships, parts, and products and
their physical representations include the following: printed listings of source code or program design
language; encoding of source code, object code, or load modules on a storage device such as a tape or
disk; printed pages of documents or publications; diagrams or charts which depict the analysis or design
of the System. Any changes which are made to the relationships or the parts must be strictly controlled
to insure that no errors are introduced into a product after the product has been judged adequate for a
particular stage (i.e., baselined) and that the potential user of a product knows the histories of error
correction and of enhancement incorporation.

The term integrity is used here to imply a specific state of the product. In this context, a product
with integrity is defined to be a product which meets all the System functional requirements and produces

correct answers. Integrity is ultimately demonstrated by successful test and evaluation at the System
level.

The key aspects of the Product Assurance (PA) work and the responsibilities of the 2GCHAS PA Team are
summarized as follows: developing an overall methodology for assuring the quality, configuration, and
integrity of all software products; assuring that a methodology for development of all 2GCHAS software
products is prepared; assuring that appropriate software tools are acquired or developed to support the
application and enforcement of the development and product assurance methodologies; and assuring that the
development methodology is used in the development of all software products for the System through the
enforcement of the product assurance methodology. The enforcement procedures are contained in a Product
Assurance Manual with its attendant procedures and standards.

The following is a list of procedures and standards which are planned for inclusion in the 2GCHAS PA
Manual. It is included to show the level of involvement of the PA function required for System
development.

Procedures: Standards:

Procedure for Monitoring Development of Software Products Documentation Standard
Procedure for Review of Specification Requirement Programming Standard
Structured Analysis Procedure Engineering Nomenclature Standard

Architectural Design Procedure Derivation of Equation Standard
Detailed Design Procedure Structured Analysis Standard
Implementation Procedure Architectural Design Standard
Testing Procedure Detailed Design Standard
Configuration Management Procedure Implementation Standard

Testing Standard

In addition, automated tools are being selected or developed to support development methodology and
product assurance efforts.

Quality Assurance activities which have been designated as necessary for the successful implementation
of the 2GCHAS have been divided into two top-level categories, as shown in Figure 6: Quality Control, and

Verification and Validation (V&V). Quality Control differs from V&V in that it is accomplished by the
on-going monitoring and overseeing of project activities whereas V&V determines through Documentation
Testing and Inspection whether the performance of a Software Product is satisfactory. The V&V process

seeks through inspection and development testing to compare the software product at a given point in its
development to its immediately previous specification (via verification), as well as to the original
system requirements (via validation). 2GCHAS development via the Builds approach (Reference 16), calls

for a certain level of V&V Testing and Evaluation to be carried on throughout the development. The effort
is focused in Build Qualification Audits, Functional Configuration Audits, Functional Qualification

Reviews, and Physical Configuration Audits just prior major System releases. V&V includes both inspection

and development testing.
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The primary function of Software Configuration anagement (), Figure 5, is to insure that each final

Computer Program Configuration Item (CPCI) is identified, controlled, and accounted for in accordance with
the design requirements and/or specifications. A CPCI is a subprogram or set of subprograms developed as
a unit fox the System. Achievement of this objective is facilitated through the application of technical
and administrative direction and surveillance in order to ideittify and document the characteristics of the
CPCI, control changes to those characteristics, and record/report on the implementation of approved
changes to the CPCI throughout its life cycle. The configuration of the software is identified and
established at discrete points (baselines) during the CPCI life cycle so that subsequent changes to the
configuration can be evaluated an d systematically controlled. Thus, effective configuration management
maintains the integrity and traceability of the software throughout the life cycle of a system.
Configuration Management addresses the five major functional areas shown in Figure 5.

System Test and Evaluation for the 2GCHAS will involve the exercising of the System by a wide range of
users in various engineering disciplines and in both Government and industry design and research
organizations. The results of early field testing of the System will be fed back to direct the
development of improvements to be made available with subsequent system builds. This is where the final
validation of the capabilities of the System to adequately model rotorcraft characteristics will be
assessed, and where the quality of the user interface with the system will meet its ultimate test by a
wide variety and level of users.

The basic challenge to be met in the area of PA is to develop a methodology and a program which will
provide a major increase in software and documentation quality over that found in first generation
analyses without constructing a labyrinth of confusing requirements which will stifle the creativity and
productivity of the developers of the System. Considerable effort in this regard is being applied to meet
this challenge.

4. ANALYSIS OF 2GCHAS TECHNOLOGY COMPLEX

In order to develop a good architectual design for the System at a relatively high level, it has been
necessary for the Project Office to carry the structured analysis and architectual design activity to a
very detailed level. This effort also affords the opportunity to review the System requirements for
completeness prior to dividing the System into packages to be supplied by a large number of contributing
developers. In this section of the paper, some of the results of this analysis are presented to describe
the process and to show the level of technology intended for loads prediction capability.

The first phase of the analysis process was to establish the context diagram for 2GCHAS technology.
The context diagram shown in Figure 7 defines the basic output required of the technology complex of the
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System as well as the input in general terms. The input/output data flows and the processes are
decomposed in further incremental refinements of the problem. It is recognized that the fundamental
approach to the structural dynamics-aerodynamics interface, presented in Reference 22 and shown in Figure
8, has changed little. The approach used Is to Iterate between solving for the structural dynamic
response and solving for the aerodynamic response. The basic problem is conceived of as a nonlinear
structural dynamics problem which has an aerodynamic load contribution which is a function of the
structural dynamic response. Thus, the general system set of equations of motion has the form

M(x,t); + C(x,t)x + K(x,t)x - F(x,x,u,t) (I)

which includes both structural dynamic and aerodynamic terms. Here x Is the set of system degree of
freedom, t is the independent time variable, and u is a set of free parameters which must be prescribed or
determined from a set of System constraints. The dots indicate derivatves with respect to time.

There are number of solutions to Eq. (1) which are of interest to the helicopter analyst. They
include determining the system steady state response (trim); integrating the nonlinear equations in time
for prescribed values of u (transient response); and perturbing the equations about a steady state
solution to develop perturbation equations which may be be solved to determine system stability. The
decomposition of the context diagram to accomplish these functions is shown in Figure 9. At this point in
the analysis it is immaterial what mathematical process is used to accomplish these objectives; i.e.,
whether the equations are integrated in time directly or whether they transformed to a set harmonic
equations and solved as a set of algebraic equations. It is important, however, to recognize that the
problem has been separated into two parts: the mathematical solutions to the system equations, and the
model building required to obtain the system equations. In Figure 9 only the former part is exposed and
further decompositions are needed to reveal the model building processes.

The dynamic response of the system, i.e., the displacements, x, velocity, ;, and accelerations, x, as
well as the aerodynamic response are not often in a fors directly usable by the engineering analyst or
designer. The processing of this data to the particular form the engineer desires is referred to as
obtaining the response characteristics of the system modeled. For example, the trim response
characteristic can include: trim variable values, u, performance, vibrations, loads, and acoustics.
Transient response characteristics would encompass these as well as frequency spectra analysis of the
resulting dynamic response or loads. Stability measurements would include: frequency, damping and time
constant parameters obtained from eigenvalue reduction; amplitude/frequency functions (used in Bode
plots); eigenvector analysis; and linear transient response.
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Figure 9. Decomposition of Context Diagram.



The complete analysis of the Technology Complex for the 2GCtAS System is too detailed to present in
this paper. However, a further discussion of the trim process will be pursued further. Each analysis
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) requires a process definition statement to define what functions the process must
perform. For example, the trim process is decomposed into iterate-to-trim and fly-to-trim. The
mathematical representation of iterate-to-trim in the mini-spec may be presented as follows.
Transform Eq. (1) to a first order system such that

A(y,t); - f(y,u,t) (2)

where

y (I
The ordinary differential equations, Eq. (2), have more unknowns, y and u, than equations. Additional
equations are obtained from time-averaged response. Constraints over the period, T, are shown in Eq. (3).

T (3)
J g(y,y,u,t)dt Z E2

0

Also, the system must be constrained such that over the period, T, to assure periol., t :y. The periodicity
constraint is

y(o) - y(T) e el 
(4)

where el, C2 are suitably small values to assure cov r& r: '. Here Eq. (3) is generally interpreted as
the sum of the forces and moments for unaccelerated flight at the system center of gravity. Other
constraints such as those involving rotor power, or blade moment balance may also be included in Eq. (3).
Thus, the problem now becomes one of solving the transient response Eq. (2) over a period, T. with u cnd
the initial conditions, y(o), estimated and then solving the set of nonlinear algebraic Eq. (3) and ,).
to obtain a new set of values for u and initial conditions, y(o). The iteration continues until Eq. (3)
and (4) are satisfied with reasonable limits.

Thus far, the discussion involves the mathematical solution of a set of equations and is not
restricted to helicopters per se. However, it is necessary to simulate the helicopter with the
mathematical model of the helicopter components. Thus, obtaining the nonlinear Eq. (1) and the
constraints, Eq. (3) and (4), requires three basic steps as indicated in Figure 10: building second order
equations of motion; reducing system degrees of freedom to element degrees of freedom; and coupling (and
transforming) second order differential equations. In linear systems, the second step is not required.

The concept used in building the system equations of motion is a tree structure as shown in Figure 11.
Any Juncture (node) of the tree may have an arbitrary number of branches. The tree is not conceptually
limited by either the number of levels (substructures) or by the number of branches at a node. The
equation of motion at the lowest level (node) are obtained from either an internal finite element library,
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preassembled 'element- models, transfer functions, or external model interfaced with the System. The
finite element library will include basic one-dimensional elements such as rods and beams, as well as
rigid mass-damper-stiffness elements. Preassembled elements to represent subsystems such as rotor
systems, control systems, or vibration control devices will also be developed for the element library. A
sophisticated nonlinear beam element (Reference 23), for application to blades is also included. The
structural element definition will include inertial and dynamic nonlinearities. The general transfer
function capability similar to that in NASTRAN (Reference 24), and other codes (Reference 25), will be
included. Also, some of the equation building/modeling features similar to those available in the IBM
Continuous System Model Program (CSMP) will be included.

At each node of the tree in Figure 11, the user will be able to prescribe the coupling of the branches
and to specify transformation of the resulting equations of motion. The transformations which must be
available are: transformation from rotating to fixed degrees of freedom, multiblade coordinates (NBC);
transformation from physical to modal degrees of freedom; and condensation of equations. Thus, the
element definition, coupling, and transformations are based on well-known concepts used in finite element
programs. However, the approach used in the System makes some improvements over previous approaches.
These improvements are: remove restrictions on the depth or width of the tree structure (multilevel
subetructuring); for a nonlinear beam elements, allow the user to define the order of the shape function
and, therefore, derive the mass, damping stiffness terms internally; end allow multiple transformations at
any node (NBC, Modal, condensation). For nonlinear behavior, the element mass, stiffness, damping and
forcing terms will be functions of the element response, xe-kexe. Thus, the system variable values
(x,ii) must be reduced to element variable values (xe,ie,le) by using the inverse of the transformations
and couplings used to obtain the system equations of motion. Therefore, in traversing down the tree in
Figure 11, the system response is reduced to element response whereas in traversing up the tree the
element equations of motions are coupled to obtain the coupled system equations.

To fully def ins the element equations of motion an aerodynamic generalized force for the element must
be Included. This is accomplished by calculating the aerodynamic response of the complete aircraft model.
The aerodynamic response is defined as both the flow field velocities and the resulting aerodynamic load
distribution over the aerosurfaces. The concept for aerodynamics used in 2GCHAS is to provide for
different grids to be used for dynamic and aerodynamic response calculations, to couple aerosurfaces as
desired, and to allow different levels of sophistication in modeling the flow field for each component.
In order to allow for different dynamic and aerodynamic grids the problem is separated into dynamic and
aerodynamic problems with the interface indicated in Figure 8. Coupled aerosurfaces with differing levels
of modeling sophistication is illustrated in the DFD shovn in Figure 12. This figure shows that the
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Figure 13. DFD for Aerosurface Soundary Condition Decomposition.

induced velocity field may be either prescribed or calculated for a component. If it is calculated, the
strength of the singularities are estimated by an application of the Biot-Savart law as shown in Figure
13. The wake geometry for the Blot-Savart law application may be either rigid, empirical, semi-empirical
or corrected iteratively to approximate a relaxed (free) wake.

The aerodynamic loading distributions may be obtained using either lifting line or lifting surface
approaches. Typical aerodynamic singularity strength calcuations for a component are characterized by an
equation of the form

r - ac(z + vi cos a + vG + sin a vF) (5)

where

x - plunging velocity
VG = gust velocity
vi = induced velocity
vF - vehicle flight velocity
a - dCL/du, lift curve slope
n = angle of attack
c- chord

The Kutta-Joukovsky relation is

vi - air (6)

By substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), a general expression for the calculating r has the form

ri + X oij(a)rj - b (7)

where

ri - strength of the singularities along the blade and over the azimuth J, stations, i
oiJ - coefficients as a function lift curve slope
bi - impressed velocity; sum of vehicle, rotational, gust and component

response velocities

Equation 7 can be extended to couple the effects of velocities induced by all other aerosurfaces. The
equation would then have the form

man ii ij iIXA b Ji km Ji X A (8)

where k-I I k o gi kde con cat

- are aerosurface indices
i,j - are component aerodynmic grid indices

The terms with a * k account for the arosurface component coupling. In arodynamic roupllng the
coefficients, A, are explicitly derived whereas in kinematic coupling the degrees-of-freedom, x, are
explicitly related. The aerodynamic coupling, therefore, is a tree structure only one level deep, but
with no conceptual restriction on the width (I.e., the number of aerosurfaces). A matrix representation
of the aerodynamic formlation of Eq. (8) is illustrated by Sq. (9).
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Here, the first row represents the components with prescribed induced velocity, vi. These equations
uncouple from the components for which the induced velocity is to be calculated. The population of first
colum, Ajj, indicates the prescribed induced velocities may affect the components j > 1. However, flow
from these components will not affect component I since Ajj is zero for j > 1. After uncoupling the
equations the following systems of equations are to be solved

All [ l  - b, (10)

A22 A23  A24 A25] ([2 b2  (A21 ri)

42 A43 A44 A45 4 b4  1 r,

LA52 A53 A54 A5 r5 b5 As1 [' (11)

In the illustration of this five component model, any of components two through five may be represented by
either lifting line or lifting surface theory. Indeed, there is nothing conceptually different between
panel methods and lifting surface theory, and, therefore, by implication panel methods are included as
well.

in Eq. (8) and (9) the coupled strengths can be calculated simultaneously for the components. It is
realized that this approach may be impractical for certain configurations and that further research is
needed to fully develop a single, unified approach to rotorcraft aerodynamics modeling. For example, a
problem, which remains somewhat intractable for 2GCHAS is the multiple rotor problem where the rotor
diameters are of different size. Typical tail rotor may be turning three times as fast as the main rotor.
Therefore, if a 15' azimuth grid is suitable for the main rotor wake geometry, a corresponding 45

° 
grid

for the tail rotor will be too crude. A scheme for integrating in different time domains remains an
obvious challenge to this approach. Since Eq. (9) can always be solved iteratively as well as
simultaneously, however, the thrust of this 2GCHAS formulation will proceed and even with some initial
shortcomings should significantly advance the state-of-the-art in rotorcraft aerodynamics analysis.

5. LOADS PREDICTION

The prediction of the loads and performance characteristics from the structural dynamic and
aerodynamic responses is a prime concern to the rotorcraft designer. Traditionally, rotorcraft analyses
have taken advantage of the rotor blade force-free boundary condition at the tip and integrated the
aerodynamic distribution along the blade to find the root loads and time-averaged rotor loads (Reference
8). The load calculations have been based on integrating the aerodynamic load distributions directly.
General finite element codes usually calculate loads from displacements (Reference 24); that is, they
determine the strains and curvatures from finite-difference representations of the displacements and then
use stress-strain laws to determine the resultant loads. in Reference 26, these two methods were compared
for application to rotor blades. The displacement method was found easier to implement, whereas the force
integration method was found to be more accurate. The accuracy problem was illustrated for cases where
concentrated loads were applied and where blade elastic properties had abrupt changes. The basic method
for predicting overall vehicle loads proposed for 2GCHAS is the more general displacement method.
However, in most rotorcraft analysis disciplines it is necessary to predict the rotor loads accurately.
Therefore, the System will include the option for blade/rotor loads to be calculated by the force
integration method. This is indicated in the DFD in Figure 14.
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6.* ARCHITECTURKAL DESIGN OF THlE 2GCIIAS TECHlNOLOGY COMPLEX

The next step in the methodology is to convert the DFD network into structure charts. The initial
Implementation of the structure charts is mechanical. However, in order Co optimize the system structure
the designer is concerned with module communication (coupling) and minimizing duplication of functions
(cohesion). This leads the system designer to employ two major metrics in the design process: low
coupling, and high cohesion. In using these metrics as well as other secondary metrics in structured
design methodology. the design process has yielded the structure shown in Figure 15. In the strict sense,
this figure is not a structure chart since the intermodule communications (data in and data out) are
omitted to simplify the presentation In this paper. These charts do reveal, however, the emerging shape
and hierarchy of the Technology Complex of the 2GCHAS System. A study of the structure shows that the
upper portions of the hierarchy are mathematically oriented rather than helicopter specific. The lever
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levels of the hierarchy, however, become increasingly helicopter specific. These levels deal with
accepting the physical data and building the system equations of motion. The upper hierarchy deals with
solving constrained equations (trim or steady state); integrating initial value problems (transient
response); or perturbing, linearizing and solving stability equations.

This structure is further illustrated in the condensed control model diagram in Figure 16. This
diagram is part flowchart and part structure chart and is developed to emphasize the mathematical
processes in the upper hierarchy and the helicopter modeling and equation building functions of the lower
hierarchy. The control aspects illustrated by the flowcharting ir'Lcates the temporal order in which the
functions are used. This condensed figure as well as Figure 15 illustrates the modifiability of the
system. The mathematical modifiability of the upper portion can occur any point above the "EVALUATE
FUNCTION" level either by modifying the control logic of a particular algorithm or by implementing a new
solution technique; for example, using an Adams-Basforth integration scheme instead of a Runge-Kutta
scheme. The model building modification can occur most directly through the library modules. New
coupling/transformation schemes may be added as they are developed. The flexibility built into the design
is very general and improvements are expected to the be primarily in additions to the structural dynamic
and aerodynamic libraries.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The Second Generation Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System is being developed to provide an
extensive, integrated, interdisciplinary rotorcraft analysis capability. Modern software development and
product assurance techniques are being used in order to insure the correctness of the implementation of
the analysis technology in the System. The technology included in the System, in most cases, is not
unique to the System, but the ability to couple a wide range of analysis technology in a single software
entity will provide the analyst with a significantly advanced analysis tool. The development methodology
which leads to a highly structured product will allow for straight-forward extension of system analysis
capabilities in any individual technology area.

Products of structured analysis and architectural design of the System presented show the basic
capabilities which will allow prediction of rotorcraft loads with the 2GCHAS. The design has revealed a
concept which is finite-element based for modeling rotorcraft. The system equations of motions result
from a tree-structure concept which is not limited conceptually to the number of elements or the number of
substructures. The airodynamic response is calculated from a single level of coupled flow field
representations. The aerodynamic components may be modeled using prescribed inflow, lifting line or
lifting surface (panel) methods. Corrections for unsteady behavior can be included. The loads at any
point may be recovered using a displacement method. In addition, for the rotor system, loads may be
calculated using a force integration scheme. The flexibility to model various aspects of the problem at
different levels of sophistication and to extend individual elements of the analysis easily with verified
and validated, high-quality code will provide a valuable tool for the improvement of rotorcraft loads
prediction technology.
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COMMENTS ON SESSION III

ROTOR AIRLOAD PREDICTION PROGRAMS

by

I. C. Cheeseman
Southampton University

Southampton S09 5NH - Hants
United Kingdom

The five papers presented fall into four categories. That by Arcidiacono and Sopher is a review
of programs in use and projected in the USA and is a valuable state-of-the-art exposition. The papers
by Russo and Ceriotti and by Kerr and Stephens describe programs which are at an advanced stage of
construction but, at the time of writing, have not been tested. Coates' paper deals with a program
which has had the aerodynamic forces prediction method improved and it reports on a comparison of the
theory with experiment, while Young's paper is attempting to produce a simple model of the rotor
downwash which gives a reasonable prediction of rotor loads and it also includes useful comparisons
of the theory with experiment. This paper is an excellent example of the evolution of a method of
prediction by improving various details in a systematic way as disagreement with experiment is found.

Behind all the papers' theme is the theme of cost effectiveness of the exercise which can be
measured in terms of the accuracy of the prediction relative to the computing cost. There must
therefore be a requirement for a number of models ranging from the simple, which can be used
extensively in initial project assessment, to the most sophisticated required for final design. A
question which is raised by the presentation is whether there should be one large program which can
be run at various levels from the very simple to the most complex, or a series of programs - the
arguments in favour of each course of action must vary with the intended users and the facilities
available.

In improving blade load prediction, Arcidiacono and Sopher reported the Ormiston recommendations
of 1974 which were:-

(1) to compare the available methods on a trading basis,

(2) assess the validity of assumptions and semi-empirical factors used,

(3) conduct fundamental research on dynamic stall, blade/vortex interactions
and three-dimensional flow effects,

and (4) correlate the methods with data from a well-instrumented windtunnel test

of a large rotor,

and commnented that for the United States work, item (3) had received most attention.

If one regards the three papers from Europe as representing the development here, then that
conclusion would appear to be equally true.

What conclusions can be drawn from the work presented on aerodynamics? There are results quoted
by Costes, Young and from Jepson, Moffitt and Hilzinger by Arcidiacono and Sopher which give the
flatwise bending moments at about r/R - 0.75 for v = 0.3 (Costes actually gives section loads).
Jepson at &I show the rotor alone loads prediction and measurement indicating only moderate agreement
over the whole azimuth and showing improved agreement when fuselage effects are included. The greatest
discrepancies occur from * - 3300 to 1700. Young compares predictions with flight measurements and his

work suggests that discrepancies are significant between 0 - 3300 to 900. The similarity of the errors
is at first surprising in view of the different basic flow models but it does expose the region of the
rotor where many flow models are inadequate. In the Costes paper two interesting results are presented
in figures 12 and 13. In the first case, the motion of the blade is taken to be that measured and the
aerodynamic loads calculated using unsteady blade section data, while in the second figure the blade
was allowed to find its own equilibrium under the action of the calculated aerodynamic forces. In both
cases the calculated aerodynamic loads were compared with measured results. In the case where the
actual blade motion was used, the predicted and measured loads were reasonable for 0 < 0 < 180 and
r/R i 0.855 but overestimated the answer for 180 < < 360. The use of the unsteady aerodynamic data
markedly improved the agreement in the region 180 < * < 360. Atr/R - 0.952 the agreement was generally
poorer and the different aerodynamic models gave roughly the same answer. This underlines the correct
emphasis which has been given to modelling flow at the tip of the blade. When the motion of the blade
was calculated the agreement with experiment is less good over the whole of the azimuth. It will be
noted that for 0 < * < 180 the estimate of the loads is higher then the experimental results whereas
for 180 < * < 360 the calculated values sometimes exceed and at other times underestimate the measured
values. Thus, the resultant bending moment in the region 180 < * < 360 has a better chance to be
correct than over 0 < 0 < 180. This makes it likely that the bending moment conclusion for Coastes'
rotor would be the same as noted above for the US and UK results. If this is the correct
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interpretation of the results from these three reports, then the implication is that the aerodynamic
refinement is in advance of the structural modelling. This conclusion must, of course, be related
to the structural model used and Costes has used a simple model appropriate to the experimental rotor
tested. This is a conclusion which is at variance with that suggested by Arcidiacono and Sopher who
say in their conclusion that "good progress has been made on the structural side of the problem and
new, more accurate and more versatile structural formulations are being rapidly introduced ..."
This statement is supported in the text by references to a range of programs developed by the various
US manufacturers and the Government laboratories. However, while some representations, like multiple
load paths, have now been achieved, the paper records that there are still important items - like
transient response - which cannot currently be handled. It is therefore open to question as to
whether the structural or aerodynamic representation is the more advanced. The development of the
finite element approach is welcomed and clearly has considerable development potential.

In that situation, one turns to examine the remaining two papers, by Kerr and Stephens and by
Russo and Ceriotti. Both of these papers describe general programs into which individual techniques
to simulate structural and aerodynamic functions can be inserted as they are developed. Their
objectives are the same - namely to have a program which given the physical characteristics of the
helicopter or part of the helicopter, will formulate the equations of motion and forcing functions
and produce the relevent solutions. While generally supporting such an approach, the dangers must
be clearly underlined. Computer programs are of tremendous power to the composer but may be a two-
edged sword to the third party user. This is because the limitations of the program in terms of the
original design may not be appreciated by the user and the programmermay have failed to consider all
the cases which may be tried. With the reservations on the aerodynamics and structural reservations
which exist, the case for the very courageous and ambitious approach of Kerr requires more
justification than could be given in the presentation. The paper by Russo and Ceriotti
with its more limited objective - namely, a finite element structural approach initially accompanied
with simple aerodynamics (which can and certainly will have to be improved) - is perhaps more useful
if it can achieve the universal acceptance which Kerr rightly seeks. I would feel much happier when
using these more elaborate calculations if the program automatically simplified the question to
something which could readily be physically comprehended and then gave an answer which would be a
yardstick against which to judge the final answer of the program. This may be what is implied by
the feedback loops in figure 2 of Kerr and Stephens' paper if it is made a requirement by the user
but that is not the impression left by the text.

Now consider what steps should be taken for the future. It seems important that the real
state of the current loads prediction programs should be determined as a matter of urgency. It
is normal for all established programs to correlate with experiment. However, the experiments
which are usually used are the ones which have been analysed to provide the inputs to the aero-
dynamic and/or structural models. Agreement may not therefore be as significant as might at
first be thought.

Therefore the programs available at the time should be judged against an agreed set of
experimental data. This implies that a set of definitive tests have to be conducted, preferably
both in a wind tunnel and in flight, in order to cover the whole speed range. It will probably be
necessary to use both an articulated and a semi-rigid rotor to cover the various areas which are
known to be important. If predictions in advance of the tests are made by the protagonists of each
program, then the prediction capacity will be demonstrated. Subsequently, if experimental data,
like blade motion, is made available to each predictor it should be possible to ascertain the areas
of strength and weakness of the various parts of each modelling end this will cover the other points
made by Ormiston which have not been already examined. It is appreciated that such a programme will
be expensive and may involve disclosure of company confidential material. Kerr pointed out in the
discussion that a great deal of data exists which has not been put in a form for general release.
If a suitable selection of this information could be published and a series of trials of existing
programs arranged, this would highlight general deficiencies in knowledge plus particular weaknesses
in individual programs. The value of an exercise like that of Kerr and Stephens could then be
assessed. Maybe an AGARD working party could oversee the production of the agreed data and the
trials.
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METHODES DE CALCUL DES CHARGES SUR ROTOR
UTIUSEES A L'AEROSPATIALE ET RECOUPEMENTS

EXPERIMENTAUX
par

B. MASURE et A. VUILLET
Socidtd Nationale Industrielle Adrospatiale

Marignane Cddex
13725
France

RESUME

Une connaissance relativement prdcise des charges statiques et altemries est necessaire pour dimensionner au mieux et avec: le
maximum de sdcuriti les rotors d'halicopt~re . Le problMie de la pr6diction des contraintes dds le stade du dessin eat complexe
compte-tenu de 1'environnement adrodynamnique dans lequel fonctionnent les pales et des interactions adrodlastiques dues aux efforts
et aux deformations importantes auxquels elles sont soumnises. Au niveau des donn~es, les caractdristiques adrodynamniques des profils
et les propri~tts des matdriaux et des assemblages ne sont pas toujours connues avec la rigueur souhaitee.

Ce papier pr~sente taut d'abord les mdthodea de calcul employtes A l'Adrospatiale pour estimer les charges statiques et dyna-
miques :mdthode modale, mdthode des azimuts, m~thode simplifide pour le calcul des charges statiques. Lea hypothases simplifica-
trices retenues, comm'unes A ces trois m~thodes, sont rappeldes et lea 6quations de base dtablies sous forme condensde. Les caracteris-
tiques principales des trois m~thodes sont dicrites.

La qualitd de ces mdthodes prdvisionnelles eat ensuite analysde grAce A des recoupementa avec des essais en vol sur la GAZELLE
prototype 349 Z et sur Ic SUPER PUMA AS 332 :pour le premier appareil, la comparaison ne Porte que sur lea efforts dynamniques,
pour le deuxi~me sur lea efforts dynamiques et statiques. Lea seula vols envisagds sont des vols stabilisds avec, ou sans facteur de charge.
L'accord eat en gd6tal satisfaisant mais certaines anomalies apparaissent quelquefois pour les efforts statiques en pied de pale ainai
que pour lea momenta de torsion. Pour cc demnier cas, la mauvaise qualitd des recoupements doit dtre attribude du fait que lea pheno-
mndnes a~rodynansiques instationnaires, non mod~lists dans les applications numdriques prdsentdes dans ce papier, jouent un r6le non
ndgligeable.

I 1. INTRODUCTION

Une connaisaance relativemnent precise des charges statiques et altemeves eat necessaire pour dimensionner au mieux et avec le
maximum de sdcuritd lea rotors d'h~icoptfre.

Au stade de la prdvision, ces charge-, peuvent esr% "timides au moyen de methodes de calcul qui, tout en retenant un certain
nombre d'hypoth~sea simplificatrices, requifrent ndanimoins l'utilisation d'ordinateurs de grosse cspacitd.

Plusjeurs m~thodea sont utilis~es A l'Adrospatiale pour eatimer we; charges :mdthode des azimuts, m~thode modale, mdthode
simplifide POUr traiter Ie cas particulier des charges statiques. Ces mdthodes vont 6tre d~crites bridvement en ne retenant que l'essentiel
afrn d'6viter au lecteur lea d~veloppementa mathdmatiques qui sont toujours tres longs dana ce domaine et qui risquent de masquer
l'essentiel.

Divers cas concrets sont ensuite trait~s :le calcul du champ des vitesses induites aur le rotor en vol d'avancement eat commente
et prdsentd avec des comparaisons sur lea coefficients de portance calculds et mesurds en soufflerie. qui montrent un ban accord dana
le cas du vol stabilisE courant. L'application des diverses m6thodes de calcul sera ensuite ddcrite pour deux hdlicopt~res I a GAZELLE
349 Z (prototype) et le SUPER PUMA AS 332 et lea rds'iltats obtenus seront compards A des meaures effectudes en vol.

On conatatera que lea charges dynamiques et atatiques sont A peu prda correctement estimdes en cc qui concemne lea distributions
des moments de battement et des moments de trairnde nais que des progrta restent & faire en cc qui concemne lea moments de torsion
et lea efforts dana lea commandes qui en rdsultent. Ces c'omparaisons. effectudea dana le cas de vols stabilisds en translation, peuvent
laisser penser que IC pro"' e de ]a pr~vision des charges eat en Partie rdsolu. I1 ne faut pas oublier n~anmoins que lea situations critiques
sont celles oil Ilhdlicopt~re 0A bue avec un facteur de charge 6levE. Dana ce demier cas, lea mndthodes prdvisionnelles restent relativement
correctes pour les charges statiques mais, pour l'dvaluation des charges dynamniques, on a recours. pour l'instant, aux mesures en vol.

2. METHODES DE CALCUL UTILISEES A L'AEROSPATIALE POUR L'EVALUATION DES CHARGES
UR LES ROTORS

Deux mdthodes principales sont utilisdes A l'Adrospatiale pour evaluer les charges I a mdthode modale et Ia m~thode des
azimuta. Cci deux mithodes ant en commun un certain nombre d'hypoth~ses siniplificatrices qui. une fois retenues. conduisent A des
O~uations de base o4 interviennent des d~riv~es par rapport A une seule variable d'espace (d~rivdes premi~res comme on le verra plus
loin) et des ddrivdes temporelles premi~re et seconde. Dana le cas du vol atationnaire. lea termes d'excitation dynamnique disparaissent
ou sont trds faibles. La mdthode de calcul consiste alors d'une part A ovaluet la dtforinde statique (inddpendante du temps), d'autre

part A analyser lea petits mouvements possibles autour de cette d~fonnte statique (modes 4snaturelsa) ou encore modes Apropres* qui
comportent en general un terme d'amortissement).
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Dans le cas du vol d'avancement, des termes d'excitation apparaissent aux seconds membres des dquations. 11 est alors po0 Oile,
moyennant certaines hypoth~ses compldmentaires, de considdrer que [a solution stationflaire (cest-A-dire pdriodique et de pulsation
dgale A la vitesse angulaire 12 du rotor) est dgale A la superposition d'un certain nombre de modes naturels (mdthode modale). 11 est
aussi possible de traiter la question sans utiliser les modes propres en mettant en oeuvre une mdthode d'intdgration directe :Ia
mithode des azimuts.

Nous allons tout d'abord rappeler brivement les dquations de base et les hypothdses simplificatrices. communes aux deux
m~thodes et ddcrirons ensuite les caractdristiques propres a chacune d'entre elles.

2.1. Hypothdseset Equatioks de base

2.1 .1. Ddcomposition d'un rotor en sea constituants

Lea pales, le moyeu et les composants de la comnmande de pas sont consid~r~s comme un ensemble de picsen rotation
chacune de ces pidces est assimilde A une poutre h~tdrog~ne et eat reporde, avant toute deormation, dana un rdf~rentiel qui Iui est
propre et qui prend en compte lea prdcalages dventuels en position et orientation.

Pour chacune des pales. l'un des axes du r~fdrentiel est constitut par la ligne des centres des sections droites (en gdndral figne
des 25 %). Le long de cette ligne sont donndes les caractdristiques gdom~triques, dlastiques, dynamiques et adrodynamiques par unitE
de longueur.

Chacune des pikces constitutives du rotor peut itre A son tour d~composde en divers El6ments de longueurhfine dont les ex-
tr~mitda constituent les noeuds de l'asaemblage. En chacun de ces noeuda doivent itre respectes un certain nombre de conditions aux
limites qui traduisent Ia nature des liaisons enire lea El6ments successifa encastrement, articulation, liaison souple avec ou sans
ainorti5sement et raideur. Le mouvement du centre du moyeu constitue une condition aux limites particulire.

2.1.2. Vecteur d'Etat A douze composantes ei ddformde de la pale

L'hypoth~se de base associde A l'hypothdse <<poutre>> est qu'une section droite reate plane (pas de gauchissement) et non dE-
formdE (dana son plan).

La transformation gdomdtrique, exprimde dans le rdfdreniel initial propre A chacuin des El6ments avant tout, d~formation, est
alors enti~rement d~finie par la donnde

- des 3 composantes u, v, w (vecteur T)du d~placement du ceintre de chaque section

- des 3 'angles dt rotation 8 1, 82, f3 (vecteur ) du rtfdrentiel local lid A chacune des sections et qui eat confondu, en l'ab-
sence de d~formation, awec le rdfdrentiel initial.

La panic d'un Eldment ,itude au-delA d'une section droite donnide, exerce sur la partie do l'Mlment situ~e en-deqA de cette
mdme section, un torseur de forces de liaison dont lea El6ments de r~duction au centre de la section sont reprdsentds par une force

T~ (composantes r , T2, T3) et un moment 4 (composantes M I , M2, M3). L'ensemble des 12 variables

u,v,w 8l1,02 ,0E3 TI T 2 ,T3  MI ,M 2.M 3

constitue le vecteur d'Etat dont l'Evolution, A un instant donnE, Ie long de la ligne des centres d~finit Ia ddformde totale A cet instant.

Lea notations adoptdEs dana Ia suite du papier sont lea suivantes

d~frmaion, [] ~I [d] d~placement (u , v , w)

[H [[d] s 1 avc 1& rotation (81 .82 ,03)

[F .[(I MI acc f[T] force (T1 T2 , T3)

[M] moment (Ml ,M 2 ,NMP

vcerdtt [X] =[[D] [F]] I2 2opsne

2.1.3. Lois do I'ElasticitE appliqudes aux forces de liaison

Si [D] eat Ia eddformation*, A l'abscisse x ,de Ia section droite d'un Eldment, Ia vd~formationo de [a section droite voisine
d'absciase x + d x eat:

[D] H A.D dx a[D H~ [H dx
Ox
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ofi la notation [Yreprdsente la ddrivde spatiale par rapport A la variable x La deformation giomedtfique (6longation,
cisnitleinent) de chacune des fibres 6l6mentaires qui relient les points homologues de deux sections drojtes voisines eat alors entitre-
ment connue, grice A I'hypoth~se de nrtn d~formabjiid des sections droites, A partir de [ D] et [D]'

A ces deformations gdomdtriques 6l6mentair-s (elongation, cisaullement) correspondent des efforts de liaison Eldimentsires
(effort normal, effort tranchant) que I'on calcule en appliquant les lois de l'elaaticitd lindaire et dont lea elements de reduction au
centre de la section saint [Tij , [M] . Les lois de l'diasticitE peuvent donc etre dcrites sous Ia forme condensee

[F f ([D m D] ou encore sous la forme

[H 0 ([D] [F] )()
2.1.4. Equilibre dynamique

Une tranche dlementaire d'dpaisseur dx eat soumnise aux efforts suivants

a) efforts de liaison au point C
I - -d ;4+ 'x.5- -~b) efforts de liaison au point C T + Tx M+Md

c) forces d'inertie, y compris la gravitd, daint les elements de
reduction au point Csont tjdx~ mdx

d) efforts adrodynamniques dont lea elements de reduction au
cpoint Csont dx

L'6quilibre dynamique de Ia tranche conduit aux deux relations

T dx + (i.+ t) dx = 0(2

dx + C CA (T +T dx) + (j~ +Ma dx =o0

Dana la deuxi~me relation, le terme C C'A 7; dx , du second ordre, peut dtre ndgligd.

Le calcul des efforts d'inertie t1 , m1' necessite dwEaluer l'accdldration absolue T de chacune des fibres Elementaires de Ia
tranche infinit~simale considdrde. Cette acceleration peut s'exprimer so nioyen de Ia ((deformationo [ D] et de sea ddriv6es temporelles
premiere et secondc [15] et [15]

Les forces a~rodynamiques qui s'exercent sur la peso externe de Ia tranche Elementaire sont calculdes, pour lea risultats pre-
sentds dana ce papier, en admettant one adrodynanique quasi-stationnaire et en utilisant lea caracteriatiques bidimensionnelles des
profils mesurds en soufflerie (fichier de polaires). Quaint A la vitesse induite, elle eat calculde so moyen des formules semi-empiriques

de Mejer Drees. 11 eat alors possible de calculer Cet Maen fonction de [D] et [15]

En consequence, lea relations (2) peuvent itre 6crites sous Ia forme

2.1.5. Equations de base

- que [X] ]~F 1  r6ni lea equations (1) et (3) sous one formne unique pour le vecteur d'Etat [](nous rappelons

I On obtient l'Equation de base

[X]' G (fX[X ],I M (4)

A laquelle il eat nicessaire d'aasocier lea conditions aux limites aux extrdmiths des diffdrents elements qui constituent l'aasemblage
Etudit.

Ete Ecn a moycnt dY Iala reunion des vecteurs d'Wat[O aux extremitts des elements, l'ensemble des conditions aux limites peut

C( [Y]] 0= 5

L'ensemble de (4) et (5) forme lea equations de base. La formulation d~taillde peut etre Etablie en s'aidant do Ia reference [I1
par exemnple.
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2.2. Rdsolution des 6quations de base

L'Equation de base [X] '- G ( [Xl] [i ) associde aux conditions aux limites C ([Y] ,[])0 forme
un systime d'dquations non lindaires dont Ia rtsolution eat conduite en deux dtapes

2.2.1. Diform~e statigue

On calcule tout d'abordili d~formhe statique qui, par d~finition, est indtpendante du temps. Nous devons remarquer que cette
d~formhe statique n'a de sens que si l'arbre d'entralnement du rotor est vertical et s'il n'y a aucun mouvement horizontal de la tete rotor.
Les relations (4) et (5) prennent slors la forme

)X X 0 0 (4bis)

C [y]. 1o] ) =0o (Sbis)

La rdsolution de (4bis) compte-tenu des conditions sux limites imposdes par (5 his) est effectu~e par une mithode d'intdgration
numdrique pas A pas (mtthode de Runge - Kutta par exemple) et ndc',ssite des itirations successives car le choix des conditions initiales;
en d~but d'int~gration nWest pas connu a priori.

Appelons X0 Ia solution obtenue (6tat E0 ). On a aloirs

=X0 G ([Xo 0 ,, )0 (4ter)

C ([Y][o ] )0 =0 (Ster)

2.2.2. Calcul des modes

On calcule ensuite les petits mouvements autour dc la solution inddpenjlante du temps, c'eat-A-dire les mouvements (Snaturels)
ou encore lea modes propres. Ces petits mouvements autour de l'dtat statique ~x]sont obtenus par lindarisation des Equations [4)
et [5]0. Posons A cet effet : U

[X I (x , t)]I = [x 0 (x)] . [X (x , t)] oO X ( t) reprtsente N'cart, considdtrcme

petit, entre le vecteur d'Etat instantanE X, (x , t) solution de (4) + (5) et le vecteur d'Etat statique Xo (x solution de (4bis) + (5bis).

ha lindarisation de (4) et (5) autour de l'tat statiquc [X0] (Etat E.) fournit les Equations que vdrifle IX (x ,0fX]' [x] -(o 'i] 00 +M ~ 'y (6)

Y] X ± + [] ju0 = 0 (7)
oi6 o , 0', f' , 0' p sont des matrices carries qui ne dipendent que de x et qui sont assocides 8l'Etat statique Eo. Cea
dqyations forment un syst~me lin~aire homogdne. Appelons [Z] la rdunion de l'ensemhble des vecteurs d'Etat des sections droites
successives distantea de A x. Alors, l'ensemble des Equations (6) et (7) prdc~dentes est Equivalent A

[] r0  + [IBo + [z] A0 =0 (8)

r0. B0 ,A0 sont ici encore des matrices carrdes qui, comme plus haut, sont fides A l'dtat statique E0 mais qui ne d~pendent plus de
x. Leur dimension eat d'autant plus Elevie que Ie pas choisi A x est plus petit.

La solution g~ndrale du systtime d'Equations (8) est

[Z] = Z Ij ei [jt Z ] (9)

o& chacune des solutions e rj [z 1Z] virifie N'quation

[Z ] (r2. 1o +rj B0 , A0 ) a 0

Pour Eviter la solution banale [ ]=0 , il eat nicessaire que

Ddterminant de (r2 j r0 + r1 B0 -4 A0 ) = 0 (10)

Cest l'Equation caractiristique.
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Dans la solution generale donnee par (9) les diverses grandeurs ant les significations suivantes

ki constantes arbitraires

rj racines de ledcuation caractenistique (10). Ce sont des nombres complexes qui se6crivent
rj r~±i co oi i est la pulsation propre du mode j et o6 est le facteur d'amortissement (si j 0) de ce meme
mode.
Les couples (,- jwj) sont obtenus par une mdtbode iterative A deux variables du type Newton.

[ zi] definie A une constante multiplicative pr6s represente la forme du mode associd A r1.

Remarques

1. Le calcul de Kj permet de deceler IFapparition eventuelle d'une instabilite lineaire d'un rotor en vol stationnaire.

2. La Momd X ] associ~e A une racine tr de 1'equation caracteristique (I IU) peut Wte calcul& directement par
int~gration de(W oas l'on remplace [A] et [ ] par tj [X] et r2 i (X] respectivement.
Cette ddformde est Meaime A un facteur multiplicatif pres.

Le calcul des modes est tres utilise pour la d~finition elastique des pales et le positionnement relAtif des frequences propres
des applications ont Wt presentees en [2]

2.3. M6thode modaile

La methode modale est l'application de la methode de variation des constantes pour les equations diffdrentielles linealres A
coefficients constants. Elle peut etre appliquee au cas du vol d'avancement dans la mesure oO il est possible de definir un etat statique
moyen (donc independant de l'azimut 41, = 12 t) autour duquel seront calcules, grace A une combinaison approprie des modes. les
petits mouvements engendres par les excitations provenant de l'aerodynamique et du pas cyclique. Nous admettons que les conditions
d'applicabilite de cette methode sont remplies. La methode n~cessite donc le calcul prdliminaire de la suite des modes. Ceux-ci sont
associ6s, par, prancipe, A un vol vertical et un pas g6netral dornes. Rappelons maintenant le principe de Ia methode modale.

r Si[Xo (x) 1 'etat statique moyen de, reference, solution de (4bis) et (Sbis) par hypothese. Le vecteur d'etat complenientaire

mil x ,~s t)t I risente les petits mouvements possibles autour de l'dtat de reference verifle une 6quation du mdme type que (6)
iso eparait mairtenant uin terme compldmentaire pdriodique [f] provenant des excitations lides A l'aerodynamique et au pas

cycique et dont la pulsation fondamentale ext ce~le d'i rotor. Cette equation est

~~0 0x []cO4~ 0 + [* 'o + [f 1I)

Elle doit Wte associee A nouveau A des conditions aux limites qui se traduisent par une equation du mdme type que (7) mais oo
apparaft maintenant une fonction du temps [g] elle-mdme pdriodiqsse et die meme periode que [f]

[y )o± [M go + [g] 0 (12)

Par un processus identique A celui qui a WC decnit au paragraphe 2.2.2., on peut rassembler (11) et (12) en une seule equation qui
prend la forme:

[z] ro - [i] Bo + IzIJ A0  [F (13)

oi le deuxidme membre [F] qui prend en compte []et []reprdsente l'excitation.

En posant [i [],(l3)peuts'dcrire []

I(z 1 0v( +) [[Z] , [VI (0 A O)z[O] , [F](14)

dont l'dluation caractdristique

Dieriatr.1 Ao Ddtrinn 2.13 + + r B0 + A

est identique A (10).

Ars deel'Equation(1)o onspoenlescndm bf ( [F - 0). [[Z
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La solution de (14) sans second membre s',&crt alors

La solution gdndrale de (14) avec second membre, obtenue par la mdthode de variation des constantes, conduit A dcrire

e * 5 ij. i(' 1 0Yfiioij, [F]] (16)

Pour rtsoudre (16) on met & profit Is propriett d'orthogonalit6 des modes propres que nous rappelons.

Posons tout d'abord Q r) =( r ~ IBo )

On sait alors que, pour r = rj(valeur propre) : (- r o B

[[zj] , [Vil. Q (ri) = 0
Si nows introduisons alors le vecteur propre adjoint

vdrifiant Q(r j) 0 0, les relations d'orthogonalit4 des modes propres s'dcrivent pour rj 4L rk
1 I

Izi] (rj + rk) r0 + B0 {Uk) =0 (17)

En consdquence, si nows posons de plus (pour rj = rk)

[Z k] 2 rk ro + B0)(U} Ak (18)
(IT

nous obtenons, en post-multipliant Is relation ( 16) par ~I, et en tenant compte de (17) et (I8)

ik -- A - rk t [F] I Uk (19)

En inrtgrant (19) et en rdinjectant les fonictions; X.t)Mrnaintenant cosnues, dans (5,on voit que le vecteur d'dtat [Z] est la
somme d ere vanescents (si OP, 'r ' < ) edel s roiqsdepulsation fodmnaeS otchacun. ri stpartment
est, spatislement, un mode propre.

Discussion sur Ia m6thode modale

La mithode modale suppose implicitement qu'il existe un dtat statique moyen et, corollairement, que les mouvements autour de
cet dtat statique moyen sont suffisamment petits pour que Ia lindarisation soit admissible. On discerne ainsi les limitations de Ia
mdthode. C est Ia raison pour laquelle une autre mdthode de calcul, Ia mtthode des azimuts, a dtd ddvelopp-de A l'Adrospatiale. Cest
cette mithode que nous allons maintenant ddcrire.

2.4. Ndthode des azimuta

Nous repartons des dquations de base (4) et (5) que nous rappelons

Ces 6quations. non lindaires comme nous l'avons dit precidemment, sont valables que I'on so15 en vol stationnaire ou en vol
d'avancement.

La mithod. des azimuts suppose que i'dtat stabilisd cat atteint pour Ie rotor, c'est-&dire que Ie vecteur d'Etat [lqui d6pend
a priori de x et de t , est une fonction pdrlodique du temps et de pdriode fonidamentale T dgale A celle du rotor LXI

(T= 42f)



La mdthode est donc applicable au caa des vols stabiis~s. Dans ce cas et guoi ~e cela n'apparaisse pas explicitement dans les dquations
(4) et (5), les fonctions IS et C contiennent. en plus des inconnues [XJ etTY Le]t leurs diverses ddrivdes, des variables qui dependent

de faqon connue du temps :par exemple le pas qui est relid au temps par Ia loi

ez=ee - 01 cos 92t- E2 sin Ilt

ou encore la vitesse d'attaque qhorizontales) v de I'coulement qui est donnee par

Cesvaiales pridiqes cnsttuntlea iesssucsdectto (forces adrodynansiques, plateau cyclique).

Soi z ne oncionpdrodiue e prioe 2ir.Cete fncton eutdonc Wte ddveloppde en s6rie de Fourier. En limitant A
l'ordre n ce developpement, on obtient:

z = a0 + E (2k cos k Vi +bk in k L) (20)
k=1

vaer e~ glmn ~ate u csget[ r aor npsn 1 =2vCe ddveloppement depend des 2 n + I coefficients11 a,, .a .b .  ,an , bn. Supposons connues lea valeurs de z pour 2 n +- I

Valeurs de ij, Valeurs de z

k" 2n 2 n.A z/

On peut alors montrer tr~s facilement que

20(z +...+ z2n)
2n +- I

2n

ak -i cos (k .i AiJ')

2n+I n

2n
bk z, . sin (k. i A ;)

2n 41 i =0

Le d~veloppement (20) peut donc encore s'&rire :2

z , Z (21)

i=0
n

avec I + y cos k (ii A I ') (22)
a v en 4~( i - n 1 n 4 1 k1 

Dans lea expressions (21) et (22), z peut Wte considdrd comme l'une des 12 composantes du vecteut d'dtat.

Pour un aziniut donind I,,celte composante est inddpendante du temps par hypoth~se. Le temps nintervient donc dans (2 1)
et (22) que sous laforme 11t= L.

En dftvant (22) par rapport au temps, on obtient succeasivement

2 l n

)9 (*) = kksin k -V )
k I
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n
- k cs k (i- i) (24)2n+I k c

A't) partir de (2 1) les dirivdes ijet ij pour on azimut O j. A J, quelconque

2n

i =0

2n

Ej -i - o) (26)

i =0

Les relations (25) et (26), compte-tenu de (23) et (24), montrent que les d~rivdes temporelles ii et *i. aI'azunut *
sont connues A partir de z0  ,,- - - ,z2n.

Si nous revenons maintenant au probldme de base, c'est-A-djre la rdsolution du syst~me des Equations (4) et (5), ii suffit d'dcrire
ces Equations pour l'ensemble des azimuts choisis 41 . . .--- 2nl , de remplacer lea ddrivdes temporelles des variables par lea
coinbinaisons des valeurs de ces variables aux 2 n + I azimuts choisis et de remplacer enfin les fonctions connues du temps qui tra-
duisent les excitations par leurs valeurs en ces memes aziniuts.

Le processus utflisd pour l'intdgration est alors le mdme que celui qui est mis en oeuvre pour le calcul d'une ddformde statique A
cette diffdrence prds que l'intdgration est mende simultandment sur l'enscmble des 2 n + I azimuts alors que, dans le cas du calcul d'une
ddformde statique, l'intdgration ne porte que sur un rayon.

Discussion sur la mnethode des azimuts

La m~thode des azimuts peut atteindre toute Ia prtcision ddsirde ;D'ailleurs, A partir d'une certaine valeur de n, lea hannoniques
deviennent ndgligeables. La seule limitation risque d'Etre la puissance de l'ordinateur utilist. En effet, alora que le calcul d'one ddformte
statique n~cessite l'nt~gration de 12 +t 122 = 156 Equations diffdrentielles et que le calcul d'un mode effectud dana le plan complexe
en exige le double, il faut intdgrer, dana le cas de la m~thode des azhmuts, 12 (2n +t I) + [ 12 (On + 1) ] 2 Equations, cc qoi ndcessite
une forte capacitd en m~moires.

Par contre, la mithode ne fait appel A aucun calcul prdliminaire et semble applicable A n'importc quel cas de vol stabilisd moyen-
nant l'hypothise fondamentale que la pdriodicitt de N'tat du systdme eat celle du rotor.

2.5. Mdthode simplifide pour le calcul des composantes statigues des efforts en vol d'avanceinent

D'aprds Ia description qui en a WI faite prdc~demment (paragraphe 2.3.), la mdthode modale ne pennet pas d'dvaluer de faqon
satisfaisante les composantes atatiques des charges aur un rotor. Ces composantes peuvent etre obtenues su moyen de la mdthode des
azimuts mais nous venons de voir que cette mdthode n~cessite des calcols ascz longs.

Une mdthode simpliflie dont la rigucur n'dgale sans doute pas celle des m~thodes de calcul prdsentdes pr6c46demment peut dtre
uilisde pour dvaluer certains efforts statiqucs. Elle consiate essentiellement A ramener le cas d'un vol d'avancement stabilisd AL celui

dnvol stationnaire c~quivalents).

Cette mdthode eat fondde sur la constatation expdrimentale qua lea efforts statiques enregistrds en vol d'avancement en battement,
par exemple, sont pcu diff~rents de ceux enregistrds A meine portance, en vol stationnaire. I1 en eat de m~ine en trainde, AL m~ma
puissance. Le schdma eat Ie suivant :one fois estimdes Ia portance et la puissance avec le programme d'dquilibre appareil, la rtpartition
des efforts adrodynamiques de battemant et de trainde sont estimds sdpartment en vol stationnaire, avec le pas correspondant. Compte
teno des caractdrnstiques dlastiques de la pale et des d~ports principaux dana las sections, on calcule Ic transfert do vecteur d'Etat A 12
composantes de l'extrdmitt vers le pied par itdrations successives, jusqu'AL cc qo'on retrouve lea conditions aux limites impos~es par Ie
moyco le calcul permet ainsi d'estimer Ia d~fortnte di pale et lea efforts statiques locaux de battement et de traInde en vol de palier
stabilisE, oo en vol avec facteur de charge constant.

3. CALCUL DES CHARGES AERODYNAMIQUES

La mdthode employde le plus frdquemment (cf. paragraplie 2.1.4.) est une niethode approch~e, utilisant la formulation de Mejer
Drees pour Ie champ des vitesses induites et Ie schdma itdratif suivant dont Ia convergence est obtenue &prts stabilisation Sur un tour du
mouvement correspondant A Ia riponse du premier mode de battement aux excitations

- calcul des vitesses dues au d~placement de ]a pale
- calcul des incidences at des nombres de Mach locaux
- calcull des Cx CZ C par interpolation dana las fichiers des polaires de profil (polaires mesurdes A Is soufflenie transsoniqoe

S3 MODANE de l'OA4 RA)
- calcul des charges adrodynamiques.
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Des comparaisons calcul - essais avajent dtd effectudes, il y a quciques anniessur un rotor tnipale de 4 mn de diana~tre essayd a

S I-MODANE en similitude de nombre de Mach et equipe6 de capteurs de pression diffirentiels extrados - intrados. Les coefficients de
portance locaux sont obtenus par integration des pressions. Ces essais sont d6cnits dana la r~f~rence [3 ].

L'analyse effectude, r~fdrence [4] , concluait i un ban accord, mime jusqu'A des configurations correspondant A la VNE en
pique sur appareil. Dans les cas de vol avec dicrochage, la carrdlation est mains bonne.

Une comparaison plus r~cente est prdsentie Figure 1. Les essais ont 6WC effectuds par I'ONERA sur un rotor tripale de diantre
1,74 mn, A la saufflerie S2 de CHALAIS-MEUDON en similitude de nombre de Mach aux sections 0,85 R, 0,90 R et 0,95 R. Lea
conditions simuldes correspondent Ak un vol de palier A grande vitesse (A =0,4) Ct charge mayenne (Cz mn = 0,45) en basculement libre,
sans pas cyclique. Les valeurs mesurtes par integration des pressions dana ces zones vaisines de l'extrtmitd de pale sont un peu sup6-
rieures aux valeurs caiculies. L'dcart en mayenne nous paraft ndanmoins suffisamiment faible pour justifier Ie fait que l'on utilise
cette mtthode approchede pour calculer lea charges a~rodynamiques.

Si I'on veut 6tudier le cas des rotors fortement charges, des mndthodes plus sophistiqudes ont dtd ddveloppees comme le potentiel
d'accdltration dans a derni~re version, reference [51 et la mdthode tourbillonnaire avec calcul du sillage. Ces methodes sont beaucoup
plus cofiteuses en temps CPU. Elles n'apportent pas grand chose pour IC calcul des charges dana le damaine du vol stabilis6 courant.
Elles prdsentent l'avantage de prendre en compte lea aspects tridimensionnel et instatiannaire de l'dcoulement, aspects qui deviennent
importanta Ct mdme essentiels en torsion, aux limites de fanictionnement du rotor.

Dana tous les cas, ces m~thodes exigent une synth~tisation ou au mains une moddeisation des caractiristiques ilstationnaires des
profils pour limiter le nombre de dornees. De nombreux travaux sant conduits A I'ONERA suir ces aujets ([61 ,7J)et une
synth~se des probl~mes d'adrodynamique instationnaire de l'hdlicoptdre est effectu~e dana Ia reference[8

4. COMPARAISON CALCULS DE CHARGE - ESSAIS SUR HELICOPTERE SA 349 Z

Cet appareil eat un prototype dirivE de la GAZELLE SA 341. Le moyeu eat articulk et la commande de pas eat situde entre
l'articulation de battement et celle de trafnde, semi-rigide, qui camporte un adaptateur viaca-dlastique (elastomere): Le 349 Z a fait
l'objet il y a quelques anindes. de mesures en vol pour des vitesses allant de 188 A 260 Km/h. Les pales dtaient equipedes de 21 posses de
meaure (10 en battement, 10 en traTnie, I en torsion). Un paste de meaure camplementaire etait installi aur l'une des biellettes de
commande de pas.

Nous ne prdsenterons ici que lea resultats obtenus en vol A 260 Km/h, en vol de palier stabilisd pour lequel, dana cette gamme de
vitesse et de portance, lea contraintes sonS les plus dlevdes.

Sur Is Figure 2, sont prtsentds lea mouvements dynamiques de battement pour lea qustre premiers harmaniques, MBi A MB34.
Lea calculs ant etd effectues par lea 2 methodes, methode des azimuts et mithode madale. Dana le premier cas, lea commandes
cycliques, longitudinale et laterale sinai que lea traction et portance du rotor ant 6SC prises dgales A celles du vol. Lea valeurs de l'angle
o( Q(inclinaison de l'arbre rotor par rapport A Ia direction du vent relatif V0 ) Ct du pas callectif 0o sont retrouvees par iteration et
correspandent,A 0.20 prcsA celles du vol. Pour Ia m~thode modale, lea calculs ant etc initialisds d'une marsi~re un peu diffdrente, on
utilisant un programme d'equilibre appareil dormant l'assiette et l'angle o( . L'itdration eat effectuie sue les pas collectif et cyclique
pour retrouver )a portance et Is trainde globale.

La Figure 2 conduit aux observations suivantes sur le moment dynarnique de battement

- pour l'harrnonique 1, N~ccord eat ban Ak part un ecart so niveau dui moyeu
- pour Ilharmonique 2, l'dcart W'est pas tres important, nisis l'allure des courbes calculees est diff~rente de celle des meaures,

essentiellement au pied de pale

- pour lea harmaniques 3 Ct 4, l'allure eat meilleure, mais lea 6carts subsistent.

Sur la Figure 3 sont presentees de mime, pour le mime vol. lea rdsultata concernant le moment de trainee : l'accard eat ban
pour lea harmoniques I et 2, moyen pour lea harmoniques 3 et 4.

-Des calculs ulterieurs ont etc conduits pour introduire les mouvementa mesurds sur Ia t~te rotor ayant une influence aur le 30
harmanique avec une tendance AL I'amelioration de la corr~lation sur ce paste (niethode modale).

La modtlisation du ps cyclique, delicate dana le cas de la m~thode modale, explique l'eart constatd aur le premier harmonique
de battement et de trainde qwi reste malgrE tout faible. Cette mdthode se prete par ailleurs assez facilement A des cauplages avec des

* calculs de vitesses induites plus prdcia et A une ainelioration du schdma adradynamique.

Sur Ia Figure 4, sont prisenitts des recoopements en torsion avec lea efforts mesurds Sur Ia biellette de pas (mdthode des azimuts)
en fonctian de la vitesse do vol. Le niveau d'effoit. calculi eat aystdmatiquemnent mauvais, essentiellement A grande vitesse. Lea
r~sultats obtenus avec Ia methode modale ne sont pas meilleurs et l'Ecart arrive gendralement A depasser 100 %. Deux raisons peuvent
expliquer ces Ecarts importants:

- la modelisation incorrecte de )a raideur de Ia chaine de cammande qui eat donnee arbitrairement et intervient dana l'quilibre
en torsion

- I'estimatian approximative des efforts adrodynanuques en torsion et aussi ]'influence des effets instationnaires qui ne sanS pas
pris en campte dana Ie calcul.
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S. COMPARAISONS CALCULS DE CHARGE - ESSAJS SUR L'HELICOPTERE AS 332 SUPER PUMA

Un tr~s grand nombre de mesures ont Wt effectudes sur cet appareil A l'occasion des vols de certification. Des comparaisons
-alculs - essais sont prdsent~es sur les moments statiques et dynamniques de battement et de trainde. Le 332 eat dquipd d'un moyeu

articuld avec l'ordre suivant dans les articulations A partir du centre :trainide, battement, pas. L'amortisseur de train~e eat du type
visco-Elastique avec un terme de raideur.

Lea mesures en vol sont rdcentes et les recoupemnents sur les charges dynamniques sont e.ffectudes sur la demi-amplitude du signal,
l'analyse harmonique n'dtant pas disponible.

Les recoupemnents sur les charges statiques sont prdsentds 6galement, parce que l'Evaluation prdcise de cette compoaante eat
trds importante pour le dimensionnement. La comparaison est un peu momns rigoureuse que pour lea composantes dynamniques parce
que l'incertitude sur lea mesures eat plus grande pour deux raisons:I

- des erreurs sont introduites par la ddrive du zdro provenant du conditionnement du signal (multiplexage, dimultiplexage)
- l'dtalornage des capteurs peut 6tre faussE par lea d~formations initiales.

Nous prisentona lea rdsultats sur lea Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 dana le caa d'un vol stabilis en palier A la vitesse de 260 Km/h etk l a masse
de 7, 8 tonnes et sur lea Figures 9 et 10 dana le caa d'un vol stabilisE, en virage, A la mndme vitesse et A la m~rne masse, mais avec un
facteur de charge Egal A 1,75.

a) Vol stabilisE en palier

Sur la Figure 5, sont donndes lea distributions mesurdes et calculdes de la composante atatique du moment de battement le
long de la pale.

Las points expdrimentaux sont repdr~a par des (& et lea valeurs calculdea correspondent

- pour la courbe en trait interrompu A la m~thode des azimuts
- pour Ia courbe en trait continu AL Ia m~thode simplifi~e, d~crite au paragraphe 2.5.

L'accord eat satisfaisant POUr r > I1.5 mn et en particulier dana lea deux zones critiques aituea Ak 2,3 mn (ddbut de partie
profilde) et A 4 mn (zone de masse additionnelle). 11 eat par contre mauvais, dana ce cas, loraque P'on se rapproche du moyeu. La
m~thode des azimuta ne semble pas plus prdcise que la mndthode simpliflde.

Sur la Figure 6, il s'agit de la composante dynamique du moment de battement. On a portE sur cette figure, en fonction de
Ia distance au centre du moyeu, Ia moitiE de l'amplitude totale de Ia variation, soit 1/2 (MB, MAX - MB, MIN) Oil MB, MAX et
MB, MIN reprdsentent lea valeurs maximale et minimale respectivement. Las valeura mesur6es et calculdes sont en bon accord et lea
deux m~thodes de calcul donnent des r~sultats voisins.

Lea Figures 7 et 8 prtsentent, sous Ia mdme forme que lea Figures 5 et 6, lea r~sultats; relatifa au moment de trainde. Sur Ia
Figure 7, on observe comme aur Ia Figure 5 que Ia corrilation eat satisfaisante POUr r > 1 .5 m mais que des anomalies apparaissent en
pied de pale. Sur Ia Figure 8. comme Sur Ia Figure 6, on peut considdrer que I'accord entre lea valeurs mesurtes et lea valeurs calculdes
eat satisfaisant, la tendance dtant dana cc cas A sous-eatimer un peu lea efforts dynamiques par le caloul.

Par ailleurs, lea deux midthodes de calcul donnent des rdsultats voisins ssuf en pied de pale.

b) Vol stabilisd avec facteur de charge n, 1 .71, en virage

La vol atabilisd considdrE eat un virage A Ia vitesse de 260 Km/h. Las rdsultata sont pr~sent~s sur Ia Figure 9 pour Ia compo-
sante atatique du moment de battement et sur Ia Figure 10 pour la composante statique du moment de train~e. On observe sur ces
deux figures un assez bon accord entre lea mesures et lea calculs sauf en trainde, dana Ia r~gion du pied de pale (Figure 10).

CONCLUSION

Lea recoupements calculs - essais prdsentds dana cc papier illuatrent Ia tendance gdndrale des r~sultats obtenus pour le calcul des
charges sur lea rotors principaux dlhdlicoptire A Is SNIAS. Dana Is majoritd des cas dtudifs, qui co. respondent A des mesurea en vol
effectudes Sur SA 349 et AS 332, deux calculs, diffadrant notablement sur Ie plan du schdma de rdsolution, sont prdsentL's. Las mdthodes
sont d~crites dana leurs grandes lignes au dibut de 1'exposd. La mdthode modale eat maintenant classique, Ia mithode des azimuts l'est un
pesi momns.

0 On retiendra que, dana Ic cas des vols stabiis~s en palier, mme jusqu'A des viteases ilevdes pour les appareils actuels, les
mndthodes de calcul donnent une estimation asaez correcte des efforts statiques et dynamniques de battement de de trainie et fourniasent
des rdsultats aasez voisina entre eux. Las rdsultats obtenus ne sont cependant pas parfaits et il eat n~cessaire de continuer lea travaux sur
Ic calcul des charges tout en gardant bien A l'esprit l'importance des erreurs de mesure etlla dispersion des points d'easais. LA difficulti
A caract~riser rigoureusement lea matdriaux et les assemblages doit dgalement dtre prise en compte et peut justifier un certain nombre
d'dtudes particullitres. Sous leur forne actuelle nianmoins, ces outila de calcul sont ddjA tr~s pr~cieux au constructeur pour le dimen-
sionnement et Ia justification des pitces dana certains cas.
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Des difficult~s apparaissent par contre dana le calcul de Is torsion. Lea travaux sent donc A poursuivre 6galement sur cc sujet
dans le but de raccourcir le cycle de mise au point en vol des rotors et d'aiderk i tudier de nouveaux rotors comportant un centrage de
pale diffdrent des centrages habituels ou faisant mntervenir fortement lea couplages en torsion pour aind-liorer lea, performances.

0 Un exemple de calcul simplifid visant A estimer les efforts statiques dans le cas d'un vol avec facteur de charge (vol en virage
stabilisd) a Wt prdsentd. Le recoupemnent eat correct dana les zones critiques de dimensionnement et montre qu'iI eat possible d'obtenir
des rdsultats satiafaisants, au momns pour les efforts atatiques, dans des cas de vol avec facteur de charge. La mdthode de calcul simpli-
fide utilis~e permet, en choisissant bien lea cas lea plus pdnalisants, d'obtenir une bonne estimation de l'enveloppe globale des efforts
statiques, ce qui est fondamental pour Ie dimensionnement. Quant au calcul des charges dynamiques toujours dans Ie cas des vols avec
facteur de charge, lea mithodes pr~visionnelles nWen sent qu'au stade du ddveloppement.
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SUMMARY

In recent years measurements have been conducted with a Ma-scaled rotor model: this
4-bladed hingeless rotor has a diameter of four meters and has been scaled down from the
BO 105 main rotor, but exhibits certain differences in blade profile and coning angle.
Measurements are presented for hub mcments and blade stresses. Downwash velocities are
recorded under the retreating and advancing side of the rotor.

As one part of the windtunnel measuring program was to obtain reliable data and compare
these with calculations, computer programs were built up to calculate downwash as well as
rotor and blade forces and moments. Different procedures are used to realize these
calculations; the results are compared with windtunnel measurements.

The results of the calculation of the hub loads, blade loads, and downwash can vary
considerably, so that the accuracy of the different calculation methods can be checked.
As computing is a cost-intensive affair all computer programs for a future helicopter
simulation program should be very fast and time-saving. As a computer program should be
as simple as possible and as accurate as possible, the programs are constructed with these
in mind.

1. INTRODUCTION

Measured data are obtained from both the rotating and the fixed system of the rotor.
Two sensors are fixed on the rotor blade to measure the blade bending in the lagging and
flapping direction. The torsion moment at the blade root is measured using pitch link
load. The magnitude and phase of the blade's pitch angle are given by a potentiometer.
All these data are measured at four blades, in order to detect blade differences,
inaccuracies in signal transfer as well as for redundancy purposes.

The signals of the hub loads (i.e. pitching moment, rolling moment, side force, thrust
and forward force) are processed by a 5-component balance. Rotor hub loads, and rotor
angle of attack are measured in the fixed system. The torque is indicated by a torque
meter.

In order to cover a wide data field, the measurements are varied stepwise in the
1-IRo-e0-esa-e test regime. Thus it is possible to obtain rotor loads between these steps

by interpolation.

In addition to the rotor and blade measurements, the steady state downwash velocity
was resolved in three directions under the advancing and retreating blade and at low
advance ratios up to v = 0.2. The results of these test runs will be shown and interpreted.

The measured downwash velocities are compared with calculated data obtained from a
rigid vortex theory, which is applicable for the far-field calculation of induced
velocities as well as for the near wake field calculation.

For some configurations the rotor loads are calculated and compared with measured
data points. The loads are determined from the calculation of the forced blade
oscillations by means of fully coupled mode shapes. The mode shapes are obtained from a
finite element program based on the equations of Houbold and Brooks (Ref. )

" The local and global momentum theories are used alternatively to calculate the blade
airload and to determine the curve of the flapping angles. These data are used as input
data to calculate the induced velocities by applying the rigid vortex theory. Due to the
long computing time, results from the vortex theory are not fed back into the airload
program.

2. NOTATION

a , a eigenvectors

C symmetric stiffness matrix

' f-- force vectors

Fx, Fy, Fz  rotor hub forces

IF(i) attenuation factors

K symmetric stiffness matrix

L triangular matrix

M mass matrix
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M, My• M rotor hub moments, M M2 + M;'

M8  blade flapping moment
M Slc cos-term of blade flapping moment

P rotor thrustz
R rotor radius

Y, Yo , Y vectors of displacements

vx  velocity in x-direction

wx, wy, wz  downwash velocities

X modal matrix

x, y, z nonrotating body fixed axes

a Ro rotor angle of attack
A2  diagonal matrix of natural frequencies

advance ratio

rotor frequency

eo collective pitch
5s  longitudinal cyclic pitch

0c  lateral

3. HINGELESS ROTOR PARAMETER LIST

number of blades 4

rotor diameter [ml 4

blade chord, constant [m] 0.121

twist, linear [0 /ml -4
blade profile NACA 23012 mod.
profile beginning from shaft axis [ml 0.44

preconing [0] 0

rotor frequency [Hz] 17.5
(depending on atmospheric condition)
blade tip speed [m/s] 220
solidity [-] 0.077

center of gravity of profile (relative) (-] 0.23

spring constant, flapping [Nm/0 ] -7.266
equivalent flapping hinge offset [ml 0.27

blade mass of flapping blade [kg] 1.41

mass moment with respect to flapping hinge [kgm] 1.195

moment of inertia with respect to the
flapping hinge [kgm 2] 1.358

Ma-number (blade tip, hover) 0.645

Re-number/Ma-number 1.97.106

Froude-number (blade tip, hover) 49.2

Lock-number (INA, 0 m) 4.54

4. MEASURING EQUIPMENT

The facility to measure the downwash was installed on both sides of the test stand
(Fig. I ). It can be tilted simultaneously with the rotor plane. Therefore the measurements
refer to the body fixed coordinates. In the lateral direction the downwash is measured
along the y-axis. The distance between sensor and rotor plane is adjustable. Measurements
were taken at distances between z = 0.15 m and z = 0.6 m. A variation in the x-direction
has not been possible yet. The z positioning is fixed during a test series, but the sensor
can be moved electrically on both sides of the rotor in the y-direction. Due to the
simplification in calibration the sensors are adjustable to the main flow direction in the
x-z plane. Conrad vector probes are applied in most cases (Fig. 2 ). The pressure signals
are indicated by alcohcl-filled U-shaped manometers. The difference in the level of liquid
indicates the pressure.

The loads of the rotor hub are measured via a 5-component balance (Fx, Fy, F ; Mx, M
consisting of seven force transducers: four in the z-direction, two z y
in the y-direction and one in the x-direction. As the system is uverdetermined (7 trans-
ducers for 5 components) it is possible to check the accuracy of the balance by applying
the 'Error Compensation Method' described in Ref. 7 . Normally errors are less than
four percent as regards the moments, and less than two percent as regard the thrust.
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As the rotor is hingeless, at normal flight conditions the inplane hub forces are small
and therefore of minor interest. Errors in hub loading measurements are higher when a
force acting on one or more transducers is near zero. Such conditions can be caused by
low thrust and high moment setting.

Torque is measured by a torque meter which is of high accuracy. In order to adjust the
rotor angle of attack, the rotor in conjunction with the balance can be tilted by a
hydraulic cylinder, and the angle is measured by a potentiometer. As the axis of tilting
is 1.5 m under the rotor olane, the rotor hub is not fixed wiih regard to the distance
from the windtunnel floor.

Measurements from the rotating system are transferred via PCM. The PCM-equipment is
mounted on the rotor hub (Fig. I ). As the facility is 0.4 meters high, there may be an
influence on streamlines through the rotor disk. But strain gauge measurements at the
blade root show that this influence is negligible for the measurements presented in this
paper.

Strain gauge bridges for flapping and lagging measurements are positioned near the
root of each blade at the assumed equivalent lagging and flapping hinge. After calibration
of the sensors, the blade signals sometimes show considerable differences between each
other when the rotor is operating. Possible reasons for this are:

- tracking errors,
- differences in blade stiffness,
- differences in the (blade's) profile shape,
- coupling effects,
- windtunnel interferences.

It is difficult to find out which effect is chiefly responsible for divergences in the
measured values, esp. for a hingeless rotor. The above reasons indicate that one cannot
expect an exact coincidence when comparing measured and calculated data.

Beside the flapping and lagging measurements at each blade, all pitch link loads and

the blade pitch are measured. In order to coordinate all signals a magnetic pick-up
records the blade position.

5. DATA ACQUISITION AND EVALUATION

Data acquisition with the 5-hole pressure probe was realized by a photo camera. The
difference in liquid level in the U-manometers, and the position and angle of incidence
of the probe in the x-z plane were shot by a camera. The measurement started when the
indicated pressure of the angle-position of the probe was compensated. The measuring pro-
cedure for 14 radial positions lasts three minutes.

A special facility transmits the velocity data from the photos to punch cards. The
velocity data are split in the three body-fixed axes via a Fortran program.

Data from the rotating system and fixed system are transferred by two PCM systems,
each with 16 channels and a bit rate of 125 kbit/s. This bit rate allows the evaluation
of the data up to the 8th rotor harmonic order. For rapid analysis and quick-look a pdp
11/45 computer operates parallel to a magnetic tape which stores all test runs.

A FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) is made for each channel and for thirty rotor
revolutions. As the data scatter slightly from one revolution to another the best one is
printed out. The criterion for being 'the best revoluticn' is a minimum error in the
overdetermined equation system of the balance as mentioned in the previous section.

6. WINOTUNNEL MEASURING PROGRAM

Emphasis was placed on the rotor behavior at low forward speeds; therefore most of the
measurements were conducted at advance ratios of U 

= 
0.05, 0.1, and u 

= 
0.15. In order

to cover a wide data field the test program consists mainly of the stepwise variation of
advance ratio (u), angle of attack (aRo), and collective (eo7 ), and cyclic-pitch

(6 (s, 9 c). Lateral pitch (ec ) was adjusted in most cases by maintaining a rolling moment

of M = 100 Nm.

In addition, the windtunnel measuring program consists of:

- the determination of the balance loads due to windtunnel flow by variation of rotor
shaft tilt without blades,

- blade tracking procedures under different thrust conditions,
- rotor balancing,
measurements of rotor derivatives,
comparisons of data obtained from BO 105 flight measurements and rotor model tests,
control setting for hub moments equal zero (M,=My=O),

- downwash measurements.

The downwash components (w - positive forward w - positive to the right,
Wz-positive downward) were defermined as a function Yof thrust, advanne ratio, rotor

angle of attack, and radial and vertical position.
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The region of variation of these parameters were:

0.15 < y/R < 1.05
0.02 < z/R < 0.3
1O00N< P7 < 5000N
0 < < 0.2
-100 < Ro <+70

Only one test run was necessary for the parameter variation of y/R. Fig. 3 shows the

stream vectors measured in the vicinity of the rotor.

7. CALCULATION METHODS

The calculation of the hub loads and the induced velocities is made by determining the
local flow angle of attack at the rotor blade, using local momentum theory or global
momentum theory.

If the flow angle distribution is known, the rotor loads and the harmonics of flapping
are calculated. Normal and tangential blade forces as well as the flapping coefficients
are used as input data for the rigid wake program when calculating the local induced
velocities.

The following section describes the particular programs in more detail. The global
momentum theory will not be described as it can be assumed to be familiar.

7.1 Local Momentum Theory

The mathematical model of the rotor is based on the concept of representing an actual
aerodynamic load and downwash distribution of a blade by a series of n overlapping
elliptical wings of decreasing size; each of these wings has an elliptical circulation
along the span and therefore produces an uniform downwash velocity. Each elliptical wing
is arranged to be drawn to one side to the blade tip. By neglecting the upwash flow
outside the wings which have an elliptical circulation distribution, the induced
velocities of the blade is given by the sum of the constant induced velocities of each
elliptical element.

The theory takes into account:

- the upwash flow outside the rotor blade when the rotor is advancing,
- the vortex interaction between the preceding blade's tip vortex and the following
blade,

- the attenuation of the circulation of the advancing blade when it is hitting the
succeeding blade,

- blade flapping motion.

The theory does not take into account:

- vortex/vortex interaction,
- flow separation due to unsteady effects,
- any distortion of the rotor wake,
- the wake contraction and roll up.

Some empirically determined parameters were used in the calculations in order to
adjust the calculation to rotor measurements as well as to reduce th3 computation time.
Three influence factors are important:

IF(1)- Factor taking into account the interaction between preceding and following blade,
IF(2)- Attenuation of the tip vortex,
IF(3)- Correcting parameter. It decreases with the advance ratio and determines the rotor

downwash in such a way that the measured and calculated thrust are in agreement.

On the basis of various hot-wire anemometer measurements, IF(1) was defined to be

constant at 0.85. IF(2) depends to a large extent on the number of chosen segments along
the blade radius.

As a tip loss factor is not taken into account and the upwash outside the blade
influences the induced velocities at the blade tip, the IF(2) - influence factor has to
be fixed appropriately. The factor IF(3) takes into account globally the downwash field
according to a preselected thrust. This factor is comparable with the coefficient C
in Ref. 6.

Furthermore, theoretical data are more reliable when the calculations take into
account the flapping coefficients. The flapping coefficients are derived from calculated
data. The determination of the flap angle from measurements is not very accurate owing to
the characteristics of a hingeless rotor: the flapping hinge is not clearly defined, and
a strong coupling exists between flapping and lagging due to changes in the blade's pitch
angle. As the flapping moment is proportional to the flap stiffness in the first iteration,
both the flap angle magnitude and the phase can be calculated by dividing the blade root
flapping moment by the spring stiffness factor.

Another inaccuracy can arise when the windtunnel flow causes a highly distorted
flow through the rotor disk at low advance ratios and at a small shaft tilt angle so
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that calculation yields no reliable data.

Th! local momentum computer program needs a CPU-time of 6 sec (Siemens 7.870) and a
memory of 80 kbyte.

The program needs the following input data:

- geometric sizes of the rotor,
- profile-data,
- windtunnel speed,
- rotor angle of attack,
- blade twist,
- rotor frequency,
- thrust,
- control angles,
- flapping coefficients (optional).

7.2 Rigid Wake Analysis

In contrast to the local momentum theory the rigid wake computer program calculates
the rotor induced velocities at each point of the flow field. As it can be assumed that
the rigid wake analysis is well known, only a short description is necessary.

The computation time of the rigid wake program depends on several preselectable
settings:

- the number of rotor revolutions,

- the number of vortices,
- the stream contraction,

the azimuth position where the flow field is rolled up,
- the calculation of vortex core size diameter depending on blade loading.

This version runs for about 200 sec. and has a memory of 120 kbyte. The vortices of
three rotor revolutions are computed, establishing eight bound vortices and ten free
vortices for a quarter of one rotor revolution. After that the whole vortex is bound and
rolled up in a blade tip vortex.

The calculation of the vortex core size depends on flight conditions, and shows no
substantial variation with forward speed and azimuth position (Ref. 6 ). Normally the
the core size varies between 4 and 8 percent of the rotor radius.

7.3 Analytical Model

The real rotor system was described by a mathematical model with fully elastic blades.
The fully coupled mode shapes and the eigenvalues have been calculated by a finite element
procedure based upon the wellknown partial differential equation of Houbold-Brooks. This
leads to a system of ordinary differential equations of the following form

(1) N V + K v f(v,',t) + fo

with the symmetric band matrices L and J , the mass matrix and stiffness matrix, the
vector v which contains the nodal-point-displacements and the slopes at the nodes. F is
the vector of the aerodynamic forces and coriolis forces and depends upon the displacements
of the blade elements, their velocities and the time t, f is a vector stemming from
centrifugal forces and determines a constant deformation of the blades through these
forces. The vector v is taken to be a sum of a constant vector vo and a time dependent
vector VWt.

(2) v v v + Vt).

Inserting this into equation (1) one obtains

(3) 13 V + _ + + v,: ( + f

and by choosing

(4) Yoz -I f0

one finally obtains

(5) __+ _ fv

The symmetric mass matrix I can be decomposed into the product of two triangular
matrices via the Cholesky dec6mposition

(6) 3 L.

Assuming the solution of the form

(7) V 
= a eA

t

this leads to the following general eigenvalue problem
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(8) A2 T + a a r C)

Multiplying this equation by ()T from the left and substituting

(9) L 
=

a

yields to the special eigenvalue problem

2-
(10) A a + Ca 0

T -1 -1where =(L ) K L is a symmetric matrix which leads to real eigenvectors. The eigen-
vectors -of th& -equation (8) can be calculated via eq. (9).

For the calculation of the forced oscillations of the rotor blades the vector V is
considered to be the sum of the mode shapes a multiplied by generalized coordinates qi

(11) V = qi

or in vector matrix notation

(12) V = X

where X denotes the modal matrix of the eigenvectors. Inserting this into (5) one obtains

(13) L4 'j+ K q =f .

Multiplying this equation by the transposed matrix XT from the left the final result
is

(14) + 4 2 q = T C(aj'vy0 t)

where a2 is a diagonal matrix with the squares of the eigenvalues.

The rows of XT are the mode shapes and it can easily be seen that (14) is a system of
harmonic oscillators which are coupled over the right side and that each upper part is
decoupled from the whole system. For the calculation of the forced blade oscillations one
can use the mode shapes which belong to the lower eigenvalues, because they have snall
discretisation errors. Thus a numerical integrable form of the differential equation of
the forced blade oscillations is available. The aerodynamic forces can be calculated by
taking into account the flight velocity, the rotor rotation, the elastic deformations of
the blade and the element velocities.

Two downwash models are used namely a trapezoidal downwash following Payne and a
downwash field which is calculated by a local momentum theory as decribed in Azuma and
Kawachi (Ref. 5 ). For the firstmodel only an iteration of the collective control angle
was necessary to obtain a given (measured) thrust. For the second model an additinal
iteration of the forced blade motion was necessary because the blade flapping motion is
used to calculate the induced downwash velocities.

About five iteration steps for the flapping motion lead to satisfactory results a§
regards steady state oscillations. To avoid numerical difficulties an appropriate step-

size for the numerical integration can be found by using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration
procedure with variable stepsize.

After obtaining a steady state blade flapping and lead-lag motion the mean values of
the rotor hub forces and moment were calculated by using a model with a rigid blade and a
spring-restrained hinge. The degree of hinge offsew and torsional spring strength was
chosen to match the rotating and nonrotating lowest natural frequencies of the real blade.

The calculated blade loadings, flapping angles, normal and tangential inflow velocities
were fed into another program in order to calculate induced downwash velocities by a rigid
vortex theory.

8. RESULTS

Now the results will be considered that were obtained from the downwash measurements
and from calculations of the fourbladed hingeless rotor at:

* P 0; variable z/R (Fig. 4 ),

0 U = 0; 3-component calculation and measuring (Fig. 5 ),

* ac = 0; p variable (Fig. 6 ),
0 C1rc =-5; p variable (Fig. 7 )

Sac -0;p variable (Fig. 8 ).

All measurements were made by a 5-hole pressure probe. Calculations and measurements
are presented for the rotor loads.
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* Torque vs advance ratio at constant thrust,

* Cyclic control vs advance ratio,

* Derivatives (M/efs and M y/a s ) vs advance ratio,

9 Derivative DM BIC/9e vs advance ratio.

All the rotor load calculations are executed at constant shaft tilt and with 6 almost
constant.

Figure 4 shows downwash measurements and calculations for the hovering case. The left
side of the diagram shows the downwash at a distance of z/R= 0.15 (z=0.30 m) from the
rotating plane. As mentioned above, two different methods are used to calculate induced
velocities using the rigid wake analysis:

1. Global momentum theory (dashed line),
2. Local momentum theory (full line).

The right side (*= 900) shows the induced velocities recorded at a distance of
z/R= 0.3 (z=0.6 m) from the rotating plane. The measurements and calculations show the
flow contraction quite well (compare the velocity components in Fig. 3 ).

The measured velocities are higher than the calculated at the blade tip region, and
show a stronger velocity gradient. It is assumed that it is mainly at the retreating blade
where the calculation makes excessive allowance for the blade root vortex. On the other
hand the measurements near the blade root are influenced by the rotor hub and a fuselage-
shaped body covering the rotor balance. This effect on downwash can also be seen in

Figure 3 . The calculation, of course, does not allow for these effects.

The left side of the downwash field is different from that of the right side. This is
a result of cyclic pitch 9 0. From the momentum theory we know that the induced velocity
increases as the distance increases (up to factor two). The measurements confirm this
increase.

The two curves calculated differ significantly from each other. As the vortex calculation
needs the blade loads and flapping distribution as input data, the results must be
different depending on whether the global or local momentum theory is used to genera: e
these data. As expected, the local momentum theory yields better results because thls
theory considers in more detail the real physical situation at the blade. Thus the
following calculations are made using the local momentum program to generate the input
data. Figure 5 shows again a hovering condition, but the measurements and calculations
are made at a distance of z/R= 0.07 from the rotating plane.

The induced velocities are split up into the x-, y- and z-directions. One part of the
forward velocity vectors (left: positive, right: negative) shows the twist of the downwash.
As a result of the flow under the blade in the radial direction and the strong blade tip
vortex, the sideward velocity vectors increase in the direction of the blade tip. The
calculated vector amplitudes in the y-direction are too high near the blade tip, because
the rigid vortex calculation does not make adequate allowance for the distance between
blade segment and calculated point (in the forward flight calculation especially, the
measured data in the y-direction vary considerably from the calculated data). As various
vortex core diameters were chosen, the vertical velocity vectors show some disturbances
and the calculated curve is not as smooth as the measured curve. But nevertheless the
coincidence is quite good.

More detailed measurements will be made concerning the problem of measuring the
distance between blade section and vector probe. It seems that this is often a reason for

the differences between the calculated and measured curves.
Figure 6 shows impressively the change in V -velocity at different advance ratio and

at different thrust. The rotor shaft tilt is aZ
= 

+00
. 

The v= 0 curve was discussed above.
The P= 0.1 curve has only small vector-compone ?s in the z-direction. The components are

higher at the right side. This is a result of the blade's pitch (0 -1.2, 5 +3.1),
the shaft incidence, and the higher tangential velocity at the advancing bla~e, where
the blade's pitch is the main factor.

Inaccuracies in the calculation of the flapping motion as well as inaccuracies in themeasured values needed as input data for the local momentum program (esp. at a Oz) can

result in a rather large difference between measurement and calculation.

As can be seen in Figure 7 , there is the same effect between the left and the right
rotor side: calculations and measured points coincide better on the left side. It can be
presumed that the calculation does not make adequate allowance for the stream contraction
combined with the vortex position of the preceding blade. On the other hand the distance
between blade and vector probe can differ from the assumed distance so that the calculated
vortex position does not coincide with the measured position.

As the downwash field has high velocity gradients in all directions it seems that good
agreement between calculation and measurement depends less on the wake model used than on
the position of the blade relative to the probe. As the shaft incidence increases the
downwash calculation becomes more accurate, aR02 -100 (Fig. 8 ).

A
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This is why the character of the flow through the rotor disk is not so disturbed as
when the induced velocities are very small. Moreover, the local tangential velocities are
high at the advancing blade - in contrast to the retreating blade - so that small changes
in the blade's angle of attack cause large differences in the induced velocities. There-
fore small deviations in the calculation of the angle of attack can result in large
discrepancies in the measured data.

To sum up, there are three main reasons for the differences between measured and cal-
culated data:

- the position of the blade relative to the vector probe is unkonwn,
- the calculation of the flapping motion (esp. phase position) can be different

from the measured curve,
- the blade's effective angle of attack distribution cannot be calculated with

sufficient exactitude at higher advance ratios and at a small shaft incidence.

In Figure 9 the torque is plotted versus the advance ratio. Results from the local
momentum calculation (L) and the global momentum calculation (G) are compared with wind-
tunnel data. The maximum tunnel speed was 55 m/s (U= 0.25), and the rotor frequency was
n= 110s

-
1. Except at P= 0 the calculation and the measurements yield nearly identical

results. The higher level of the L-curve may be caused by the inaccuracies which occur
when local calculations of speed, effective angle of attack, and normal and tangential
components are added to determine the thrust and torque.

The measured torque at p= 0 is considerably higher than that calculated. This is because
the rotor is disturbed by its own downwash at hovering condition in the windtunnel. Cal-
culations and measurements have been made to obtain the cyclic control curve versus
advance ratio. The results are not very good; the local momentum theory in particular
shows large differences (Fig. 10 ) in e . One reason is that the local momentum theory needs
a special attenuation coefficient depgndent on the advance ratio (Ref. 5 ).

Such a coefficient was assumed to be constant at each forward velocity. The classical
lateral flapping curve (Ref. 2 ) with its peak at an advance ratio of V= 0.1 cannot be
calculated either by the global momentum theory or by the local momentum theory. The
relatively simple downwash theories underpredict the magnitude of-the control angle,
esp. ec . The local momentum curve shows a slightly better tendency than the global momentum
curve because the local momentum theory allows for the tip vortex of the preceding blade
hitting the following or target blade. This influence results ii. a local decrease in the
induced velocities. When a trimmed flight is being held, the lateral control angle has to
be aiisted properly. It seems that the local momentum theory underestimates the effect
of ,:zr -x interaction.

A- all measured points are plotted without windtunnel correction factors, better
coinuidence for 5 can be expected if the angle of attack is adjusted to a higher shaft
tilt. When determining the hub loads it is easier and less time-consuming to define an
equivalent hinge with a torsion spring. For the calculation of the local blade loads, a

fully elastic blade was assumed.

Figure 11 shows the change in the hub moment (M) and the pitching moment (M ) wher. the
longitudinal control angle e is changed. The values of the measured and calculated curves
in both cases indicate that the rolling moment is small. The global momentum theory
yields unsatisfactory results, while the local momentum theory is in really good agreement
with the measured data. The plot of pitching moment effectiveness shows no difference from
the calculated values. Differences in both of the theories can be explained by the
different aerodynamic assumptions used for the global and the local momentum calculations.

Figure 12 shows the flapping moment derivative (M /a@ s) versus the advance ratio.
This presentation was chosen since the longitudinal cFslic control angle es mainly
influences the cos-term of the flapping moment. The curves resulting from calculations
differ considerably from the measured points. But a good coincidence can hardly be
achieved on account of several difficulties in both the calculation and the measurements
in the case of a hingeless blade:

- the amplitude of M8 depends on the radial position of the strain gauge sensor
on the hingeless 0rotor blade,

- due to the blade's pitch the lagging hinge does not remain perpendicular to the
rotor plane. This is in opposition to the assumptions on which the calculation
is based.

For these reasons an exact agreement between the curves cannot be expected. The tendency
of the measured points shows increasing values when the forward speed increases. This is
an effect caused by the higher blade pitch angle es , which results in a stiffer hinge as
regards the rotor plane.

9. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents various points which arise from the comparison of windtunnel data

with theoretical calculations. The methods of calculation chosen had to be simple and as
exact as possible, because these methods are intended for insertion in a complete heli-
copter simulation program and therefore low computing time is required. The following
calculation methods are applied:
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- global or local momentum theory, yielding the downwash aerodynamics needed to
calculate the blade loads, hub loads and the flapping motion,

- rigid vortex theory, yielding local induced velocities.

The results of the calculations are:

- the measured and calculated induced velocities coincide if the flow is not highly
distorted (incidence of shaft < -50),

- the global momentum theory only yields good results for trimmed flight conditions
(i.e. small hub moments). The calculation of derivatives s not so satisfactory
as the theory allows only small increments for the moments,

- the local momentum theory can be applied to calculate accurately the derivatives of
the hub loads (esp. the pitching moment), as the theory makes better allowance for
untrimmed conditions of the rotor.

The blade loading calculation suffered from certain uncertainties regarding the
measured data which cannot be avoided esp. when one is measuring at a hingeless rotor
system. With the application of the local momentum theory and the rigid vortex theory the
calculations show that the vortex position and the blade vortex interaction play a dominant
role in the determination of induced velocities control angles, and loads.

It is not advisable to extend the downwash calculation in the direction of a free wake
analysis for a complete helicopter simulation program. For flight mechanical purposes it
seems to be appropriate to use a semi-empirical method on the basis of the local momentum
theory which calculates the position of the tip vortex.

Efforts should be made to improve the measurements by extending the number of strain
gauge sensors on each rotor blade. It would be helpful if an extended windtunnel measuring
program is developed which places most emphasis on small increments in forward velocity
(V,). One requirement for obtaining reliable measured downwash velocities is the ability
to determine the distance between the passing blade segment and the vector probe.

On this basis the calculated downwash velocities for helicopter simulation programs
will be acceptable.
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Fig. 1: Rotor Test Stand in the

Daimler-Benz Windtunnel
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Fig. 2: Pneumatic vector probe (by Conrad)
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Fig. 3: Velocity vectors in the Y-Z plane in hover
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AN APPRAISAL OF ROTOR BLADE-TIP VORTEX INTERACTION AND WAKE GEOMETRY
FROM FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS

by

P. Brotherhood
Flight Systems (Bedford) Department,

Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Bedford, UK

SUMMARY

The close radial spacing of leading-edge pressure transducers used as incidence and
loading indicators on a Puma helicopter blade has produced a global picture of the effects
of blade-tip vortex interaction. Analysis of results has enabled features of the wake
geometry to be compared with prediction and the loading action of the tip vortex on the
following blade assessed.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a ls longitudinal component of blade flapping

c blade chord

CL lift coefficient

CN normal force coefficient

Cpo.0 2, C p, CpM leading-edge pressure coefficient, suffix m , measured value

e fraction of tip radius from which vortex trails

h blade-vortex separation distance normal to rotor disc (Fig 8b)

k incremental induced velocity factor

R blade-vortex separation distance parallel to rotor disc (Fig 8b)

n blade reference number

p blade surface pressure

q vortex induced velocity

r elemental blade radius

r0  radius of reference circulation on blade

rI  elemental vortex radius

R tip radius

t elapsed time

u velocity normal to rotor disc (equation (9))

vi0  mean induced velocity

V helicopter forward speed 1V resultant velocity at blade element suffix 0 refers to initial
rconditions in the absence of

Vc chordwise velocity at blade element blade-vortex interaction;
vA refers to vortex inducedriVn l centre line increments

Vr  radial velocity at blade element

a local blade incidence

a D rotor disc incidence

aS  rotor shaft incidence

P 0 blade coning angle

r circulation strength

e see Fig 8b

normalised flow velocity perpendicular to rotor disc

i advance ratio
v reduced frequency - wc/2Vc

£ angle between blade and vortex line (Fig 8.)

p air density

* see equation (2)

* general azimuth angle, for meaning of suffices refer to the Appendix, section A.1

E blade rotational speed
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1 INTRODUCTION

Using a Puma helicopter as a test vehicle, an extensive series of flight tests
have provided a data bank of blade surface pressure and bending strain measurements over
a wide range of operating conditions. The main objective has been to investigate blade
incidence and stall distribution in the rotor disc together with blade bending moments
in order to validate and extend prediction methods. Young1 describes the vortex ring wake
model used and compares predicted loads with those measured on the Puma elsewhere in this
current set of papers. Aerodynamic measurements were almost entirely confined to leading
and trailing-edges along the outer half of one blade. Some descriptions and results have
been published in Ref 2.

Flight tests of a specially developed aerofoil have also been made on the Puma. In
these the chordwise pressure distribution was measured on a small length of representa-
tive section on a modified blade 3. Specially developed data reduction programs allow a
ready access to all flight data in appropriate format.

Unsteady two-dimensional windtunnel test results of all aerofoil sections used in
the various flight tests are also available.

The object of the present paper is to take various key features of the mathematical
modelling of the rotor wake required for detailed blade load prediction and as far as
possible test each individually using flight test results. Blade-tip vortex interaction
plays an important role in producing large local excursions in incidence resulting in
fluctuating loads which often limit the operational flight envelope. The global picture

which the Puma results present by virtue of the close radial spacing of pressure trans-
ducers has enabled various features of the rotor wake, in which the tip vortex is a
principal feature, to be investigated.

These are in particular:

(a) the position in rotor plan view of the intersection of the tip vortex
with the following blade,

(b) the distance of the tip vortex below the following blade,

(c) the loading action of the tip vortex on the following blade.

It had originally been intended to include a comparison of the collapse of leading-
edge suction and divergence of trailing-edge pressure with the relevant break-points
given by the dynamic stall model as used in the prediction method, but in the event it
has not proved possible to include these results and meet the printing date for the paper.

The approach in the present paper is a pragmatic one of the flight test engineer;
a first order analysis is used and any limitations or departures caused by this simplifi-
cation are discussed when making comparisons with the flight results.

Before discussing the specific topics above, the experimental technique and inter-
pretation of leading- and trailing-edge pressure coefficients will be discussed in the
light of flight and tunnel data.

2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND INTERPRETATION

Pressure transducers recording absolute pressure were installed in the upper surface
of one of the four blades of the Puma at 2% and 91% chord at 17 radial locations along the
outer half of the blade (Fig 1). A smooth profile was maintained - recessing the leading-
edge pressure transducers in shallow depressions in the blade spar.

The leading-edge pressures were intended to give an indication of local blade
incidence, with trailing-edge pressure divergence marking the onset of separation. Since
the pressure coefficient at any point on an aerofoil in steady conditions is a function
of Mach number and incidence, the incidence is uniquely defined by the pressure reading if
the Mach number is known. This only applies during attached flow and a more complex
relationship exists on a rotor blade where oscillatory conditions apply. Figs 2 and 3
show the variation of leading (Cp0 .0 2C) and trailing-edge (Cp0 .9C ) pressure coefficients

from tunnel tests for NACA 0012 section. The Puma blade section is effectively a NACA
0011.4 with the existing trailing-edge tab added but the difference is not expected to
produce significant errors in conclusions drawn later in the paper. The relatively low
test Mach number is representative of conditions on the retreating blade and the reduced
frequency (P = wc/2V c ) is representative of a once per revolution variation in flight

incidence. In attached flow (Fig 2), Cp0.0 2C shows a simple hysteresis about the near

linear quasi-steady test condition, while Cp0.9C  remains essentially constant. With

penetration into stall (Fig 3), Cp0 .02 C has a near linear relationship with increasing

incidence leading to an increased peak value from which there is an abrupt fall accom-
panied by an almost simultaneous trailing-edge pressure divergence, both parameters show-
ing pronounced hysteresis during the early stages of reducing incidence. The non-linear
behaviour and extensive hysteresis makes quantitative assessment of incidence difficult
to achieve when stall is present but in attached flow a single, mean-value, linear
relationship between Cp0.0 2 C and incidence represents a reasonable, first order

approximation during excursions of incidence at main rotor frequency. - . .AL
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With the changes ir, loading present during blade-vortex interaction, the effective
incidence cycle may occur over some 200 of azimuth, je at frequencies about 20 times
greater than rotor frequency, or more. This represents a reduced frequency greater than
covered during tunnel tests. Also the close passage of blade and vortex is not directly
represented by changes in flow present in oscillatory testing. In order to investigate.
the loading action particularly during blade-vortex interaction, other flight measure-
ments of chordwise pressure distribution are examined. These tests were not made on the
NACA 0012 aerofoil but they are used here to illustrate important features used during
later analysis in the present paper.

The variation of Cp 0 .02 C and normal force coefficient (C N ) for the test section

are given in Fig 4. The CN values were obtained by integration of the 23 chordwise
pressures. This particular test result is chosen to include large excursions in loading
due to blade vortex interaction without appreciable stall. The detailed correlation of
C N with CP0.02C is strikingly obvious even during blade-vortex interactions which
occur in azimuth regions 90 and 2700. From this data CN is plotted against Cp0 .0 2C

in Fig 5. Arrows show the sense of increasing azimuth and regions of blade-vortex inter-
action are also indicated. The hysteresis present during the large interaction at 2700
azimuth is associated with incipient stall at maximum CN . Even so, aCN/aCP0.02 C is

reasonably constant and single valued during slow and rapid changes in loading with vary-
ing Mach number. As will be discussed later, these loading changes occur as the blade
passes within half a blade chord of the vortex core centre, when due to flow curvature the
concept of a simple incidence change is inappropriate. Despite this, the value of
aCN/aCPO.02C is very similar to that from tunnel tests at lower reduced frequency. These

phenomena merit further attention but in the context of the present paper serve to justify
the assumptions used later in sections 5 and 6 that the values of 8C N/a and

3CN/aCP0.0 2C obtained from appropriate tunnel tests of NACA 0012 section at lower reduced

frequency may reasonably be used during first order blade-vortex interaction analysis.

3 METHOD OF A!,ALYSIS

An example of the variation of Cp0. 02 C against azimuth angle is given in Fig 6

which shows separate plots for each spanwise station, with displaced origins. The blade-
tip vortex crossing points from the immediately preceding blade have been superimposed and
the correlation with the waves in Cp0. 02 C is immediately apparent. Although not marked
in the present example, the correlation of other waves with blade vortex intersections
from other blades may also be made but are not discussed in the present paper as in general
they produce much smaller load fluctuations. The radial variation of Cp0 .02C on the
retreating blade (Fig 7) shows even more graphically the characteristic positive and
negative peak characteristic of incidence and loading change associated with near passage
of the tip vortex. At high values of thrust coefficient and advance ratio, compressi-
bility effects, separated flow and stall blur these characteristic features. In the
following analysis of wake geometry only Cp0.02 C records which display smooth, well-
behaved blade-vortex characteristics are considered. The suffix 0.02C will be dropped,
C meaning unless otherwise stated.

The following simplifying assumptions are made:

(1) vortex induced velocities are small compared with blade chordwise velocities;

(2) maximum and minimum blade loadings occur in the outer regions of the vortex
with all vorticity present enclosed within an inner, viscous core;

(3) the time interval between positive and negative loading peaks is the same as
that between corresponding incidence peaks;

(4) three-dimensional effects in blade radial loading are neglected;

(5) the vortex is undistorted by the passing blade;

(6) flow conditions are linearised during the interaction, ie a line vortex is
assumed at the appropriate angle to the blade travelling at constant speed
through the vortex;

(7) the vortex line is parallel to the rotor disc;

(8) the local blade leading-edge pressure is proportional to incidence and the
square of the local instantaneous chordwise velocity.

As mentioned earlier, this is a deliberately chosen base-line approach, variations
from which are discussed and qualified when the results obtained in this manner are com-
pared with predictions. The principles involved are discussed below and a summary of
expressions used with minimal derivation is given in the Appendix.

The analysis used depends on the spacing of loading peaks with azimuth and with
radius. The derivation of the vertical spacing between blade and vortex centre line from
flight data (Appendix, section A.2) is based on the property that for any separation, h
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the contrary effects of flow direction and strength produce notional maximum and minimum
changes in incidence where 6 is 450 and 1350 as seen in Fig 8b, as the blade passes
near the vortex. This property is independent of vortex strength. If the blade chord
were normal to the vortex line during passage the distance travelled between positive and
negative peaks would then equal 2 h. The method requires the measurement of the peak to
peak separation distance from flight data.

In practice the blade chord is not normal to the vortex line and the analysis
requires the angle to be known. It is derived from flight data by means of coordinates
x' and y' identified in Fig 8d.

Coefficients Cp are based on chordwise velocity in the absence of blade-vortex

interaction, so that when present, changes in C in addition to those from incidence

are caused by chordwise induced velocity. The contribution is dependent on the initial
value of incidence, a0  (or Cp0 ). Fig 9 shows the increment AC p when assumed propor-
tional to a only and also for AC proportional to V a representative of high a

p c 0
on the retreatment blade. One peak is sharpened and the other rounded out. Knowing the
direction of rotation of the vortex - during the encounter the vertical position, je
whether above or below the blade may be determined in principal. In practice as dis-
cussed later this proved inconclusive. An important point to notice is that peak to peak
amplitude and separation are not greatly affected by the inclusion of the chordwise
velocity terms.

Having determined blade-vortex separation, it is now possible to compare the
incremental blade loading during interaction with that predicted through assigning some
particular strength to the vortex, based on the loading on the blade that generated the
vortex. Two bound circulation strengths are chosen for this purpose, that at 0.95R as
representative of the tip loading and the other the maximum value occurring at any inboard
position on the blade.

Turning now to the blade-vortex geometry used in the WHL/RAE mathematical model
described by Young'. The blade-tip vortex crossing point and angle in plan view are
derived by assuming an undistorted cycloJdal path originating in the blade tip (Appendix,
section A.1). The element of vortex beneath each intersection point is assumed to be con-
vected downwards with a mean value of induced velocity combined with a longitudinal wedge
shaped increment leading to a 'Glauert' type distribution. With these assumptions the
blade-vortex separation using measured input conditions of thrust, shaft incidence, longi-
tudinal blade root flapping angle and coning angle has been estimated (Appendix, section
A.3) and compared with the results derived from measured blade-vortex interaction
characteristics previously described.

4 THE BLADE-VORTEX CROSSING POSITIONS IN PLAN VIEW

A comparison of measured and estimated blade vortex crossing points is given in
Fig 10. The results are compared at four radial positions over a range of advance ratio.

Theoretical estimates of crossing position as given by a cycloidal path, have been
superimposed on the flight results (Appendix, equation (A-I)), and it will be seen that
vortex origins of l.OR and 0.95R bracket the majority of results.

The measured results are based on the assumption that the vortex crossing point
lies halfway between the maximum and minimum values of Cp , even though we have already

seen that this is not really the case, due to the effect of chordwise velocity components
from the vortex. However, this assumption was made because, as will be shown in section 5
the measured shape of the C variation is not always as expected and in the majority of

p
cases the error involvei is acceptably small. Errors in the value of flight speed and in
particular sideslip 2 can cause biasing errors, care has been taken to minimise sideslip
and any corrections required have been made. The results cover a range of thrust
coefficients and the results are indistinguishable on this count. During the flight tests
some were made over a range of disc loading but at constant advanced ratio, on the basis
that with increasing induced velocity, the general rotor wake would show more contraction
and effectively move the tip vortex origin inwards with increased disc loading. Although
in the event the range of disc loading covered was limited no such trend was discernable.

The blade-vortex crossing angles obtained from flight results (Appendix, equation
(A-6)) are given in Fig 11. It should be emphasised again they result entirely from con-
sideration of the measured orientation of maximum and minimum values in the plane of the
rotor disc. Theoretical estimates for vortex origin c' 3.95R and 1.OR at P = 0.263 are
also included (Appendix, equation (A-2)). Agreement is good and although all results
would not be bracketed by the limits, the results confirm the orthogonal properties of the
flow model used to describe the blade-vortex interaction.

5 THE DISTANCE OF THE TIP VORTEX BELOW THE BLADE

The distance of the vortex below the blade at intersection obtained from flight data
is given in Fig 12 for a range of advance ratio (Appendix, equation (A-7)). All results
have been plotted positively, ieas occurring below the blade and this is discussed later
on in the section under the validity of assumptions 5 and 8. Part of the data reduction
process involves hand plotting of data wnich exhibits scatter between close points but
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with a well-defined trend over larger intervals from which the required coordinates were
obtained. The particular range of results wer- taken during one fliqht but ,tl~ers
available show the same trend. The seeming shortage of points is of course due to the
fact that only well-defined and characteristically shaped vortex crossings have been
analysed. Although the Mach number is relatively low (0.4), compressibility effects at
high lift coefficient distort the linear relationship of incidence with C and makeP
the analysis of some data impossible i the context of the method used in the present
analysis.

Theoretical estimates with vortex origin at l.OR are also included. Reasonable
agreement is obtained at 0 = 2700 on the retreating blade and outwards to the blade tip.
Between 0 = 900 and 0 = 1800 the trend is much flatter than predicted.

The limitations of the simplified baseline approach used are now considered using
the numbering in section 3.

Assumption (1): This is not a serious limitation over the range of blade radius
and advance ratio covered.

Assumption (2): Using the experimental results of Cook 4 to define the region of
irrotational flow where velocity is inversely proportional to radius, the region lies
roughly beyond (h/c) = 0.2 on the advancing blade and beyond (h/c) = 0.3 on the retreat-
ing blade. It will be seen that the flight results satisfy these conditions on the
retreating blade but are borderline in some cases on the advancing blade.

Assumption (3): As discussed in section 2, CN (or CL) appears in phase with Cp,
as incidence is the main forcing element this seems a reasonable assumption.

Assumption (4): This is a more serious over-simplification. The radial variation
of incidence imposed by the vortex imposes a notional radial loading pattern. The
resulting changes to the trailing vortices redistribute the loading, pushing the positive
and negative peaks further apart and rounding them.

Hancock5 has analysed the case of a line vortex normal to an infinite wing which
approximates to blade-vortex interaction on the advancing blade. On the retreating blade
interactions are oblique, ie t = 40-600, not 900 as considered by Hancock. At the
smallest blade-vortex separation considered by Hancock, je (h/c) = 0.8, the maximum or
minimum loading occurs at (2/h) = 1.5 rather than the value of near unity given by the
simplified approach used in the present analysis. Assuming his analysis to hold, then the
points on the retreating blade could be plotted at distances some 70% of values shown.

The points on the advancing blade are relatively much closer to the blade and lift-
ing line methods of estimation are clearly inadequate. If, however, the flattened trend
is a correct one, this is consistent with the expectation of a reduced general level of
induced velocity on the advancing side of the rotor disc.

Assumptions (5) and (8): These are considered together. The condition that the
chordwise velocity increment contributes to C (Fig 9) theoretically enables the

p
orientation of blade and vortex, ie whether above or below to be determined. Considera-
tion of a large number of examples has not shown this to be possible with any degree of
certainty in practice. Because the results more or less agree with the theoretical trend
the vortex position is plotted below the blade. The sensitivity of estimated values to
possible errors in the main flight input parameters is shown in Fig 13, together with the
estimated error band in measured Cp coordinates. Plotting the results inverted is well

outside these sensitivities and this contrary interpretation is considered improbable
particularly on the retreating blade with its higher values of h/c .

There is evidence that the second peak is frequently more rounded than the first,
indicating possible distortion of the vortex or iti path during the passing. On a
related theme, in certain records, an uncharacteristic C trace or adjacent pair of
traces is present during blade-vortex interaction. When it occurs it is in the region

= 2700, (r/R) = 0.75. The reason is unknown and until satisfactorily answered some
lingering doubt must remain on the relative position of blade and vortex although plotting
them below the blade gives reasonable agreement with the trend using the Glauert distribu-
tion but which of course is itself an approximation.

Assumptions (6) and (7): These are considered reasonable in the cases analysed and
of lesser importance than assumption (4).

Accepting the trend of the experimental measurements but bearing in mind the quali-
fications and limitations discussed an assessment of the loading resulting from the blade-
vortex separation is made in the following section.

6 THE LOADING ACTION OF THE TIP VORTEX ON THE FOLLOWING BLADE

To determine the loading action of the tip vortex its strength must be determined.
The radial distribution of C is shown in Fig 14 for a typical azimuth angle at whichp
the tip vortex will trail and interact w4th the following blade. A curve of the product
of VC and Cp representing the strength of the bound circulation has been included.

p!
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The maximum at 0.65R, itself a raised value due to blade-vortex interaction, is clearly
visible in this case. The maximum value of Cp at this point, or elsewhere on the blade

as it occurs has been used to obtain the lift coefficient, CL0 , for the calculation of
one reference value of circulation strength. The other is the circulation strength at
0.95R as representative of the tip loading. Using CL0 values as specified above at the

appropriate azimuth angle of the originating blade and the blade-vortex separation
evaluated from flight results the estimated vortex induced peak to peak loading, AC

p
has been determined from the Appendix, equation (A-10), using a s.,iple lifting line model
in which the notional induced incidence change is directly translated into lift and can
be thought of as an upper limit to the resultant loading. The measured induced loading,
ACpm , has been normalised by the estimated value to form a loading ratio and plotted

against h/c in Fig 15. Only the results from intersections on the retreating blade are
presented because of their higher h/c values and increased reliability. It should be
added that the magnitude of AC as calculated is independent of whether the vortex lies
above or below the blade.

Supposed trend lines have been added through each set oi pnints on the basis that
both curves eventually become parallel to the 'x' axis. The higher curve based on the tip
loading represents an anomaly in appearing to pass through (ACpM/ACp) = I but there is

insufficient data to be certain. The lower curve based on the maximum value of circulation
appears as though it might approach the vicinity of unity at higher values of h/c .

It is useful to consider the length of time the portion of tip vortex has existed
before interaction with the following blade. At advance ratio p = 0.26 for example, this
corresponds to a minimum value of 710 of rotation of the rotor or some 17 chord lengths
travelled at the tip of the advancing blade, to a maximum of 1240 or 30 chord lengths at
the tip of the retreating blade. The measurements of Ref 4, which were made as a full
scale rotor on a test tower using hot wire anemometry indicated that the tip vortex was
effectively rolled up by 700 of rotation of the rotor, there was minimal reduction in
vortex peak tangential velocity after 1500 ageing and the circulation in the tip vortex
was approximately half that expected from the peak loading near the tip.

If in the flight test results the trend of Ref 4 were repeated and only half the
maximum circulation appeared during blade vortex interaction then all the results would
be expected to be below (ACpm/ACp ) = 0.5 in Fig 15 and this is clearly not so.

The loading and circulation during the rotor tower tests of Ref 4 are similar to
hover conditions and exhibit a pronounced loading and circulation peak near the tip. In
forward flight the circulation is generally more uniform and may give a higher relative
strength of tip vortex. A more important consideration is that as previously mentioned,
three-dimensional effects mean that all h/c values as plotted are expected to be over-
estimated by some 30% at (h/c) = 0.8 and probably more at lower values of separation as
mentioned in section 5. This effect would lower the loading ratio pro rata resulting in
a value in the region of 0.5 at (h/c) = 0.8, and somewhat more or less depending on
whether the reference circulation is taken at 0.95R or the maximum value further inboard.
The flight results lie at the upper limit of what might be expected following Ref 4,
particularly at the higher range of h/c but overall may be considered to show a fair
measure of agreement.

At the lower values of h/c , ACPm/ACp has reduced markedly to the region of 0.3.
It should be noted that in the calculation of ACp from the Appendix, equation (A-10),

the value 3C p/8 is required and this has been obtained from tunnel tests as described
in section 2. Although it is clearly demonstrated that the derivative aC /Me is sensibly

p
constant over a range of transient conditions, incidence as defined by two-dimensional
tunnel tests may not be directly relatable to localised induced velocity changes at low~h/c.

The RAE/WHL loads prediction program uses the Glauert type trapezoidal induced
velocity distribution for placement of the vortex rings which represent the tip vortex.
Radial blade loadings gradients are accommodated by a series of half vortex rings, which
represent trailing vorticity. A vortex core diameter of 0.1C is also assumed. Attenua-
tion of the vortex induced loading peaks is therefore represented. The 12 half rings
employed were originally incorporated in the model to improve the incidence distribution
on the advancing blade and the detailed effect on the tip vortex induced loading has not
yet been assessed in detail.

The emphasis in the present paper is the validation and extension of the RAE/WHL
loads prediction program and in certain respects the prescribed wake and lifting line
methods used have prompted the approach taken. No attempt has yet been made to assess
the extent to which the program produces the attenuation in vortex induced loading shown
in Fig 15 or whether lifting surface methods as described by Johnson in Ref 6 are required.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The close radial spacing of leading-edge pressure transducers used as incidence and

loading indicators has produced a global picture of the effects of blade-vortex
inferaction.
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The interaction of the blade with the tip vortex trailed from the immediately
preceding blade is particularly important in that it produces the largest incremental
loading. Over a range of forward speed and thrust coefficient the results show that all
the blade vortex intersections in plan view lie between undistorted cycloidal tip vortex
loci originating at 0.95R and the extreme tip.

It has been found possible to estimate the angle between blade and vortex centre
line from consideration of the radial and azimuthal spacing of vortex induced loading
peaks. The results are in good agreement with estimates using cycloidal tip vortex loci
at intersections with the immediately preceding blade.

Using a simplified lifting line model of the blade vortex interaction, the vertical
separation of blade and vortex centre line at intersection has been derived from the
spacing and orientation of vortex induced loading peaks. On the retreating blade, where
the analysis is most reliable, the vertical separation derived from flight measurements
agrees with prediction assuming a Glauert type induced velocity distribution. However,
local charges in the distribution of trailing vorticity are neglected in the simplified
derivation of separation distance. Taking trailing vorticity into account reduces the
derived sepiration distance. The flight results therefore indicate that the Glauert type
distribution used over-estimates the distance of the vortices below the blade in the
region of tht retreating blade.

In the region of the advancing blade tip, the derived separation is in most cases
considerably less than predicted but the method of analysis is least reliable in this
region.

Using the derived vertical separation and the tip vortex strength estimated from
the loading on the originating blade, the vortex induced loading has been estimated using
a simple lifting line model. The estimate, which may be considered an upper limit, has
been used to normalise the measured loading increment to form a loading ratio. At blade-
vortex separation, (h/c) = 0.8 on the retreating blade where the results are considered
most reliable, the loading ratio is of the order 0.75. If the probable reduced separation
value is used in the estimated loading, the ratio reduces to the order of 0.5. The load-
ing ratio falls to the region of 0.25 at the lowest derived separation distances.

Overall the blade pressure and strain measurements are providing an effective tool
in the validation and extension of the RAE/WHL rotor load prediction program.
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APPENDIX

A.1 THEORETICAL ESTIMATION OF BLADE AND VORTEX GEOMETRY FOR FOUR-BLADED ROTOR

Assuming the tip vortex centre line in plan view (Fig 8a) is the undistorted locus
of a point in the blade tip, it can be shown that the coordinate of the point of inter-
section of the vortex trailed from the nth blade with blade I are given by the equations

r sin , = e sin[ 0 + (n- );]

(A-i)
rCos 01=e Cos 0 + (n - 1) + 11(0I  'O)

where 0 is the azimuth angle of blade 1 at t = 0

g1 is the azimuth angle of blade 1 at intersection after time t

eR is the blade radius from which the vortex trails.

Then 0 and 01 may be evaluated for given values of e, r/R, A and n

Also the blade vortex line crossing angle is given by

= tan-i(e sin ' + A) (A-2)

where *' = + (n - i)

and - 01

A.2 ESTIMATION OF THE DISTANCE OF THE TIP VORTEX BELOW THE BLADE FROM THE MEASURED
ORIENTATION OF LEADING-EDGE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT PEAKS

Flight results are reduced to coefficient form using the expression

P 0)

where suffix m refers to measured values, and VC0  is the chordwise velocity in the
absence of vortex induced velocity.

During blade vortex interaction

ACPm = -- + ° h 2

Vc 0

A~m- 7r. Aa+ C - to the first order. (A-3)

From Fig 8b and c

AVn  - q sino and AVc  - AV n cos ,or AVC - q sin 0 cos

r h r sin 0q - - and r1  sinG or q =

The change in incidence a is given by

Aa co
Vc
o

Combining expressions with equation (A-3) gives

r(8C /80e 29
AC = 4Vc 2a0(1 - cos 20) coo $ + sin 2 (A-4)

Pm 4wv
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Maximum and minimum values are given by

0 tan ((A-5)

noting that when the effects of chordwise velocity increments are zero, ie 0 = 0

e1 and 02  = 450 and 1351 respectively.

In order to estimate the vertical passing distance, h , the blade crossing angle,
, is required. This is obtained from the flight results by measurement of the

coordinates x', y' of Fig 8d. A diagram of the blade vortex crossing is given in Fig 8e
where AC = Ar, BD = V0At and V0  and At are the blade resultant velocity and crossing

time respectively. After manipulation it can be shown that

tan-'( Vc0 t- (r/R) + y sin (A-6)V -(r/At) ta - cos 1, - (180/wR) (Ar/A )(A

where P is the blade azimuth angle at intersection and Ar and Aii correspond to the

radial and azimuthal increments x1 and y' of Fig 8d.

The vortex crossing velocity normal to the centre line

= Vr0
V n0 - Vc0 cos t + Yr0sint

- 1r cos E - V sin(O1 + t)

where V is the flight speed.

From Fig 8b,

h = I tan 0 1 = Q2 tail a 2

then
2i -Q£

At = 2
vn 0

h cot 0 h cot 0 2

Ur cos E + V sin(N + f)

or

AO R L sin(P I + 0)+ (r/R) cos (-C 10 Zcot 0 1 - cot 2 (-7

note that *1 is related to the position of maximum and minimum Cp by(p

"i 1 tan 021a2 1 2  (A-8)k R2 - tan 0 1  = tan 0 2

A.3 THEORETICAL ESTIMATION OF THE DISTANCE OF THE TIP VORTEX BELOW THE BLADE

The rotor disc incidence aD  is given by

a D  = aS + als

where as  is the measured shaft incidence, and aIs the measured blade root flapping
angle.

The mean flow through the rotor disc is given by the usual expression

S Stc

tana -
p (pC +

__r
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and

V sin &D - v
LiEaR

A longitudinal variation of induced velocity in which the tip vortex is imbedded has been
assumed, of the form

u = V sin vi + K cos

In the RAE/WHL program K is a function of the wake angle and the values used in the
present analysis lie in the range 1.3 to 1.5.

It is assumed that as a portion of the tip vortex travels backwards parallel to
the longitudinal axis it is subject to a downward acceleration given by

Au = Kvi0 in = seconds

or u = KviP l

The length of time the portion of tip vortex is subject to this acceleration before

intersection in plan view is

t (01 - 00 ) T

The distance of the vortex centre line below the blade non-dimensionalised by the blade
chord and including the effect of coning angle P0 is given by

hi _ Z -) Z01 R) (A-9)

where u0  is the value of u when * = i' , the blade azimuth at the generation of the

intersecting portion of the tip vortex.

A.4 ESTIMATION OF THE MAGNITUDE OF VORTEX INDUCED LOADING

In this estimation the contribution to AC p from chordwise induced velocity is

neglected since the effect nearly cancels in its contribution to peak to peak amplitude.

On the blade from which the vortex trails

L = P(02r0 + V sin v') r at radius r0
CCL0

or r = -- (r 0 
+ v sin*')

On the intersecting blade, the maximum and minimum values of incidence e occur
when 0= 450 and 02 = 1350, ie when the blade is /7 h from the vortex centre line

'.or v 2
opeak-peak 2 '2 h /2 2wh

and
r 1'a = 2 r + V sin V'

3C L0 c (r0 /R) + p sin *
or AC = (r/R) + p sin '1 (A-10)
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SUMMARY

This paper describes DATAMAP (Data from Aeromechanics' Test and Analytics--Managementand Analysis Package), a computer software system that provides direct access to large
time-history data bases (both test and analytic), performs analyses and derivations, and
displays the data in various formats, interactively or through batch processing.
Emphasis is' given to the ability of direc'ly comparing analytical, model and full-scale
test results; the care which must be taken .'n utilizing DATAMAP; and its effect on the
plans for the Second Generation Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System (2GCHAS).
Examples of correlation of various parameters resulting from the Operational Loads
Survey (OLS) and several analytic programs are given. The OLS was a flight test program
on the AH-lG helicopter in which blade pressures, leading edge stagnation point loca-
tions, local flow magnitude and direction near the blade surface, blade accelerations,
bending moments, and the attendant responses in the control system and airframe were
measured simultaneously during operational maneuvers, providing a comprehensive data
base.

A brief description of the OLS data base is presented along with a discussion of the
development of DATAMAP. DATAMAP's versatility is shown, with emphasis on its ability toaccess any time-history data base and its modular concept whereby any appropriate analy-

sis or derivation can be added to the existing capabilities as the need arises; plots
are presented which show various formats that are available to the user.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for the DATAMAP system is derived from the Operational Loads Survey (OLS), a
flight test conducted using a US Army AH-IG to gain experimental insight to rotor aero-
dynamic environments and structural dynamics of helicopters (Reference 1). A comprehen-
sive data base was acquired of rotor aerodynamic forces, aeroelastic loads, blade
motions, acoustics, and the attendant responses of the control system and airframe that
result from flying operational maneuvers. Continuous and simultaneous data was recorded
from 387 transducers for 224 different flight conditions. Over 72,000 separate func-

*tions of time were digitized and recorded on 175 magnetic tapes. A computer program was
developed to retrieve the raw data; however, it was inconvenient and time consuming and
it discouraged potential users. It was difficult to manage such a large data base
without the proper software tools. The Applied Technology Laboratory (ATL), US Army
Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM) developed the functional descriptions
for such a software system to utilize the OLS data base and yet be general enough to be
used with other data sets, both analytical and test.

The functional descriptions required the system to provide access, data reduction, and a
variety of formats of presentation of digitized data. In addition, operation in batch,
interactive, and interactive graphics modes was required. The functional descriptions
also included a need for a high degree of user interaction and computer-generated step-
by-step explanations of user inputs, user options, and menus of data available for pro-
cessing. Most analytical methods commonly used for helicopter test data analysis,
selectable by the user in any apropriate combination, were specified. Modular design
requirements that would allow other methods to be added as the need arises were
stressed. Design requirements included execution on an IBM 360 Model 65 with Time
Sharing Option (TSO), Tektronix 4014 graphic terminal, Houston Instruments DP-l incre-
mental plotter, and IBM 2741 typewriter terminal. The mandatory computing language was
FORTRAN IV (1966).

Bell Helicopter Textron, Scientific and Technical Computing, was selected as principal
performer to develop this software, which is now known as DATAMAP. DATAMAP meets all of
the above-mentioned design requirements with an easy-to-learn user oriented format
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(Reference 2). Since it was first operational, DATAMAP has undergone a number of
improvements which enhance its ability to correlate experimental data with analytics;
it has been installed at different facilities on various computers and has accessed a
variety of data bases, including the Army OLS, NASA Tip Aero-Acoustic Test (TAAT), Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE) Wessex and Puma test data, Army YAH-63 Crash Test (T41),
KRASH analysis program, Rotorcraft Flight Simulation Program (C81), and RAE Youngs Ring
Vortex Analysis.

The OLS and TAAT data are digitized and recorded on magnetic tape in the BHT-Ground Data
Center (BHT-GDC) format, which is directly read by DATAMAP. The capability exists for
DATAMAP to read other time-based data stored in a specified general format called the
Data Transfer File Format. This capability allows test and analytic data to be
displayed in a uniform graphic format, and in many cases as curves on the same plot,
which greatly facilitates correlation of test and analytics.

2. DATAMAP CAPABILITIES

DATAMAP consists of two major programs, the File Creation Program and the Processing
Program, as well as several utility programs. The basic execution sequence is
illustrated in Figure 1. The File Creation Program reads data from some storage medium
(digital tape or disc), selectively transfers data to a direct access disc (Master
File), and creates a directory of the data thus stored. Output from existing simulation
programs or test data bases could be run through a format conversion program to create a
Data Transfer File. The Data Transfer File format is designed to accommodate many of
the different structural features of time-based data bases so that conversion of data to
this format should be a reasonably simple task. Alternatively, a new simulation program
could be written or an existing program could be converted to write data in Data
Transfer Format directly as a primary output.

The Master File is then the data input source for the Processing Program. The
Processing Program retrieves data from the Master File, accepts user commands inter-
actively or in batch mode, processes the data, and outputs data in graphic or printed
formats. The Processing Program provides the user with various analyses that may be
performed on the basic data contained on the Master File; in addition, certain parame-
ters may be derived from the basic data. The computational capabilities available to
the user in the Processing Program are detailed in Figure 2. These analyses and deriva-
tions can be performed in multiple dimensions (e.g., time, chord, and radius).
Sequences of analyses and/or derivations can be performed on a set of data in any
appropriate combination.

Basic data and processed outputs can be presented in various formats, some of which are
illustrated in the figures of this paper. Simple X-Y plots or multiple-curve X-Y plots
are available. Extensive annotation for each curve on a plot is a useful option, par-
ticularily when plotting curves from different data sets. Data point representation may
be accomplished by drawing symbols alone, by connecting symbols with lines, or simply by
connecting the data points by lines without symbols. The user also has the options of
specifying log-log or semi-log axes, scaling on X and Y, or usIng a plot with grids
and/or tic marks. When X-Y plots are produced on the Tektronix 4014 terminal, the user
may specify that the crosshair cursor be activated immediately after the plot is
completed. The crosshairs may be used to elaluate points on the screen in user coor-
dinates. Three-dimensional outputs in the form of contour plots and surface perspective
drawings in rectangular and cylindrical coordinate systems are available. Auto scaling
is available on all plots or the user may specify the scale values. All output options
are available on a Tektronix 4014 terminal, or its equivalent, in the interactive
graphics mode of operation or on an incremental plotter in the batch mode. Printed
listings are available in either mode, or on an interactive typewriter terminal.

Four utility programs are provided in the system. Two of them are for file initializa-
tion in the Master and Command Sequence Files. The Command Sequence File is a permanent
disc file on which sequences of command steps can be stored. Another utility program is
provided for users to develop complete input sequences for the File Creation Program in
an interactive mode. A File Maintenance Program is provided such that a designated data
base monitor at each user installation can maintain the Master File.

DATAMAP was designed with consideration of the user. Features that assist the user in
generation of command input for processing include:

0 The user inputs are free-field format with logical meaning and structure, and

are identical for the interactive and batch modes of operation.

9 Many types of errors are detected in the input process.

e There are defaults for some entries.

0 The program can list the available options, defaults, and/or meaning for each
input entry if desired..

0 Large numbers of data channels representing like parameters can be called by a
single group name.
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sequences of commands can be built, stored, and executed by name.

Many of these features are illustrated in Figure 13 which is an example of generating a
typical DATAj4AP command.

3. CORRELATION OF TEST WITH ANALYTICS

A very versatile characteristic of DATAMAP is its ability to access various data sets
during the same interactive session or batch run, which provides direct comparison and
correlation between data from the different sets. Analytical results from helicopter
simulations can therefore be directly correlated with actual test data to evaluate the
accuracy and limitations of the analytical simulations. This feature of DATAMAP is a
powerful tool that is useful to validate new analyses and to evaluate the ability of
analytical simulations to model -,articular features under investigation; it is also use-
ful as an engineering tool to aid the interpretation of test data.

Figures are provided to illustrate the abilities of DATAMAP to make comparisons of
measured and computed data. Figures 3 through 5 show comparisons of blade bending
moments at different radial stations. Each figure illustrates a choice of line type
available to the user. The Rotorcraft Flight Simulation Program C81 was used to
generate the computed results.

The scale for the Azimuth has b.!en expanded in Figure 4 so that data from 0 to 100
degrees Aziumth is full frame, thus concentrating on the first rotor quadrant. This
ability to window the data is available for either axis.

The Rotorcraft Flight Simulation Program C-81 is a multidisciplinary mathematical model
that may be used to simulate a wide variety of helicopter or V/STOL aircraft configura-
tions using a digital computer. Aircraft performance, stability and control, maneuver
characteristics, and rotor blade loads may be estimated using this model. The following
aircraft components are treated separately: the fuselage; two rotors (each with a modal
pylon, aeroelastic blades, and a nacelle); a wing; four stabilizing surfaces (none of
which must be purely vertical or horizontal); four external stores or aerodynamic
brakes; a nonlinear, coupled control system (including a collective bobweight, stability
and control augmentation system, and maneuver autopilot simulator); two jets; and a
weapon with recoil. This allows detailed representation of the aircraft for design or
detailed analysis applications. Six rigid-body fuselage degrees of freedom and up to
six rotor blade elastic degrees of freedom for each of two rotors are accounted for.
For a complete overview of C-81 capabilities and discussions of the background and
development of the principal mathematical models in the program refer to References 3
and 4.

A Comparison of test data and C-81 analysis is presented in Figure 6, showing the radial
distribution of blade beam bending moments. The computed bending moment is represented
by a continuous line and the test measurements are represented by triangular symbols at
the radial stations at which they were recorded.

The harmonic analysis feature of DATAMAP is useful for comparing multiple time
histories. This analysis presumes that frequencies of interest are integral multiples
of the rotor speed. The sine and cosine terms are converted to amplitude and phase in
degrees. Figure 7 illustrates a graphic output of harmonic analyses performed on the
blade torsional bending moment time histories from Figure 3.

The cross-plot feature allows the user to request a plot of one dependant variable
versus another dependent variable as related by a common independent variable for both
functions. For example, Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between two derived
parameters--Normal Force Coefficient and Mach Number with the main rotor azimuth as the
associating parameter. Each symbol indicates a 10-degree increment in Azimuth. A com-
parison of those parameters derived from OLS test measurements and from the C81 analysis
is also provided in the figure.

Figure 9 compares Normal Force Coefficient -istributions derived from measured data and
calculated by C-81. These three-dimensional contour and surface plots provide a good
qualitative view of the radial and azimuthal distributions of the data.

Figure 10 compares test data with results generated from two different analysis
programs, C-81 and RAE Young's Analysis. DATAMAP has been used extensively during joint
US Army/RAE cooperative exercises concentrating on rotor loads, under the auspices of
TTCP (Reference 5). The RAE Young's Analysis has only a rigid blade flapping mode and
one torsion mode. A representation of unsteady aerodynamics is included which uses
Wagner function for attached flow and a time delay stall model for separated conditions
(see Reference 6). The wake consists of a series of vortex rings displaced vertically
and downstream from the tip path plane. The centers of the rings are placed so that the
vortex intersections at the blade approximates radial position and tangency to the
intersection of an undistorted spiral wake. Only a root and tip vortex are included and
the strength of the rings has a constant value with a superimposed first harmonic
variation. The analysis was never intended for teetering rotors, and it models the
AH-1G as two centrally hinged blades, thus there is no carry-over from one blade to the
other.
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9 Sequences of commands can be built, stored, and executed by name.

Many of these features are illustrated in Figure 13 which is an example of generating a
typical DATAMAP command.

3. CORRELATION OF TEST WITH ANALYTICS

A very versatile characteristic of DATAMAP is its ability to access various data sets
during the same interactive session or batch run, which provides direct comparison and
correlation between data from the different sets. Analytical results from helicopter
simulations can therefore be directly correlated with actual test data to evaluate the
accuracy and limitations of the analytical simulations. This feature of DATAMAP is a
powerful tool that is useful to validate new analyses and to evaluate the ability of
analytical simulations to model particular features under investigation; it is also use-
ful as an engineering tool to aid the interpretation of test data.

Figures are provided to illustrate the abilities of DATAMAP to make comparisons of
measured and computed data. Figures 3 through 5 show comparisons of blade bending
moments at differpnt radial stations. Each figure illustrates a choice of line type
available to the user. The Rotorcraft Flight Simulation Program C81 was used to
generate the computed results.

The scale for the Azimuth has been expanded in Figure 4 so that data from 0 to 100
degrees Aziumth is full frame, thus concentrating on the first rotor quadrant. This
ability to window the data is available for either axis.

The Rotorcraft Flight Simulation Program C-81 is a multidisciplinary mathematical model
that may be used to simulate a wide variety of helicopter or V/STOL aircraft configura-
tions using a digital computer. Aircraft performance, stability and control, maneuver
characteristics, and rotor blade loads may be estimated using this model. The following
aircraft components are treated separately: the fuselage; two rotors (each with a modal
pylon, aeroelastic blades, and a nacelle); a wing; four stabilizing surfaces (none of
which must be purely vertical or horizontal); four external stores or aerodynamic
brakes; a nonlinear, coupled control system (including a collective bobweight, stability
and control augmentation system, and maneuver autopilot simulator); two jets; and a
weapon with recoil. This allows detailed representation of the aircraft for design or
detailed analysis applications. Six rigid-body fuselage degrees of freedom and up to
six rotor blade elastic degrees of freedom for each of two rotors are accounted for.
For a complete overview of C-81 capabilities and discussions of the background and
development of the principal mathematical models in the program refer to References 3
and 4.

A Comparison of test data and C-81 analysis is presented in Figure 6, showing the radial
distribution of blade beam bending moments. The computed bending moment is represented
by a continuous line and the test measurements are represented by triangular symbols at
the radial stations at which they were recorded.

The harmonic analysis feature of DATAMAP is useful for comparing multiple time
histories. This analysis preswues that frequencies of interest are integral multiples
of the rotor speed. The sine and cosine terms are converted to amplitude and phase in
degrees. Figure 7 illustrates a graphic output of harmonic analyses performed on the
blade torsional bending moment time histories from Figure 3.

The cross-plot feature allows the user to request a plot of one dependent variable
versus another dependent variable as related by a common independent variable for both
functions. For example, Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between two derived
parameters--Normal Force Coefficient and Mach Number with the main rotor azimuth as the
associating parameter. Each symbol indicates a 10-degree increment in Azimuth. A com-
parison of those parameters derived from OLS test measurements and from the C81 analysis
is also provided in the figure.

Figure 9 compares Normal Force Coefficient distributions derived from measured data and
calculated by C-81. These three-dimensional contour and surface plots provide a good
qualitative view of the radial and azimuthal distributions of the data.

Figure 10 compares test data with results generated from two different analysis
programs, C-81 and RAE Young's Analysis. DATA14AP has been used extensively during joint
US Army/RAE cooperative exercises concentrating on rotor loads, under the auspices of
TTCP (Reference 5). The RAE Young's Analysis has only a rigid blade flapping mode and
one torsion mode. A representation of unsteady aerodynamics is included which uses
Wagner function for attached flow and a time delay stall model for separated conditions
(see Reference 6). The wake consists of a series of vortex rings displaced vertically
and downstream from the tip path plane. The centers of the rings are placed so that the
vortex intersections at the blade approximates cadial position and tangency to the
intersection of an undistorted spiral wake. Only i root and tip vortex are included and
the strength of the rings has a constant value with a superimposed first harmonic
variation. The analysis was never intended for teetering rotors, and it models the
AH-IG as two centrally hinged blades, thus there is no carry-over from one blade to theother.
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4. DANGERS

The analyst must be careful when using a system such as DATAMAP, since the user options
of analysis, derivations, and data editing are so readily available and easy to use. It
is easy to fall into a false sense of security with regard to the validity of the
results. For example, it is easy for the user to mask, or edit, unwanted data time-
histories simply by using the MASK command. One must be extremely cautious when masking
apparently "bad" channels of data. Arbitrarily deleting "bad" data may in fact be
eliminating some feature or changing the nature of real phenomena.

Digital filtering should also be done with care, so as not to obscure some highly tran-
sient event. The type of data, its frequency content, and the intent of filtering are
some factors which may determine whether filtering is necessary at all. Careful con-
sideration should be given to the choice of digital filter type, number of poles, and
break frequencies when filtering is desired.

The cycle averaging option is another DATAMAP feature that may mask noncyclic transient
phenomena. The cycle averaging algorithm seeks to reduce superfluous noise by averaging
several contiguous cycles to form a single representative cycle.

Interpolation of data is a topic that deserves special attention, as it is normally
transparent to the user and can affect the results in ways that the user should at least
be aware of. DATAMAP currently uses a local cubic spline interpolation routine.
Cubic splines are prone to overshoot and to oscillate as demonstrated in Figure 11. For
many interpolation applications this behavior is undesirable. The local cubic inter-
polation routine in DATAMAP is more stable than a normal cubic spline interpolation
inasmuch as it produces less oscillation from a sudden change in curvature; however it
can still show considerable overshoot.

For a given set of function values, the cubic spline interpolation is the "smoothest" in
the sense that it has the least-mean-squared curvature of all twice-differentiable
interpolating functions, which implies an assumption that the original function is
correspondingly smooth. However, since DATAMAP is a general-purpose system, it must
process data that do not meet the smoothness criteria. Specific features of data that
DATAMAP must process are:

e Sharp transitions of the physical function between measured points where the
independent variable is not time. For example, tip vortex interactions cause
blade pressure to change suddenly between blade pressure measurement stations.

* Noise and bias er- rs in flight test data are usually uncorrelated between
measurement stations.

a Inoperative measurement stations can leave large "gaps" between input function
values.

* Some analytic programs simulate functions that change frequency characteristics
with time. These programs may increase the sample rate as high-frenquency com-
ponents are introduced.

Processed results from DATAMAP are particularly affected when two-dimensional inter-
polation is used to obtain a data matrix with a specified constant spacing of elements
which are then plotted using surface or contour methods. Although the magnitude of
interpolation overshoot and oscillation are not always large, any unusual interpolation
effects are particularly disturbing in a 3-D plot because the measured data are not
normally displayed separately for comparison.

A recent study of variable-power interpolation for use in DATAMAP was conducted by BUT
(Reference 7). A variable power interpolation scheme was developed, although not
pesently available in DATAMAp, that has desirable characteristics as illustrated in
Figure 12.

5. EVOLUTION, THE NEXT GENERATION

The state of the art of software development has been rapidly changing for several
years. Programs that were considered easy to use and powerful 10 years ago are now con-
sidered very difficult to use and modify. A typical class of program is a graphical/
analytical post-processor for other programs and other forms of data (such as that pro-
duced by testing of hardware). This section deals with the evolution of this technology
relative to codes used by the helicopter engineering camunity.

The first programs to post-process analytic and test data were batch-oriented, used for-
matted input from cards, and produced little or no graphical output. Progress was slowl
interactivity was introduced, graphics were used to a greater extent, and same programs
became prompt or menu driven.

DATANAP was a leap forward in the state of the art, incorporating advanced graphics,
flexibility, enhanced user interface, and data management by the system.
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The next generation is evidenced in the planning and design of the Second Generation
Comprehensive Helicopter Analysis System (2GCHAS). To demonstrate this, three areas
were chosen for discussion: ease of use, throughput, and model validation.

Ease of use is characterized by several attributes, including readability of input and
output, extensive error handling, help messages, free-field input, and command (and/or
menu) driven program control. Figure 13 shows all of these features in action in a
typical DATAMAP command. Notice that an error is intercepted and rejected. No damage
is done to either the data base or the user's session (including temporary files). The
user can request assistance at any time to reduce the possibility of errors. A DATAMAP
command is normally broken into four fields, terminated by a slash. Within a field,
entries are terminated with one or more spaces, a comma, or a combination of both. Note
the use of the empty field for choosing default values. Finally, notice how much more
meaningful this command is than a list of numbers in (311, 614, Il) format. DATAMAP has
13 specification commands with several dozen actions, a variety of input sources, and 10
output options. A command can contain any consistent set of these parts. The resulting
power and ease of use of the command interface far exceeds that which could be expected
from the use of numerical switches. For 2GCHAS this concept is extended still further.
In addition to the features of DATAMAP, 2GCHAS supports a wider range of commands and
permits I/O to or from many places other than the program-specific files (i.e., within
core, to any supported I/O device, and to operating system/FORTRAN supported file
structure). The following line is an example of a command that 2GCHAS would use to
perform the same functioning as the DATAMAP command in Figure 13:
CYCLE AVERAGE (1): ABS PRESSURE (FLT614,SCFl).

Although the help and error handling are not demonstrated here, there would be features
similar to the features demonstrated on DATAMqAP.

The readability of input and output is good in both DATAMAP and 2GCHAS by paying atten-
tion to detail on printouts and extensive use of high-quality graphics.

Throughput is the measure of the amount of productive work the programs can perform in a
given period of time. Throughput may only be evaluated realistically by considerating
not only the processing time but also the data preparation time and usability of the
output. Many of the features already discussed under ease of use also strongly impact
throughput.

DATA 4AP provides logical steps with which a series of processes can be applied to a data
stream. A common example of this is the sequencet cycle average absolute pressure
data, derive Pressure Coefficients for this stream, integrate the Pressure Coefficients
stream to yield Normal Force Coefficients, then plot the Normal Force Coefficient. The
results of these steps can be saved from day to day. The 2GCHAS will provide an even
more impressive data handling capability. In addition to a larger combination of analy-
ses and ddrivations, a data management subsystem is envisioned which will allow manipu-
lation of all data on the data base by Lile, by logical subsets (accessed by name), and
by user-defined fields. An example of this capability might be to identify all flights
with speeds greater than 80 knots.

Both DATAMAP and 2GCHAS enhance their own processing capabilities with a generalized
interface to other programs and to data collected from other sources (e.g., from flight
tests). DATAKAP does this by means of the Data Transfer File (DTF). A small program is
written (or the existing program is modified) to produce a DTF in the prescribed format.
An mlnfo" File is written to describe the contents of the DTF, the File Creation Program
transfers the DTF to the Masterfile, and the default Info File is replaced. The user
writes a file describing the format of the data already existing and the external model
interface uses this description to input the data, storing it to the Master Data Base,
or uses it directly.

Model validation is the use of the capabilities of the system to compare, evaluate, and

correct application programs or the system itself. The comparisons and evaluations are
performed relative to data from another program or data from an external source. The
simplest, and yet perhaps the most powerful, function which supports model validation is
the ability to accept input from more than one source; this capability is lacking from a
vast majority of post-processors. A logical progression is that the multiple data
streams must be displayable together. Statistical packages can be used to quantify
trends which have been identified by inspection. Finally, analyses specifically
designed for comparisions (e.g., cross correlation) can be applied. Once again, both
DATAKAP and 2GCHAS excel, although in the latter two areas DATAMAP has only very basic
capabilities. It is anticipated that 2GCHAS will be useable to identify trends, extra-
polate some numerical conclusions based on the performance of similar types of data, and
quantify the effect of a stimulus on series of analyses. Other similar types of
advanced model validation techniques may also be included.

There are other areas in which DATAMAP was an intermediate step from which requirements
and design for portions of the 2GCHAS were derived. DATA4AP is a state-of-the-art
improvement in helicopter graphic/analytic post-processors; as a result, it has been a
test bed for some new approaches. A high percentage of the implemented features of
DATAMAP are very successful. In the development of 2GCHAS, the best features of DATAMAP
are being retained, good features are being enhanced, and mediocre or missing features
have been identified for additional development. Thus, a true evolution is taking place
from outdated applications programs to DATAMAP to 2GCHAS.
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The 2GCHAS is presently in development. Although the purpose of 2GCHAS is more compre-
hensive than DATAMAP, the portions of 2GCHAS which perform the DATAMAP-like functions
have been designed around the DATAMAP structure, as can be seen by comparing Figure 1
(DATAMAP structure) to Figure 14 (2GCHAS post-processing structure).

7. CONCLUSIONS

DATAKAP is a data analysis and management system that has been shown to be versatile and
user oriented. It provides an engineering user (not necessarily computer oriented) a
powerful tool for interactively analyzing and interpreting a vast amount of data which
may otherwise be unmanageable. Most of the derivations and some of the analysis proce-
dures are helicopter oriented; however, other processing capabilities, data management
features, and the graphics functions can readily be used for nonhelicopter applications.
Certain features of DATAMAP enable it to be used to validate new analyses and to eval-
uate the ability of analytical simulations to model particular phenomena; it can also
be used as an engineering tool to aid in the interpretation of test data. The concepts
used for the development of DATAMAP and expanded during its use have been used, or are
the basis, for some of the capabilities of the Second Generation Comprehensive
Helicopter Analysis System.
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anat/aberlgroup s2px,,,,610 0 1/keep scfl/
E NTRY UNRECOGNIZED ABER
ACTION SUBSTEP

ENTER:- 01) O PTIONS: HARMO0NIC,FILTER,SPECTRUM,DAM4PING,
AVERAGE,MMAX,CONERENCE,RESPONSE,CROSS,
AUTO,STATISTICS,ACOUSTICS,CO4BINE,
INTEGRATE,ADJUST,DIFFERENTIATE -NO DEFAULT

-------------------------- MORE ENTRIES MAY FOLLOW IN SUBSTEP --
aver/group s2px ?
INPUT SUBSTEP

ENTER:- (1) DOUBLEROW OPTION: TOP,BOTTOM,BOTH-
BE FAULT='SOTHI

(2) ALL OR (COLUMN ELEM #)-DEFAULT=IALL
(3) ALL OR (ROW ELEM #)-DEFAULT=IALL
(4) (COUNTER)-NO DEFAULT
(5) TIME INSTANT WITHIN ONE CYCLE BEFORE

STARTING CYCLE (SEC) -NO DEFAULT
(6) (# CYCLES)-DEFAULT= 1

----------------------------- MORE ENTRIES IN SUBSTEP FOLLOW ---
....,610 0 1/keep scfl/
ILLEGAL DEFAULT FOR SUBSTEP ENTRY 6
INPUT SUBSTEP

ENTER:- (1) (COUNTER)-NO DEFAULT
(2) TIM4E INSTANT WITHIN ONE CYCLE BEFORE

STARTING CYCLE (SEC) -NO DEFAULT

(3) (# CYCLES)-DEFAULTz 1
(4) AZIMUTH ANGLE(DEG)-DEFAULT= -.01

----------------------------- END OF SUBSTEP-------------------------
610 0 1/
help
DISPOSITION SUBSTEP

ENTER:- (1) OPTIONS: PLOT,M4PLOT,LPLOT,DPLOT,APLOT,
PRIN',CONTOUR,SURFACE,KEEP,ADD -NO DEFAULT

-------------------------- MORE ENTRIES MAY FOLLOW IN SUBSTEP --
keep scfl/
List
ANAL/AVER/GROUS2PX,BOTH,ALL ,ALL , 610,0, 1, -.01/KEEP
SCF1 ,NONE,NONE/

FIGURE 13. TYPICAL EATAMAP COMMAND GENERATION USING HELP FEATURES
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COMMENTS ON SESSION IV

EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATIONS AND VERIFICATIONS

by

S. N. Wagner
Hochschule der Bundeswehr MGnchen

Institut fqr Luftfahrttechnik und Leichtbau
D 8014 Neubiberg, FRG

PREPARED COMMENTS ON THE PAPERS:

It is a great pleasure for me to participate in this Specialists Meeting

on Prediction of Aerodynamic Loads on Rotorcraft and to be invited as a commentator of
Session IV.

Session IV on "Experimental Correlations and Verifications" consisted of 3 categories
of papers:

1. Comparison of flight test data with theory,

2. Comparison of wind tunnel test data with theory,

3. A software package to make such comparisons on the basis of a large variety of in-
formations.

Before going to the detailed discussions of each paper, I would like to make some general
comments. Several of these measurements discussed in the papers were made to get some
specific information in order to substantiate or develop a special theory.

During this meeting, it was quoted occasionally that there is a lack of qualified test
data for general use. It is, therefore, suggested to collect some extra data in these
kinds of tests to get more information for general use. This data bench should also in-
clude all the background informations to be able to use the data for general comparisons.
Since wind tunnel tests and, especially, flight tests are very costly, the recording of
some more data would be negligible compared to the total costs and the experimental data
could be used more generally. I know that such a desire is critical, especially in case
of industrial measurements because of proprietory rights but, maybe, there is a way to
make such measurements usable for a greater group of users.

B. Masure and A. Vuillet (Paper 16) report on rotor load prediction methods which were
developed at Soci~t6 National Industrielle A~rospatiale (SNIAS) which are used to dimen-
sion helicopter rotors. The three methods are the so-called modal method, the so-called
azimuth method and a simplified method each properly tuned to the case of application and
amount of effort. The authors show interesting comparisons between calculations of these
methods and flight measurements. They also indicate the shortcomings of these three
methods and give suggestions for further development.

The modal method postulates implicitly that there exists an average steady state and
that the movements with respect to that steady state must be small enough to allow a
linearization of the differential equations. This restriction of the method, which is
good for a first estimate of the forces and of the moments of a rotor at a flight with
medium advance ratios and low load factors,led to the derivation of the azimuth method.

r The azimuth method allows to reach a desired accuracy in predicting the loads. It is
assumed that the solution vector is a periodic function and the resulting system of dif-
ferential equations has constants that are independent of time. Therefore, no instabili-
ties can be predicted. The accuracy of results can be increased by using a high number
of harmonics. However, there is a limit which is defined by the capacity of the computer.
In fact, 156 differential equations have to be integrated to calculate a static deforma-
tion. The question is whether it would be worthwhile to improve the solution procedure
and even go to higher harmonics before the physical background of the aerodynamics is
improved. it seems to me that the aerodynamic assumptions are rather conservative com-
pared to the structural part. A relatively crude inflow model (Mejer - Drees method to
calculate the induced velocity), quasisteady aerodynamics, look-up tables for compressibil-
ity and stall effects are used. Since we already know that there are strong three-
dimensional, transonic and nonsteady effects at the advancing blade, it is recommended
to improve the mathematical models for all these effects before the structural part is
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even more sophisticated. This is also true for the retreating blade. The authors mention
that there are problems to calculate the torsional effects with sufficient accuracy. It
seems that these effects %in only be predicted accurately if the influences of three-
dimensional and unsteady aerodynamics can be described by an equivalent mathematical model.

The simplified method of Paper 16 is regarded a nice tool for preliminary design studies
to predict the main forces and moments.

The theme of Paper 17 is to calculate the hub loads, -lade loads, and downwash
by various methods, and to check the accuracy of the theories by comparison with measure-
ments on a 4-bladed hingeless rotor model in a wind tunnel. In addition, the theories
used had to be both simple and as accurate as possible since they are intended for use
in a complete helicopter simulation program. It is the opinion of the author that one
side effect also existed concerning the wind tunnel test, namely, that the relatively
young helicopter team of the DFVLR gain some experience in wind tunnel testing of heli-
copter models. In the future, expensive wind tunnel tests should reveal more informa-
tion on the details of flow around the helicopter blade, e.g. the core size, the vertical
and lateral displacement of the tip vortex as a function of time, vortex induced stall
on a blade, and possibly even vortex bursting. The alcohol-filled U-shaped manometers
should be replaced by pressure transducers so that the informatlon about the downwash
distribution should be available on-line.

Fig. 4 of Paper 17 shows downwash measurements and calculations in hover at two
distances from rotor plane. It is explained why the local momentum theory shows better
results than the global momentum theory, one reason being the flapping distribution.
Despite the fact that cyclic pitch was not equal to zero in the test, it is usually small
so that the influence should not be too important. The momentum methods provide a fast
means of predicting overall performance, but their general success stems mainly from
some compensating errors in their inflow distribution and from judicious application
of empiricism by experienced users. It is, therefore, suggested that one should check
David Kocurek's lifting surface theory (1) with a prescribed wake. It should be fast
enough for simulation work and more accurate than momentum methods. In radial direction,
more test points should be chosen to get more information about the distribution of the
downwash. This is also true with respect to Fig. 5, where the influence of a trailing
vortex seems to be evident.

The discrepancies between theory and measurement of Fig. 6 are partly explained by the
inaccuracies in the calculation of the flapping motion. It is well-known that,with a
hingeless rotor, the magnitude of the flapping response to nonuniform inflow is not
greatly affected, but the phase of the response can be significantly decreased. Thus,
a longitudinal inflow variation can cause both longitudinal and lateral flapping. While
the longitudinal flapping might be predicted with satisfactory accuracy by a uniform
inflow theory, the lateral flapping is underestimated, especially at low advance ratio.
This has been demonstrated in a recent paper by Wayne Johnson (2). He showed that a
calculation of the nonuniform wake-induced velocity is necessary to accurately predict
lateral flapping angles. Raymond W. Prouty (3) developed a simple engineering approxi-
mation to estimate the lateral flapping angle on the basis of an average induced
velocity that depends on the free stream velocity and the overall thrust. It is suggested
that this approximation for quick calculations be included in helicopter simulation.

In Fig. 9 of Paper 17, the torque is plotted versus advance ratio. The good agree-
ment between global momentum theory and experiment is again explained by some compen-
sating errors in the inflow distribution of the momentum theory. The discrepancy between
theory and measurement at an advance ratio of zero is probably caused by the flow break-
down in the wind tunnel. There are also some doubts about the validity of the data at
low advance ratio because of wind tunnel wall interference effects that might occur
because of the relatively large diameter of the rotor compared to the cross-section of thewind tunnel test section.

The introduction of Paper 18 gives the theme: "The objective ... is to take various
key features of the mathematical modeling of the rotor wake required for detailed blade
load prediction ... ". In particular, the position and the effect of the tip vortex on
the following blade is intended to be investigated. It is an interesting idea to use
the local pressure coefficient at 2V of local chord (Cpo.0 2C) as an indication of local
blade incidence. However, there can arise some difficulties that are connected not
only with non-linear behavior when stall or non-steady effects are present at the re-
treating blade. Inaccuracies can also occur because of three-dimensional effects and
influences of transonic, non-steady flow at the advancing side of the blade on the local
pressure distribution (Ref. 5) even if the pressure coefficient of 2% of local chord is
taken. It is, therefore, suggested that the local position of stagnation point, which
also depends on the angle of attack, be measured. Shockey et al.(4) used hot-wire sensorson a helicopter blade to measure stagnation point location as a means to determine local
aerodynamic angle of attack.

The method of measuring the distance of a tip vortex from the following blade is very
interesting and deserves our attention. The discrepancy between theory and measurement
of the distance of vortex below the following blade, h/c, on the advancing blade stems
probably from three-dimensional and compressibility effects as well as from the simple
inflow model used. The agreement between measurement and theory when determining the
azimuth angles at blade-vortex intersection (in plan)and the blade-vortex crossing angle
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at intersection is surprisingly good although the methods derived in the appendix of
Paper 18 are relatively simple. It is only suggested that some more explanations be
added how to use, for instance, eq (Al). Otherwise it might create some difficulties
for rapid application.

Paper 19 describes a computer software system that enables arbitrary users to manage
large data bases, to provide means of presentation of digitized data, to compare test
results with theories etc. The examples shown in the paper demonstrate very clearly the
versatility of the program package. If the description of the program is so clear that
it can be used easily , an old dream of the engineer whether in research or in produc-
tion will become reality. However, there is one danger when applying such programs:
The engineer might be too indolent to check whether the results that have been produced
by the computer are physically meaningful or doubtful.
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COMMENTS ON PAPERS PRESENTED IN SESSION IV OF THE FLUID DYNAMICS
PANEL ON PREDICTION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON ROTORCRAFT

"EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATIONS AND VERIFICATIONS"

by

Kenneth B. Amer
Manager, Technology Department

Hughes Helicopter, Inc.
Culver City, California 90230

My comments on the papers presented in Session IV cover both general comments and specific com-
ments. In the category of general comments, all papers should bear in mind the goals of improved predic-
tion of aerodynamic loads on rotorcraft. Namely;

1) To improve our ability to predict blade bending loads in order to improve our ability to predict

rotor blade fatigue life. Inasmuch as blade fatigue damage occurs primarily in maneuvers such
as pullups and turns, it is necessary to be able to predict blade bending fatigue loads in
maneuvers as well as in level flight. Thus, rotorcraft aerodynamic loads must be predictable in
maneuvers as well as in level flight.

2) Another goal is to be able to predict rotorcraft vibration. Such a prediction in turn requires
prediction of blade root shears and bending moments, as well as the effects of impingement of
the pulsating wake on the empennage. Rotorcraft vibration is primarily of importance in level
flight because of the predominant percentage of flight time. However, maneuvers such as transi-
tion from forward flight to hover tend to cause high vibration and hence are also of importance.
Thus, rotorcraft loads and rotor downwash must be predictable during transition from forward
flight to hover as well as in level flight.

The following specific comments apply to each of the papers presented.

Paper #17 - "Comparison of Rotor Analysis Results with Aerodynamic Windtunnel Data"

Downwash measurements and analytical correlations are always of value to improving our ability
to predict rotorcraft loads. There is some confusion in this commentator's mind between "local momentum
theory" and "global momentum theory." It is difficult from the verbal description to visualize the local
momentum theory and a mathematical description with some figures %ould help. It is also not clear whether
the local momentum theory referred to is the same as that incorporated in Reference 5.

There is some question as to the validity of the experimental data at an advanced ratio of 0.05.
Normally for tests at this low advanced ratio, considerable attention must be made to wall effects and
recirculation. Also, the poor agreement between measured and predicted main rotor torque in hover (Figure
9) is disturbing. As shown in Figure 1, the model appears to represent an actual helicopter hovering in
a location only minimally affected by surrounding obstructions.

Paper #18 - "An Appraisal of Rotor Blade-Tip Vortex Interaction and Wake Geometry from Flight Measurements"

This paper is believed to be an important contribution in improving the understanding of blade/
vortex interaction. The azimuthal variation of CN and Cp presented in Figure 4 is an excellent illustra-
tion of blade/vortex interaction. The Cp data of Figures 3 and 5 are a very illuminating description of the
effects of flow separation on airfoil pressure distribution. The comparison of measured and predicted
azimuth angles at blade/vortex intersection shown in Figure 10 is very satisfying.

The author is to be commended for providing high quality blade/vortex data which will provide the
basis for many future analytical efforts.

Paper #19 - "Datamap and Its Impact on Prediction Proarams"

This paper describes and shows results of a plot package for automatically plotting computer
output, both test and analytic. This should be a valuable tool in expediting comparisons between experi-
mental data and analytical results. The contour plots of Figure 9 comparing computed and derived main
rotor normal force coefficients are a highlight of the paper.
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
ON

"PREDICTION OF AERODYNAMIC LOADS ON ROTORCRAFr"

Dr. McCroskey

I would like to open up the floor for comments and discussions about particular things that seem to need
further attention, areas in which we ought to progress, or alternatively, areas where we might seem to be
going off on a tangent that is less than totally fruitful. Is there any coament now from the audience?

Mr. Vuillet

I have a question on load prediction. I would like to gather some comments from research centers and
manufacturers. What is the general purpose of prediction? Is it for fatigue life estimation? In this
case the methods do not show an accuracy within a 10% range, which is the minimum requirement necessary
to use the date. Is it for limit loads prediction, the estimation of which is fundamental in the design
procedure. In this last case, manoeuvres are the critical cases which occur at the 2 or 3 g load factor,
but the methods which have been presented at this meeting only operate at 1 g load factor. May I have
comments on this question please?

Dr. McCroakey

I hope you don't address that to me, because I don't make helicopters.

Mr. Brotherhood

I really would like to endorse those remarks. We have addressed most of our remarks to 1 g flight, and
it is becoming obvious that there is an increased potential for the helicopter in manoeuvring flight and
in the context of 'Agility' as conceived by the Army. These cases of manoeurving flight are most
difficult to predict and, I would imagine, are where the least work is being done. We are just beginning
to tackle these effects in our own flight research, but our RAE Westlands loads program is still strictly
only applicable to 1 g rectilinear flight. It certainly needs updating to steady turning flight or
steady pull-up flight, because this is an area where the helicopter has a greatly increased potential
capability, and it is certainly not being adequately addressed, either from the loads side or from flight
mechanics and handling aspects which are also associated with both high positive and negative load
factors.

Mr. Landgrebe

I will try to respond to that from the developers standpoint, having some experience in attempting to
work the maneuver problem. I use that word "attempting" in quotes because as you know, and as was just
commented, most of the analyses today are directed at the steady flight condition. As was mentioned by
Mr. Brotherhood, doing the analysis for maneuvers is certainly more complex. You get the problem where
you have to face the computer time requirement problem in addition to the technical requirements. There
are significant limitations in both areas. We saw today many instances of wake vortex interaction which
gets even more severe and more complicated when you get into the maneuver situation. When you talk about
free wake, inflow and airload analyses for maneuvers, there is no question that we are facing a very
complicated situation. Most of the developers try to crawl before they walk and start off with the
steady flight condition. We have addressed the maneuvers in a few of our programs and we started off
with one which is in some ways simpler and in some ways more difficult. We took the hover condition and
looked at it regarding what happens when you have an ambient wind and this ambient wind could be in the
form of a gust. We moved on from there to looking at what I call a transient condition at low speed. We
were successful in predicting some of the loading peaks, particularly the locations thereof, but as far

as accurately predicting the magnitudes of airloads, there is still a lot to be done in that area. So,
to answer the question, there is certainly a need for development for maneuver analyses. I see that
coming in the normal progression of the technology, but that is an area for which a lot of the
condition. We should get the answers to those before we move out all the way in the maneuvering flight

regime.

Mr. Sopher

Accurate loads predictions for steady conditions continues to be an important need. The steady vibratory
' 4load program are used for designing blades, and they are the only tool we have at the oment. There are

things like pitch link loads and pitch link design which are attacked by means of these programs. There
are other things which accurate load predictions are needed for. One is stability prediction, for
example, flap-lag and torsional response interactions. Accurate load predictions in those areas are
essential. There are new areas which we haven't dealt with yet, but which you can envisage will he
addressed in the future and one is vibration prediction and the configuring of aircraft to have low
vibrations and the study of aircraft to examine the effects of the addition of equipment and their impact
on the vibration characteristics. finally, at the beginning of this session, Mr. Dadone discussed the
need for integrating airfoil design in response programs. I expect that in the future we are going to
see closer integration of airfoil designs and the use of aeroelastic response programs.

Dr. MeCroskey

Thank you. I failed to mention earlier that we did have a second commentator scheduled for this session,
Mr. Kenneth Amer from Hughes Helicopters. He was ill and not able to attend the meeting. I am happy to
report that he was not seriously ill, but nevertheless unable to attend the meeting. He passed on to so
some notes that happen to be most closely related to this question that Mr. Vuillet just raised. I would
like to read a few excerpts from the notes that he passed to me.
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"In the category of general comments, all papers should bear in mind the goals of improved prediction of
aerodynamic loads on rotorcraft, namely;

I- To improve our ability to predict blade bending loads in order to improve our ability to
predict rotor blade fatigue life. Inasmuch as blade fatigue damage occurs primarily in
manoeuvres such as pullups and turns, it is necessary to be able to predict blade bending
fatigue loads in manoeuvres as well as in level flight".

That is quite a challenge. Thus, rotorcraft airloada must be predictable in manoeuvres as well as in
level flight.

2- "Another goal is to be able to predict rotorcraft vibration. Such a prediction in turn
requires prediction of blade root shears and bending moments as well as the effect of
impingement of the pulsating wake on the empenage. Rotorcraft vibration is primarily of
importance in level flight because of the predominant percentage of flight time in that
condition. However, manoeuvres such as transition from forward flight to hover tend to
cause high vibration and hence are also of importance. Thus rotorcraft loads and rotor
dounwash must be predictable during transition from forward flight to hover as well as in
level flight."

So he seems to say, yes, everything - fatigue, manoeuvres, transition from one flight regime to another.
I think to a certain extent we all accept that is true; the question at this stage is, " with what
confidence can we make such predictions?" I think that we have some distance to go in that regard.

Dr. Carlson

Coming to this meeting as a representative of the Structures and Materials Panel, I would like to add a
little different perspective to that last point. Level flight predictions are extremely important
because it is not the damage that they don't do, it is that they should never produce any damage. It is

incumbent on the initial design not to produce a rotor system that does sustain fatigue damage in any
kind of trimed level flight, because that presents you with a catastrophe. The secondary issue is,
given that, fatigue damage does not occur in 2 g trimmed flight, then how much life exists in some kind

of extended manoeuvre capability. I think there is a different point to be made there, so I exhort all
of you to continue with the level flight predictions, learn to walk perhaps before you run. They are

extremely important.

Mr. Kerr

I guess really we have to separate two things here. One of them is the development of basic technology
and the other is development of design tools. My experience has been that you often encounter a problem
during a development program for which you haven't had predictive analysis capability. In order to fix
the problem, you use every tool at your disposal, whether the tool was designed for that use or not. You
,push it, you prod it, you prop it up, and you try to solve the problem with it. In the process, you
dewelop some confidence in the tool's ability to predict the phenomenon of interest. Then, the next time
you design a helicopter, you've got a calibration on that methodology and, after adding as much
technology improvement as possible, you apply it as a design tool. That is how several of the
comprehensive helicopter analyses that are being used out there in industry right now have developed.
They are not necessarily technically correct for every application. They may not produce good
quantitative results, but you have developed confidence in them because you have applied them in solving

real problems. You have confidence that you can guide your design with their use. Because we operate
this way, it doesn't mean that we do not need to be going right back to basics and develop a better
understanding of basic phenomena.

C-81 is a good example of an analysis which has been used for a wide range of applications. It has been
a valuable tool to both the US government, the Bell Helicopter Company, and other helicopter companies

which have used it. It has enabled us to go ahead with limited technology and, within its limitatins,
still have a useful design tool. It wasn't many years ago that we were doing helicopter design with
slide rules and desk calculators. We are now using a number of these large analyses. One reason for
developing a second generation analysis is because a wide variety of first generation analyses are in
use; they are used in the design room, and they will continue to be used in spite of their shortcomings.

We would like to have as good a tool as the available technology can support to aid in design. We also
need a way to get the new technology into the field as it is developed, not some 10 years after its
development when someone goet a chance to put it in a form where it can be applied.

Dr. Xc Croekey

I prepared this slide to open the meeting. If I could have had the luxury of making a new one to
conclude, I might have changed something, but at least these are my impressions on some aspects of where
we stand today. I think that we have gotten a lot of mileage out of some of the older methods, but for
accurate predictions, we have to move on.

(Figure 1 - NcCrokey) I have listed here some methods that perhaps are still useful, but for accurate
predictions they are really not adequate. I think that in-the future we definitely will have to look at
some of these modules that were discupsed in the first day in the context of the complete rotor. I think
that we will have to pay attention Le stall and reattachment on the blade and transonic blade tip
characteristics. It is possible in cases to put in, in modular form, transonic codes that don't compute
the whole rotor environment, but that do the right thing at the right place. Certainly the wake geometry
and the vortex strength are important, and I think that it is absolutely essential now to think in terms
of the correct coupling of the rotor flow field with the blade motion and dynamics. Certainly the impact
of modern computers will be felt evermore. Lastly, I have listed what I think are the things for which
we are trying to have accurate and reliable predictions. We have spoken some of performance, vibratory
stresses, and blade dynamics; we spoke not much of acoustics, but that is also important in the future.
efore leaving this, I would like to make a few additional remarks.
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First of all, despite all that we have beard here in the last few days, helicopters really do fly and
they fly well. They do many useful missions. In some sense it may be like the weather; it really does
rain and sometimes it snows, we do have periods of warm weather and sunshine and cloudy and cold
weather... these exist but we are not always able to predict when they will exist and in what intensity.
To a certain extent helicopters do what they are supposed to do, but we need to be able to predict these
things better. We have made a tremendous smount of progress in the 10 years since the Fluid Dynamics
Panel last had a meeting on this subject in Marseilles in 1972, entitled Aerodynamics of Rotor Craft. At
that time, we basically had for air loads prediction, what one might tend to call the zero generation
calculations. That is to say, at that time, and remember that this is only 10 years ago, we were scaling
air loads data from previous flight tests. Almost nothing was analytical. The first generation air
loads calculations, that is to say, analyses based on physical principles, but whose validation was
limited to previous company designs, have been the innovation of the 1970's in this business. With this
first generation air loads calculation, the success depends very strongly upon how close the new design
is to the previous experience which that particular company might have had. Industry views these first
generation analysis programs, despite their limitations, as significant advances, so that as long as a
new rotor design does not depart too strongly from previous company designs, then rotor loads estimates
are generally reasonable. In fact, it was at this level where the 1974 Rotor Craft Dynamics Meeting,
sometimes referred to as Ormiston's Olympics, made comparisons in which for the first time these methods
were applied to an arbitrary rotor. The results showed that these first generation loads calculations,
if they were to be extended to a new or unrelated rotor design, would entail some considerable risk.
What has happened in the last 8 years? I guess I am precluded from calling the current work second
generation because that word has been coined for the effort described by Mr. Kerr; but if we consider one
and one-half generation loads calculation, these would be distinguished by their ability to predict rotor
loads for a wide variety of configuration types and rotor designs. There is considerable disagreement in
the industry today as to how close present computer codes have actually come in meeting this objective;
disagreement in how good these codes are in doing design for which they have not been fine tuned. There
is a fairly unanimous feeling that the data to validate these one and one-half generation codes really do

not exist, although we may be closer to it than previously thought after what has been heard today. We
still have much work to do to have confidence in predicting loads on a new rotor design.

Also, I think it is important to reilize that as we do go ahead in this type of work, there are
potentially non-productive tangents upon which we can go and spend certain amounts of money. The program
committee for this meeting consists of Prof. Steketee from the Netherlands, Dipl. Ing. Sacher from
Germany, Dr. Sacerdote from Italy, M. Verne from France and Dr. David Smith from the RAS as well as
myself. We the program comittee in particular, and the Fluid Dynamics Panel in general, hope that some
of the more fruitful paths may have been identified in this meeting. Also we hope very much that
contacts have been made that will be mutually beneficial in future efforts, whether this results in
direct collaboration or just exchanges of information and ideas.

To conclude I would like to thank the speakers and the commentators for the considerable efforts that
they have put in in preparation for this meeting. With that I would like to turn to the Chairman of the
Fluid Dynamics Panel, M. Monnerie for a few brief concluding remarks.

M. Monnerie (Translated from French)

These two days of work are nearly over. I think tilat we can say without any reservations that they were
very interesting and that this reunion of speciali'sts has been a success, which was indicated in
particular by the number of participants and their participation. This we owe to the excellent job done
by the team who have organixed the meeting. All oi those who have made contributions to the common work
merit our recognition, and I would like to thank them on your behalf:
- First of all, the National Delegates from the United Kingdom for their friendly welcome here and the
lovely environment and very nice setting for the meeting;
- Second, the Program Committee and its Chairman, Dr. McCroskey, who did very good work and for the
commentators system which has been extremely efficient in drawing out the best benefits of all
contributions and stimulating the discussions;
- Also of course, the commentators themselves, the session chairmen and the authors for their very
interesting contributions;
- Then everyone who helped us with the meeting, including Captain Hillary and his secretary, Mrs. Scott,
the interpretors, Mr. Walker who was in charge of the slides, and those who were in charge of the slides,
and those who were in charge of the sound system;
- All of you who helped make the discussions extremely lively;

- Last, but not least, Mr. Rollins and his secretary, Melle livault, who were so careful to organise
everything and to whom we owe special thanks.

Before ending, I would like to tell you about the program which has been prepared for the FDP: -

Tomorrow, a specialists meeting on Wall Interference in Wind Tunnels. From 20-22 Septewber, in
Trondheim, Norway, a symposium on Missile Aerodynamics. Prom 21-25 March 1983. at the von Karman
Institute, a special course an the Aerodynamics of Controls. From 25 April, a Symposium In Vortex
Aerodynamics in the Netherlands. In May 1983, a special course on Subsonic/Transonic Interaction at the
VII and at WPA1U. Finally, in the week of 26 September 1983, a Symposium in Turkey on Windtunnels and
Testing Techniques.

That is all, goodbye, have a good trip home, and I hope to see you at one of the above-sentioned
activities. The meeting is adjourned.

_ _ _ _ wil
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